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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the methods currently available to measure
the functional outcomes of physiotherapy treatment for low back problems. As a
preliminary step, all extant questionnaires were located and evaluated against practical
criteria to determine their likely utility in clinical practice. This process identified a
large number of questionnaires, however, only six back-specific questionnaires fulfilled
the practical criteria for clinical application. Four of these questionnaires were selected
for further evaluation along with a generic health status assessment instrument, the SF36 Health Survey. Current recommendations suggest that a low-back specific and a
generic questionnaire are required for comprehensive assessment of the impact of low
back problems. The four back-specific questionnaires selected were the Oswestry
Disability Questionnaire, the Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale, the Roland-Morris
Disability Questionnaire and the Waddell Disability Index. An evaluation of the
literature on the clinimetric properties of these questionnaires revealed that little
information was available for the Quebec and Waddell questionnaires and no
information was available for any of the questionnaires for a clinical population of
people with low back pain seeking physiotherapy treatment in an Australian setting.
The primary aim of the research was identify which, if any, of the questionnaires should
be recommended for measuring outcomes of physiotherapy treatment for low back pain.
Consecutive ambulatory (non-admitted) patients presenting for physiotherapy treatment
at three public hospital physiotherapy outpatient departments, three community health
services, and four private practices were invited to enter the study. Patients were
included if they were seeking treatment for a low back problem, were aged 18 or over,
and could read and write English. Subjects completed the questionnaires on two
occasions six-weeks apart. One hundred and forty subjects returned the first set of
questionnaires, and 106 the second set. The mean age of the sample at pre-test was 51
(SD 17) and ranged from 18 to 89 years. Sixty-six percent were female, 41% were
employed and 12% were receiving compensation for their back problem. Duration of
the back complaint was more than six weeks for 56% of subjects, and 60% reported five
or more previous episodes or continuous pain. Referred pain in the buttock thigh or leg
was reported by 70% of subjects.
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The first aim was to compare the questionnaires for acceptability and comprehensibility.
Data quality was high for all the questionnaires (less than 5% missing data).
As expected, subjects found the more complex SF-36 Health Survey more difficult to
complete than three of the low-back questionnaires. However, less than 10% of
subjects found any of the questionnaires more than a little difficult to complete.
The next aim was to explore the internal structure and inter-relationships of the lowback questionnaires and the three physical scales of the SF-36 Health Survey (Physical
Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily Pain). Analysis of item-item correlation, itemtotal correlation and Cronbach’s alpha confirmed that all scales were internally
consistent. Factor analysis confirmed item homogeneity (unidimensionality) of all
questionnaires except the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire. The questionnaires
were significantly intercorrelated, but correlations exceeded .70 only for the Oswestry,
Quebec and Waddell questionnaires.
The next aim of the research was to compare test-retest reliability of the questionnaires.
The Oswestry, Quebec and SF-36 Physical Functioning scale had sufficient reliability
and scale width for clinical application. Despite previous reports of high reliability, the
Roland-Morris scale was significantly less reliable than several of the other
questionnaires. This indicates the importance of establishing the measurement
properties of a test in the population or setting in which it will be used. The Waddell
Disability Index, and the SF-36 Role-Physical and Bodily Pain scales had insufficient
scale width to be useful in clinical practice. More than 15% of respondents had an
initial score on these scales that would not allow change to be detected with 90%
confidence.
The next aim of the research was to compare the responsiveness of the questionnaires.
None of the questionnaires was consistently identified as more or less responsive than
the others although two methods (effect size and Liang’s standardized response mean)
suggested the SF-36 Bodily Pain scale was more responsive than some other
questionnaires.
A secondary aim of this section was to evaluate the validity of the many available
responsiveness indices and a novel “reliable change” method. A “known groups”
strategy was used to determine whether the responsiveness index could discriminate
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between the low-back relevant questionnaires and the SF-36 General Health scale, the
scores of which did not change across the retest period. With the exception of the novel
“reliable change” method the responsiveness indices were all found to be valid
indicators of responsiveness. Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index, effect size and Liang’s
standardized response mean discriminated at 95% confidence between the reference
scale and all the low-back questionnaires. The standardized response mean, t-test,
correlation and ROC methods discriminated between the reference scale and five or six
of the seven other questionnaires. Guyatt’s index was recommended as the best of the
criterion-based methods, and the effect size the best of the distribution-based methods.
The three questionnaires identified as having sufficient reliability and scale width, the
Oswestry, Quebec and SF-36 Physical Functioning scale, were next analysed for data fit
to a Rasch model. All three questionnaires had good data fit and item function was not
affected by time, age, gender or whether or not subjects reported avoiding bending.
The final aim of this research was to identify by Rasch analysis items to supplement the
SF-36 Physical Functioning scale. The new scale, named the Low-Back SF-36 Physical
Functioning18, showed comparable reliability and responsiveness to the SF-36 Physical
Functioning scale. Further research is required to establish the measurement properties
of the Low-Back SF-36 Physical Functioning18 scale in an independent sample.
However, it has the potential to improve the clinical measurement of function by
providing clinicians with a single measurement tool for comprehensive assessment of
patients with low back pain.
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1 CHAPTER ONE: Measuring Functional Outcomes in
Low Back Pain Patients
1.1 Chapter Aims
This chapter aims to:
•

Outline the prevalence and health impact of low back problems in the Australian
population.

•

Discuss the advantages and limitations of various types of health measurement
scales.

•

Identify problems associated with the use of patient self-report health
measurement scales.

•

Establish criteria for evaluating health outcome measures.

•

State the research goals and aims.

1.2 Introduction
Low back problems are a common health complaint. It is thought that up to 80% of the
population will suffer low back problems at some time in their lives (Frymoyer, 1988).
This figure is supported by the results of a recent Australian survey (Walker, 2002) that
reported a lifetime prevalence of 79.2%, a six-month prevalence of 64.6% and a point
prevalence of 25.5%. The National Health Survey in 1995 found that almost 7% of the
Australian population reported having a back problem at the time of the interview or
within the two weeks prior to interview (ABS, 1995b). Spinal problems are one of the
most common presenting complaints in orthopaedic clinics.
The restoration of normal function is considered a key outcome of physiotherapy
treatment for low back problems (Beattie & Maher, 1997; Delitto, 1994).
Physiotherapists therefore need measurement tools that can accurately assess function
and monitor change in function over time. Impairments of body function, such as spinal
range of movement and straight leg-raise, can be observed directly by the therapist in
the clinical setting. In contrast, the performance of many daily activities cannot be
directly observed in the clinical setting and clinicians typically collect this information
by direct questioning during the assessment process. Data collected in a nonstandardised manner, while considered valuable in the clinical reasoning process, are
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unlikely to be highly reproducible (reliable) and do not allow for easy recording or
aggregation of data. The use of standardised self-report questionnaires could provide a
more convenient and reliable method of measuring activity limitations associated with
low back problems, and of monitoring response to treatment. Many self-report
questionnaires for measuring low back pain and disability have been developed and
published. While they are frequently used as outcome measures in clinical trials, there
is little evidence that physiotherapists routinely use these tools in clinical practice (Cole,
Finch, Gowland & Mayo, 1994; Haigh et al., 2001; Kay, Myers & Huijbregts, 2001;
Kent, 2002; Torenbeek, Caulfield, Garrett & Harten, 2001; Vanderkooy, Bach & Gross,
1999).
Physiotherapists have traditionally tended to focus on the assessment and treatment of
impairments. Surveys of physiotherapists in the U.S.A (Jette, Smith, Haley & Davis,
1994), the Netherlands (van der Valk, Dekker & van Baar, 1995), Canada (Kay, Myers
& Huijbregts 2001; Vanderkooy et al 1999) report routine measurement of impairments,
but inconsistent and low use of functional outcome measures. In Canada there has been
a concerted campaign by the Canadian Physiotherapy Association to increase the use of
functional outcomes measures amongst physiotherapists, despite this Kay et al (2001, p.
275) noted with surprise that “Given all the reported efforts to educate physiotherapists
… half of the 1998 sample reported lack of knowledge about outcome measures as an
obstacle to use. This is comparable to and slightly higher than the 1992 sample.” . Two
European surveys of rehabilitation health professionals, including physiotherapists,
suggest that across professions, countries and health care settings the use of
standardised outcome measures in low back pain rehabilitation is not routine (Haigh et
al 2001; Torenbeek et al 2001). An Australian survey of health professionals treating
low back pain showed a similar low use, with less than 10% of physiotherapists
regularly utilising functional outcome measures, but most using impairment-level
measures (Kent, 2002).
There is a good reason for the emphasis on measurement of impairments, at least in the
Australian context where the Maitland approach predominates (Maitland, 2001) and
treatment selection is based on within-session changes. However, studies of the
relationships between impairments and activity limitations typically show a significant,
although only moderate correlation (Gronblad, Hurri & Kouri, 1997; Lindstrom, Ohlund
& Nachemson, 1995; Triano & Schultz, 1987; Waddell, Somerville, Henderson &
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Newton, 1992). It is now widely acknowledged that activity limitations need to be
evaluated in addition to impairments, and that treatment goals should focus on restoring
normal function because these are the outcomes of greatest interest to patients (Beattie
& Maher, 1997; Delitto, 1994; Deyo et al., 1998; Fitzgerald, McClure, Beattie &
Riddle, 1994; Jette & Jette, 1996; Rothstein, 1994).
The number of competing questionnaires has been identified as one of the barriers to the
widespread clinical use of such questionnaires (Beattie & Maher, 1997; Deyo & Patrick,
1989). It is not clear which tool or tools (if any) is best suited for use in a general,
ambulatory clinical population. Following a proliferation of new questionnaires, few of
which have been fully evaluated, there has been a call for better development and use of
existing instruments (Bombardier, 2000). There is currently little information available
regarding the use of self-report questionnaires to assess activity limitation resulting
from low back pain in the clinical population seeking physiotherapy treatment in the
Australian health care setting.

1.3 Health Measurement Scales
1.3.1 Introduction to Health Measurement Scales
Questionnaires designed to measure aspects of health are called health measurement
scales (Streiner & Norman, 1995). They are also called health status or health outcome
measures, functional status or functional outcome measures, disability measures or
health-related quality of life measures and clinical indices.
Health measurement scales may be generic, disease–specific, region-specific or patientspecific. Generic health measurement scales are designed to be applicable across
populations, conditions and interventions and are usually multidimensional. Diseasespecific measures are designed to assess health status in a particular diagnostic
grouping. Region-specific tools have been developed where there is either diagnostic
uncertainty (as is often the case with low back pain), or where similar activity
limitations are expected whatever the underlying pathology. Patient-specific
questionnaires are structured assessments in which the patient is asked to identify
activity limitations they are experiencing. Advantages and limitations of generic,
disease–specific, region-specific or patient-specific scales are shown in Table 1.1
(Fletcher et al., 1992; Patrick & Deyo, 1989).
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Table 1.1 Advantages and limitations of Generic, Disease-specific, Region-specific and Patient-specific scales.
Type of scale
Generic

•
•

Examples
SF-36 Health Survey1 •
Sickness Impact
Profile2
•
•
•

Region-specific

•
•

Disease-specific •

Patient-specific

•
•

Quebec Low Back
Disability
Questionnaire3
Oswestry Disabillity
Questionnaire4

•
•

Osteoporosis
Functional Disability
Questionnaire5

•
•
•

Patient-specific
functional scale6
Aberdeen Index7

•

•
•

•
•

Advantages
Cost and time effective as all patients complete the
same form.
Co-existing problems that may require intervention
or referral may be identified.
When data are aggregated, comparisons of burden of
illness and treatment outcome are possible between
and within groups.
Normative data is more often available

•
•
•
•

Limitations
Some sections may be perceived as
irrelevant to individual patients
May not contain items of particular
relevance to patients with specific
conditions.
Tend to be lengthy
May be insensitive to small but
important changes in particular
conditions.
Each region requires a separate scale.
Co-morbid problems may not be
detected.
May not contain items of particular
relevance to patients with specific
conditions.

Usually brief
Can be applied to any condition affecting the body
region
Perceived as relevant by patients
May be better able to detect change than a generic
measure

•
•

Usually brief
Perceived as relevant by patients
May be better able to detect change than a generic or
region-specific measure
Can be administered to all patients regardless of
condition
Content tailored to individual patients
May be better able to detect change than a generic,
region-specific or disease-specific measure

•
•

Each condition requires a separate scale.
Co-morbid problems may not be
detected.

•
•

Requires administration by interview
Data cannot be meaningfully aggregated

•

1. Ware & Sherbourne (1992) 2. Bergner et al. (1981) 3. Kopec et al. (1995) 4. Fairbank et al. (1980) 5. Helmes et al. (1995) 6. Stratford et al. (1995) 7. Ruta et al. (1994)
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Health measurement scales have many applications in health care. In particular, they
provide a cost-effective method of collecting information on the impact of disease or injury
on human activity. The most obvious benefit is the capture of outcomes of importance to
clients, that is, improvement in their ability to perform everyday activities (Deyo & Patrick,
1989; Jenkinson, 1995). The information collected can also be used in treatment planning
and therapeutic goal setting that recognises the patient’s priorities (Jenkinson, 1995). The
systematic and comprehensive assessment of health status by self-report may also identify
problems that would otherwise have gone undetected. There are also indications that the
use of self-report measures of function improves therapist-client communication and client
satisfaction with care (Deyo & Carter, 1992; Fitzpatrick, Fletcher et al., 1992). Regular reassessment using a self-report questionnaire (along with other clinically-based assessments)
can assist in monitoring response to treatment and the results used to provide feedback to
patients, to justify continued or changed management or to define an end-point of treatment
(Feinstein, 1992; Fitzpatrick, Fletcher et al., 1992; McHorney & Tarlov, 1995). Pencil and
paper based assessments can be administered by mail to assess longer-term treatment
outcomes without the need for patients to attend in person for re-assessment. Outcome data
can also be collected by mail for patients who choose not continue treatment, or who do not
attend a scheduled final consultation. Aggregated outcome data can be used for a range of
quality improvement activities such as the development of performance indicators,
monitoring the effect of service delivery process changes, program evaluation, cost-benefit
analyses, benchmarking between services and identifying unmet health care needs (Deyo &
Carter, 1992; Ware, Brook, Davies & Lohr, 1981).
There are also a number of limitations associated with questionnaires as measurement tools.
These include problems associated with summing scores from individual items, scale
calibration, scale width and practical limitations.

1.3.2 The Problem of Summed Scores
Adding individual item-scores together to yield a single total score has the advantage of
combining a lot of information into a number that represents functional activity level. In
most cases, no change in a summed score would indicate no change in health status.
However, when individual item scores are summed to produce a total score, improvements
5

in some activities and deterioration in others may cancel each other out. This may be
particularly important when improvement in an activity of great importance to the patient is
obscured by deterioration in an activity of little importance. In most scales, every item is
weighted equally and this does not accommodate the possibility that, for any individual,
some activity limitations will be more important, or have greater consequence than others.
This problem can be ameliorated readily by a therapist who, through skilful history-taking,
can identify the most important activities, and can refer to the individual item responses
when formulating treatment goals or evaluating change.
It is preferable that items measuring different health constructs such as physical and mental
function should not be added together and represented by an aggregate score (Fitzpatrick,
Fletcher et al., 1992). This is because particular conditions can have variable impact on
different health domains and aggregating the scores of different domains may obscure
relevant information and dilute information about change in the domain that is most
affected. An example of this is the Functional Independence Measure (FIM), which was
developed to provide a single index score of function, but was subsequently shown to
consist of two distinct sub-scales - Motor and Cognition (Heinemann, Linacre, Wright,
Hamilton & Granger, 1993; Keith, Granger, Hamilton, & Sherwins, 1987; Wright, Linacre
& Heinemann, 1993).

Evidence that the items in a scale measure aspects of a single

underlying trait or health dimension is necessary to support summing items.

1.3.3 The Problem of scale calibration
Health measurement scales use ordinal scaling methods to capture data about a range of
human experiences that cannot necessarily be directly observed. Ordinal response scales
have steps for ordering or ranking information along a continuum, for example, rating
health as “poor” “fair” “good” “very good” and “excellent”. Even when numbers are
allocated to such a scale the scores remain ordinal in nature, and the distance between steps
cannot be assumed to be equidistant (Townsend & Ashby, 1984; Wright & Linacre, 1989).
Interpretation of scores from health measurement scales appears to be limited by the ordinal
nature of the data. Because equidistance between adjacent scores from an ordinal scale
cannot be assumed, a person who scores 20 points on a disability scale cannot be
considered to be twice as disabled as a person who scores 10. Also, a score of zero may not
6

indicate a complete absence of disability. A person may score the best possible score, but
still report problems with an activity that is not represented on that particular questionnaire.
An additional scale calibration problem is in the interpretation of changes in questionnaire
scores. If the size of the scale-steps are not equal, then change in scores at different parts of
the scale may not represent a similar amount of functional change. It is possible, for
example, that a change of 5 points in the middle and at the end of range may represent
differing amounts of actual change in function.
Without equidistance between the steps, numbers derived from such scales should,
theoretically, not be added, subtracted or multiplied (Townsend & Ashby, 1984; Wright &
Linacre, 1989; Zhu, 1996). Those who take this position argue that only non-parametric
statistics can be applied to ordinal data. This means that the Kappa statistic, but not an
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient, the Spearman rank-order coefficient, but not the Pearson
product-moment coefficient, and rank-sum tests but not t-test or ANOVA should be used to
analyse ordinal data. Others argue that data from ordinal scales may be treated as if it were
interval data, using parametric statistics. Those who defend the application of parametric
analyses to ordinal data do so on the basis that the underlying variable is continuous, and
that the parametric statistics are “robust” to violations of test assumptions (ie normal
distribution of scores and equal variance) (Gaito, 1980; Streiner & Norman, 1995). Some
studies empirically demonstrate that even extreme violations of parametric test assumptions
do not alter Type I error rates (Boneau, 1960; Glass, Peckham & Sanders, 1972; Havlicek
& Peterson, 1977). Practice appears to favour the latter approach because, more often than
not, data from health measurement scales are treated as if they were interval data.
Although the issue of how one should analyse ordinal data is longstanding and unresolved,
methods are available to convert ordinal level data to interval data. One of these techniques
involves applying weights to (or “recalibrating”) the numbers allocated to the steps in the
scale to achieve steps that have the appearance of equal intervals. For example, one
question in the generic health status measure, the SF-36 Health Survey, asks respondents to
rate their current health as excellent, very good, good, fair or poor. The scores for these
responses are poor = 1.0, fair = 2.0, good = 3.4, very good = 4.4 and excellent = 5.0. This
re-weighting of scores for good (from 3.0 to 3.4) very good (from 4.0 to 4.4), to achieve a
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better “linear fit” between the scores and the underlying continuum, was based on
responses from very large population samples.
A more sophisticated statistical method called Rasch analysis has for some time been
proposed as the best method of re-calibrating scale scores from ordinal to interval level data
(Wright & Linacre, 1989; Zhu, 1996). Rasch analysis is based on item response theory, a
probabilistic model that assumes that each item has a set level of difficulty regardless of the
person responding to it, and that the person responding maintains the same level of ability
across the challenge of the various test items (Wright & Linacre, 1989). The parameters of
item difficulty and respondent ability are scaled on a log-odds ratio scale and the units of
this scale are called “logits”. Rasch analysis has been applied to a number of scales in
rehabilitation medicine including the widely used Functional Independence Measure (FIM)
(Chang & Chan, 1995; Granger, Hamilton, Linacre, Heinemann & Wright, 1993;
Silverstein, Fisher, Kilgore, Harley & Harvey, 1992; Velozo, Magalhaes, Pan & Leiter,
1995). A plot of raw FIM scores against Rasch-converted scores showed a linear
relationship in the centre of the scale and flattening of the scale extremes, resulting in a
typical “ogive” or flattened S-curve (Granger et al., 1993). These findings illustrate why, to
a large extent, raw scores from ordinal scales have been considered to have reasonable
utility by clinicians and researchers (Wright & Linacre, 1989; Zhu, 1996). That is, the
relationship between scores and the underlying variable will be approximately linear in the
centre of the scale and this relationship deteriorates only at the scale ends (Wright &
Linacre, 1989). Rasch analysis has two potential advantages in resolving the problems of
scale calibration of health measurement questionnaires. It can convert raw (ordinal) scores
to Rasch (interval) scores to facilitate comparisons within and between patients. In
addition, it can identify where there are gaps and clusters of items along the underlying
difficulty continuum to facilitate the development of an optimal set of items.

1.3.4 The Problem of Scale Width
The scores produced by disability questionnaires purport to reflect the extent to which an
individual perceives their activities to be limited. Sometimes scale width does not allow a
view of change in ability. Any set of items, particularly in a questionnaire short enough to
be clinically useful, will not be able to include all possible activities. In seeking to include
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the activities that are most likely to be affected by the condition of interest, or that are most
relevant to the target population, scale developers draw on existing questionnaires, clinical
observation, theory, research, expert opinion and also the opinion of people from a target
population or with the target condition (Streiner & Norman, 1995). However, on any
particular instrument, some individuals will return the lowest possible and some the highest
possible score. Consider a hypothetical questionnaire with 25 statements relating to the
ability to perform daily activities. Respondents are asked to identify the activities that they
currently experience as difficult or limited. The affirmative responses are counted to yield
a total score from 0 to 25, with a higher score indicating worse function. On our
hypothetical scale, an individual who only has problems with activities not reflected in the
available items will score 0, the lowest or best possible score (a floor effect). Having scored
zero prior to treatment, this individual will score zero again at follow-up, whether
unchanged or improved, but may register a higher score if their problem has worsened.
Conversely, a person with very poor function may score 25 (a ceiling effect). In this case,
improvement of a sufficient magnitude may be reflected in a reduction of score at re-test,
but deterioration cannot be detected.

1.3.5 Practical Limitations
Practical limitations to the use of self-report questionnaires are that they cannot be used for
individuals who suffer from dementia or other cognitive impairments, and English language
questionnaires cannot be used with patients who do not speak, read or write English.
Missing data or failure to complete self-report questionnaires is associated with older age,
lower income and education levels, and poor vision (Hayes, Morris, Wolfe & Morgan,
1995; McHorney, Ware, Lu & Sherbourne, 1994; Sullivan et al., 1995). In some cases,
such as in the evaluation of individuals who are physically unable to complete the form, or
who have poor literacy, or who are visually impaired, questionnaires may be administered
by interview.
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1.4 Evaluating Health Outcome Measures
1.4.1 Evaluation Criteria
A range of factors should be considered in an evaluation of the quality and clinical utility of
available low back outcome measures (Bombardier & Tugwell, 1987; Kirshner & Guyatt,
1985). A consideration of each of these factors is presented below, together with criteria
for evaluating the suitability of questionnaires as a measure of outcome for individual
episodes of care.

Table 1.2
Criteria for evaluating the clinical utility of questionnaires
Questionnaire Attribute

Evaluation Criteria

Practical features

Developed for or applicable to people with non-specific
low back pain
Can be self-administered by patient
Brief, easy to complete (maximum 10 minutes)
Quick and easy to score
Clear and unambiguous wording

Data Quality

No more than 5% missing data

Scale Width
(floor and ceiling effects)

No more than 15% of respondents score minimum or
maximum possible score

Internal Consistency and
Dimensionality

Items form an internally consistent and unidimensional
scale or scales

Reliability

Test-retest reliability data allows for interpretation of
scores and change in scores over time.

Validity

Content validity (relevant ICF1 activity limitation
categories represented)
Construct validity demonstrated (criterion, convergent,
discriminant and known groups validity)

Responsiveness

Responsiveness demonstrated.

1

ICF = International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (WHO, 2001)
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1.4.2 Practical Features
Health outcome measures that are brief, easy to understand and quick to score are likely to
have the greatest acceptance by therapists and patients in a busy clinical setting (Deyo &
Carter, 1992). Scales that are very lengthy will be costly to apply by interview, and even
when self-completed may interfere with scheduled treatment time. Scales that require
complex scoring algorithms or computer scoring may also impose an intolerable time
burden on therapists, although with advances in information technology this may be less of
an issue in the future. Questionnaires that take longer than 10 minutes to complete are
probably not practical for clinical application.
The wording of items should be comprehensible and unambiguous (Streiner & Norman,
1995) and each item should be as short as possible, without sacrificing comprehensibility.
Instruments that ask about activity limitations during an explicit period (e.g. “today”) are
preferable to those that do not specify a time period, or that use an ambiguous phrase such
as “recently” (Bombardier & Tugwell, 1987; Streiner & Norman, 1995). Items that ask
about very specific activities (eg. putting on shoes and socks) appear to have greater
potential for sensitivity to change than more general questions (eg. personal care)
(Bombardier & Tugwell, 1987).

1.4.3 Data Quality
High levels of missing data may indicate problems with comprehensibility, formatting, or
acceptability of the questionnaire or specific items (Deyo & Carter, 1992; Streiner &
Norman, 1995). Poor data quality may also obscure the level of disablement perceived by
subjects. However, it is unreasonable to expect perfect data quality and for the purpose of
this study a conservative, although arbitrary level of 5% or less missing data was
considered acceptable.

1.4.4 Scale Width (floor and ceiling effects)
Floor and ceiling effects in health measurement scales arise from the difficulty of
constructing a scale that covers the whole spectrum of disability from no disability to
severely disabled, and includes all possible activities. Floor and ceiling effects are usually
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expressed as the proportion of respondents who return the lowest and highest possible
scores and a rate of more than 15% has been proposed as unacceptable (McHorney &
Tarlov, 1995).

1.4.5 Internal Consistency and Dimensionality
In a scale designed to measure a particular health construct (such as activity limitation), it is
desirable that all items in the health measurement scale reflect a similar health domain or
underlying variable so that the items may be summed (Streiner & Norman, 1995). The
internal consistency of a scale is reflected in the extent to which the scores obtained on the
items are correlated with each other (item-item correlation), and with the total scale score
(item-total correlation). In the scale-development process, items that are very strongly
inter-correlated (suggesting item redundancy) or very weakly inter-correlated (the items are
measuring different constructs), are usually discarded. Items demonstrating a very low or
high correlation with the total score are also discarded. The logic of this approach is that
the resulting total score (the sum of the item responses) reflects the underlying “quantity”
of the trait being measured. If the items were not related to each other it would make little
sense to add the scores together (Streiner & Norman, 1995).
Cronbach’s coefficient alpha1 is another method commonly used in scale development to
decide which items to retain in a scale and which to reject to form an internally consistent
(and parsimonious) scale. Alpha represents the average of all possible split-half reliabilities
for a scale (Cortina, 1993). Alpha is calculated for the scale n times with each item
removed in turn. During scale development items may be discarded if they increase or
decrease alpha beyond the commonly accepted range of .70 and .90. Cronbach’s alpha can
be high despite a wide range of individual inter-item correlations because it is a function of
the average inter-item correlations. Cortina (1993) has shown that for a set of items with a
low average inter-item correlation, increasing the number of items from 6 to 18
substantially increases alpha. Even scales with two or three underlying dimensions (and
therefore low average item inter-correlation) can have high alpha values simply by virtue of
the number of items they contain. Cortina (1993) suggests that alpha can only be
1

2

2

2

Cronbach’s α = (n/n-1) ((1 – (Σ σ i / σ t )) where α = alpha, n = number of items, σ i = item
2
variance, σ t = total variance
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interpreted as an indication that, on average, split halves of the test are highly correlated,
and should not be used synonymously with “item homogeneity”, which means that the
items form a unidimensional scale.
A scale that is not internally consistent will certainly not be unidimensional (Cortina,
1993). Factor analysis is a commonly used method of identifying sub-scales or “factors”
within a set of items. It extends the concept of item-item correlation by grouping items that
are strongly correlated with each other to form a “factor”. Factor analysis provides
information on whether distinct sub-scales exist that may be better treated as distinct scales
rather than summed to a single index score. A scale is unidimensional where all items form
a single factor. A scale is also considered unidimensional where more than one factor is
identified, but the first factor is predominant and the other factors are relatively weak
(Streiner & Norman, 1995).

1.4.6 Reliability
A useful health outcome measure will assess the spectrum of the condition, but yield
measurements with little measurement error. Any measurement yields an observed value
made up of the true value (which may or may not be stable) plus measurement error. In
evaluating the reliability of a health outcome measure, a central concern is the extent to
which the test provides consistent results when administered on more than one occasion to
someone with an unchanging condition. One way this has been studied is by examining the
repeatability or consistency of scores obtained on repeated administrations when the
variable of interest could reasonably be considered to be unchanged. The extent to which
test scores taken on repeated occasions agree is known as test-retest reliability.
Judgements about the adequacy of reliability of a measurement tool are frequently based on
the size of the correlation coefficient, which can range from 0 to 1 (or –1 in the case of an
inverse association). Convenient “rules of thumb” are offered by some authors (McDowell
& Newell, 1996; Ware et al., 1981), who suggest a very high reliability coefficient (.85 .90) is required when the scores of a single person are being considered, but that more
modest values (.50 - .70) are acceptable when measurements of groups of subjects are
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analysed. Their reasoning is that the higher the coefficient, the smaller the error associated
with the measurement.
However, relying on the size of the coefficient to indicate adequate reliability can be
misleading. A reliability index is the ratio of between-subject variability to total variability.
Reliability is increased by reducing error variance or by increasing between-subject
variability. Conversely, it can be decreased by larger error variance, or by decreasing
between-subject variability. A reliability study using homogeneous subjects with scores
restricted to a small part of the available range will return a lower coefficient for the same
errors in measurement than a study of heterogeneous subjects where scores spread across
the available range.
Another consideration is the re-test period used in the reliability study, which can influence
the size of the coefficient. Like many biological variables, activity limitation will fluctuate
somewhat over time. If the re-test period is long (especially in a condition that is expected
to change rapidly) then the subjects will have undergone real change and the test scores will
seem “unreliable”. If the re-test period is very short subjects may remember their initial
responses, and the apparent reliability of the test will be overestimated. The confounding
of test-retest reliability due to real change and recall bias can be overcome to some extent
by examining scores for stable subjects over a typical clinical retest period (eg. 4 weeks),
rather than using scores for all subjects over a shorter period (Stratford & Binkley, 1997).
Reliability, however, is not a fixed property of a test and can be affected by the
characteristics of the group from which the data was collected. The information on testretest reliability collected from one group of subjects may not necessarily be generalisable
to other groups. As succinctly put by McHorney et al (McHorney, Ware et al., 1994, p.41)
“It matters more how well a measure performs in a particular sample or application than
how it performs generally.” People with chronic conditions for example may demonstrate
less day-to-day variation in measurements of their condition than people in the acute phase
of a condition.
The magnitude of the reliability coefficient is clearly not an effective method of judging
whether a test is sufficiently reliable for any given measurement purpose (Keating &
Matyas, 1998). The reliability coefficient is a unit-free ratio and does not assist in the
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interpretation of questionnaire scores. When clinicians are interested in measuring health
outcomes they need to know when a change in scores indicates that real change is being
observed and not just variation in scores due to measurement error.
The error associated with a measurement taken at a single point of time is called the
standard error of measurement (SEM). The SEM is one standard deviation of the error
associated with a single measurement, so that in 95% of cases the patient’s true score will
lie approximately between ± 2 SEMs of the observed value.2 There are two equivalent
methods of calculating the SEM:
•

The square root of the error variance derived from a repeated measures analysis of
variance.

•

The formula SEM = SD x 1 - r where SD is the standard deviation of questionnaire
scores and r is the reliability coefficient.

When a test is applied at two points in time there will be error associated with the first and
second measurement. Therefore, to interpret change in questionnaire scores, the clinician
needs to know the magnitude of the error in repeated measurements. The standard error for
change scores (SEMrepeat) can be calculated by multiplying the SEM by √2.3 This larger
SEMrepeat takes into consideration the error associated with both measurements from which
a change score is derived. The standard deviation of normally-distributed change scores
provides a value that approximates the SEMrepeat.
Rather than use a 95% confidence level for the minimum detectable change, Stratford,
Finch et al. (1996) have proposed that the 90% confidence level is sufficient for clinical
practice and have called this the minimum detectable change. Beaton (2001) suggests that
a subscript be used to indicate the confidence level selected (MDC90, MDC95). In this
2

The exact multiplier is the z score for a population of known size.
The Reliability Change Index (mean change divided by SEM) (Jacobson, Follette & Revenstorf, 1984)
and the Significant Change Index (mean change divided by SEMrepeat) (Christensen & Mendoza, 1986;
Ottenbacher, Johnson & Hojem, 1988) were the earliest suggested methods of assessing whether real
change (beyond measurement error) had occurred in an individual’s test scores. The SCI
recognises that there is error associated with the repeated measures while the RCI does not and
uses the SEM as the denominator. For both indices a value greater than ±1.96 (the tabled z value
for 2 standard deviations) would indicate that real change had occurred with 95% confidence. The
disadvantage of both indices is that they revert data to a dimensionless ratio that is not expressed
in the scale points.

3
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thesis, the MDC90 was selected as the confidence level to distinguish between real change
and measurement error. The reason for any confidence level being selected depends on the
consequences of falsely concluding that a difference has occurred. When test-retest
differences in scores for health status of low back pain patients are considered, there are
unlikely to be grave consequences in clinical practice of falsely concluding that a patient
has changed when in fact they have not, or of falsely concluding that a patient has not
changed when in fact they have. A lower than “typical” confidence interval also adjusts for
the probability that the amount of error calculated from small samples is overestimated
(Rothstein & Echternach, 1993). Many test-retest reliability studies have small samples.
Once a clinician knows the MDC90, they are in a position to determine whether a test is
sufficiently reliable for their intended application by deciding whether their patients are
likely to demonstrate at least the equivalent of the minimum detectable change. There is
currently no benchmark against which to judge the adequacy of the test-retest reliability for
low back pain questionnaires. Obviously the smaller the MDC90 associated with
measurements the greater the ability of the questionnaire to register change over time.

1.4.7 Validity
A measurement tool may have excellent reliability, but will not be clinically useful if it is
not actually measuring the target variable or trait. Validity is commonly defined as the
extent to which the measurement tool, or health measurement scale, measures what it is
intended to measure. More accurately, validity can be defined as “the degree to which a
useful (meaningful) interpretation can be inferred from a measurement” (Rothstein &
Echternach, 1993, p.61). Validity, like reliability, is related to the intended application of
the measurement. Establishing the validity of measurements of physical attributes that are
directly observable (height, weight, body temperature) is relatively simple. In contrast, the
validity of measures of attributes such as “functioning” or “quality of life” is more difficult
to determine as there may be no way of directly measuring these concepts or constructs.
Face validity, as the name suggests, is a basic evaluation of the validity or credibility of a
scale (Streiner & Norman, 1995). A scale could be argued to have face validity if it
appears likely to measure what it claims to measure. A judgement of the face validity of a
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health outcome scale in this thesis was made by evaluating the comprehensibility and
relevance of the questionnaire. Comprehensibility relates to whether the instructions, the
structure and wording of the scale are likely to be readily understood by people in the
population of interest. Relevance relates to whether the items ask about information that
appears to be relevant.
Content validity is examined by analysing whether the items in the scale adequately assess
the important dimensions of the construct being measured (Rothstein & Echternach, 1993).
Like face validity, content validity is a judgement made by test developers or users. It
depends on the health concepts being measured, the purpose of the scale, and the
population to which it will be applied. For example, a measure of functioning that lacks
items relating to locomotor activities may be considered to lack content validity, unless of
course it is specifically designed for use in a non-ambulatory population, or assessment of
upper body function alone. Content validity is therefore not a fixed scale trait but depends
on the purpose of the measurement and the inferences to be made from it. In this thesis,
content validity for scales designed to measure activity limitations related to low back
dysfunction was based on a comparison with relevant ICF activity categories. The World
Health Organisation’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health or
ICF (WHO, 2001) classifies components of health into three domains: body functions and
structures, activities and participation. Dysfunctions in each respective domain are called
impairments, activity limitations and participation restrictions. Impairments are “problems
in body function or structure as a significant deviation or loss”. Activity limitations are
“difficulties an individual may have in executing activities”. Participation restrictions are
“problems an individual may experience in involvement in life situations”. Functioning is
the umbrella term that encompasses all body functions, activities and participations.
Disability is the umbrella term for dysfunction across the three domains. Table 1.3 shows
the likely impairments, activity limitations and participation restrictions, by ICF one-level
classification, experienced by people with low back pain. Questionnaires in this study were
judged by the extent to which the activity/participation domains of the ICF were
represented by the item content.
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Table 1.3
Low-back pain and the ICF
•

Body Functions
Mental functions (b110-b189)

Activities and Participation
• Mobility (d410-d499)

•

Sensory functions and pain

•

Self-care (d510-d599)

(b210-b299)

•

Domestic life (d610-d699)

Neuromusculoskeletal and

•

Interpersonal interactions and

•

movement related functions
(b710-b799)

relationships (d710-d799)
•

Major life areas (d810-d899)

•

Community, social and civic
life (d910-d999)

Note: The ICF classifies Activities and Participation together.

Construct validity is “the conceptual (theoretical) basis for using a measurement to make an
inferred interpretation” and evidence for the construct validity of a measurement is
“through logical argumentation based on theoretical and research evidence” (Rothstein &
Echternach, 1993, p.61). Construct validity is particularly pertinent when one is measuring
an abstract variable such as “disability” or “health status”. Because it cannot be directly
observed, the variable is considered an hypothetical construct (Streiner & Norman, 1995).
Evidence for the construct validity of questionnaires is generally derived from four types of
studies:
•

Criterion validity (the hypothesis being tested is that scores will correlate with direct
measurement of the activities)

•

Convergent validity (the hypothesis being tested is that scores will correlate with
measurements of related constructs)

•

Discriminant validity (the hypothesis being tested is that scores will not correlate
with measurements of un-related constructs)

•

Known Groups validity (the hypothesis being tested is that scores for groups known
to differ on the variable of interest will be significantly different. In other words,
the measure will discriminate between groups.with known attributes)
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Criterion validity requires the existence of a “gold standard” measure with which a new
measure can be compared. There is no “gold standard” measurement tool for measuring
disability or other complex domains of health. However, components of questionnaires
relating to specific activities can be compared to observed performance, for example the
extent to which patients report limitation in walking endurance can be compared with the
actual distance they walk under test conditions. Where no gold standard exists for the
health construct the questionnaire is intended to measure, developers rely on demonstrating
the validity of the instrument by convergent, discriminant and known groups methods.
Convergent validity is the most common strategy of providing evidence of construct
validity. If a questionnaire is a valid measure of activity limitation, and if the limitation is
due to pain, one would expect a significant association of questionnaire scores with selfrated pain, and also that improvement in pain scores would accompany improvement in the
questionnaire scores. Questionnaire scores might also be expected to be associated with
measures of physical impairments that are commonly observed in people with low back
problems. Spinal mobility, for example, has been shown on average to be reduced in
people with low back pain when compared to subjects with no history of back pain
(Thomas, Silman, Papageorgiou, Macfarlane & Croft, 1998; Waddell et al., 1992).
Convergence of scores for different low-back questionnaires can also be used to
demonstrate that there is a common underlying variable being measured. However, where
two non gold standard measures of the same construct are being correlated, it is possible
that both scales are measuring another, unintended construct (Millard & Jones, 1991).
In contrast to convergent validity evidence, discriminant validity tests the hypothesis that
there will not be a significant relationship between scores on the questionnaire and
measures of variables unrelated to the construct of interest. One could test the hypothesis,
for example, that physical disability questionnaire scores would not significantly correlate
with scores obtained on an intelligence test, or a measure of psychiatric impairment.
Another way to test the construct validity of a questionnaire is to examine known groups
validity (or extreme groups validity). For this approach the questionnaire is administered to
two groups that are known to have, or that logically should have, different levels of
disability to confirm whether the hypothesised difference is reflected in the questionnaire
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scores of the two groups. For example, subjects with pain radiating into the leg on average
might be expected to suffer greater disability than subjects with pain restricted to the low
back (Deyo, Rainville & Kent, 1992).

1.4.8 Responsiveness
1.4.8.1 Conceptual Framework
Responsiveness has been defined as “the ability of an instrument to detect clinically
important change, even if that change is small” (Guyatt, Deyo, Charlson, Levine &
Mitchell, 1989, p.404). This test property is also called “sensitivity to change”, but the use
of the word “sensitivity” in this context should not be confused with the well-established
use of sensitivity to mean the ability of a test to detect a health problem when it is present
(Cohen, Goel, Frank & Gibson, 1994; Deyo, Diehr & Patrick, 1991; Guyatt, Walter &
Norman, 1987).
There has been some contention about whether responsiveness should be considered a kind
of validity or a separate psychometric property. Hays and Hadorn (1992) maintain that
responsiveness is not a separate dimension, but an indicator of the validity of a measure.
Other authors consider that it is conceptually useful to consider responsiveness a distinct
measurement property of tests, albeit one that affects the range of valid applications (Deyo
& Centor, 1986; Guyatt et al., 1987; Guyatt et al., 1989; Kirshner & Guyatt, 1985).
Two papers have presented frameworks for understanding the various methodological
approaches to responsiveness. Stratford, Binkley and Riddle (1996) identified 5 study
designs and 10 statistical analytical approaches that have been reported in the
responsiveness literature. More recently, an inclusive taxonomy of responsiveness has
been proposed (Beaton et al., 2001) that provides a triple-axis matrix to classify
responsiveness studies. The first two axes incorporate research design features: Who is
being studied (individuals or groups) and Which information is collected (between-person
differences, within-person change, or both). The third axis, the What axis, differentiates
five concepts of change: the minimum change that a questionnaire can measure (equal to a
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change of one level on one item’s response scale), the minimum detectable change (defined
in related to measurement error), “observed change” (pre-post score changes), “estimated
change” (subjects are deemed improved or not by an external criterion) and “important
change” (subjects judge the importance of the change).
For the purpose of this thesis the position is taken that reliability and validity are necessary
but not sufficient conditions for responsiveness. A simple conceptual framework of
responsiveness as it relates to both reliability and validity is proposed in Figure 1.1. The
area of overlap between responsiveness and reliability incorporates the concept of the
minimum detectable change, and the overlap between responsiveness and validity encloses
the concept of the minimum clinically important difference.

Responsiveness
Reliability

MDC

MCID Validity

Figure 1.1 A conceptual framework of reliability, responsiveness and validity

The MDC90 defines the minimum statistically acceptable difference and this may be smaller
than a meaningful clinical difference. The smallest change in scores that accompanies a
clinically important change has been termed the minimal clinically important difference
(MCID). Jaeschke, Singer and Guyatt (1989, p.408) defined the MCID as “the smallest
difference in score in the domain of interest which patients perceive as beneficial”. The
MCID therefore includes consideration of the validity of change scores, while the MDC is
an expression of reliability.
In clinical practice, therapists need to know two things about a change in a health status
score: whether the magnitude of a change score exceeds the level of change that is due to
measurement error (the MDC90) and whether the change is perceived as important by the
client (the MCID). A number of methodological approaches to quantifying the MCID have
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been suggested that use group data to arrive at an “average” MCID (Jaeschke et al., 1989;
Juniper, Guyatt, Willan & Griffith, 1994; Redelmeier, Guyatt & Goldstein, 1996; Wells et
al., 1993). Stratford, Finch et al (1996) have suggested that the MCID for an individual
might be arrived at by having the patient complete a questionnaire again as soon they report
that an important amount of change in their condition has occurred. It is possible in some
cases that the change score for such an individual may not exceed the minimum detectable
change. In this case the instrument is either not reliable enough, not responsive enough to
detect the change, or the patient is experiencing change in aspects of health that are not
assessed by the questionnaire. If relevant aspects of the patient’s health experience are
being missed, then the clinician may also introduce other appropriate health outcome
measures.
Another scenario is possible where questionnaire scores change by more than the minimum
detectable change (indicating a “true” change has occurred), but the patient indicates that
they perceive no meaningful change. In this case, the questionnaire has detected change in
the particular domain being measured, however, the change is either not of sufficient
magnitude to be judged important by the individual, or the patient is focussing on an aspect
or aspects of health not assessed by the questionnaire. In this case it is important for the
treating clinician to explore the likely reasons for the discrepancy between the apparent
change detected by the outcome measure and the patient’s perception. It is possible that
gradual change over an extended period may elude observation by the patient, and in this
case it may be appropriate to remind the patient of their pre-treatment health status. It may
also be possible that the patient has unrealistic expectations of treatment outcome and in
this case treatment goals need to be re-negotiated with the patient.
The ability of a test to detect clinically meaningful change over time (responsiveness)
requires reliability and validity appropriate to the measurement task. If measurement error
is large (inadequate reliability) then very large change scores may be needed before real
change can be distinguished from measurement error and the measure will be unresponsive.
If the measure is not a valid measure of the construct of interest, then scores may change
but will not reflect change in the variable of interest. Responsiveness is therefore closely
related to and dependent upon the properties of reliability and validity.
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When two or more questionnaires have been shown to be valid and sufficiently reliable
measures of a specified health domain in a defined population, the questionnaires could be
compared to detect their relative utility in identifying the smallest meaningful clinical
change. The questionnaire that is consistently most sensitive to small but meaningful
changes will be (all else being equal) the most useful clinical tool.
Many methods have been proposed to explore the responsiveness of questionnaires and
these have been summarised by Stratford, Binkley and Riddle (1996). All the methods
involve the administration of the questionnaire before and after a period of time (usually
when the subjects are receiving treatment) during which it is expected that the patients’
condition will improve. Methods of exploring responsiveness (see Table 1.4) can be
classified either as evaluating change alone (distribution-based methods), or clinically
meaningful change (criterion-based methods) (Lydick & Epstein, 1993; Stratford, Binkley
& Riddle, 1996). Criterion-based methods require that a judgement be made as to whether
clinically meaningful change has occurred over the re-test period.
Questionnaire responsiveness can only be meaningfully compared when the questionnaires
are administered to the same sample concurrently. Where different samples and study
designs are used, the results will be confounded by differences in the sample, the re-test
period and the type and intensity of intervention (Goldie, Matyas & Evans, 1996). The
concurrent administration of competing instruments is sometimes called a head-to-head
comparison.
Many responsiveness indices are constructed as ratios of “signal” to “noise” (Deyo et al.,
1991; Kazis, Anderson & Meenan, 1989). For the effect size, standardised response mean
and Guyatt’s responsiveness index the “signal” is the change in health status scores over
time. The “noise”, or the thing that acts to obscure the signal, varies between the indices.
The proliferation of responsiveness indices is an indication of the lack of agreement as to
the best conceptual and statistical approach to the problem.
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Table 1.4
Classification of responsiveness indices
Distribution-based methods
Method

Criterion-based methods
Method

Calculation

Relative
Efficiency
(RE)

⎛ t − value tool1⎞
⎝ t − value tool2⎠

Effect Size
(ES)

Standardised
Response
Mean (SRM)

2

Calculation

Correlation

Correlation of change scores
with score on global change
scale

mean change
SD time1

Guyatt’s
Responsiveness
Index (GRI)

mean change improved subjects
SD change stable subjects

mean change
SD change

Norman’s
Sensitivity
Coefficient (NSC)

change variance
total variance

Receiver Operating
Characteristic
Curves (ROC)

Plot of sensitivity as a function
of 1-specificity for all possible
change scores then calculate
the area under the curve.

1.4.8.2 Distribution-based indices
1.4.8.2.1 Relative Efficiency

Early investigators into the comparative responsiveness of outcome measures applied a
paired t-test to pre and post-test mean scores. Liang, Larson, Cullen and Schwarz (1985)
had subjects complete five self-report questionnaires before and after total hip joint
arthroplasty. They calculated the paired t-statistic then computed the Relative Efficiency
(RE) of the competing instruments by squaring the ratio of the t values of two or more
instruments, using one as the benchmark. RE is computed using the formula RE(tool1 vs
tool2) = (t tool 1 / t tool 2)2. When the benchmark questionnaire is the denominator, an RE <1
indicates less efficiency in measuring change compared with the benchmark, and >1
indicates greater efficiency than the benchmark at detecting change (Liang et al., 1985).
The authors used this method to identify the instrument that would “give the best trade-off
between sample size and statistical power to detect change between assessment” (Liang et
al., 1985, p. 544). This test compares the evidence of systematic change provided by two
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or more scales. If systematic change occurs across test occasions, this method identifies the
scale that detects it best statistically. A paired t-test can detect very small systematic
changes, even those that are not clinically important (Kazis et al., 1989). The paired t-test
and relative efficiency therefore provide little information about the magnitude or the
clinical importance of the change that has occurred.

1.4.8.2.2 Effect Size and Standardised Response Mean

The effect size (ES) is calculated by dividing the mean change in questionnaire scores for a
group of subjects, by the standard deviation of their initial scores (Kazis et al., 1989). An
ES of 1 would therefore indicate a magnitude of change equal to one standard deviation of
the baseline scores (Ziebland, 1994). The effect size is interpreted by reference to the
definitions of Cohen (1988) of a small effect size as .2, medium as .5 and large as .8 (Kazis
et al., 1989).
Proponents of the use of the effect size suggest that the variability in the pre-test scores of
subjects is an indicator of the variability in scores of stable subjects (Fitzpatrick, Fletcher et
al., 1992), or that the pre-test scores are a proxy for control group scores (Kazis et al.,
1989). The effect size therefore quantifies the extent to which the magnitude of mean
change in scores over time exceeds the “noise” of normal variability in scores for people
who do not change. The use of variability in baseline scores as an estimate of variability in
score for stable subjects, however, has been challenged.
Critics of the effect size as a responsiveness index (Katz, Larson, Phillips, Fossel & Liang,
1992; Liang, Fossel & Larson, 1990) argue that the denominator or “noise” component of
an index should be derived from variance in the change scores, rather than variance in the
baseline scores. The standardised response mean (SRM) retains the mean change in
questionnaire scores as the numerator, but inserts the standard deviation of change scores
(the variation in individual treatment response) as the denominator.
The effect size and standardised response mean values are increased by a larger mean
change score and smaller variability in the initial (ES) or change (SRM) scores.
Conversely, the values are decreased by a smaller mean change score and greater variability
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in the denominator. Therefore, if two questionnaires were concurrently administered,
assuming both had a similar mean change score, the questionnaire with the smaller spread
of initial or change scores would be considered the most responsive. This is sensible to the
extent that the instrument is still detecting the same size “mean change scores” but against a
background of less diverse subject performances. The important function of signal to noise
ratios is that they allow responsiveness of questionnaires with different scales to be directly
compared by way of a scale-free common metric. However, these ratios cannot be
meaningfully compared between studies because study and sample characteristics affect the
variance in initial and change scores.

1.4.8.3 Criterion-based indices
1.4.8.3.1 Correlation of change scores with an external criterion of change

This approach to assessing responsiveness includes consideration of the association
between questionnaire change scores and ratings of overall, or global, change in the
condition of interest (Feinstein, Josephy & Wells, 1986). The global change rating is
usually made by the subject at the same time the health status questionnaires are completed
at post-test. The scale on which the rating of change is made is also called a “transitional”
scale. Transitional scales may be unidirectional, rating only improvement, or bi-directional
allowing rating of both improvement and deterioration. Researchers have used categorical
rating scales with 3 levels (Kopec et al., 1995), 5 levels (Deyo, 1988; Fitzpatrick, Ziebland,
Jenkinson & Mowat, 1992; Haas, Jacobs, Raphael & Petzing, 1995), 6 levels (Deyo, Diehl
& Rosenthal, 1986), 7 levels (Beurskens, de Vet & Koke, 1996) and 15 levels (Jaeschke et
al., 1989; Kopec et al., 1995; Stratford, Binkley, Solomon, Gill & Finch, 1994).
Stratford, Binkley and Riddle (1996) recommend correlating questionnaire change scores
with a global rating of change as a way of exploring the validity of change in scores. They
argue that change in questionnaire scores must be shown to be valid (related to clinically
meaningful change) by using an external criterion of change, such as a transitional rating
scale. When competing instruments are concurrently administered, questionnaire change
scores for each instrument are correlated with ratings on the transitional scale and the
instruments are ranked by the size of the coefficient. It is also possible to test whether the
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difference between the coefficient values for the competing questionnaires is significant
(Stratford, Binkley & Riddle, 1996).
The use of a transitional rating scale as the external criterion of change is problematic.
There is considerable evidence that people are not able to accurately make judgements
requested by transitional scales because recall biases may significantly influence the change
estimate (Streiner & Norman, 1995). There may be a tendency to overestimate the severity
of the initial (remembered) state leading to an overestimation of change (Linton &
Gotestam, 1983; Linton & Melin, 1982). Furthermore, it seems that people start with their
current status and “work backwards” so that a retrospective estimation of change may be
more associated with current status, than with initial status (Spiro, Shalev, Solomon &
Kotler, 1989). Norman et al. (1997) used two examples of data from published studies
using a transitional scale to show that this can occur. They point out that, if the
retrospective rating of change was unbiased, there should be a positive correlation between
the change rating and current health status scores, and an equal but negative correlation
with the health status scores obtained at the initial administration. Typically, however,
transitional scale scores are strongly correlated with outcome scores, and uncorrelated with
initial scores.
In addition to recall bias, other factors such as mood, psychological distress, the potential
for secondary gain, and a desire to please may also influence the global rating of change.
Despite this reservation, significant correlations have been reported between patients’
global ratings of change and change in low back disability scores (Burchiel et al., 1996;
Deyo & Centor, 1986; Fitzpatrick, Bury, Frank & Donnelly, 1987; Hornquist, Wikby,
Hansson & Andersson, 1993; Kopec et al., 1995; Little & MacDonald, 1994; Stratford et
al., 1994). To some extent the significant correlation may be due to the fact that ratings of
change and the scores on concurrently administered questionnaires are not independent as
both are derived from patient report and both will be influenced by the same biases in
patient judgement (Norman et al., 1997).
An alternative to patient-rated change is a rating of change provided by the treating
therapist. However, cognitive biases will also affect the therapist’s rating of change in a
patient’s condition. In addition to recall bias, the therapist’s rating of change may be
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influenced by biases in person perception (such as stereotypes), by their emotional response
to the patient, and by their own need to judge their intervention as effective. When both the
client and the therapist make a rating of change, problems of interpretation arise in the
event of a lack of agreement about the magnitude or direction of change. Deyo (1986)
found that in 37 (27%) of 136 cases the subject and examiner’s judgements of change did
not agree as to whether the condition had improved, remained the same or worsened. Other
authors have used the average of patient and therapist ratings of change to adjust for
random over and under-estimations of change by either the subject or the therapist
(Stratford et al., 1994). However, it has not been demonstrated that combining subject and
therapist ratings results in a better “gold standard” of change, than using only the subjects’
ratings.
Neither self-report disability scales, nor transitional scales are “gold standard” measures.
The transitional scale is used as a de facto “gold standard” indicator of meaningful change
in a person’s health. As “meaningful change” is a subjective evaluation, the individual
concerned is the best judge of whether and to what extent important change has occurred.
Therefore, the patient-rated transitional scale is arguably the most valid available indicator
of change.

1.4.8.3.2 Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index

Guyatt et al. (1987, p.171) proposed an alternative responsiveness index in which the
“signal” is the “clinically important difference” (the smallest change score that constitutes a
clinically important change), and the “noise” is the variability in change scores of stable
subjects. These authors argue that if there is a lot of variability in the change scores of
stable subjects, responsiveness will be low. This is intuitively sensible. The information of
interest is the change in scores for subjects who change relative to the change that is
observed amongst stable subjects. The original formula proposed for the responsiveness
index was the “clinically important difference” divided by the square root of twice the
mean square error (ie. the standard deviation of differences in repeated measures) derived
from analysis of variance of repeated tests in stable subjects. However, the magnitude of
change in scores that constitutes a clinically important difference is unknown for most
instruments. Guyatt, et al. (1987) subsequently suggested that an estimate could be made
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from the score change observed after an intervention of known efficacy. This suggestion
also proved impracticable (the efficacy of many interventions is also unknown) and the
index has in practice been calculated in two ways. The first method is to use the mean
change score of all subjects as the numerator and the standard deviation of mean change
scores for stable subjects as the denominator (Deyo et al., 1991). The other method is to
use the mean change score of improved subjects as the numerator (Norman et al., 1997).
The latter strategy is closest to the original index where the numerator was the minimum
clinically important difference.
Repeated measures of stable subjects can be approximated by taking two sets of pre-test
scores on a group (or sub-group) of subjects using a short retest interval when no change is
expected. The group is then measured after a longer time interval (or following
intervention) when change is expected. The variability in scores between the first and
second administration of the test becomes the denominator and the mean change between
the second and third administrations becomes the numerator in Guyatt’s Responsiveness
Index (Goldie et al., 1996; Stratford, Binkley & Riddle, 1996). Variability in stable
subjects’ scores may be underestimated by this method because the short re-test period
facilitates memory effects that are likely to reduce variability in score changes. Greater
variability in scores could be expected over a longer re-test period for stable subjects.
A method that seeks to avoid these problems is to take repeated measures on stable subjects
over the same period of time as the changed subjects. Sampling is from a defined
population of interest and changed and unchanged (stable) subjects are identified at posttest using the subjects’ global rating of change (Fritz & Irrgang, 2001; Norman et al., 1997;
Patrick et al., 1995). However, this method also has problems. It may result in unevensized groups. If few subjects fall into the unchanged group, the variability in change scores
in stable subjects may be underestimated. The limitations associated with self-rating to
determine whether change has or has not occurred were discussed in section 1.4.8.3.1. In
addition, the choice of cut-off point on the global rating scale to divide changed from
unchanged patients is often arbitrary. In a head-to-head comparison, the cut-point chosen
may affect the ranking of competing instruments.
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The limitations of the transitional scale can be avoided, and equal numbers of changed and
unchanged subjects tested over the same period can be achieved by sampling from two
populations: one that is expected to be stable over the retest period, and one that is expected
to change. For example, changed and stable subjects could come from populations with
and without a particular condition, or with acute and chronic conditions. However, using a
sample of “stable” subjects drawn from a different population to the population of interest
may not give an accurate indication of the variability of change scores in stable subjects
who do belong to the population of interest (Norman, 1989).
One the face of it, Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index would appear to be a more meaningful
index of responsiveness than the effect size or standardised response mean, because it
relates the mean change for subjects who have changed to the variability in the change
scores of stable subjects. It is not possible to interpret Guyatt’s index with reference to
Cohen’s effect size (Norman et al., 1997), but if the aim is to compare the responsiveness
of instruments (rather than calculate sample sizes required for a clinical trial) this is not a
limitation. The questionnaire in a head-to-head comparison with the largest change score
relative to the variability in scores over time for unchanged subjects would be the
instrument best able to detect change where meaningful change had occurred.

1.4.8.3.3 Norman’s Sensitivity Coefficient

Norman’s Sensitivity Coefficient is derived from repeated measures analysis of variance
and calculated by dividing change score variance (group by time variance) by the total
variance (change score variance plus error variance) (Norman, 1989; Stratford, Binkley &
Riddle, 1996; Streiner & Norman, 1995). Norman’s Sensitivity Coefficient was originally
proposed as a statistic, analogous to the reliability coefficient, that could be used to describe
the ability of an instrument to detect treatment effects in a controlled study (Streiner &
Norman, 1995). However, it has also been applied to groups of improved and stable
subjects identified using patient ratings of change on a transitional scale to compare the
responsiveness of competing instruments (Kopec et al., 1995; Stratford, Binkley & Riddle,
1996). As with Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index, Norman’s Sensitivity Coefficient will be
influenced by the point on a transitional scale chosen to dichotomise subjects into improved
and unchanged groups.
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Norman’s Sensitivity Coefficient presents the variance due to actual change as a proportion
of total score variance (Norman, 1989; Stratford, Binkley & Riddle, 1996; Streiner &
Norman, 1995). The sensitivity coefficient shares some features of the reliability
coefficient: it is a unit-free metric, it is influenced by both within and between-group
change score variance, and it will be influenced by the range of change scores. An
advantage is that it can be used where more than two administrations of the tests are made.

1.4.8.3.4 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis has its origins in signal detection
theory in the 1950s (Schiffman, 1996). During World War II, the need for accurate signal
detection became apparent when radar operators needed to be able to distinguish the
“signal” of a real target, from the background “noise” of the radar. The ROC curve is
defined by Swets (1986, p.181) as “a graph showing the conditional probability of choosing
Alternative A when that Alternative occurs (a hit) plotted against the conditional
probability of choosing A when Alternative B occurs (a false alarm)”. Although primarily
used in medicine to assess the ability of diagnostic tests to identify diseased from nondiseased individuals, Deyo and Centor (1986, p.897) suggested that evaluative scales are
analogous to “diagnostic tests” in that they should be able to discriminate between clinical
improvement and non-improvement based on an external criterion. They argued that while
comparing scores pre and post-intervention said something about the scale’s sensitivity, it
did not address the issue of specificity. The ROC curve plots the “true positive rate”
(sensitivity) against the “false positive rate” (1-specificity) for various change score “cut
points”. The cut point is the change score above which the result is considered to indicate a
positive test result (improvement in health status) and below which the test result is
negative (no improvement in health status).
The resulting area under the curve (AUC) indicates the probability of correctly ranking an
improved and unimproved subject (or some other dichotomous category of interest, such as
being able vs unable to work). A value of 1 for the area under the curve (AUC) represents
perfect accuracy, 100% correct diagnosis or identification of improved health status, while
.50 (50%) represents a decision that is no better than chance alone. A useful test will be
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one with a steep rising curve indicating that as sensitivity increases, the rate of false
positives remains low (Figure 1.2). A perfect test would be one where high sensitivity and
specificity were attained simultaneously. In reality, tests rarely perform so well, and
sensitivity usually decreases as specificity increases and vice-versa.

100%
Useful test AUC = .85
True Positive
Rate
(Sensitivity)

80%
60%
Useless test
AUC = .50

40%
20%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80% 100%

False Positive Rate (1 - Specificity)
Figure 1.2 ROC curves - useful and useless tests

The test score or change score cut-point closest to the top left corner of the graph indicates
the value that gives the best sensitivity-specificity trade-off. This trade-off is illustrated in
Figure 1.3 using a ROC curve for a hypothetical questionnaire with a possible score range
of 0 to 25 points. A change of 1 point will be highly sensitive because most subjects who
improve by the external criterion will have a change score of at least 1 point. The true
positive rate in this case is high. However, the specificity of a change score of 1 point will
be low as many subjects who have not changed by the external criterion may also show a
change of this magnitude on the questionnaire scores. The false positive rate will therefore
also be high. A change score of 5 points will be much less sensitive because many subjects
who changed on the external criterion will have a change score of less than 5 points. The
cut point of 5 change points will be very specific, because very few subjects who have not
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changed would have a change score this large. The change score cut-point that provides the
best sensitivity and specificity is 3 points.
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(Sensitivity)
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5

20%
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40%

60%

80% 100%

False Positive Rate (1 - Specificity)
Figure 1.3 Trade-off between sensitivity and specificity for different change score cutpoints on the ROC curve

The ROC curve is constructed using n change score cut-points that are plotted on the graph.
The points are then joined with straight lines, and the areas of the resulting triangles and
trapezoids are summed to calculate the area under the curve (AUC) (Vida, 1993). The
trapezoidal method may underestimate the AUC compared with the parametric smoothed
curve method. Centor and Schwartz (1985) compared parametric and non-parametric
methods of calculating the area under the ROC curve and found that the nonparametric
method of Hanley and McNeil (1982) produced slightly lower values. This difference
diminished if a larger number of cut-points were used that resulted in smoothing of the
curve in the non-parametric method. Two non-parametric methods of comparing ROC
curves derived from the same cases have been suggested. The method developed by
Hanley and McNeil (1983) is based on the Wilcoxon test, which allows for the construction
of standard error and confidence intervals for the AUC, and the statistical comparison of
curves. They demonstrated that the Wilcoxon test resulted in the same AUC as that
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obtained using the trapezoidal rule. Bamber (1975) had previously demonstrated that this
was also true for the Mann-Whitney U test and DeLong, DeLong and Clarke-Pearson
(1988) developed a non-parametric method for calculating and comparing ROC curves
based on the Mann-Whitney U-statistic.
The ROC curve method is limited by the problem of choosing an appropriate external
criterion of change (Deyo & Centor, 1986) and selecting the appropriate cut-point on the
transitional scale to dichotomise the group into those who have and who have not changed.
To achieve a more rigorous criterion of change, researchers may categorise as unchanged
those subjects who choose the ratings either side of the no change or “about the same”
option on the transitional scale. For example, Stratford et al. (1994) categorised as changed
only those subjects whose ratings were in the top two of seven levels of improvement.
While all the subjects in the “changed” classification would have experienced change,
many changed subjects who rated themselves as “quite a bit better”, or “moderately better”
would have been classified as unchanged. A recent study (Stratford, Binkley, Riddle &
Guyatt, 1998) also demonstrated that the change score best able to differentiate changed
from unchanged subjects (using ROC analysis) was dependent on the subject’s initial score.
The strengths of ROC curve analysis (Deyo et al., 1991; Stratford, Binkley, Solomon et al.,
1996) are that:
•

The difference between competing tests to correctly classify improved and
unchanged subjects can be statistically tested.

•

The use of an external criterion allows comparison of test abilities to measure
clinically meaningful change.

•

The point on the upper left-hand corner of the curve indicates the change score that
is the most efficient at correctly differentiating subjects who have experienced a
clinically meaningful change from those who have not.

The fact that there is no single method of demonstrating or comparing the responsiveness of
competing tests indicates lack of agreement by clinimetricians and test developers on this
issue. If the application of the various responsiveness indices always resulted in the same
ranking of competing questionnaires, then it would not matter which index was used.
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While some authors have reported that different responsiveness indexes result in identical
or similar ranking of questionnairs (Kopec et al., 1995; Stucki, Liang, Fossel & Katz, 1995)
others have reported dissimilar rankings (Wright & Young, 1997). If the methods are not
equivalent and the rankings and recommendations to clinicians change depending on the
method used, then the decision regarding which questionnaire is the most responsive may
be a consequence of the choice of responsiveness index (Stratford, Binkley & Riddle,
1996).
The criterion-based methods have the strongest rationale for their use given that
responsiveness is defined as “the ability of an instrument to detect clinically important
change, even if that change is small” (Guyatt et al., 1989, p. 404). The limitation common
to the criterion-based methods is the absence of a gold standard of clinically meaningful
change, and the consequent reliance on a transitional scale as a de facto gold standard.
Another possible method of evaluating responsiveness, suggested by Goldie et al. (1996, p.
1081), is “to count how many patients exceeded the smallest detectable difference” for each
set of scores. This method, which relates responsiveness to reliability, has yet to be used in
comparing concurrently administered questionnaires.

1.5 Summary
In order to fully evaluate the health impacts of low back problems and the outcomes of
intervention, impairments and activity limitations/participation restrictions should be
separately evaluated. Functional outcomes in the activity/participation domain are arguably
of greater interest to patients than impairment-level outcomes, but are only weakly
associated with impairments. As activity limitations/participation restrictions resulting
from low back pain cannot be directly observed, a reliable, valid and responsive self-report
method would enable physiotherapists to quantify the functional outcomes of their
interventions.
To be clinically useful, a health outcome measure should be a self-administered
questionnaire that takes no more than 10 minutes to complete, is quick and easy to score
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and interpret, returns no more than 5% missing data, and has less than 15% of respondents
scoring the lowest and highest possible score. The items in a questionnaire should form an
internally consistent and unidimensional scale or scales that are sufficiently reliable, valid
and responsive to enable meaningful interpretation of an individual patient’s scores and
change scores.
To interprete an individual’s change score on any scale one needs to know the MDC and
MCID. The clinician needs to know that a change in scores over time is of a magnitude
greater than the error of measurement and whether it is a clinically important change.
However, when there are a number of available disability questionnaires, the instrument of
choice (all else being equal) will be the one that is most responsive. Eight approaches to
quantifying responsiveness have been identified, but it is not known which, if any, provides
a valid means of comparing questionnaire responsiveness.

1.6 Research Goal and Aims
The goal of this research was to determine the best available self-report methods for
assessing function in people with low back problems.
Key research aims were to:
•

Identify all extant self-report measures of low back disability.

•

Evaluate the questionnaires against a priori criteria for their suitability for use in the
clinical assessment of disability due to low back pain.

•

In a head-to-head comparison, compare internal structure, inter-relationships,
reliability and responsiveness of the competing questionnaires.

•

Develop recommendations to clinicians about questionnaires that are best for
assessment of people with low back problems.

•

Determine the validity of various methods of discriminating among the scales on
the measurement property of responsiveness.

•

Assess data from the questionnaires using Rasch analysis

•

Define items that augment existing scales to provide more useful measurements
than those provided by existing questionnaires.
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1.7 Conclusion
In this chapter the issues of measuring functioning using self-report questionnaires were
outlined and the criteria for evaluating existing low back disability measures were
established. The next chapter will detail the search for relevant questionnaires and evaluate
those tools against the criteria set out in Chapter 1. Those questionnaires that meet the
essential inclusion criteria will be examined in greater detail, and their potential clinical
utility evaluated.
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2 CHAPTER TWO: Preliminary Investigations
2.1 Chapter Aims
This chapter aims to:
•

Identify all questionnaires reported in the literature that may be applicable to
assessment of activity limitation in people with low back problems.

•

Identify questionnaires that meet the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

•

Select up to five questionnaires for a head-to-head comparison (see Chapter 3, 3.3.7
for consideration of responder burden).

•

Describe the selected questionnaires in detail and to appraise the literature on the
clinimetric properties of the questionnaires.

2.2 Introduction
To evaluate the best questionnaires for assessment of people with low back problems, the
first step was to locate all suitable, extant questionnaires. Although questionnaires
developed specifically to assess functioning in low back pain were of central relevance,
general questionnaires were also evaluated. If generic health measurements proved to be as
reliable, valid and responsive as condition-specific measures of disability in low back pain,
then clinicians could use the same questionnaire for all patients regardless of their
particular problem or diagnosis. In addition, the physical function section of a
multidimensional generic health status questionnaire might prove to be as useful as a brief
condition-specific scale. The clinician would then also obtain a broader profile of the
health status of their patients using a single instrument. This would facilitate screening for
co-morbid health problems, comparison of outcomes for different diagnostic groups and
comparison of patient scores to population norms.
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2.3 Method
2.3.1 Search Strategy
The following sources were searched for references to relevant questionnaires:
•

Medline (1966-1996) and Cinahl (1982-1996) electronic databases.

•

Citation tracking from reference lists of retrieved articles.

•

Published compilations of outcome measures (Bowling, 1995, 1997; Cole et al.,
1994; McDowell & Newell, 1996; Pynsent, Fairbank & Carr, 1994; Wilkin, Hallam
& Doggett, 1992)

Databases were searched using thesaurus explosions of the terms “health status ”, “outcome
assessment”, “treatment outcome”, “quality of life”, “health outcome”, “disability”,
“questionnaires”, “low back pain” and “back pain”. Additional textword searches of the
electronic databases were conducted using the names of identified questionnaires.

2.3.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Questionnaires were selected if they met essential practical criteria. For clinical utility
questionnaires must be able to be patient self-administered, be brief and easy for patients to
complete and for clinicians to score.
Inclusion criteria:
•

Can be self-administered by patients

•

Takes 10 minutes or less to complete

•

Measures activity limitation/participation restrictions.

•

A clear scoring protocol is available.

Exclusion criteria:
•

Disease-specific scales

•

Measures impairment

•

Has a complex scoring algorithm that is too complex for clinical application

•

Has missing data rates greater than 5%
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2.3.3 Literature Review: selected questionnaires
For each of the questionnaires that were selected for the project, data was extracted by the
author under the following headings: Citation details, Study design, Sample size, Gender,
Age, Diagnosis, Recruitment source, Duration of problem, Baseline scores, Follow-up
Scores, Results.

2.4 Results
2.4.1 Selection of Questionnaires
Thirty-two back-specific questionnaires were located. Of these, 26 did not meet the
inclusion and exclusion criteria and are listed in Table 2.1 with the reason or reasons that
they were excluded.
It was argued in section 2.2 that the physical function section of a generic health
questionnaire, if shown to be as reliable and valid as a condition-specific scale, would allow
clinicians to administer a single questionnaire across all their patients. Five generic health
status measures were located that appeared relevant to the assessment of low back
disability. They were the Dartmouth COOP Charts (Nelson, Landgraf, Hays, Wasson &
Kirk, 1990), the DUKE Health Profile (Parkerson, Broadhead & Tse, 1990), the McMaster
Health Index (MHI) (Chambers, Macdonald, Tugwell, Buchanan & Kraag, 1982), the
Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) (Bergner et al., 1981) and the SF-36 Health Survey (Ware &
Sherbourne, 1992). Two of these scales take more than 20 minutes to complete (MHI and
SIP). Although the SF-36 takes 5-10 minutes to complete and is therefore not within the 5
minute criterion for clinical utility that was applied to the low-back questionnaires, it was
selected as the most appropriate generic scale for several reasons. It is the most widely
used and the only one for which Australian population norms are available (Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 1995a). It also has a more comprehensive assessment of activities than
the Dartmouth COOP or DUKE questionnaires. In a focus issue of the journal Spine, the
SF-36 was recommended as the generic questionnaire of choice for use in patients with low
back pain (Lurie, 2000).
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The six low-back questionnaires that met the inclusion and exclusion criteria were:
•

Functional Assessment Screening Questionnaire (FASQ) (Seltzer, Granger &
Wineberg, 1982)

•

Oswestry Disability Questionnaire (Fairbank et al., 1980)

•

Pain Disability Index (PDI) (Pollard, 1984)

•

Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale (Kopec et al., 1995, 1996)

•

Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire (Roland & Morris, 1983a)

•

Waddell Disability Index (Waddell & Main, 1984)

Table 2.1
Questionnaires excluded
Name of Scale (Reference)

Reason(s) for exclusion

Activity Pattern Indicators
(Rock, Fordyce, Brockway, Bergman &
Spengler, 1984)

Requires 20 minutes to complete
No clear scoring protocol

Back Pain Index
(Mellin, Jarvikoski & Verkasalo, 1984)

No clear scoring protocol

Clinical Back Pain Questionnaire
(Ruta, Garratt, Wardlaw & Russell, 1994)

Aggregates impairment and activity limitation
items (10/19 items relate to impairments)

Curtin Back Screening Questionnaire
(Harper et al., 1995)

Requires more than 30 minutes to complete

Dallas Pain Questionnaire
(Lawlis, Cuencas, Selby & McCoy, 1989)

Missing data rates up to 17% indicates
subjects find it difficult to complete.

Functional Rating Scale
(Evans & Kagan, 1986)

Aggregates 3 activity limitation items with 3
on the use of medication, aids and TNS

Functional Status Questionnaire
(Jette & Cleary, 1987)

Complex scoring algorithm.

Jan Van Breeman Low Back Pain Measure
(Lankhorst, van de Stadt, Vogelaar, van der
Korst & Prevo, 1982)

Missing & incorrect data rates up to 14%.
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Japanese Orthopaedic Association Scale, in
(Pynsent et al., 1994)

Cannot be self-administered.
Aggregates impairments with physical and
psychological disabilities.

The Revised Leeds Disability Questionnaire
(Abbott, Helliwell & Chamberlain, 1994)

Disease-specific for ankylosing spondylitis.

Low Back Outcome Score
(Greenough & Fraser, 1992)

Aggregates symptoms, consultation rate,
analgesic intake and disability.

Low Back Pain Rating Scale
(Manniche et al., 1994)

Cannot be self-administered

Low Back Pain TyPE
(Deyo, Cherkin, Franklin & Nichols, 1992)

A set of standardised assessment forms that
constitute an outcomes documentation
system. Not a stand-alone scale.

Low Back Rating Scale
(Lehmann, Brand & Gorman, 1983)

Cannot be self-administered.

Medical Rehabilitation Follow Along
instrument (Granger, Ottenbacher, Baker &
Sehgal, 1995)
(MRFA combines Oswestry and FASQ
questionnaires plus scales that assess pain
and psychological function)

Takes 7-16 minutes to complete.

Million Back Pain Scales
(Million, Hall, Nilsen, Baker & Jayson,
1982)

Cannot be self-administered.

Takes, on average, 21 minutes to complete
North American Spine Society (NASS)
(SD 9.2, range 5-50 minutes)
lumbar spine outcome assessment
instrument (Daltroy, Cats-Baril, Katz, Fossel
& Liang, 1996)
Osteoporosis Functional Disability
Questionnaire (Helmes et al., 1995)

Disease-specific for osteoporosis with
vertebral compression fractures.

Outcome measure in lumbar spinal stenosis
(Stucki, Daltroy, Liang et al., 1996)

Disease-specific for lumbar spinal stenosis,
surgical outcomes

Patient Generated Index
(Ruta, Garratt, Leng et al., 1994)

Designed for administration by interview:
missing/incorrect data rates up to 53% when
self-administered.

Patient Specific Measure
(Stratford et al., 1995)

Cannot be self-administered.
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Quality of Life Profile for Spine Deformities
(Climent, Reig, Sanchez & Roda, 1995)

Disease-specific for adolescents with spinal
deformities.

Modified Roland-Morris Disability
Questionnaire for Sciatica (Patrick et al.,
1995)

Disease-specific for sciatica.

SIP-34 (Stratford, Solomon, Binkley, Finch
& Gill, 1993) (SIP = Sickness Impact
Profile)

Preliminary study only, identifying alternative
items to Roland-Morris.

SOFCOT Index, in (Pynsent et al., 1994)

Cannot be self-administered.

Spinal Function Sort (Matheson, Matheson
& Grant, 1993)

Cannot be self-administered.

To maintain respondent burden within acceptable limits (see section 3.3.7) it was decided
that a maximum of five questionnaires could be administered in a head-to-head
comparison. Of the six back-specific questionnaires four were selected for administration
with the SF-36 Health Survey.
The FASQ was rejected on the basis that it was not a scale developed specifically for low
back problems. The FASQ is a 15-item scale developed primarily for use in a general
ambulatory primary care setting (Seltzer et al., 1982). It contains four items that are not
particularly relevant to low back problems: Handling your personal finances; Carrying on a
conversation; Concentration for at least 15 minutes; Reaching, grasping, pinching. No data
is available on the reliability and responsiveness of the FASQ when used in a low back pain
population.
The remaining five low-back questionnaires were compared for number of items and
content (Table 2.2). Much content is shared between the questionnaires and this is reflected
in the moderate associations reported between the questionnaires (Table 2.3). However,
this comparison provided no clear-cut basis on which to discard any of the questionnaires.
The Oswestry and Roland-Morris were selected because they are the most widely used low
back questionnaires with many studies reporting on their clinimetric properties. The
Quebec questionnaire was selected because, although it is a new questionnaire, it was
developed using more sophisticated processes than older questionnaires. The Waddell and
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PDI are both very brief questionnaires (9 and 7 items respectively) and either seemed
appropriate for inclusion in the study. A decision was made to include the Waddell scale
and not the Pain Disability Index. The Waddell scale asks specific, direct questions
requiring a yes or no response (e.g. “Is your sleep disturbed regularly, ie more than 2-3
times per week?”), while the PDI bundles activities into categories (e.g. “Life-support
activity. This category refers to basic life-supporting behaviours such as eating, sleeping,
and breathing”) with disability rated on a zero to ten scale. Bombardier and Tugwell
(1987) suggest that specific questions are preferable to general questions.

Table 2.2
Comparison of size, content and scale of five low back questionnaires
Questionnaire Items

Content

Oswestry

10

Pain, Personal care (washing, dressing), Lifting, Walking,
Sitting, Standing, Sleeping, Sex, Social, Travelling.

Quebec

20

Walk, Stand, Sit, Stairs, Run, Put on socks, Lift, Carry,
Sleep, Turn in/get out of bed, Clean bathtub, throw ball,
Reach up high, Ride in car, Push and push objects, Throw
ball.

PDI

7

Family/home responsibilities, Recreation, Social,
Occupation, Sex, Self Care, Life-Support (eating, sleeping,
breathing).

Roland

24

Walk, Stand, Sit, Stairs, Housework, Bending, Put on socks,
Dress, Sleep, Rest, Turn in bed, Irritability, Appetite,
Change position, Pain.

Waddell

9

Lift, Sit, Travel, Stand, Walk, Sleep, Social, Sex, Footwear.
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Table 2.3
Correlations between five low back questionnaires
Oswestry

Quebec

PDI

Quebec

r = .77a

PDI

r = .83b

NR

Roland

r = .66 - .80c

r = .72a

r = .63e

Waddell

r = .70d

NR

NR

Roland

Waddell

NR

a

Kopec et al (1995), b Gronblad et al (1993), c 5 studies located, lower value Leclaire et al (1997),
upper value Stratford & Binkley (1997), d Waddell & Main (1984), e Millard & Jones (1991)
NR = no reports available

Having selected one generic and four low-back specific questionnaires, the next step was a
detailed literature review on the development and measurement properties of the
questionnaires. For each questionnaire a comprehensive review was made of the literature
organized under the headings:
•

Description and characteristics
o questionnaire development including modified versions
o scaling and scoring methods
o data quality (missing and incorrect responses)
o floor and ceiling effects

•

Internal consistency, structure and reliability
o Item-item and item-total correlation, Cronbach’s Alpha
o Factor analysis (scale structure)
o Test-retest reliability and MDC90

•

Validity
o

Content (by ICF activities/participation categories)

o Construct (criterion, convergent and known groups designs)
o Minimum clinically important difference (MCID)

•

Responsiveness
o Pre-post treatment designs
o Randomised controlled trials
o Responsiveness indices
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2.4.2 Oswestry Disability Questionnaire
2.4.2.1 Description and Characteristics

The characteristics of the Oswestry Disability Questionnaire are summarised in Table 2.4
The Oswestry Disability Questionnaire was developed in the late 1970s at the Robert Jones
and Agnes Hunt Orthopaedic Hospital in Oswestry, Shropshire (U.K.) as a clinical
assessment tool that would provide an estimate of disability expressed as a percentage score
(Fairbank et al., 1980). Disability was defined by the authors as “the limitations of a
patient’s performance compared with that of a fit person” (Fairbank et al., 1980, p.271).
Ten sections assess pain, personal care, lifting, walking, sitting, standing, sleeping, sex life,
social life and travelling.
Four versions of the Oswestry have been reported:
1. Original version (Fairbank et al., 1980)
2. Modified version removes reference to medication from Pain and Sleeping sections
(Baker, Pynsent & Fairbank, 1989)
3. Modified version removes Sex Life section and adds new section called Changing
Degree of Pain (Hudson-Cook, Tomes-Nicholson & Breen, 1989)
4. Modified version removes Sex Life section and adds new section called
Employment/Homemaking (Fritz & Irrgang, 2001)4
The second version of the Oswestry questionnaire (Baker et al., 1989) removed the
references to analgaesic medication in the pain section, and to tablets in the sleeping
section. This appears to have improved the relevance of these sections to people who are
not taking medication. This modified version appears on the next page and was the version
used in this study5. As the four versions have relatively minor variations the measurement
properties are likely to be similar. All studies reporting the clinimetric properties of the
Oswestry were therefore included in the literature review regardless of the particular
version used. Unless otherwise indicated, the version used in the studies was the original
version.
4

This version was reported after the data collection was completed.
The version currently recommended by the test developer and reported after this study was
completed is called the ODI Version 2.0 (Fairbank & Pynsent, 2000). The only further modification
from the version used in this study is that it relates problems to “today”

5
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Table 2.4 Oswestry Disability Questionnaire: Characteristics
Versions

1. Original (Fairbank, 1995), 2. Modified version (Baker et al., 1989), 3. Modified version (Hudson-Cook et al., 1989),
4. Modified version (Fritz & Irrgang, 2001)
Versions in nine European languages other than English (Roland & Fairbank, 2000).

Number of items

10 sections (six statements in each)

Content

Pain, Personal Care, Lifting, Walking, Sitting, Standing, Sleeping, Sex Life, Social Life, Travelling

Time to complete

5 minutes (completed by patient) 10 minutes (by interview)

Reference period

None stated (except for pain: “at the moment”)

Scaling method

Six statements in each section representing increasing levels of severity. Respondent chooses one statement in each
section that most applies to them. Section 8 Sex Life is answered “if applicable”.

Scoring

Zero for the first section through to 5 for the sixth section. Sum of the section scores is divided by the total possible
score and multiplied by 100 (ie percentage of highest possible score). Total possible score 0 – 100, higher score
indicates worse function. Scores from 0% - 20% said to indicate “minimal disability” from 20% - 40% “moderate
disability”, from 40% - 60% “severe disability”, from 60% - 80% “crippled” and from 80% to 100% “bedbound or
exaggerating” (Fairbank et al., 1980).

Data Quality

1% - 4% missing data (Kopec et al., 1995)
11% missing for sections 7 and 8 (sleeping and sex life), 5% - 7% for other sections, 7% chose more than one response
per section (Stratford et al., 1994), 24% did not complete Section 8 Sex Life (Fisher & Johnston, 1997)

Floor and Ceiling
Effects

6% scored ≤ 10 points (Gronblad et al., 1993), 13% scored ≤ 10 points (Kopec et al., 1995)
No ceiling effect
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Section 8 Sex Life is an optional section (labelled “if applicable”) and high levels of
missing data are to be expected for this section. The calculation of the total score as a
percentage of the total possible score accommodates non-response to this section. A study
by Stratford et al. (1994) indicated that some respondents may have difficulty
understanding how to correctly complete the Oswestry. However, if subjects who failed to
complete the questionnaire at all are excluded from the calculations of missing data in the
Stratford study, incorrect or missing data rates are within the 5% criterion limit. Kopec et
al (1995) reported that few subjects missed any sections of the Oswestry.
Floor and ceiling effects in two prospective studies of physiotherapy patients were within
the 15% criterion limit set for this study (Gronblad et al., 1993; Kopec et al., 1995).
Oswestry scores higher than 80% of the maximum possible score are uncommon and no
ceiling effect has been identified. To score a maximum possible score, a respondent would
have to report worst imaginable pain, be unable to perform any personal care, lifting, sexual
or social activities, be confined to bed, unable to sit, stand or sleep at all, and be unable to
travel. Most low back problems do not result in such serious and global interference with
function, and, as most studies involve subjects who are attending outpatient services, it is
not surprising that maximum Oswestry scores are never reported.

2.4.2.2 Internal consistency, structure and reliability

The Oswestry appears to form an internally consistent scale (Table 2.5). One study
(Strong, Ashton, Cramond & Chant, 1990) reported a Cronbach’s alpha value of .59, which
is below the commonly accepted value of .70. The sample consisted of 50 chronic back
pain patients at a public hospital pain clinic in Brisbane, Australia. The small and possibly
homogeneous sample may have contributed to the low value by attenuating the range of
item variance. The same authors reported a higher Cronbach’s alpha (.71) on a larger
sample from the same population. The highest alpha values of .82 and .85, reported by
Kopec et al (1995) and Tibbles et al. (1998), indicate little redundancy in the questionnaire
content. The range of values for alpha reported in the literature demonstrates the influence
of sample characteristics. One study reported non-significant item-item correlations for
some sections (Tibbles et al., 1998). The same study and one other reported significant
item-total correlations (Fischer & Johnston, 1997; Tibbles et al., 1998). On the evidence
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available, the Oswestry appears to be internally consistent. Fisher and Johnston (1997)
reported two factors accounting for 33% and 12% of total variance respectively (Table 2.6).
The Oswestry items appear to form a unidimensional scale as the second factor is weak
relative to the first factor (See Chapter 1, section 1.4.5).
Test-retest reliability coefficients between .83 and .99 have been reported (Table 2.5). Few
reliability studies report the standard error of measurement (SEM), or include sufficient
information, such as the standard deviation of scores, to allow an estimate of error
magnitude to be made. Using graphical data reported by Fairbank et al. (1980) for 25
subjects with acute, first episode low back pain, the author of this thesis estimated the SEM
to be between five and seven percentage points. The MDC90 therefore may be between 14
and 20 points. For a modified version6, Fritz and Irrgang (2001) reported an MDC90 at 13
points. Table 2.5 summarises the literature on the internal consistency, internal structure
and reliability of the Oswestry.

6

Version that replaces Sex Life with Employment/Homemaking
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Table 2.5 Oswestry Disability Questionnaire: Internal consistency, structure and reliability

Internal
consistency

Internal
Structure

Author
Strong et al (1990)
Strong et al (1994)
Kopec et al (1995)
Fischer & Johnston (1997)
Tibbles et al (1998)

Item-item correlation

Significant except personal care with pain,
standing or sleeping, and pain with walking

Item-total correlation

tau = .23 - .52 (p<.01)
.50 - .79 (p<.05)

Cronbach’s Alpha
.59
.71
.82
.76
.85

Factor analysis identified 2 sub-scales explaining 33% and 12% of variance respectively: Private Activities (personal-care, sleeping,
sex life sections) and Public Activities (lifting, walking, sitting, standing, socialising and travelling sections) (Fisher & Johnston,
1997)
Author
Triano et al (1993)
Baker et al (1989)a
Fairbank et al (1980)
Hudson-Cook et al (1989)b
Gronblad et al (1993)
Kopec et al (1995)
Fritz & Irrgang (2001)c

Re-test period
2 hours
Same day
24 hours
Next day
1 week
1-14 days
4 weeks

Subject type (sample size)
Acute & chronic (n = 186)
Test-retest
Not stated (n = 104)
Reliability
Chronic (n = 22)
Chronic (n = 22)
Chronic, self-rated as unchanged (n = 20)
Acute & chronic, self-rated as unchanged (n = 52)
Work-related acute, self & therapist rated as unchanged (n =
23)
MDC90
Between 14 and 20 points, derived from Fairbank et al. (1980).
13 points for a modified version (Fritz & Irrgang, 2001).
Note: Where correlation statistic not specified the study has not provided this information.
a
Modified version that removes reference to medication in pain and sleeping sections
b
Modified version that replaces Sex Life with Changing Degree of Pain
c
Modified version that replaces Sex Life with Employment/Homemaking

Correlation
r = .94
r = .89 (p < .001)
r = .99 (p < .001)
.88 (p < .001)
ICC = .83
ICC2,1 = .94
ICC = .90 (95%CI
.78, .96)
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2.4.2.3 Validity

The 10 sections of the Oswestry, with six response choices in each section have face
validity. They appear to be a reasonable method of gaining an overall picture of a person’s
level of disability. The response choices range from an absence of limitation to complete
activity limitation. Subsequently a wide range of activity limitation can be detected and
floor and ceiling effects are unlikely. It is possible, however, that some individuals with
low back pain may have specific activity limitations that would not be detected by the
Oswestry. An example of this would be difficulty getting up from a lying or sitting
position, or pain when rising from sitting to standing.
Fairbank et al (1980) provided little detail on how the Oswestry was developed, saying only
that the activities chosen were those most relevant to people with low back pain. The
questionnaire was developed over a number of years in a clinical setting, so it is likely that
these activities were identified as relevant by both clinicians and patients. Oswestry items
can be classified into four of six relevant ICF activity/participation categories7. While two
items relate to maintaining body position (standing and sitting) there is an absence of
content relating to changing positions (eg getting up from sitting). Two of the sections
(Pain Intensity and Sleeping) are classified as impairments of body function. Activities in
the categories of Domestic Life (housework) and Work and employment are not
represented. However, it may be reasonable to assume that a person having problems with
lifting, walking, sitting, standing and travelling would also have difficulty performing
activities at work or at home that require these basic activities singly or in combination.
Assessment of work-related activity limitations requires comprehensive assessment of the
individual and their circumstances, and cannot be adequately assessed in a brief
questionnaire. The modified version by Fritz and Irrgang (2001) replaces “Sex Life” with
“Employment/Homemaking” thereby including a domain omitted at the time of the present
study and dispensing with the section that is most often missed. However, when sexual
activity is limited due to back problems, the treating therapist may not assess this during
routine history taking, and therefore its inclusion in the questionnaire may provide a nonthreatening method of identifying problems in this domain.
7

See section 2.4.7, Table 2.27, for comparison of the content of all questionnaires by ICF
classification
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There is considerable evidence to support the construct validity of the Oswestry Disability
Questionnaire (Table 2.6). Most of the evidence comes from studies of convergent validity
that demonstrate an expected relationship between measures of the same or related
constructs. Some evidence of validity has also been provided by studies of groups with
expected differences (known-groups designs). Estimates of the minimum clinically
important difference currently range from 4 to 15 points (Fritz & Irrgang, 2001; Roland &
Fairbank, 2000).
For this and for the other questionnaires a full discussion of the factors affecting the
correlations between questionnare scores and other measurements was outside the central
aims of the thesis. The studies reported in this thesis explore scale reliability and
responsiveness. The relative construct validity of the questionnaires was not explored.
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Table 2.6 Oswestry Disability Questionnaire: Validity
Content Validity
by ICF
Construct Validity:
Criterion designs

Construct Validity:
Convergent
designs

Construct Validity:
Known Groups
designs
a
b

Items relate to 4 of 6 relevant ICF activity/participation categories: Mobility, Self-care, Interpersonal interactions,
Community, Social & Civic Life. No content in categories of Domestic Life and Major Life Areas.
Sitting, walking and lifting section scores correlate moderately with observed activities (Fisher & Johnston, 1997)
Author
Total score correlates significantly with:
a
Bolton & Christensen (1994) , Co et al. (1993),Cooper et al.(1996),
Gronblad et al. (1993), Haas et al. (1995), Hazard et al.(1994)
Self-rated pain intensity
Fisher & Johnston (1997), Haas et al.(1995)
Change in pain ratings
Triano & Schulz (1987)
Muscle function
Alaranta et al (1993)
Muscle atrophy at L5/S1
Gronblad et al. (1994)
Flexion/extension muscle endurance
(Hart, 1998)
Amount of weight lifted
Gronblad et al. (1993), Strong et al. (1990), Strong et al. (1994)
Pain Disability Index scores
Greenough & Fraser (1992)
Low Back Outcome Score
Co et al. (1993), Leclaire et al. (1997), Stratford et al. (1994),
Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire scores
Stratford & Binkley (1997)
Kopec et al. (1995)
Quebec Disability Scale scores
Ruta et al. (1994)b
Aberdeen Scale scores
Harper et al. (1995)b
Curtin Back Screening Questionnaire scores
Total scores significantly different between groups with expected differences: Pain referred below the knee vs local back
pain (Bolton & Christensen, 1994)a; groups with and without radiculopathy (Haas & Nyiendo, 1992; Leclaire et al.,
1997).

Modified version that replaces Sex Life with Changing Degree of Pain
Modified version that removes reference to medications from Pain and Sleeping sections
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2.4.2.4 Responsiveness

Many studies have reported significant differences in mean Oswestry scores before and
after treatment (Di Fabio, Mackey & Holte, 1995, 1996; Fairbank et al., 1980; Fisher &
Johnston, 1997; Taylor, Taylor, Foy & Fogg, 1999). In contrast, for groups with clinical
features that one would expect to be very slow to improve, Oswestry scores were no
different after one month (Di Fabio et al., 1995, 1996). The magnitude of change scores for
different subject groups reflects clinical expectations (Figure 2.1). Mean Oswestry scores
for subjects with an acute episode, no leg symptoms, and mechanical problems show
greater improvement than for subjects with chronic pain, leg symptoms or disc herniation.
This suggests that changes in Oswestry scores, on average, reflect a range of expected
change.

Oswestry Score (%)

Fisher 1997

chronic
chronic

Di Fabio 1995

mechanical lbp

Di Fabio 1996

disc herniation

Di Fabio 1996
Stratford 1994

mechanical lbp

Di Fabio 1995

lbp
nomechanical
leg symptoms

Di Fabio 1995

acute

Fairbank 1980

acute
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40
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Figure 2.1 Comparison of change in Oswestry scores for various clinical groups

Another indication of the responsiveness of Oswestry scores comes from its use as an
outcome measure in randomised clinical trials in which a significant difference in the mean
change in Oswestry score was detected between study groups (Frost, Klaber Moffett, Moser
& Fairbank, 1995; Malmivaara et al., 1995; O'Sullivan, Twomey & Allison, 1997;
Rossignol et al., 2000).
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Studies that reported the responsiveness of Oswestry scores are shown in Table 2.7. The
merits of responsiveness indices were elaborated in Chapter 1. Moderate correlations have
been reported between retrospectively rated global change and Oswestry change-scores
(Burchiel et al., 1996; Kopec et al., 1995; Little & MacDonald, 1994; Stratford et al.,
1994). The magnitude of reported effect sizes and standardised response means appear to
reflect the relative magnitude of change that might be expected for various clinical groups.
The reported magnitudes of ROC curves and Norman’s Sensitivity Coefficients appear
similar across studies. However, direct comparison of responsiveness indices reported in
different studies is hampered by sample differences, the use of different re-test periods and
modes of administration (interview and self-report), and various global rating scales to
evaluate change and classify subjects as improved or unchanged.
In a study of injured workers Loisel et al. (1998) compared the responsiveness of the
Oswestry with the “Spinoscope”, a motion analysis device that measures lumbar spine
kinematics. The two measures were not correlated, and ROC curves showed the Oswestry
was significantly better than the Spinoscope in correctly identifying work status. This
supports the notion that impairment and function are at best only partially related, and
illustrates that data on functional status collected by self-report may provide more useful
information on treatment outcomes than time-consuming and costly measures of physical
impairment.
Taken together, there is considerable evidence that Oswestry scores reflect change over
time that is consistent with a priori expectations of the magnitude of change for various
clinical groups.
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Table 2.7 Oswestry Disability Questionnaire: Responsiveness Indices
Subjects
-0.02
38 Unchanged subjects
Effect Size
0.88
38 Improved subjects
0.16
20 Lumbar disc problems
0.83
20 Mechanical low back pain
0.10
110 low back pain
Standardised
0.57
19 improved lbp
Response Mean
0.38
97 low back pain
0.65
17 improved lbp
Correlation of
rho = .73 (p<.0001)
258 chronic low back pain
change scores with rho = .54 (p<.0001)
70 chronic low back pain
a global rating of
rho = .57 (NS)
88 mechanical low back pain
change
r = .54 (p<.001)
144 chronic low back pain
r = .43
97 low back pain
r = .78
67 acute low back pain
Guyatt’s
3.49
23 unchanged 44 improved,
Reliability Index
(95%CI 2.14, 4.84)
acute lbp.
~ 0.8
56 unchanged, 117 improved
Norman’s
.28
88 mechanical low back pain
Sensitivity
.30 (p<.001)
110 low back pain
Coefficient
.25 (p<.001)
97 low back pain
ROC curve
.78
88 mechanical low back pain
.76
76 non-specific low back pain
.94
67 acute low back pain
a
Modified version replaces Sex Life with Employment/Homemaking

Re-test Period/Treatment
5 wks, traction
5 wks, traction
1 mth, physiotherapy
1 mth, physiotherapy
1-14 days, physiotherapy
1-14 days, physiotherapy
2-6 mths, physiotherapy
2-6 mths, physiotherapy
2 years, surgery
1 year, surgery
4-6 wks, physiotherapy
6 months, surgery
2-6 mths, physiotherapy
4 wks, physiotherapy
4 wks, physiotherapy

Author
Kopec et al. (1996)
Kopec et al. (1996)
Di Fabio et al. (1996)
Di Fabio et al. (1996)
Kopec et al. (1995)
Kopec et al. (1995)
Kopec et al. (1995)
Kopec et al. (1995)
Hagg et al. (2002)
Burchiel et al. (1996)
Stratford et al. (1994)
Little & MacDonald (1994)
Kopec et al. (1995)
Fritz & Irrgang (2001)a
Fritz & Irrgang (2001)a

2 mths, various
4-6 wks, physiotherapy
1-14 days, physiotherapy
2-6 mths, physiotherapy
4-6 wks, physiotherapy
5 wks, traction
4 wks physiotherapy

Taylor (1999)
Stratford et al. (1994)
Kopec et al. (1995)
Kopec et al. (1995)
Stratford et al. (1994)
Beurskens et al. (1996)
Fritz & Irrgang (2001)a
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2.4.2.5 Summary

The Oswestry Disability Questionnaire fulfils the criteria of being a brief self-administered
tool that is easy to complete and score. Data quality appears acceptable with minimal floor
and no ceiling effects. The items appear to form an internally consistent and unidimensional
scale. Reported reliability coefficients are consistently high although only an estimate of the
MDC90 is possible from the literature and this varies from 13 to 20 points. Current estimates
of the MCID vary widely from 4 to 15 points.
Content validity is adequate. Although two key areas of daily activity (housework and work)
are not directly measured, the simpler functions required for these more complex activities,
such as sitting, walking, standing and lifting, are included. There is a body of evidence that
the Oswestry is a valid measurement tool for detecting activity limitation in people with low
back pain and that the Oswestry is responsive to change. The Oswestry Disability
Questionnaire has the potential to be a useful outcome measurement tool for use in
physiotherapy practice in Australia.
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2.4.3 Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale
2.4.3.1 Description and Characteristics

The Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale was developed in the 1990s in Canada as a measure
of “functional disability”, which was defined by the authors as “perceived difficulty
associated with simple, physical activities” (Kopec et al., 1996, p.151). The Quebec scale
was developed for use as an outcome measure in clinical trials, for monitoring individual
patient progress and comparing the outcomes of groups of patients with back pain. The
Quebec scale appears on the next page, and the characteristics of the scale are summarised
in Table 2.8.
In developing the Quebec scale, 31 physiotherapists and doctors involved in the treatment
of low back pain, and 34 back pain patients were surveyed to identify elementary activities
commonly affected by low back pain (eg. bending, carrying, lying, sitting). Next an item
pool of 48 items was developed to assess the activities. The authors excluded “complex”
activities (eg. shopping, housework, travelling) as they reasoned that the simple activities
were components of complex tasks. “Complex activities” that an individual undertakes
vary with individual circumstances. Item response analysis led to 20 of the 48 items being
selected from 6 areas of activity, primarily on the basis that the 6-level response scale
showed discrimination between levels. In addition, four other item-performance issues
were considered in deciding to either include or exclude an item: sensitivity to change,
acceptability, clinical relevance, and item redundancy. The Quebec scale meets the criteria
for data quality and has no significant floor or ceiling effects (Table 2.8).
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Table 2.8 Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale: Characteristics
Versions
Number of items

English and French (Canada) (Kopec et al., 1995, 1996), Dutch (Schoppink, van Tulder, Koes, Beurskens & de
Bie, 1996)
20

Content

Six categories: bed/rest, sitting/standing, ambulation, movement, bending/stooping and handling

Time to complete

2-5 minutes (Mens et al., 2002)

Reference period

“Today”

Scaling method

6-point numerical rating scale

Scoring

0 = not difficult at all, 1 = minimally difficult, 2 = somewhat difficult, 3 = fairly difficult, 4 = very difficult and
5 = unable to do
Total score is sum of item scores, score range 0-100, higher score indicates worse function.

Data Quality

0.7% of items not completed in initial administration
2% and 1.8% not completed in mailed follow-up administrations (Kopec et al., 1995)

Floor and Ceiling Effects 8.3% scored 0 – 10, 3.7% scored 90 – 100 (Kopec et al., 1995)
Score range 2-77 in 107 chronic lbp, Dutch version (Schoppink et al., 1996).
Note: In the developmental stage, an 11-point rating scale was used (0 = not difficult at all, 10 = extremely difficult) with a total score achieved by
dividing the summed total by the number of items answered, yielding a possible score range of 0-10.
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2.4.3.2 Internal consistency, structure and reliability

The items of the Quebec scale appear to form an internally consistent scale (Table 2.9)
although the very high Cronbach’s alpha value (.95) suggests that there may be some item
redundancy. Although items were deliberately chosen from various factors identified at the
item reduction phase of development, the developers of the Quebec scale claim that the
items are approximately unidimensional and that the high inter-item correlations justify
combining the items into a single scale. There is currently no other data available that
indicates the scale is unidimensional.
Evidence of the test-retest reliability of the Quebec scale was, until recently, limited to a
single study that used a variable follow-up period between 1 and 14 days (Kopec et al.,
1995). From the data reported, the standard error of measurement can be estimated as 6.2
points on a 0-100 point scale.2 A change of at least 14 points is required before true change
can be said to have occurred at 90% confidence. This estimate is based on the standard
deviation of scores of all 130 English-speaking subjects who completed the questionnaire
on the first administration, but using the ICC value from test-retest measurements of 52 of
those subjects. Fritz and Irrgang (2001) reported that for 23 subjects with acute low back
pain who were rated as unchanged after 4 weeks the ICC was .55 (95%CI = .20 - .78), and
the MDC90 was 30.5 points. In a sample of chronic low back pain patients, the 1-week testretest reliability (ICC) of the Dutch version was .90 (Schoppink et al., 1996). The MDC90
calculated from these three studies ranges from 13.6 points to 30 points.

2

SEM calculated by multiplying the SD of 2.35 by the square root of 1 - .93 resulting in SEM of .62
scale points for the original 0-10 scale.
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Table 2.9 Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale: Internal consistency, structure and reliability
Internal
consistency
Internal Structure

Author
Item-item Correlation
Item-total correlation
Cronbach’s Alpha
Kopec et al (1996)
.24 - .87 (48-item pool)
.57 - .86 (48-item pool)
.95 (English) .96 (French)
Schoppink et al (1996)
.58 and .83 (Dutch version) .95 (Dutch)
Factor analysis of 46 items found 7 factors explaining 74% of variance, 20 items were chosen from all factors (Kopec et
al., 1996).

Test-retest
Reliability

Author
Kopec et al (1995)
Fritz & Irrgang (2001)
Schoppink et al (1996)

Re-test period
1-14 days (median 3.8)
4 weeks
1 week

MDC90

14 points, derived from Kopec et al. (1995)
13.6 points, derived from Schoppink et al. (1996)
30.52 points (Fritz & Irrgang, 2001)

Subject type
Self-rated as unchanged (n = 52)
Work-related acute lbp (n = 23)
Chronic lbp, Dutch (n = 89)

Correlation
ICC2,1 = .93
ICC = .55 (.20 - .78)
ICC2,1 = .90

Note: Where correlation statistic not specified the study has not provided this information
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2.4.3.3 Validity

The six response options from “not difficult at all” to “unable to do” appear likely to provide
sufficient “steps” to detect change in perceived difficulty with activities. The use of 20
simple rather than complex tasks as the daily activities should have the advantage of broad
application to a diverse population. However, a number of items relate to activities that
many people would not do every day, if at all (walk several miles; throw a ball; run one
block; bend over to clean the bathtub; lift and carry a heavy suitcase). Therefore, despite the
performance-oriented instructions (Today, DO YOU find it difficult to perform the following
activities because of your back?) subjects who have not performed the activities will be
forced to respond in a capacity-oriented manner (WOULD YOU find it difficult). In other
words, the person would have to imagine how difficult they would find it if they were to do
the task. It remains to be demonstrated whether this influences the overall score obtained
using this questionnaire.
While the elementary activities of the Quebec scale were intended to be “situation free”
(Kopec et al., 1996, p.152), this clearly does not hold for “Climb one flight of stairs”, “Make
your bed”, “Bend over to clean the bathtub” or “Carry two bags of groceries”. These
activities depend on the respondent’s environment (do they have stairs, or a bathtub?) and
their social support (does someone else make their bed and do the grocery shopping?).
Despite these limitations, the face validity of the scale appears sufficient for clinical use.
Content of the Quebec items falls into three of six relevant ICF activities and participation
categories8 and one item relates to sleep impairment. The selection of items representing
simple rather than complex activities results in the Quebec items mainly capturing
information about mobility. The Quebec therefore thoroughly assesses mobility, but not
work, sport or social activities, or interpersonal interactions.
Evidence for the construct validity of the Quebec is limited to two studies of convergent
validity. In the original study (Kopec et al., 1995) Quebec scores were significantly
correlated with scores for the Oswestry, Roland-Morris and SF-36 Physical Functioning
8

Mobility, Self-Care, and Domestic Life, but not Interpersonal interactions, Major life areas or
Community social & civic life.
See Section 2.4.7, Table 2.27, for comparison of the content of all questionnaires by ICF classification
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scores. Fritz and Irrgang (Fritz & Irrgang, 2001) reported that Quebec and Oswestry change
scores were significantly correlated.
An MCID of 15 points has been reported as the change score located nearest the top-left
corner of the ROC curve. This indicates the change score with the greatest sensitivity and
specificity for correctly identifying subjects who feel they have improved (Fritz & Irrgang,
2001).

2.4.3.4 Responsiveness

Reported responsiveness indices are summarised in Table 2.10. Kopec et al (1995) reported
that Quebec scores were significantly different before and after a 2-6 month period for all
data, and for those subjects who self-rated as improved. In a randomised controlled trial of
coordinated primary health care and usual care for patients with compensable low back pain,
there was a significant between-groups difference in Quebec scores at 6 months follow-up
(Rossignol et al., 2000) .

2.4.3.5 Summary

The Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale may be a useful clinical outcome measure. It is brief,
easy to score, has low rates of missing data and no serious floor or ceiling effects. Reports of
test-retest reliability differ markedly and one study suggests that the Quebec scale may not be
suitable for use in acute work-related low back pain (Fritz & Irrgang, 2001). Although
further studies of the reliability, validity and responsiveness are needed, the scale is
sufficiently promising to include in a head to head comparison with similarly suitable scales.
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Table 2.10 Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale: Responsiveness Indices
Standardised
Response Mean
Correlation with
global rating of
change
Guyatt’s
Reliability Index
Norman’s
Sensitivity
Coefficient
ROC curve

Subjects
110 low back pain
55 self-rated better
75 self-rated improved pelvic pain
25 self-rated not improved
97 low back pain
67 acute low back pain

Re-test Period/Treatment
2-6 months, physiotherapy
2-6 months, physiotherapy
8 weeks, instruction +/- exercises
8 weeks, instruction +/- exercises
2-6 mths, physiotherapy
4 weeks, physiotherapy

Author
Kopec et al (1995)
Kopec et al (1995)
Mens et al (2002)
Mens et al (2002)
Kopec et al (1995)
Fritz & Irrgang (2001)

1.82 (.50-2.83)

44 improved, 23 unchanged acute
low back pain

4 weeks, physiotherapy

Fritz & Irrgang (2001)

.29

97 low back pain

2-6 mths, physiotherapy

Kopec et al (1995)

.87

44 improved, 23 unchanged acute
low back pain

4 weeks, physiotherapy

Fritz & Irrgang (2001)

.44
.92
1.18
-.34
r = .43
r = .67
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2.4.4 Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire
2.4.4.1 Description and Characteristics

Roland and Morris (1983a) developed their 24-item questionnaire in the early 1980s to
measure self-rated disability due to back pain in clinical trials. They selected items they
deemed relevant from an established generic health status measure, the 136-item Sickness
Impact Profile (SIP) (Bergner et al., 1981) and added the words “because of my back” (or
similar re-phrasing) to the items to make them back-specific. No formal statistical item
selection processes were applied. The authors reported choosing items “to cover a range of
aspects of daily living” (Roland & Morris, 1983a, p.141). Fifteen of the 24 Roland items
are taken from the Physical Dimension of the SIP, 2 from the Psychosocial Dimension, 3
from Sleep and Rest, 2 from Home Management and 1 from the Eating category. Two
items (related to shopping and hobbies) were rejected in the pilot phase because many
subjects reported they engaged in neither activity (Roland & Morris, 1983a).
The Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaires appears on the following page. Many of the
Roland-Morris items have been substantially reworded from their SIP origins. A
comparison of Roland-Morris items and original SIP items are included as Appendix A.
Item 13 of the Roland-Morris is not from the SIP. Several alternative versions of the
Roland-Morris questionnaire have been proposed (Table 2.11), and a short-form developed
(Stratford & Binkley, 1997), but none have become widely used. Characteristics of the
Roland-Morris questionnaire are summarised in Table 2.11.
The measurement properties of the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire have
sometimes been explored by administering the entire SIP and then extracting and analysing
the Roland items. Jensen et al. (1992) extracted the 23 identifiable Roland items while
Stucki et al. (1995) extracted only 19 items. Some authors have concluded that the
psychometric properties of the Roland are similar to those of the entire SIP (Deyo &
Centor, 1986; Jensen et al., 1992). The considerable differences between the SIP and
Roland item wording raises the possibility that administering the entire SIP and extracting
the Roland items is not equivalent to administering the Roland-Morris Disability
Questionnaire itself. This proposal awaits definitive investigation.
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Table 2.11 Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire: Characteristics
Versions

Original version (Roland & Morris, 1983a); a 16-item version retaining 6 original items (Dionne et al., 1995); two 18item versions (Stratford & Binkley, 1997; Williams & Myers, 2001); a 23-item sciatica-specific version retaining 20
RMDQ items (Patrick et al., 1995); Change from “today” to days in past month affected (Underwood, Barnett & Vickers,
1999)
Translations in 11 European languages (Roland & Fairbank, 2000); Turkish version (Kucukdeveci, Tennant, Elhan &
Niyazoglu, 2001),

Number of items

24

Content

Housework, moving around, self-care, walking, sleeping, sitting, irritability, appetite

Time to complete

A few minutes

Reference period

“Today”

Scaling method

Single check-box for each item, item selected if it applies “today”.

Scoring
Data Quality

One point for each selected item, total score is sum of selected items. Total possible score 0-24, with higher score
indicating worse function.
Missing data not detectable due to single check-box scaling

Floor and Ceiling
Effects

2.8% scored <4 points, 8.3% scored >20 (Stratford, Finch et al., 1996).
Scores transformed to 0-100 9.5% scored 0-10, 2.5% scored 90-100 (Kopec et al., 1995).
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2.4.4.2 Internal consistency, structure and reliability

The studies summarised in Table 2.12 provide some evidence that the Roland items form an
internally consistent set of items. Although one study has reported some non-significant
item-total correlations (Williams & Myers, 2001), Cronbach’s alpha is typically above .7.
The same study reported that factor analysis yielded four factors explaining 55% of total
variance. The presence of more than one factor is expected because the items were drawn
from more than one dimension of the SIP. The first factor was larger than the other scales
and many items loaded onto more than one factor. The study therefore provides some
evidence that the scale is unidimensional.
Test-retest reliability coefficients ranging between .6 and .91 have been reported (see Table
2.12). The MDC90 has been reported as 4.2 points and the MDC95 5.0 points (Stratford,
Finch et al., 1996). Another study reported that the MDC90 is 5 scale points in the mid-range,
and 4 scale points at the lower and upper ends of the scale, (Stratford, Binkley, Solomon et
al., 1996). Although 4 points represents 17% of the available score range, the Roland-Morris
appears to be sufficiently reliable as a measure of outcome in clinical practice.
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Table 2.12 Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire: Internal consistency, structure and reliability
Item-item
correlation

Item-total
correlation

Author
Cronbach’s Alpha
KR-20a
Internal
Jarvikoski et al (1993)
.84
consistency Hsieh et al (1992)
.89
Kopec et al (1995)
.90
Stratford, Binkley, Solomon et al (1996)
.92
Williams & Myers (2001)
-.01 - .74
.05 - .61
.83
Internal
Items drawn from several SIP domains/categories.
Four factors explaining 55% of total variance – 27%, 9%, 10% and 9% for each respective factor (Williams & Myers, 2001)
Structure
Author
Re-test period
Subject type
Correlation
Roland & Morris (1983a)
same day
Unspecified lbp (n = 20)
r=
.91
Wiesinger et al (1999)
1 day
Acute or chronic lbp (n = 20)
r=
.82
Stratford & Binkley (2000)
48 hrs
Acute or chronic lbp (n = 136)
ICC2,1 = .79
Stratford, Binkley & Riddle
48 hrs
Unspecified lbp at least 2-wks duration (n = 28)
ICC2,1 = .81
(2000)
(.62, .91)
Nusbaum et al (2001)
1 week
Unspecified lbp (n = 30)
ICC = .94
Test-retest
Johansson & Lindberg (1998) 1 week
Acute or chronic lbp
ICC = .88
Reliability
Kopec et al (1995)
1-14 days
Acute or chronic, self-rated as unchanged (n = 52)
ICC2,1 = .93
Jacob et al (2001)d
2-14 days
Acute or chronic lbp (n =96)
ICC = .93
Underwood et al (1999)c
1-2 weeks
Chronic lbp (n=34)
ICC = .89
Deyo (1986) b
3 weeks
Acute lbp, self & therapist-rated unchanged (n = 10)
r=
.83
Patient report has not resumed full activities (n=47)
r=
.76
Stratford, Finch et al (1996)
3-6 weeks
Lbp musculoskeletal origin, self & therapist-rated
ICC1,1 = .86
unchanged (n =36)
(95%CI .72-.94)
Patrick et al (1995)d
3 mths
Sciatica (n =52), self-rated no improvement in leg pain
ICC = .76
Sciatica (n =50), self-rated no improvement in quality of life ICC = .66
Jensen et al. (1992)b
2days - 6 mths Chronic lbp (n = 50)
.72
MDC90
4.2 points (Stratford, Finch et al., 1996), 5 points, 4 points at scale extremes (Stratford, Binkley, Solomon et al., 1996)
a
Kuder Richardson-20 is a form of Cronbach’s Alpha used for dichotomous scales
b

Entire SIP administered, c4-week version, dSciatica version.
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2.4.4.3 Validity

Evidence for the validity of the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire is shown in Table
2.13. The 24 items relate to a range of daily activities that may by limited by low back pain.
The wording of items is simple and the response options are effectively yes, the statement
applies, or (if not checked) no, the statement does not apply. This yes/no dichotomy does not
obviously allow for detection of small changes in function in particular activities. The
emphasised time-reference to “today” has the advantage of being specific, but has the
disadvantage that the resulting score will not reflect the typical behaviour of the problem if
there are large fluctuations in day-to-day functioning (i.e. individuals who have good days
and bad days). Despite these limitations, the face validity of the scale appears sufficient for
clinical use.
The Roland-Morris items show a spread of content across four of six relevant ICF activity
categories and includes activities that require movement as well as sustained postures.9 Four
items represent impairments (pain, appetite, mood and sleep). There is no assessment of
work, social or sporting activities.
Evidence for the construct validity of the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire is primarily
provided by studies of criterion, convergent and known-groups validity. Roland-Morris
scores have been shown to correlate significantly with a range of measurements of physical
and functional activities (Table 2.13). As would be expected, Roland-Morris scores have a
much weaker relationship with the Psychosocial Dimension of its parent questionnaire, the
SIP, than with the Physical Dimension from which the majority of items are drawn (r = .59
and .89 respectively) (Deyo, 1986).
The smallest change in scores deemed to be clinically important has been estimated to be
between 2 and 5 scale points (Patrick et al., 1995; Roland & Fairbank, 2000; Stratford et al.,
1998) Stratford suggests that the MCID may be as much as 8 points in patients with a high
initial score.

9

See Section 2.4.7, Table 2.27, for comparison of the content of all questionnaires by ICF
classification
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Table 2.13 Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire: Validity
Content Validity
by ICF
Construct Validity:
Criterion designs

Construct Validity:
Convergent
designs

Construct Validity:
Known Groups
designs

Items relate to 4 of 6 relevant ICF activity/participation categories: Mobility, Self-care, Domestic Life and Interpersonal
interactions, but not Major life areas or Community social & civic life.
Total scores correlate significantly (r = .29-.41) with 50ft-walk, 5min-walk, flexion, sit-stand, and load-reach tests. Weak
to moderate significant correlations (.20 - .33) between individual item responses and corresponding performance tests
(Lee, Simmonds, Novy & Jones, 2001).
Author
Total score correlates
Change score correlates
significantly with
significantly with
Bolten & Christensen (1994), Brodie et al (1990), Co et al
(1993), Deyo (1986), Jensen et al (1992), Simmonds &
Claveau (1997).
Self-rated pain intensity
Fitzpatrick et al (1987), Hides et al (1996).
Change in pain scores
Simmonds & Claveau (1997)
Walking speed
Deyo (1986), Waddell et al (1992).
Inversely with spinal ROM
Deyo & Centor (1986)
Change in lumbar flexion
Deyo (1986), Waddell et al (1992).
Straight leg raise test
Simmonds & Claveau (1997)
Therapist rating of disability
Co et al (1993), Leclaire et al (1997), Stratford et al
Oswestry Disability
(1994), Stratford & Binkley (1997).
Questionnaire scores
Kopec et al (1995)
Quebec Low Back Scale scores
Millard & Jones (1991)
Functional Assessment
Screening Questionnaire,
Functional Rating Scale and
Pain Disability Index scores
Greenough & Fraser (1992)
Low Back Outcome Score
Garratt et al (2001)
Aberdeen Back Pain Scale,
EuroQol and Pain scores
Total scores significantly different between subjects with and without nerve root involvement (Leclaire et al., 1997) and
subjects with high and low “psychosocial distress” (Millard & Jones, 1991).
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2.4.4.4 Responsiveness

Overall it appears that is that Roland-Morris scores are sensitive to change in low back pain
over time. Significant improvement in total Roland-Morris scores has been reported for
acute subjects over 3 weeks (Deyo, 1986), for chronic subjects over more than 3 months
(Jensen et al., 1992), and for a mixed acute and chronic group over 1 year (Burton, Tillotson,
Main & Hollis, 1995). In several controlled trials of interventions for low back pain, a
significant between-groups difference has been reported on Roland-Morris scores (Constant,
Guillemin, Collin & Boulange, 1998; Hurley, Dusoir, McDonough, Moore & Baxter, 2001;
Moffett et al., 1999).
Studies that have reported responsiveness indices are summarised in Table 2.14. Direct
comparisons between the studies reporting responsiveness indices are hampered by
differences in re-test periods, different transitional scales, the use of patient only and
combined patient-therapist ratings of change, and different modes of administration.
Reported correlations of change-scores with a global rating of change are of modest
magnitude. Deyo and Centor (1986) reported that change scores were more strongly
associated with the patients’ judgement of change (rho = .41, p < .001) than with the
clinician’s estimation of change in the same patients (rho = .30, p < .001). Subject ratings
may therefore be more accurate than clinician’s ratings of change.
Standardised response means appear higher for improved subjects than those who have not
improved (Beurskens et al., 1996; Kopec et al., 1995), and higher for subjects in treatment
than control groups (Garratt et al., 2001). These observations indicate sensitivity in the
scores to differences in the magnitude of the change in disability scores over time. The very
large SRM reported by Beurskens et al. (1996) for the improved subjects reflects a relatively
large mean change (7.8 points) and relatively small standard deviation of change scores (3.9).
The area under the ROC curve reported by Beurskens et al. (1996) is considerably higher
than other studies (Deyo & Centor, 1986; Stratford et al., 1994). In the absence of
confidence intervals around all the point estimates of the area under the curve it is impossible
to judge to what extent the observed values are genuinely different. As discussed earlier (in
Chapter 1, section 1.4.8.3.4), results of the ROC curve method can vary considerably
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depending on the criterion employed to classify subjects into two groups. The three studies
used quite different methods to classify subjects into improved and unchanged groups and
this alone could explain the observed differences in ROC curves. The lowest ROC value was
reported in the study with the shortest re-test period (Deyo & Centor, 1986). Differences in
re-test period affect the magnitude of possible change across time. Stratford et al. (1994)
speculated that these two variables, the criterion of change and the re-test period, explained
the difference between their results and those of Deyo and Centor (1986).

2.4.4.5 Summary

The Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire takes five minutes to complete and less than a
minute to score. Reported floor and ceiling effects are within the 15% criterion limit.
Evidence for internal consistency is somewhat conflicting, although Cronbach’s alpha values
in the recommended range suggests the items overall form an internally consistent scale.
Evidence for unidimensionality is limited to one study that reported the first of four factors
was predominant (Williams & Myers, 2001). Test-retest reliability coefficients are generally
high, and the MDC90 is estimated to be between 4 and 5 points. The MCID is said to be 2-3
points, but may be up to 8 points for patients with a high initial score. Content validity is
adequate although social activities and ability to undertake paid work are unrepresented.
There is considerable evidence for the convergent validity of the scale and it appears to be
responsive to change over time despite the dichotomous scaling method. The Roland-Morris
Disability Questionnaire appears to be suitable for use in clinical settings to evaluate change
in physical functioning in subjects with low back pain.
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Table 2.14 Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire: Responsiveness Indices
0.72
0.48
0.93
2.02
0.41
0.90
0.43

Subjects
120 acute low back pain
97 low back pain
19 rated improved
38 improved
38 unchanged
~90 in RCT treatment group
~90 in RCT control group

Re-test period, treatment
3 weeks
2-6 months, physiotherapy
2-6 months, physiotherapy
5 weeks, traction
5 weeks, traction
6 weeks, exercise
6 weeks, usual GP care

Author
Deyo & Centor (1986)
Kopec et al (1995)
Kopec et al (1995)
Beurskens et al (1996)
Beurskens et al (1996)
Garratt et al (2001)
Garratt et al (2001)

Correlation of change
scores with a global
rating of change

rho = .41
rho = .60
r = .51

120 acute low back pain
88 acute low back pain
97 low back pain

3 weeks
3-4 weeks, physiotherapy
2-6 months, physiotherapy

Deyo & Centor (1986)
Stratford et al (1994)
Kopec et al (1995)

Norman’s Sensitivity
Coefficient

.32
.35
.50

88 acute low back pain
31 low back pain
29 low back pain

4-6 weeks, physiotherapy
1-14 days, physiotherapy
2-6 months, physiotherapy

Stratford (1995)
Kopec et al (1995)
Kopec et al (1995)

.67 (95%CI .53 - .81)
.79
.93

120 acute low back pain
88 mechanical low back pain
76 acute low back pain

3 weeks
4-6 weeks, physiotherapy
5 weeks, traction

Deyo & Centor (1986)
Stratford et al (1994)
Beurskens et al (1996)

Standardised
Response Mean

ROC curve
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2.4.5 Waddell Disability Index
2.4.5.1 Description and Characteristics

Waddell and Main (1984, p. 204) constructed a simple nine-item scale to assess “basic
physical activities of daily living commonly restricted by low-back pain” by choosing
activities that had been identified in previous literature and by “pilot interviews”. The scale
was originally intended to be physician-administered in a clinical setting (Waddell et al.,
1982), but can be self-administered (Delitto, 1994). The Waddell Disability Index appears
on the following page and the questionnaire characteristics are summarised in Table 2.15.
Although there have been no reports of levels of missing data, one item relates to sexual
activity and it is likely that some people will not complete this item if it is perceived as
irrelevant or intrusive. Overall, the missing data for such a simple scale is unlikely to exceed
the criterion level of 5%. One study (Main, Wood, Hollis, Spanswick & Waddell, 1992)
reported on Waddell Disability Index scores for two large samples (449 and 188) drawn from
departments of orthopaedic surgery and pain clinics in the U.K. Scores ranged from 0 to 9,
with mean scores of 3 and 4. Floor and ceiling effects in the Waddell Index have not been
reported, but as the distribution of scores appears normal, unacceptable floor and ceiling
effects are unlikely.

2.4.5.2 Internal consistency, structure and reliability

Identified properties are summarised in Table 2.16. Factor analysis has shown that all the
items load onto a single factor indicating that the scale is unidimensional (Waddell & Main,
1984). Percent agreement between two interviewers was between 73% and 90% for the 9
items and Kappa values were higher than .60 for each item. The test-retest reliability of the
Waddell when self-administered remains to be established.
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Table 2.15 Waddell Disability Index: Characteristics
Number of items

9

Content

Lifting, sitting, travelling, standing, walking, sleeping, social activities, sexual activity, putting on footwear

Time to complete

A few minutes

Reference period

“Since the onset and because of the low-back pain”

Scaling method
Scoring
Data Quality
Floor and Ceiling Effects

Dichotomous: yes/no
1 point for each “yes” response. Total possible score 0 – 9, higher score indicates worse function
Not known, likely to be good except for question on sexual activity.
Not known
Mean score 3 and 4 in two samples from UK orthopaedic and pain clinics (Main et al., 1992)

Table 2.16 Waddell Disability Index: Internal consistency, structure and reliability
Internal
consistency
Internal Structure
Test-retest
Reliability
MDC90

Not known
Single factor (Waddell & Main, 1984)
No reports. 73% - 90% inter-rater agreement , Kappa > .60 (Waddell & Main, 1984)
Not known
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2.4.5.3 Validity

The brevity of the scale, and the dichotomous response choice, makes the Waddell
Index particularly easy to complete. Although covering just nine physical activities, the
Waddell Index asks simple and direct questions similar to those that physiotherapists
might ask a person with low back pain when evaluating the impact of the problem on
everyday activities. The questions are referenced, not to a particular time period, but
“since the onset” of the back pain. Reported problems must also be “because of your
back pain”, hence avoiding reports of activity limitation from other causes. The forcedchoice (yes/no) response options may not allow for the detection of small changes in
function for particular activities. For example, a subject who answers yes to the
question “Do you limit walking to less than 30 minutes” may change their answer from
yes to no whether their walking endurance changes from 25 to 35 minutes, or from 5 to
60 minutes. In addition, the use of 30 minutes as an endurance limit for the questions
on sitting, travelling, standing and walking may make the scale less able to detect the
extent of disability in subjects who exceed the 30 minute level, but are still experiencing
activity limitations compared with their normal level of function. Despite these
limitations, the Waddell Disability Index has face validity as a general assessment tool
of activity limitation in subjects with low back problems.
The nine Waddell items fall into four of the six relevant ICF activity categories10 and
one item assesses sleep impairment. The scale does not register limitations in ability to
change body positions. Work and domestic activities are not represented, but it may be
assumed that if someone has problems with lifting, standing and walking that they will
also have problems with paid work and home duties. Scores have been shown to be
correlated with measurements of lumbar flexion, extension and lateral flexion (Waddell
et al., 1992), and with other pain and disability scales (Greenough & Fraser, 1992;
Waddell & Main, 1984). Table 2.17 summarises the evidence for the validity of the
Waddell Disability Index.

10

See Section2.4.7, Table 2.27, for comparison of the content of all questionnaires by ICF
classification
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Table 2.17 Waddell Disability Index: Validity
Content Validity
by ICF

Items relate to 4 of 6 relevant ICF activity/participation categories: Mobility, Self-care, Interpersonal interactions
and Community social & civic life, but not Domestic Life or Major life areas.

Construct Validity:
Criterion designs

None

Construct Validity:
Convergent designs
Construct Validity:
Known Groups designs

Author
Waddell & Main (1984)
Lindstrom et al (1995), Maneii et al (1995)
Greenough & Fraser (1992)
Waddell et al (1992)

Total score correlates significantly with
Lumbar flexion, extension and lateral flexion
Pain ratings
Low Back Outcome Score
Oswestry Disability Questionnaire

None
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2.4.5.4 Responsiveness

Evidence for the responsiveness of the Waddell Disability Index is limited to two
studies reporting change in scores over time. The mean score for patients with a
successful outcome following surgical or conservative intervention changed from 8 to
1.5, while those who did not have a successful outcome changed from 6.5 to 6 (Waddell
& Main, 1984). Another study reported significant improvement in scores of 185
patients 2 years after surgery for low back problems (Waddell, Morris, Di Paola,
Bircher & Finlayson, 1986).

2.4.5.5 Summary

The Waddell Disability Index has potential utility as an outcome measure in clinical
practice. It is very brief and easy to score and appears to be a unidimensional measure
of activity limitation. Limited information exists on the measurement properties of the
Waddell Disability Index. No estimates of MDC90 or MCID are available. The brevity
of the scale makes the Waddell Index particularly appealing as a potential measure of
function in clinical practice.
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2.4.6 SF-36 Health Survey
2.4.6.1 Description and Characteristics

The SF-36 Health Survey is a multidimensional measure of health status that was
“designed for use in clinical practice and research, health policy evaluations, and
general population surveys” (Ware & Sherbourne, 1992, p. 73). The SF-36 is a short
form of the battery of questionnaires used in the Rand Health Insurance Experiment in
the 1970s and the Medical Outcomes Study (MOS) in the 1980s. The initial reason for
developing a shorter form was to enable telephone interview with subjects who would
otherwise have been lost to follow-up because they refused to complete the very lengthy
health survey (Ware, 1993). In choosing the content of the SF-36 Health Survey the
developers decided to represent the health domains most widely included in health
assessment instruments (physical, social and role functioning, mental and general
health) and two additional domains (bodily pain and vitality) that were empirically
derived from the Medical Outcomes Study (MOS). For each SF-36 Health Survey scale
particular items were selected so as to reproduce, as far as possible, the psychometric
properties of the larger “parent” scale from which they were drawn. The items
ultimately chosen for the SF-36 Health Survey scales represented a trade-off between
precision and respondent burden. The 10-item MOS Physical Functioning scale was
adopted unchanged.
Thirty-five items form eight scales measuring Physical Functioning, Role-Physical,
Bodily Pain, General Health, Vitality, Social Functioning, Role-Emotional and Mental
Health (Table 2.18). In addition, there is a Health Transition item that rates current
health status compared to one year ago. Scores for the eight scales of the SF-36 Health
Survey provide a health profile. The eight scales can be further combined to two
summary measures, one each for physical and mental health. The SF-36 Health Survey
appears following Table 2.18.
Australian population norms for the SF-36 Health Survey by gender and age, marital
status, education level, income, occupation, and various risk factors (smoking, exercise,
body weight and alcohol intake) are available for adults aged 18 years and over
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1995a). The data was collected as part of the National
Health Survey and norms were based on a sample of 18,826 persons. Population norms
for the SF-36 enable the clinician to compare an individual’s profile of scores to the
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scores that could be expected for someone of that age and gender in the general
population. Clinical researchers can also determine whether their study participants
differ from the population norms.
Table 2.18
SF-36 Scales

Physical
Functioning (PF)

Itemnumbers
(total items)
3a-j
(10)

Role Functioning
- Physical (RP)

4a-d
(4)

Extent to which physical health interferes with
work or other daily activities, including
accomplishing less than wanted, limitations in the
kind of activities undertaken or difficulty in
performing activities.

Bodily Pain (BP)

7, 8
(2)

Intensity of pain and effect of pain on normal
work, both inside and outside the home.

General Health
(GH)

1, 11a-d (5)

Personal evaluation of health, including current
health, health outlook, and resistance to illness.

Vitality (VT)

9a,e,g.i
(4)

Feeling energetic and full of life versus feeling
tired and worn out.

Social
Functioning (SF)

6,10
(2)

Extent to which physical health or emotional
problems interfere with normal social activities.

Scale Name

Role Functioning- 5a-c
(3)
Emotional (RE)

Summary of content
Extent to which health limits physical activities
such as self-care, walking, climbing stairs,
bending, lifting, and moderate and vigorous
exercises.

Extent to which emotional problems interfere
with work or other daily activities, including
decreased time spent on activities, accomplishing
less, and not working as carefully as usual.

Mental Health
(MH)

9b,c,d,f,h
(5)

General mental health, including depression,
anxiety, behavioural-emotional control, general
positive affect.

Transition item

2
(1)

Evaluation of current health compared to one year
ago.

Note: adapted from SF-36 Health Survey Scoring Manual for English-Language
Adaptations, p. 3. (MOT, 1994)
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The characteristics of the SF-36 Health Survey are summarised in Table 2.19. The version
used in this study was the Australia/New Zealand standard version.
Missing data rates for the SF-36 Health Survey are generally low and the scoring algorithm
allows missing data to be substituted by the average of the responses to the other items in the
scale, provided that at least half of the items in that scale have been answered. People aged
over 65 years may have greater difficulty with self-completion of the form, resulting in
higher rates of missed data when it is administered by mail (Andresen, Bowley, Rothenberg,
Panzer & Katz, 1996; Brazier et al., 1992; McHorney, Kosinski & Ware, 1994; Pit, Schurink,
Nair, Byles & Heller, 1996). One study reported that 43% of people aged 65 and over were
unable to self-complete the form due to visual, writing or other problems (Hayes et al., 1995).
These were predominantly 75 years and over. Data from the Medical Outcomes Study
showed that missing data rates were related to age and education level (McHorney, Ware et
al., 1994). It is unlikely that people aged over 75 will make up a large proportion of those
seeking physiotherapy treatment for low back problems.
Little data was found on floor and ceiling effects in an ambulatory low back pain population.
Kopec et al (1995) reported that 5.8% of subjects with low back pain scored less than 10, and
2.9% scored 90 or more on the Physical Functioning scale, placing this scale within the
criterion limit. In a patient group with traumatic fractures, soft-tissue injuries or arthritic
conditions more than 15% of subjects scored the best possible score on the Role-Physical,
Social Function and Role-Emotional scales (Martin, Engelberg, Agel & Swiontkowski,
1997), and more than15% scored the worst possible score on the Role-Physical and RoleEmotional scales.
The Physical Functioning, Role Physical and Bodily Pain scales are measures of the physical
health domain. The other scales measure mental health alone (Mental Health, RoleEmotional) or both physical and mental health (General Health, Vitality, Social Functioning)
(Ware, 1993). The scores of the three purely physical scales of the SF-Health Survey, as
would be expected, show the greatest difference in people with back problems, compared to
people without a back problem (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1995a). Scales that measure
domains that are generally less affected by back pain are likely to have floor and ceiling
effects similar to those reported in the general population.
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Table 2.19 SF-36 Health Survey: Characteristics
Versions

Standard and Acute versions.
English-language versions: USA, Australia/New Zealand,.Canada, UK. (MOT, 1994) More than 40 other language versions
(Ware, 2000), ten Australian community languages other than English (Cardona, Jorm, Williamson & Chey, 1995)

Number of items

35 arranged in 8 scales plus one transitional item

Content

See Table 2.19

Time to complete

5 to 10 minutesa

Reference period

For questions 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 reference is to the past 4 weeks in the standard version and the past week in the acute version.
In both the standard and acute versions:
Question 1 does not refer to a specific time period (“in general, would you say..”).
Question 2 (the transition item) compares health status “now” to one year ago.
Question 3a-j (PF scale) refers to “now”
Question 11 has no specific time reference.
Ordinal scales: PF 3-levels, RP dichotomous; BP item 7, 6-levels, item 8, 6-levels; GH 5-levels; V 6-levels; SF 5-levels; RE
dichotomous; MH 6 levels. The transitional item has 5 response levels.
Various transformations and weightings applied (MOT, 1994)
Raw scale scores are transformed to standard 0-100 scale, higher scores indicate better function
Missing data rates 0.5% to 5.4% (Andresen et al., 1996; Brazier et al., 1992; Essink-Bot, Krabbe, Bonsel & Aaronson, 1997;
Watson, Firman, Baade & Ring, 1996)
In the general population floor effects (proportion scoring the worst possible score) are less than 1% for most scales (RP 11.5%,
RE 9%). Ceiling effects (best score) are greater than 20% for PF, RP, BP, SF and RE scales, and (ABS, 1995a).
In ambulatory low back pain: 5.8% scored ≤10, 2.9% scored ≥90 on the PF scale (Kopec et al., 1995).
In various orthopaedic conditions: Floor effects were less than 10% except for RE 17% and RP 38%, ceiling effects exceeded
15% for RP 30%, SF 37%, RE 59%.

Scaling method
Scoring
Data Quality
Floor and ceiling
effects

PF = Physical Functioning, RP = Role-Physical, BP = Bodily Pain, GH = General Health, V = Vitality, SF = Social Functioning, RE = Role-Emotional, MH = Mental Health
a
Hayes et al. (1995) reported that 84% of a sample of 98 people aged 65 and over were able to complete the SF-36 in 10 minutes or less, but the range was 4 to 30 minutes.
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2.4.6.2 Internal consistency, structure and reliability

The items within SF-36 Health Survey scales are internally consistent and each scale
measures a single construct. Strong item-total score correlations for all eight scales have
been reported for data collected on patients undergoing spinal surgery (Grevitt, Khazim,
Webb, Mulholland & Shepperd, 1997).11 The high Cronbach alpha values for the Physical
Functional and Role Physical scales reported by some authors suggests that despite the small
number of items, there may be some item redundancy (Table 2.20).
The scales with the most items (Physical Functioning, General Health, Vitality and Mental
Health) generally have the highest test-retest reliability coefficients. Direct comparison
between reliability studies is hampered by the use of different health conditions, re-test
periods, different modes of administration, and the failure of most authors to report the range
of scores or 95% confidence intervals for the correlation coefficient.
Only one study sampled patients with a back condition (Patrick et al. 1995) and this study
provided sufficient information to allow an estimate of the MDC90 to be calculated for the
SF-36 Health Survey scales. However, the estimate may not be generalisable for a number of
reasons. For a sample of 427 subjects with sciatica the questionnaire was administered by
interview at baseline but by mail at 3 months. Mode of administration is known to influence
questionnaire responses with worse health status reported by interview compared with
independent survey completion (McHorney, Kosinski et al., 1994). Subjects were included
in the test-retest reliability analysis if they reported no change in their leg pain. However, the
long re-test period (3 months) may have led to real differences in other aspects of their low
back problem. Notwithstanding this, these values are the only estimates currently available
for the SF-36 Health Survey administered to a low back pain population (Table 2.20). The
test-retest reliability of the SF-36 Health Survey scales need to be confirmed for patients
seeking physiotherapy treatment for low back pain in an Australian health care setting.

11

Physical Functioning item-total correlations range from .60 to .85; Role-Physical .78 - .91; Bodily
Pain .90-.91; General Health .68 - .91; Vitality .84 - .92; Social Functioning .91 - .96; Role-Emotional
.68 - .75; Mental Health .71 - .86.
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2.4.6.3 Validity

As a multidimensional health status measure, the SF-36 Health Survey is designed to
comprehensively assess health status. However, there are a number of content areas that are
not included: sleep, cognitive function, sexual function, recreation and hobbies (although
sporting activities are included) eating, communication, family functioning and health
distress (Ware, 2000). The ability to sustain body positions is not included. The activities
specified in the Physical Functioning scale relate more to lower than upper extremity
function and are therefore particularly relevant to low back problems. Two studies confirm
that patients with lumbar or lower extremity problems have lower scores (worse function) on
the Physical Functioning scale than patients with cervical or upper extremity problems (Jette
& Jette, 1996; Mossberg & McFarland, 2001).
Construct validity testing of the SF-36 Health Survey was conducted on large samples in the
Medical Outcomes Study in the USA (McHorney, Ware & Raczek, 1993) and replicated in
the Australian population (McCallum, 1995). A large body of literature exists that
documents the construct validity of the SF-36 Health Survey (Ware, 2000). The Physical
Functioning scale significantly correlates with various questionnaires that have been
concurrently administered to patients with low back pain or other orthopaedic conditions.
Due to the large volume of literature on the validity of the SF-36 Health Survey, Table 2.21
includes only studies that used samples of patients with low back pain or other orthopaedic or
lower-extremity conditions.
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Table 2.20 SF-36 Health Survey: Internal consistency, structure and reliability

Internal
consistency
(Cronbach’s
Alpha)

Author
Patrick et al (1995)
Garratt et al (1993)
Pit et al (1996)
McCallum (1995)
Watson et al (1996)
Grevitt et al (1997)
Krousel-Wood et al (1994)
Stevenson (1996)

PF
.91
.92
.88
.89
.86
.90
.94
.93

RP
.84
.89
.83
.89
.88
.97
.90
.90

BP
.77
.86
.80
.77
.88
.77
.87
.90

GH
.72
.83
.75
.75
.86
.83
.81

VT
.81
.86
.80
.81
.79
.90
.80
.82

SF
.80
.80
.80
.76
.82
.74
.75

RE
.85
.86
.76
.77
.82
.75
.88
.79

MH
.81
.86
.79
.80
.83
.83
.85
.80

McCallum (1995) and Stevenson (1996) are studies of the general Australian population. All others are either of clinical samples of subjects with
low back pain, or include subjects with low back pain.

Internal
Structure
Test-retest
Reliability

VT, GH and SF scales relate to both physical and mental health domains. Factor analysis shows each of the other scales to be tapping
primarily a physical or mental health dimension (McHorney et al., 1993).
Author/ coefficient
PF
RP
BP
GH
VT
SF
RE
MH
Martin et al (1997), ICC
.90
.66
Brazier et al (1992) Bland & Altman method
.81
.69
.78
.80
.80
.60
.63
.75
Andresen et al (1996), ICC1,1
.84
.72
.77
.87
.83
.73
.65
.84
Patrick et al (1995), ICC
.89
.80
.67
.58
.43
.49
.62
.52
Ware (2000)
.93
.89
.90
.81
.86
.68
.82
.84
Martin et al (1997), n = 268, traumatic fractures, soft-tissue injuries and arthritis, 1 week retest. Brazier et al (1992), n = 187 general practice
patients, 2 week re-test. Andresen et al (1996), n = 186 general practice patients aged 65 and over, 1 month re-test. Patrick et al (1995), n = 52,
sciatica, self-rated no change in leg pain at 3 months.
Ware (2000) are summary values

MDC90

Derived from Patrick et al. (1995): PF 21 points, RP 27, BP 28, GH 28, VT 38.5, SF 51.7, RE 62 and MH 28.5

Note: All SF-36 scales are scored from 0 – 100. Where correlation statistic not specified the study has not provided this information.
PF = Physical Functioning, RP = Role-Physical, BP = Bodily Pain, GH = General Health, VT = Vitality, SF = Social Functioning, RE = Role-Emotional, MH =
Mental Health
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Table 2.21 SF-36 Health Survey: Validity
Construct Validity:
Criterion designs

PF scale scores correlated significantly with timed walk in 28 subjects with chronic peripheral neuropathies (Ruhland &
Shields, 1997)
Author

Construct Validity:
Convergent designs

Construct Validity:
Known Groups designs

SF-36 scale

Grevitt et al. (1997)

All scales

Grevitt et al. (1997)

All scales

Kopec et al. (1995)
Martin et al. (1997)

PF
PF

Taylor et al. (1999)

All scales

Total Score correlates significantly
with
Oswestry score (strongest associations
with PF .77, SF .67, BP .64, weakest
with MH .40
Low Back Outcome Scores (strongest
association with PF .78, BP .75,
weakest with MH .43)
Quebec score (.67 - .77)
Physician’s ratings of mobility, ADLs
and recreational activities

Change Score correlates significantly
with

Patient’s global rating (strongest with
PF .56, weakest with RE .24)
Scores are significantly lower for all scales in people with back problems compared with those without back problems, but
the difference is greatest for the RP, RP and BP scales (ABS, 1995a; Garratt et al., 1993; Jette & Jette, 1996; Lyons, Lo &
Littlepage, 1994).
Scores were significantly different on PF, RP, BP,V, SF between patients with sciatica who received opioid analgaesia and
those who did not, and on PF, RP, BP, SF, RE, MH between worker’s compensation patients and other others.

SF-36 scale scores significantly different for migraine and non-migraine sufferers (Essink-Bot et al., 1997).
All SF-36 scales are scored from 0 – 100.
PF = Physical Functioning, RP = Role-Physical, BP = Bodily Pain, GH = General Health, VT = Vitality, SF = Social Functioning, RE = RoleEmotional, MH = Mental Health
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Patrick et al (1995) suggest the MCID for the physical function scale is about 7 points, but
they do not describe how they arrived at the figure and do not provide a figure for the other
SF-36 scales. Subjects in the study rated change in their leg pain at 3 months as “completely
gone”, “much better”, “better”, “a little better”, “about the same”, “a little worse” or “much
worse”. One method of calculating the MCID is to take the mean score for subjects who
self-rated their sciatica as “better” at 3 months (assuming that subjects who rated themselves
as only “a little better” had not changed by a clinically meaningful amount). From Patrick’s
data the MCID calculated in this way is 17.7 points for the Physical Functioning scale, 7 for
Role-Physical, 21.5 points for Bodily Pain, -7.7 for General Health, 10.3 for Vitality, 25.4 for
Social Functioning, 16.1 for Role-Emotional and 4.8 for Mental Health.

2.4.6.4 Responsiveness

Significant improvement in the scores of all or most SF-36 Health Survey scales has been
reported after spinal surgery for scoliosis (Albert, Purtill, Mesa, McIntosh & Balderston,
1995), laminectomy (Albert, Mesa, Eng, McIntosh & Balderston, 1996), inpatient
rehabilitation (Lansky, Butler & Waller, 1992), treatment at a tertiary hospital (Taylor et al.,
1999) and treatment for sciatica by medical specialists (Patrick et al., 1995). The SF-36
Health Survey has been used as an outcome measure in many randomised controlled trials,
but only two examples were located in RCTs of therapies for low back pain (Ghoname et al.,
1999; Palangio, Morris, Doyle, Dornseif & Valente, 2002).
Table 2.22 summarises the studies that have reported responsiveness coefficients for the SF36 Health Survey in subjects with low back pain (Kopec et al., 1995; Patrick et al., 1995;
Taylor et al., 1999). Meaningful comparisons of the studies are not possible due to the very
different clinical populations and methods employed. In the study by Patrick et al (1995)
effect sizes and Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index values for the Physical Functioning, RolePhysical and Bodily Pain scales are relatively large compared to the other scales. This is
consistent with an expectation that physical health status is likely to change more over time
in patients with low back pain, than mental health scales.
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Based on the limited information available, the Physical Functioning, Role-Physical and
Bodily Pain scales may be sufficiently sensitive to change to allow the scales to be used to
evaluate outcomes for low back pain in the clinical setting.

2.4.6.5 Summary

Although it is primarily designed as a measure of the health status of populations and groups,
the SF-36 Health Survey is potentially useful as a measure of outcome for individuals. It is
brief and can be self-completed, although some people (particular in older age groups) may
require assistance. It is somewhat laborious to hand-score some scales, but the scales of
immediate interest (i.e. physical functioning, role-physical, bodily pain) can be quickly
scored, and a software package is available for scoring and data management (COES, 1996).
The SF-36 Health Survey is widely used and there is considerable evidence that it is a valid
measure of health status. An Australian version of the SF-36 has been validated and
Australian population norms are available. The Physical Functioning, Role Physical, Bodily
Pain and Social Functioning scales generally show the greatest change in scores over time in
subjects with low back problems compared with smaller or negligible change in the other
scales. The other scales provide additional screening for co-morbid problems (particularly in
the mental health domain) that may otherwise go undetected. Estimates of the minimum
detectable change for the three physical scales (21, 27 and 28 points out of 100 for the PF,
RP and BP scales respectively) suggest quite large changes in scores are required to
demonstrate change that is distinguishable from measurement error at 90% confidence.
Despite being widely used, there is currently little known of the measurement properties of
the SF-36 Health Survey when applied to ambulatory low back patients.
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Table 2.22 SF-36 Health Survey: Responsiveness
Effect Size

SRM
Correlation
with global
rating
Guyatt’s
Responsiveness Index
Norman’s
Coefficient

PF
1.1

RP
1.1

BP
1.6

0.3

0.0

0.5

Subjects
318 with improved
leg pain
318 low back pain

0.5

.33
0.3

0.0

GH
-0.2

-0.4

VT
0.3

0.5

SF
0.3

0.5

RE
0.0

0.0

MH
0.3

0.3

.22

97 low back pain
318 low back pain

Retest Period, Treatment
3 mths, surgical and
conservative
2 mths, physio or injection
6 mths if surgery
2-6 months, physiotherapy
2 mths, various

Kopec et al (1995)
Taylor et al (1999)

97 low back pain

2-6 months, physiotherapy

Kopec et al (1995)

Author
Patrick et al (1995)
Taylor et al (1999)

2.13 1.4

2.0

-0.2

0.7

1.1

0.6

0.4

318 improved
? unchanged

3 mths, surgical and
conservative

Patrick et al (1995)

0.62 0.0

0.8

-0.3

0.4

0.5

0.0

0.3

117 improved
56 unchanged

2 mths, physio or injection
6 mths, surgery

Taylor et al (1999)

97 low back pain

2-6 months, physiotherapy

Kopec et al (1995)

.27

Taylor et al. (1999) used the interquartile range (IQR) instead of SD in denominator of ES and SRM and calculated GRI as mean change in all subjects divided by
IQR of change scores of subjects rated as unchanged.
Patrick et al. (1995) calculated Guyatt’s Index as the mean change in subjects with improved leg pain divided by SD of change scores of subjects who reported
unchanged leg pain.
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2.4.7 Comparison of the five questionnaires
In this chapter, five self-report questionnaires were identified and assessed for their potential
utility as measures of outcome for individual clients in clinical practice. The Oswestry,
Roland-Morris, Quebec and Waddell scales are specific to low-back problems, and the SF-36
Health Survey is a generic health status measure. The three physical scales of the SF-36
Health Survey - the Physical Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily Pain scales - were
identified as the most relevant to the current study (scores of these scales are more affected
by low back pain and change more across time than scores on the other scales). Only these
three scales were considered in this section for comparison with the other low-back specific
questionnaires.
Table 2.23 presents some of the characteristics that were discussed earlier for direct
comparison across scales. Table 2.24 compares the MDC90 and MCID, which show
considerable variation and illustrates the importance of replicating measurement properties
on the target population.

Table 2.23
Comparison of Characteristics
Reference
period

No. of
Response
Options
6

Score
Range

Worse Function
Indicated By

Not specified

No. of
Items in
Scale
10

0-100

Higher scores

Quebec

Today

20

6

0-100

Higher scores

Roland

Today

24

1

0-24

Higher scores

Waddell

Since onset

9

2

0-9

Higher scores

SF-36 PF

Now

10

3

0-100

Lower scores

SF-36 RP

Past 4 weeks

4

2

0-100

Lower scores

0-100

Lower scores

Oswestry

SF-36 BP
a

Past 4 weeks

2

a

5&6

One item has 5 and the other 6 response options.
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Table 2.24
Comparison of MDC90 and MCID
MDC90

MCID

Oswestry (0-100

13-20

4-15

Quebec (0-100)

14-30

15

4-5

2-8

unknown

unknown

SF-36 Physical Function (0-100)

21

7 to 17.7

SF-36 Role-Physical (0-100)

28

8

SF-36 Bodily Pain (0-100)

28

21.5

Roland-Morris (0-24)
Waddell (0-9)

MDC90 = minimum detectable change at 90% confidence (See section 1.4.6)
MCID = minimum clinically important difference (See section 1.4.8.1)

The moderate to strong correlations reported between questionnaires (Table 2.25) reflect the
considerable overlap in content and suggests they are measuring a similar underlying
construct, but also that there are differences in either amount or type of disability being
detected. The association between some questionnaires are yet to be determined.

Table 2.25
Correlations between five low back questionnaires
Oswestry

Quebec

Roland

Waddell

Quebec

r = .77a

Roland

r = .66 - .80b

r = .72a

Waddell

r = .70c

NR

NR

SF-36 PF

NR

r = .67a

NR

NR

SF-36 RP

NR

NR

NR

NR

SF-36
PF

SF-36
RP

SF-36
BP

NR

NR
.48d
e
rho = .74
a
Kopec et al (1995). b5 studies: Co et al (1993), Leclaire et al (1997), Stratford et al (1994),
Stratford & Binkley (1997), Tibbles et al (1998). cWaddell & Main (1984). dBrazier et al
(1992), eBeaton et al (1996)
NR = no reports located. Where correlation statistic not specified the study has not provided
this information.
SF-36 BP

NR

NR

NR

NR
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A comparison of the questionnaires’ content relating to the ICF classification of activity
limitations and participation restrictions is presented in Table 2.26. No two questionnaires
cover identical activities. Walking is the only activity included in all questionnaires. Many
other activities are included in at least three questionnaires. The low-back questionnaires
also have a small number of items that assess impairments. Of the SF-36 physical scales,
only the content of the Physical Functioning scale is presented in Table 2.26 because
activities and participation are assessed by this scale. In contrast, the Role-Physical scale
asks generally about “problems with work or other regular daily activities”. The Bodily Pain
scale assesses pain intensity and the extent to which pain interferes with “normal work
(including both work outside the home and housework).
Four studies have been located that identify the activities most commonly limited by low
back pain. Deyo and Diehl (1983) and Stratford et al. (1993) noted that the Sickness Impact
Profile items most frequently chosen by people with low back pain were activity limitations
related to the need to change position frequently, housework, walking, work, sleep, social
and recreational activities, standing, stairs and putting on footwear. In developing a patientspecific health outcome measure, other researchers (Ruta, Garratt, Leng et al., 1994) found,
from a sample of 460 people, that housework, gardening, sport, work and walking were the
five activities most frequently reported as limited by back pain. Kopec et al. (1995) asked 34
patients with back pain and 31 health care professionals (half of whom were
physiotherapists) to identify the most important activities limited due to low back pain. The
health professionals identified standing, bending, walking, sitting, lifting, twisting and
reaching as the most important activities. Patients identified over 130 simple and complex
activities, including those also nominated by the health professionals (with the exception of
twisting). None of the five questionnaires include all the activities that have been identified
as most frequently limited or most important.
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Table 2.26
Comparison of Content by ICF classification of Activities and Participation
ICF Classification
d4. Mobility
Changing & maintaining body position
.Sitting down & getting up
Bending or stooping
Lying down & getting up
Standing
Sitting
Carrying, moving &handling objects
Reaching
Pulling/pushing
Throwing/catching
Lifting/carrying
Walking & moving
Walking
Running
Climbing stairs
Moving around using transportation
d5. Self-Care
Washing & grooming
Dressing
Putting on/taking off footwear
d6. Domestic Life
Housework
d7. Interpersonal interactions &
relationships
General interpersonal interactions
Intimate relationships
d8. Major life areas
Work & employment
d9. Community Social & Civic Life
Social activities
Sporting activities

Oswestry

Quebec

Roland

Waddell

SF-36
PF

+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

+
-

+

+
+
+
+

-

+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
-

+
+

+
+
+
-

+
+
-

+

+
+

+

+
+
-

-

+

+

-

-

+

-

+
-

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

+
-

-

-

+
+

+

Note: ICF = International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health
Even when items ask about similar activities, the number and the wording of items varies
between questionnaires. An example (walking) is shown in Table 2.27. Although the
items all relate to walking endurance (distance or time), some scales can record a greater
range of ability than others. For example, the Waddell scale will detect whether walking is
limited to under 30 minutes or not, while the Oswestry will detect six levels of walking
limitation from an absence of limitation to being almost completely bed-bound. Therefore,
an individual who can walk for more than 30 minutes (for example, who has a minor back
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problem, or has adapted to a long-standing problem), will not be identified by the Waddell
Index as having any difficulty with walking. However, the Oswestry is able to detect an
absence of limitation up to total limitation. The difference in the range of ability detected
will affect the ability of the scale to detect change over time in walking ability. The
Oswestry and Quebec will be able to detect quite small changes in walking ability because
of the 6 levels in the response options, while the Waddell scale can only detect gross
change. Despite the difference in range of limitation and type of particular activity
represented in each questionnaire, the total score of each questionnaire indicates overall
disability. If an important treatment goal relates to a particular activity, then the treating
clinician might perform a detailed assessment of that activity (for example, gait velocity or
the 6-minute walk test) in addition to using the questionnaire for assessment.
Table 2.27
Comparison of wording: Walking
Oswestry

Section 4: Walking
Pain does not prevent me walking any distance
Pain prevents me from walking more than 2 kilometres
Pain prevents me from walking more than 1 kilometre
Pain prevents me from walking more than 500 metres
I can only walk using a stick or crutches
I am in bed most of the time.
(only the most relevant box ticked)

Quebec

8. Walk a few blocks (300-400m)
0 1 2 3 4 5
9. Walk several miles
0 1 2 3 4 5
0=not difficult at all, 1 = minimally difficult, 2 = somewhat
difficult, 3 = fairly difficult, 4 = very difficult, 5 = unable to do

Roland

3. I walk more slowly than usual because of my back
17. I only walk short distances because of my back pain
(box ticked if applicable today)

Waddell

5. Do you limit walking to less than 30 minutes? yes

SF-36
Physical
Functioning

3g. Walking more than one kilometre
3h. Walking half a kilometre
3i. Walking 100 metres.
(Response options: yes, limited a lot; yes, limited a little; no, not
limited at all)

no
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Of the five questionnaires, the Oswestry and Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaires are
the oldest and most frequently used scales in clinical research and clinical practice (Haigh
et al., 2001; Torenbeek, Caulfield, Garrett & Van Harten, 2001; Vanderkooy et al., 1999).
The SF-36 Health Survey is the next most frequently used questionnaire. The Waddell
Disability Index appears to be used rarely. The Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale is
relatively new and has not yet been widely utilised by researchers or clinicians. Little
information is currently available on the reliability and responsiveness of the Quebec and
Waddell questionnaires and no studies have reported on the reliability and responsiveness
of these five questionnaires when concurrently administered to clients receiving treatment
from physiotherapists in a range of clinical settings.
Much of the information currently available on the reliability and responsiveness of the five
questionnaires are from studies that drew samples from clinical populations other than
physiotherapy patients (Fairbank et al. 1980; Baker et al. 1989; Roland & Morris 1983;
Waddell & Main 1984; McHorney et al. 1994; Stucki et al. 1995), from only one or two
physiotherapy practices or hospital departments (Beurskens et al. 1995; Stratford, Binkley,
Solomon, et al. 1996; Stratford, Finch et al. 1996) or from both physiotherapy and medical
treatment centres (Kopec et al. 1995). It is important that the measurement properties of
questionnaires are derived from or confirmed on samples from the population on whom the
measurements will be used in clinical practice (McHorney et al. 1994; Streiner & Norman,
1995). This is particularly the case for studies of reliability and responsiveness because the
results of these studies provide the information required for interpreting the scores of
individuals. Client groups attending other health services (eg. orthopaedic surgeons) are
unlikely to be representative of the population receiving physiotherapy.
Health care systems and methods by which patients access physiotherapy services vary
between countries. In Australia Physiotherapists are first-contact practitioners and patients
do not require a medical referral to consult a Physiotherapist. In other countries access to
Physiotherapy services is only by medical referral. Physiotherapy practice also differs,
with some countries having a primarily hospital-based practice, while others have a large
private practice sector. There may be systematic differences in the severity of the condition
and patient expectations between such clinical populations.
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Studies that have concurrently administered any combination of the five questionnaires and
compared their responsiveness are summarised in Table 2.28. Three studies concurrently
administered the Roland-Morris and Oswestry questionnaires (Beurskens et al., 1996;
Stratford et al., 1994; Stratford & Binkley, 1997), and one study (Kopec et al., 1995) the
Roland-Morris, Oswestry, Quebec and the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale. None of the
studies included the Waddell Disability Index. All studies administered the questionnaires
on two occasions and all used a global change scale to make a judgement of overall change
at follow-up. The Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire is consistently ranked higher or
equal to other questionnaires based on the point-estimates of various responsiveness
indices. A methodological problem common to all these studies (with the exception of
Stratford et al. 1994) is the lack of any formal testing of the significance of the difference
between instruments in the responsiveness indices or correlation coefficients derived from
test-retest measurements.
The Canadian studies by Stratford et al. (1994) and Stratford and Binkley (1997) indicated
that the Oswestry and Roland-Morris questionnaires had equivalent reponsiveness when the
ROC curve method or correlation of change scores with ratings of overall change method is
used. In contrast to these results, Beurskens et al. (1996) and Kopec et al. (1995) both
ranked the Roland as more responsive than the Oswestry based on a number of
responsiveness indices. However, neither study tested whether the observed responsiveness
indices were significantly different.
The Beurskens et al. (1996) study from the Netherlands reported SRM and ROC values for
the Roland-Morris that were considerably higher than for the Oswestry. Data showed that
while the distribution of change scores was similar for the two questionnaires the
magnitude of change scores for the Roland-Morris was relatively larger than the Oswestry
(32.6% compared to 11.9%). As the SRM is the ratio of mean change to the distribution of
change scores, this contributed to a very high value (2.02) for the Roland-Morris. This
relatively large mean change score is also the most likely explanation for the very high
ROC point-estimate. For the Oswestry questionnaire the area under the ROC curve was
similar in the Stratford and Beurskens studies (.78 and .76). Both studies used a similar
retest period, and both used only the two highest levels on their respective transitional
rating scales to classify patients as actually improved.
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Kopec et al. (1995) concurrently administered the Quebec, Roland, Oswestry, and the SF36 Physical Functioning scale to English and French-speaking patients attending
physiotherapy clinics in Quebec, Canada. Subjects completed the questionnaires three
times: initially under supervision of a research assistant, and then by mail after 1-14 days
and again after 2-6 months. At the first follow-up (1-14 days) administration change was
rated on a 3-level rating scale (better, the same, worse). At the second follow-up
administration (2-6 months), change was rated on a 15-level rating scale (from -7 a very
great deal better to +7 a very great deal worse). Methodological problems associated with
the study by Kopec et al. (1995) are the lack of consistency in the retest periods (from 1-14
days and from 2 to 6 months), the use of different modes of administration at initial contact
(supervised) and follow-up (mailed), and the different transitional scales used at first and
second follow-up administrations. The study also reported many subjects incorrectly
completed the 15-level global change scale used at the 2 to 6 month follow-up.
Responsiveness for the questionnaires was compared by correlation of change scores with
the ratings on the transitional scale, the standardised response mean and Norman’s
sensitivity coefficient. Ranking of the four scales by these three methods consistently
placed the Roland scale first and the Quebec consistently second or equal second. The
authors concluded that the Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale “is at least as sensitive to
change as the best available measures”, although the data for the English subjects alone
seem to suggest consistently that the Roland-Morris is more responsive, based on the
various tests of responsiveness. However, in the absence of formal testing of the
differences between the observed values it is not possible to draw any conclusions that
observed point estimates are genuinely different.
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Table 2.28
Responsiveness of concurrently administered questionnaires

Study

N
Condition
Re-test
period

Mean Age (SD)
Gender
Mean duration of
problem (SD)

88
Mechanical
low back
pain
4-6 weeks

41 yrs (11.6)
43% Female
48 days (36)

Intervention
Global Change
Scale

Responsiveness
ranking

Physical therapy
15 levels from a
tiny bit (better/
worse) to a very
great deal
(better/ worse)

Correlation with
global change scale
Roland rho = .60
Oswestry rho = .57

40 yrs
48% Female
<12 weeks

Physical therapy
15 levels from a
tiny bit (better/
worse) to a very
great deal
(better/ worse)

Correlation with
global change scale
Roland r = .46
Oswestry r = .46

Beurskens
81
et al. (1996) Nonspecific low
back pain
5 weeks

41 (10)
46% Female
70 weeks (119)

Traction
7-levels from
vastly worsened
to completely
recovered

Roland SRM 2.02
Oswestry SRM .80

Kopec et al. 97
(1995)
Low back
(1996)
pain
2-6 months

Not reported
50% Female
67% > 3 months

Physiotherapy
15-levels from
a tiny bit (better/
worse) to a very
great deal
(better/ worse)

Correlation with
global change scale
Roland .51
Quebec .43
Oswestry .43
SF-36 PF .22

Stratford et
al. (1994)

Stratford &
Binkley
(1997)

134
Musculoskeletal low
back pain
4-6 weeks

Roland ROC = .79
Oswestry ROC = .78

Roland ROC .93
Oswestry ROC .76

Roland SRM = .48
Quebec SRM = .44
Oswestry SRM = .38
SF-36 PF SRM = .14
Roland NSC = .50
Quebec NSC = .29
SF-36 PF NSC = .27
Oswestry NSC = .25
Note: SRM = Standardised Response Mean (mean change score/standard deviation of
change scores). PF = Physical Functioning
ROC = Receiver Operating Characteristic (value is the area under the ROC curve)
NSC = Norman’s Sensitivity Coefficient
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Fritz and Irrgang (2001) recently compared the Quebec Back Pain Disabillity Questionnaire
with a modified version of the Oswestry in which “Employment/ Homemaking” replaced
the section “Sex Life”. Sixty-seven patients with acute, work-related back problems
completed the questionnaires before and after four weeks of physiotherapy. The modified
Oswestry was significantly more reliable (ICC = .90, 95%CI .78-.96) than the Quebec (ICC
= .55, 95%CI .20 - .78) in the 23 patients who reported that their condition did not change.
The modified Oswestry was significantly more responsive based on Guyatt’s
Responsiveness Index and the correlation of change scores with the global rating, but there
was no difference between ROC curves.

2.5 Conclusion
Four low back-specific questionnaires, the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris and Waddell
scales, and the generic SF-36 Health Survey, are potentially useful clinical methods of
collecting standardised data on activity-limitations resulting from low back pain. All the
questionnaires meet the criteria for clinical utility to a greater or lesser extent, although
there is a lack of information available on the Waddell Disability Index. The considerable
overlap in the content in the questionnaires may explain the many reports that scores of
some of the questionnaires are significantly correlated. The lack of strong correlations
suggests that the questionnaires are not interchangeable and each provides a slightly
different “picture” of the impact of low back pain on activity limitation. The RolandMorris, Oswestry and SF-36 Health Survey are the tools increasingly recommended for use
in low back problems (Bombardier, 2000; Deyo et al., 1998). However, there is currently
no convincing empirical basis on which to prefer one of the questionnaires over any other.
All studies on the measurement properties of the various questionnaires have used samples
of convenience. No studies have based their analysis on samples that are representative of
a clinical population of interest. Few reliability studies have used a re-test period that
reflects clinical practice, or provide data other than a correlation coefficient. To interpret a
change in scores it is necessary to know the number of points a questionnaire score must
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change to be confident that change can be confidently distinguished from measurement
error.
With the exception of the Waddell Disability Index there is considerable evidence for the
validity and responsiveness of the questionnaires. However, evidence for the relative
responsiveness of the questionnaires is either conflicting or deficient. Some studies have
used inconsistent modes for administering questionnaires across test occasions and very
variable follow-up periods. Almost no reports include tests of differences between the
observed point-estimates of responsiveness indices. In addition, the relative utility of the
many strategies that have been proposed for quantifying responsiveness have not been
critically analysed.
A head-to-head comparison of the reliability and responsiveness of the selected
questionnaires in an ambulatory low back pain population seeking physiotherapy treatment
is required to identify whether one or more of the questionnaires can be recommended over
the others.
The subsequent aims of this research were to:
•

Conduct a head-to-head comparison of five questionnaires for assessing functional
outcome in people seeking treatment from physiotherapists in Australia improving
on the methodology of extant studies (Chapter 3).

•

Compare ease of completion of the 5 questionnaires (Chapter 4).

•

Compare the data quality, internal consistency, internal structure and interrelationships of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddell, SF-36 Physical
Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily Pain scales (Chapter 4)

•

Determine the reliability of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddell, SF-36
Physical Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily Pain scales (Chapter 5).

•

Compare the responsiveness of the questionnaires (Chapter 5).

•

Determine the validity of a number of responsiveness indices (Chapter 5).

•

Fit data collected by each questionnaire to a Rasch model (Chapter 6)

•

Rasch analyse the questionnaire items to develop a low-back version of the SF-36
Physical Functioning scale. (Chapter 7)
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3 CHAPTER THREE: Method and Sample
Characteristics

3.1 Chapter Aims
This chapter aims to:
•

Describe and defend the method chosen to conduct a head-to-head comparison
of the selected questionnaires.

•

Describe the sample.

3.2 Introduction
In Chapter two, five self-report disability questionnaires were identified as having
appropriate practical features and measurement properties for application to individual
clients with low back problems. The five questionnaires were the modified Oswestry
Disability Questionnaire, the Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale, the Roland-Morris
Disability Questionnaire, the Waddell Disability Index and the Short Form 36 Health
Survey. The first four questionnaires are region-specific, that is, they were developed
for use in conditions affecting the lumbar spine. The SF-36 is a generic questionnaire
and has the advantage of being designed for use in any health condition. The eight
scales of the SF-36 Health Survey provide a comprehensive health status profile. The
three physical scales of the SF-36 Health Survey (Physical Functioning, Role-Physical
and Bodily Pain) appear to be particularly relevant scales for measuring function in
people with low back pain.
When faced with a number of potentially useful questionnaires, it is desirable to choose
the best questionnaire for a particular purpose. In order to determine which of the five
questionnaires has the greatest clinical utility, a study was designed to compare their use
in an ambulatory clinical population. A direct comparison of questionnaires is best
achieved by a head-to-head comparison, that is, all questionnaires completed by all
subjects.
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3.3 Method and Procedures
3.3.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
An accurate patho-anatomical diagnosis cannot be made for about 85% of people with
low back problems (Deyo, Rainville et al., 1992). Numerous classification systems
have been proposed for classification of patients with low back pain into meaningful
clinical groups. Such classifications seek to identify patients who might be expected to
have different underlying pathologies, different prognoses, or who may require specific
treatment approaches (Quebec Task Force, 1987; Delitto, Erhard & Bowling, 1995;
DeRosa & Porterfield, 1992; Fairbank & Pynsent, 1990; Krause & Ragland, 1994). In
the absence of a single widely used and standardised set of diagnostic or clinical
categories it was considered impractical to attempt to include or exclude patients based
on a diagnosis made by the treating therapist. It was decided that all patients with a
primary presenting complaint of a low back problem were eligible to be included in the
study. Hence, to be admitted into the study, the patient’s main reason for consulting the
physiotherapist was for treatment of a low back problem. Patients presenting for
treatment for a different problem (e.g. a shoulder injury) but who also requested a low
back assessment were excluded. This would exclude patients who take the opportunity,
when consulting a health professional, to ask advice regarding one or more minor or
long-term problems in addition to their main complaint. For the purpose of recruitment,
low back pain was defined as pain in the lumbar spine region with or without referred
pain to the lower extremities. Patients were eligible for inclusion if multiple spinal
areas were being treated simultaneously (i.e. lumbar and thoracic or cervical spines)
provided that the low back pain was a significant problem. Patients were recruited on
their first visit to the physiotherapist for treatment of the current episode of low back
pain.
Patients were excluded from the study if they were under 18 years of age. Adolescents
and children with low back pain are likely to differ from adult populations in the
aetiology of the problem and the consequent activity limitations. Burton, Clarke,
McClune, & Tillotson (1996, p. 2327) observed in a longitudinal study that few
adolescents seek treatment for low back problems, and that “adolescent back pain … is
unlikely to be responsible for disabling trouble later in life”. In addition, some of the
items in the questionnaires, which are designed for adults, would be either irrelevant or
inappropriate for younger subjects (e.g. questions relating to sexual activity).
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For practical reasons, patients who could not read and write English were excluded from
the study. Participants were required to read and sign a consent form in English, and all
the questionnaires were in English. Of the questionnaires administered in this study,
only the SF-36 Health Survey has been translated into a range of community languages
for use in an Australian setting (Cardona et al., 1995). Translation and cultural
validation of health measurement scales is a lengthy process (Guillemin, 1995;
Guillemin, Bombardier & Beaton, 1993) and it was beyond the scope of this project to
produce versions of the questionnaires in languages other than English.

3.3.2 Sampling and Recruitment Sites
The aim of the study was to compare the five questionnaires in a general ambulatory
clinical population seeking physiotherapy treatment for low back problems. People
who are admitted to hospital with low back pain are a relatively small group compared
to the majority of people treated as outpatients. Admitted patients are likely to have
serious pathology, be scheduled for surgery, or be treated primarily by medical
practitioners rather than physiotherapists. In Australia, physiotherapy services for
ambulatory (non-admitted) patients with low back problems are provided by public
hospitals, community health centres and private practices. Although there is no data
available for formal comparison, client groups that access physiotherapy treatment in
each of these settings may be somewhat different in terms of their demographic profile,
socio-economic and health status. People seeking free services in public health
agencies, such as hospitals and community health centres, are likely to be older and
have a lower income compared to those accessing a private physiotherapy service. The
latter will pay either the entire cost of treatment, or make a substantial co-payment if
they have private health insurance. Some, however, will have their fees paid by third
party payers such as worker’s compensation schemes. Patients seeking treatment in
physiotherapy outpatient departments in public hospitals usually require a referral from
a medical practitioner within the hospital. In contrast, clients of community health
services and private practices may either be referred by a medical practitioner or seek
treatment without referral. Referred and non-referred clients might therefore be
dissimilar if medical practitioners screen out particular types of back pain, for example
minor or serious cases. Although there has been no formal study of sample differences
in groups receiving treatment in the different health care settings, it seemed prudent to
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draw on samples from the client populations of public hospitals, community health
centres and private practices. Specialist clinics, such as occupational rehabilitation
services and chronic pain clinics, were not sampled. Their client groups are likely to be
relatively homogeneous, more complex and less representative of the typical recipient
of physiotherapy services.
In addition to sampling from different health care settings, the location of the sampling
sites was considered. There is a clear association between population health and socioeconomic status (McClelland, Pirkis & Willcox, 1992) and there are differences in the
socio-economic status of populations in different suburbs or regions (Australian Bureau
of Statistics, 1998b). The Index of Relative Socio-Economic Disadvantage (IRSED)
summarises numerous indicators of socio-economic disadvantage including income,
education and employment (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998b). The index score is
standardised such that the mean index score is 1000. A higher score on the IRSED
indicates greater socio-economic advantage. Ninety-five percent of scores fall within
the range 800-1200. Ten sites, that represented a cross-section of type of health service
and regional socio-economic status, were approached to participate in the study (Table
3.1). The recruitment sites were situated in postcode areas with IRSED scores in the 1st,
2nd, 3rd and 4th quartiles. Sites were not randomly sampled, but were either approached
individually, or responded to a call for expressions of interests posted in the newsletter
of the Private Practitioners Group of the Australian Physiotherapy Association
(Victorian Branch).
Most recruitment sites were in the greater Melbourne metropolitan area, except for one
hospital in Hobart, Tasmania. The services in metropolitan Melbourne were situated
north, south, east and west of the central business district. Four of the recruitment sites
were private practices and each practice employed only one or two physiotherapy
practitioners. One of the practices was associated with a private hospital, and the others
were independent physiotherapy practices. Three of the recruitment sites were
Community Health Services (CHS), and each of these had two or three physiotherapy
practitioners. One CHS had only 1 service centre, one had two, and the other had three
separate centres where physiotherapy services were provided to the local community.
The remaining three sites were the outpatient departments of two acute hospitals and
one rehabilitation hospital. Inclusion of practices in rural settings was not attempted
because low throughput of eligible patients was anticipated.
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Consecutive patients seeking treatment were recruited into the study to limit bias due to
therapist preferences. Therapists might, for example admit patients into the study who
were more likely to improve over time. Therapists were advised that they would
receive feedback only on an aggregated agency basis and data would not be able to be
linked to an individual therapist or patient. Therapists were asked to keep a log of
patients presenting with low back pain and the reason why they were not recruited into
the study.

Table 3.1
Recruitment sites
Agency

IRSED (Quartile)

Public Hospitals

1
2
3

920.982 (1st)
1,059.833 (4th)
1,047.607 (4th)

Community Health Services

1 (site 1)
1 (site 2)
1 (site 3)
2
3 (site 1)
3 (site 2)
3 (site 3)

977.046 (2nd)
981.773 (2nd)
943.942 (1st)
1,059.097 (4th)
1,049.221 (3rd)
1,044.023 (3rd)
970.313 (1st)

Private Practices

1
2
3
4

1,058.676 (4th)
977.046 (2nd)
1,037.543 (3rd)
1,128.738 (4th)

Note: IRSED = Index of Relative Socio-Economic Disadvantage (ABS, 1998a, 1998b)
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3.3.3 Sample Size
The sample size was based on the numbers needed to perform the planned statistical
analyses. Factor analysis requires a minimum of 5 and preferably 10 subjects per
questionnaire item (Coakes & Steed, 1997; Nunnally, 1978). The largest set of items in
a single scale within the battery of questionnaires was the 24-item Roland-Morris
Disability Questionnaire. The sample size desirable for factor analysis therefore ranges
from a minimum of 120 to an ideal of 240.
There appears to be no consensus on sample size requirements for Rasch analysis
although Streiner and Norman (1995) suggest a minimum of 200 subjects for the oneparameter Rasch model. Investigation of Rasch analysis of health measurement scales
in the health sciences literature revealed one study (Granger et al., 1993) that had 1,537
subjects per item, a total of 27,669 subjects drawn from a very large cumulative
database recording scores of rehabilitation patients on the Functional Independence
Measure. Such large samples are rarely available for health measurement scales. A
study by Thomeé, Grimby, Wright and Linacre (1995) used a scale comprised of 12
items to record pain experienced during various activities. They administered the scale
to 40 subjects before and after rehabilitation for patellofemoral pain syndrome and
concluded that the items could be hierarchically arranged by Rasch analysis of subject
responses and that the steps between scores for all but the upper range of scores were
statistically equivalent. Another study (Stucki, Daltroy, Katz, Johannesson & Liang,
1996) administered the 10-item Physical Functioning scale of the SF-36 Health Survey
to 52 subjects (5 subjects per item) and found that three methods of ranking item
difficulty, including Rasch analysis, yielded the same results. It appears from these two
examples that relatively small numbers of subjects may yield meaningful results. For
the current study to have 5 subjects per item for the 24-item Roland requires a sample
size of 120. As one of the steps of Rasch analysis employs factor analysis, a sample
size of 120 (as required for factor analysis) was chosen as minimum sample size for the
current project. However, it was decided to attempt to recruit at least 200 subjects to
allow for dropouts from the study.
No minimum sample size has been recommended for the calculation of the various
responsiveness indices. The Relative Efficiency statistic is based on the t-test and
using the Oswestry scores from Stratford et al. (1994) as an example, a sample size of 8
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would be sufficient (alpha = .05, power = .80) to detect a difference in pre and post-test
means for the Oswestry.
Criterion-based responsiveness indices that attempt to measure clinically meaningful
change require that the group be divided into those who have improved and those who
have not improved. It was anticipated that most subjects with low back pain would
improve over the retest period. Hence, these particular analyses may be difficult or
impossible if there are very few subjects in the “unchanged” group. Past studies of
physiotherapy client samples in other countries have resulted in 26% (Kopec et al.,
1995) and 47% of subjects (Beurskens et al., 1996) being classified as unchanged.
Beurskens et al. (1996) used a more stringent criterion for judging subjects as improved
and therefore more subjects were classified as unchanged. Based on these proportions it
was estimated that, with a sample size of 120 the unchanged group in the current study
may be as small as 31 or as large as 56. In either case analysis using these three
responsiveness indices will be possible, provided there is equivalence of variance in the
two groups.
Sample sizes for ROC curves using the power calculation facility in the AccuROC
software were calculated for an alpha level of .05 and power of .80. Previous reports on
the area under the curve (AUC) for the Oswestry and Roland can be used to determine
the sample size that would be required to determine whether the AUC was significantly
different from chance alone (AUC = .5). Table 3.2 shows that a sample size between 25
and 29 in the changed and unchanged groups would be required for the Oswestry. For
the Roland, the sample size required could be as small as 10 or as large as 68. Although
the number of subjects who would be classified as improved or not changed could not
be predicted, it was envisaged that, based on the use of a similar 7-point global change
scale, the proportion would be similar to the 47% unchanged in the study by Beurskens
et al. (1996). Therefore a sample size of 120 would likely result in roughly equal
numbers of 56 and 64 in the unchanged and changed groups. This would be sufficient
for analysis even if the area under the ROC curve for the Roland approached the lowest
value previously reported (Deyo & Centor, 1986).
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Table 3.2
Estimates of sample size for ROC curve analysis

Area Under
the ROC Curve
Author
Beurskens et al. (1996)
Stratford et al. (1994)
Deyo & Centor (1986)

Oswestry
.76
.78

Sample Size in each group
required to reject Ho AUC = .5
(chance alone) if alpha = .05
and power = .80

Roland
.93
.79
.67

Oswestry
25
29

Roland
10
29
68

3.3.4 Questionnaire Versions and Wordings
A copy of the questionnaires as administered in this study appear as Appendix B.
The modified Oswestry Questionnaire (Baker et al., 1989) was used with two minor
adjustments to the wording of Section 4 Walking. Distance was converted from
imperial to metric measurement (1 mile, 1/2 mile and 100 yards to 2 kilometres, 1
kilometre and 500 meters). The final response choice, “I am in bed most of the time
and have to crawl to the toilet” is a “double-barrelled” question. It was shortened to “I
am in bed most of the time”. Other versions of the Oswestry have changed this item to
“I am unable to walk or can walk only a few steps at a time” and “I cannot walk at all
without increasing pain” (Fairbank & Pynsent, 2000).
The Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale final version proposed by the developers
(Kopec et al., 1995) and the original version of the Roland-Morris Disability
Questionnaire (Roland & Morris, 1983a) was used. The wording suggested by Delitto
(1994) was used for the Waddell Disability Index , and the Australian version of the SF36 Health Survey. The Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire and the Oswestry
Disability Questionnaire do not require permission for use (Roland & Fairbank, 2000)
and no restrictions exist on the use of the Quebec scale. Permission was sought and
granted by the developer of the Waddell Disability Index. License to use the SF-36
Health Survey is assumed on the purchase of the handbook and scoring manual from the
Medical Outcomes Trust via the Australian distributor, the Australian Health Outcomes
Collaboration.
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3.3.5 Number and Timing of Administrations
To detect a change over time, questionnaires must be concurrently administered on at
least two occasions. Stratford, Binkley and Riddle (1996) identified five designs that
have been used to explore or compare the responsiveness of questionnaires or other
tests. The first and simplest design is the pre-post test design in which a test is
administered on two occasions to a group of subjects who are expected to change over
the retest period. The limitation of this design is that if the test does not demonstrate
change it will not be clear whether the test is insensitive to change or change did not in
fact occur. Also, if all the subjects are expected to change then it will not be possible to
examine the stability (reliability) of scores in stable patients.
The second design administers the test on three occasions, with a short first retest
interval, and a longer follow-up interval (Kopec et al., 1995; Stratford, Levy, Gauldie,
Levy & Miseferi, 1987). This design incorporates an examination of test-retest
reliability over the shorter re-test period and responsiveness over the longer re-test
period. The limitation of this design is that the addition of a third administration of the
questionnaires increases respondent burden and may reduce the return rate for the
longer retest interval, which is of primary interest in responsiveness studies. Also, it
can be difficult to achieve a timely return of mailed questionnaires over a short period.
An example of this is the study by Kopec et al 1995 #206] in which subjects completed
a number of questionnaires under supervision and were given another set to complete
and return by mail “within 2 to 4 days”. However, only 40% (98/242) of subjects
returned the questionnaires within 14 days (median 3.8). Finally, a short retest period
may underestimate the variability in scores that would be observed in subjects whose
condition is stable over a longer period of time (Deyo et al., 1991; Patrick et al., 1995;
Stratford, Binkley & Riddle, 1996).
The third design identified by Stratford, Binkley and Riddle (1996) is a randomised,
controlled trial (RCT) where subjects are randomly allocated to a group receiving a
treatment of proven efficacy or a control group. The ability of the test to discriminate
between the different amounts of change in the groups is an indication of its
responsiveness. This design is impractical for comparing a larger numer of
questionnaires and it would be a prohibitively expensive method of determining the
responsiveness of competing outcome measurement tools.
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The fourth design administers the test on two occasions to two groups of subjects who
are expected to change by different amounts over the same retest period (eg. acute and
chronic pain). The ability of the test to discriminate between the amounts of change in
the two groups is an indication of the responsiveness of the test. The fifth design
administers the test on two occasions and uses some other criterion to classify the
subjects post-hoc as either changed or not changed by an important amount
To be able to apply and compare the various tests for responsiveness, elements of the
first and fifth designs were incorporated into the current study design. The chosen
design was a prospective pre-post test design with a transition rating scale administered
at post-test as the criterion of clinically important change
It was decided to administer the questionnaires twice with a retest period of six weeks.
Six weeks was nominated as the retest period because it was expected that the majority
of subjects would experience some improvement over that period (Deyo & Centor,
1986; Roland & Morris, 1983b; van den Hoogen, Koes, van Eijk, Bouter & Deville,
1998). Six weeks is also commonly recommended in clinical practice guidelines as an
appropriate point for comprehensive re-assessment of patients with low back pain,
particularly if they have not resumed normal activities (Fordyce, 1995; Victorian
WorkCover Authority, 1996; Waddell, Feder, McIntosh, Lewis & Hutchinson, 1996).
The study was not designed to examine the effectiveness of any particular
physiotherapy treatment regimen and therefore a standard retest period of six weeks was
chosen rather than another end-point, such as discharge from physiotherapy treatment.
The pre-post test design permits examination of the stability of questionnaire scores in
subjects whose condition remains unchanged over the retest period. The six week retest period reflects a typical clinical re-test period and reduces the likelihood of
remembered responses inflating reliability estimates.

3.3.6 Mode of Administration
Self-report questionnaires may be completed by the patient, or administered by
telephone or face-to-face interview. A number of studies have found that people report
better health status in a face-to-face interview than when they complete a questionnaire
by themselves (Hoher, Bach, Munster, Bouillon & Tiling, 1997; Lyons et al., 1999;
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McHorney, Kosinski et al., 1994). The presence of the interviewer is known to subtly
influence the subject to respond in a way that they perceive will please the interviewer,
or that will meet the interviewer’s expectations or wishes (De Vaus, 1995; Kidder &
Judd, 1991). Interviewer effects might be expected to have less impact during
telephone interviews than during face-to-face interviews, but one study found disability
reporting under both circumstances was similar (Korner-Bitensky, Wood-Dauphinee,
Siemiatycki, Shapiro & Becker, 1994).
An important advantage of self-report disability questionnaires is that they can be
completed by the patient and therefore do not take up the clinician’s time in a busy
practice. Self-administration was therefore chosen as the mode of administration.
Subjects who consented to participate in the study were handed a package of
questionnaires at the physiotherapy clinic. This package included a reply paid envelope
for returning questionnaires by mail. Subjects could either complete the questionnaires
and leave them at the clinic, or take them home to complete later the same day. For the
second administration the questionnaires were sent by mail directly to the subject and a
reminder mailed if these were not returned within 10 days. Follow-up was not
dependent on the subject attending the clinic for treatment or reassessment. Mailing the
forms eliminated unnecessary burden on the subjects and the participating clinics. A
potential limitation of mailed questionnaires is that one cannot be certain that subjects
have completed the forms without assistance (De Vaus, 1995). However, in the clinical
setting it would be expected that a patient having difficulty completing a questionnaire
would seek some assistance. As far as possible therefore, the mode of administration of
the questionnaires was designed to mirror the administration of the questionnaires in the
clinical setting.

3.3.7 Responder Burden
For a direct or “head to head” comparison of results, competing questionnaires must be
concurrently administered. All subjects must therefore complete all questionnaires.
When a number of questionnaires are being administered concurrently, respondent
burden can be considerable. If the amount of time subjects are asked to dedicate to
completing the questionnaires is excessive, it is possible that subjects may either decline
to enter the study or fail to return the questionnaires. In the current project five
questionnaires were to be administered. Each questionnaire requires about 5 minutes to
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complete. The test battery of five questionnaires, plus a personal data and medical
history questionnaire, was estimated to require approximately 30 minutes to complete.
A number of studies have administered up to five questionnaires plus additional
questions specific to the study (Beaton et al., 1996; Kopec et al., 1996; Liang et al.,
1990; Wright & Young, 1997). Kopec et al (1996) achieved a response rate of 88%
with a short follow-up (median 3.8 days) and 74% for a follow-up mailed package three
to six months later. Research on the return rates of general public surveys administered
by mail suggests that an optimal length is about twelve pages or 125 items for return
rates of approximately 75% (Dillman, 1978). The length of the whole package of
questionnaires for this study was 12 pages with a total of 118 items. A return rate of
about 75% was anticipated.

3.3.8 Personal Data and Medical History Questionnaire
In addition to the five disability questionnaires it was necessary to collect information
on the sample characteristics. The results of a study may only be generalisable to
populations that are similar to the sample described by the data. Furthermore, an
adequate description of sample characteristics is necessary for meaningful comparison
of results with other studies. Differences in sample characteristics may account for
different results.
The current study sought to minimise burden on the treating clinician and it was not
considered practical to include information from a physical examination. Variables that
have been recommended for systematic collection in low back pain populations and that
could be collected by questionnaire, are shown in Table 3.2. Such an exhaustive set of
questions would, if collected in toto, considerably add to the responder burden.
Therefore, 14 variables (highlighted in Table 3.2) that are commonly reported in the
research literature were selected for inclusion in a questionnaire to be administered in
the current study.
Table 3.4 lists the 14 variables with the specific item wording, and the source of each
item. The items were, where possible, drawn from existing questionnaires because
standardised wording allows for direct comparison with data from other sources. Items
that have been used in large studies or have been used extensively are less likely to
incur problems of comprehension or interpretation.
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Table 3.3
List of possible demographic, symptom and history variables
Variable
• Age
• Sex/Gender
• Race / Ethnicity
• Primary language
• Insurance information
• Education
• Compensation status
• Employment status
• Duration of current episode
• Pain location / referral
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pain response to cough or sneeze
Numbness/ pins and needles in leg
Pain drawing
Frequency and bothersomeness of
symptoms (back pain, leg pain,
parasthaesias, weakness in
leg/foot)
Relative painfulness of back and
leg symptoms
Diurnal variations in pain
Hip ever stick out to one side
Time off work
Onset
Hospital admissions
Injections into low back
Co-morbidities
Concurrent treatments
Use of assistive devices
Physical fitness
Smoking
Alcohol
Medications
Physical actions affecting pain
Relief from treatments
Satisfaction with care
Number of previous episodes
Past surgeries
Treatment expectations
Mental health, psychological
dysfunction

Recommended for minimum data set by
APTA, NASS
APTA, NASS
APTA, NASS
APTA
NASS
Low Back tyPE, NASS
Low Back tyPE
APTA, Low Back TyPE
APTA, Low Back TyPE, Waddell et al (1982)
APTA, Low Back TyPE, NASS, Waddell et al
(1982)
Low Back TyPE,
APTA, Waddell et al. (1982)
Waddell et al. (1982)
Low Back TyPE, NASS
Low Back TyPE, NASS, Waddell et al. (1982)
Waddell et al. (1982)
Waddell et al. (1982)
Waddell et al.. (1982)
APTA, Waddell et al. (1982)
Low Back TyPE
Low Back TyPE
APTA, NASS
APTA, Low Back TyPE, NASS
NASS
APTA
APTA, Low Back TyPE, NASS
APTA, Low Back TyPE, NASS
APTA, Low Back TyPE, NASS
Waddell et al. (1982)
Waddell et al. (1982)
Low Back TyPE,
Low Back TyPE, Waddell et al (1982)
APTA, Low Back TyPE, NASS
APTA
NASS

Note: Shaded variables are those chosen for inclusion in the current study.
APTA = American Physical Therapy Association (APTA, 1997)
Low Back TyPE (Deyo, Cherkin et al., 1992) ©Health Outcomes Institute
NASS = North American Spine Association (Daltroy et al., 1996)
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Table 3.4
Questions included in the personal data and medical history questionnaire
Symptom or history variable Item wording
and source of wording used
1. Age
No specific source

How old are you? …….years

2. Gender
Australian Bureau of
Statistics (1996)

Gender: 1. Male 2.Female

3. Education
No specific source, designed
for relevance to local
education system

What is the highest grade you completed in school?
1. Qualification (eg trade certificate, degree, etc).
2. Year 10-12.
3. Less than year 10

4. Employment status
Australian Bureau of
Statistics (1996)

What is your current work situation?
1. Employed full or part-time.
2. Unemployed.
3. Not in labourforce

5. Compensation status
Low Back TyPE, (Deyo,
Cherkin et al., 1992), local
examples added

Are you currently seeking or receiving any financial
compensation for back problems (eg workCover, TAC)?
1. Yes
2. No

6. Exercise
Health Outcomes Institute,
Health Risk Inventory (HOI,
1995)

In an average week (before this episode of back trouble)
how many times do you engage in physical activity?
(exercise or work which lasts at least 20 minutes without
stopping and which is hard enough to make you breath
heavier and your heart beat faster)
1. Less than 1 time per week
2. 1 or 2 times per week
3. At least 3 times per week

7. Smoking
Low Back TyPE, (Deyo,
Cherkin et al., 1992),
modified wording

Do you smoke?
1. Yes
2. No

8. Duration of current episode

How long has this episode of low back pain lasted with pain
occurring at least part of every day?
1. Less than 1 week
2. 1-6 weeks
3. 6 weeks to 6 months
4. More than 6 months

Low Back TyPE, (Deyo,
Cherkin et al., 1992),
modified categories
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9. Pain location/ referral pattern

Low Back TyPE, (Deyo,
Cherkin et al., 1992)
modified categories

Is the pain only in your back, or does it travel into one or
both legs?
1. Back only
2. Travels to buttock, groin or thigh
3. Travels to leg below knee

10. Pain nature
Klenerman et al. (1995)

Do you have pain all the time (constant) or does it come and
go (intermittent)?
1. Constant
2. Intermittent

11. Parasthaesias/ weakness

Have you felt any sensation of numbness, tingling or
weakness in the leg or legs during this episode of back pain?
1. Yes
2. No

Based on Waddell et al
(1982) and Low Back TyPE
(Deyo, Cherkin et al., 1992)
12. Previous episodes
Low Back TyPE (Deyo,
Cherkin et al., 1992),
Waddell et al. (1982)

How many times have you had low back pain in the past?
(Count episodes that lasted at least one day, but eventually
went away completely).
1. None previously
2. 1-5 episodes
3. More than 5 episodes
4. I have continuous pain that never goes away

13. Onset of first episode
Waddell et al (1982)

How did your first attack of low back pain begin?
1. Suddenly
2. Gradually

14. Previous surgery
Low Back TyPE (Deyo,
Cherkin et al., 1992),
modified wording

Have you ever had an operation for low back pain or leg
pain (sciatica)?
1. No
2. Yes, one operation
3. Yes, more than one operation
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3.3.9 Rating of Completion Difficulty
The five questionnaires were, in part, selected because they appeared to be easy for
subjects to complete. Ease of completion can be inferred from the level of missing data
returned by subjects. However, missing data may also reflect the acceptability of a
particular item or items as subjects may choose not to complete such items. For one of
the questionnaires, the Roland-Morris, missing data cannot be calculated because it is
not possible to distinguish items left blank because they do not apply to the respondent,
from those left blank accidentally or deliberately.

It was therefore decided to directly

assess the subject’s perception of how difficult the questionnaires were to complete.
Only one example of direct assessment of completion difficulty was found. Beaton et
al. (1996) asked 127 subjects with musculoskeletal injuries to complete 5 generic health
status questionnaires and to rate each questionnaire as easy, fair or hard to complete.
For the current study, a question with four response options was chosen (Figure 3.1).
This question was placed at the end of each of the five questionnaires. The rating scale
was included to explicitly capture each subject’s perception of how difficult they found
it to complete each questionnaire.

Did you have any difficulty filling out this questionnaire?
none at all
a little difficult
quite difficult
very difficult
Figure 3.1 Difficulty rating scale
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3.3.10

Rating of Overall Change

A retrospective rating of global change was included in the current study so that
criterion-based methods of quantifying responsiveness could be calculated. Patient
ratings of overall change have been shown to correlate moderately with change in
questionnaire scores and other prospectively measured variables. The limitations
associated with the global rating scale are the potential influence on patient responses of
recall bias, mood, psychological distress, desire for secondary gain, and a desire to
please. Despite these limitations, the subject remains uniquely placed to evaluate the
extent and meaningfulness of the change in their condition over the retest period.
Methods that use ratings by both therapists and subjects (Deyo, 1986; Stratford et al.,
1994; Stratford et al., 1998) were rejected for two reasons. In the strategy employed by
Deyo (1986) 27% of cases were excluded from analysis because of discordance between
the rating made by the patient and the clinician. This seems to unnecessarily exclude a
large proportion of subjects from analysis and may filter and bias the final group of
subjects who provide data for analysis. The strategy of averaging the ratings made by
the treating therapist and patient (Stratford et al., 1994; Stratford et al., 1998) was not
used because it has not been shown that this results in a better “gold standard” of
change than using only the subjects’ ratings. Other studies have used therapist’s
prospective rating of expected change as an alternative to the retrospective patient or
patient and therapist ratings (Binkley, Stratford, Lott, Riddle & North American
Orthopaedic Rehabilitation Research, 1999; Westaway, Stratford & Binkley, 1998).
However, it has not been demonstrated that these ratings provide a better clinical “gold
standard” estimate of change. The correlations of change scores with prognostic ratings
reported in these studies were only moderate. There was also the practical issue that all
subjects were to be retested at six weeks whether or not they were still attending for
physiotherapy treatment. In the final analysis, it was the subject’s perspective of change
that was of primary interest.
Many scales have been employed to rate global change. They range from a simple
three-level “better, the same, worse” scale (Kopec et al., 1995), to a 15-level scale with
7 levels of improvement and deterioration (Jaeschke et al., 1989; Juniper et al., 1994;
Kopec et al., 1995; Stratford et al., 1994). It was decided to steer a middle course
between a very parsimonious scale that lacks any distinction in the magnitude of change
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and a complex scale that may be difficult for some subjects to interpret and complete
without assistance. A scale with seven levels (Figure 3.2) as used by Patrick et al.
(1995) was chosen to capture subjects’ perception of change over the retest period. A
descriptive scale was chosen over a visual analogue scale (VAS) because there is some
evidence that it is easier to complete (Jensen, Karoly & Braver, 1986) and, compared to
a VAS, is less likely to result in a systematic overestimate of change (Linton &
Gotestam, 1983).

Compared with the time you first filled out the questionnaires
(about six weeks ago), is your back problem…..?
Completely gone
Much better
Better
A little better
About the same
A little worse
Much worse
Figure 3.2 Global change rating scale

3.3.11

Questionnaire Sequence

When questionnaires are presented in a set order, there may be an “order effect”. That
is, responses may be systematically influenced by the order in which the tests are
presented (De Vaus, 1995). To minimise systematic order effects, the five
questionnaires were presented in each package in random order, as determined by a
table of random numbers. At the first administration an information sheet and consent
form (Appendix C) were placed first followed by the personal data and medical history
questionnaire (Appendix D) then the randomly ordered questionnaires (Appendix B).
At the second administration a one-page covering letter with the global change scale
was sent with the questionnaires (Appendix E). The change scale was included in the
covering letter to maximise the likelihood of respondents completing it. Such a brief
single-item scale on a separate sheet would be easy to overlook.
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3.3.12

Approvals

Approval for the study was granted by the Faculty Human Ethics Committee, Faculty of
Health Sciences, La Trobe University (approval number FHEC95/194). Approval was
also gained from the ethics committees of the Box Hill Hospital, Preston and Northcote
Community Hospital and Rehabilitation Tasmania.

3.3.13

Procedures

Figure 3.3 shows a flowchart of the study procedures. Participating clinicians at
recruitment sites were given a verbal briefing (either in person or by telephone) and
provided with a folder containing an outline of the project, signage for patient waiting
and treatment rooms, instructions for recruiting subjects and copies of all
questionnaires. When an eligible patient presented, the treating physiotherapist (or
another nominated staff member) explained the purpose of the project and what would
be required of participants. If willing to participate, the subject was given a package
containing an information and consent form, a personal data and medical history
questionnaire, and the five questionnaires in random order.
The clinician recorded the package number, the date of recruitment, and the subject’s
name and address on a log-sheet provided by the researcher. When a patient with low
back pain was not recruited into the study, the therapist made a note of the date, gender,
approximate age and the reason the patient was not recruited. The four coded reasons
for non-recruitment were that the patient could not read and write English, was less than
18 years of age, declined to enter the study, or the recruiter forgot to approach the
patient about the study. Telephone contact was made with the recruiting physiotherapist
weekly to check on compliance with the study protocol and to track the number of
subjects being recruited.
Subjects were asked to complete the questionnaires either at the clinic or soon after their
visit, and to return them in the reply-paid envelope via the treating physiotherapist, or
directly by mail. Just prior to six weeks after recruitment, subjects were mailed a
second set of the questionnaires with a reply paid envelope. A covering letter requested
that the subjects complete and return the questionnaires and the global rating scale. If
the second set of questionnaires was not returned within 10 days a reminder and another
set of questionnaires was despatched by mail. Data collection was completed when the
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second set of questionnaires had been returned. To ensure subject confidentiality the
lists of names and addresses were destroyed by shredding and the individual who had
provided any particular data set could no longer be identified.

Sampling sites selected.
Ethics approval gained from
FHEC, Hospital ethics
committees, Community Health
Centre Boards of Management.

Therapists recruit eligible
patients.

Six weeks later package of
questionnaires and transitional
scale mailed to participants
who returned pre-test
questionnaires.

Facilities participating:
• 3 Hospitals
• 3 Community Health
Services
• 4 Private Practices
Total of 14 enrolment sites (two of
the community health services had
multiple sites)

Pre-test package:
• Information sheet and
consent form
• Personal data and medical
history questionnaire
• Oswestry, Quebec,
Roland-Morris, Waddell
and SF-36 in random order

Post-test package:
• Letter and transitional scale
• Oswestry, Quebec, RolandMorris, Waddell and SF-36
in random order.

Reminder mailed to participants
who failed to return post-test
questionnaires within 10 days.

Figure 3.2 Flow-chart of study procedures
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3.3.14

Data Processing and Analysis

For ease of data processing all questionnaires were printed as scannable forms using
Formpro (Version 1.0; 1990; Beach Tech Corporation). Completed forms were scanned
using a National Computer Systems OpScan5 scanner. Scanned data was imported into
a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Missing data points were checked against the original
forms. Where data had not scanned successfully it was manually entered. Unless
otherwise stated, statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS).
To determine whether subjects who were recruited into the study were systematically
different by gender or age from those who did not enter the study, or whether those who
completed questionnaires at both pre and post-test were different to those who only
completed the questionnaires at pre-test, the Chi square test of independence and
independent t-test were used for gender and age respectively. The significance level
was set at .05.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Sample Characteristics
A total of 284 persons with low back problems presented at the recruitment sites
between February and June 1996 (Figure 3.4). Of these, 226 met the inclusion criteria
and 58 were excluded. Of those excluded, 53 were ineligible because of English
literacy. Of the 226 eligible for recruitment, 207 were actually recruited and took the
initial package of questionnaires. Of the 19 who were not recruited, 10 declined to
participate, in 7 cases the therapist forgot to ask the patient, and in 2 cases the reason for
non-recruitment was not recorded.
One hundred and forty subjects (68%) returned the first set of questionnaires. While
only 10 people initially declined to participate, the subsequent failure of 67 subjects to
return the first set of questionnaires can also be interpreted as unwillingness to
participate. The time taken to return the questionnaires was between 1 and 75 days
(median 8 days) with delays largely due to recruiting sites holding completed packages
for some time before mailing them. At the 6-week follow-up, 106 of the 140 subjects
returned the second set of questionnaires. The follow-up return rate was therefore 76%
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of those who returned to first test, or 51% of the subjects initially recruited. The
questionnaires were returned between 0 and 54 days following the 6-week due date
(median 8 days).

Presented with
low back pain:
284

Eligible:
226

Not eligible: 58
< 18 years: 5
Literacy: 53

Recruited:
207

Not recruited: 19

Returned first
package: 140

Did not return
first package: 67

Returned second
package: 106

Declined: 10
Forgot: 7
Unknown: 2

Did not return
second package: 34

Figure 3.4 Number of subjects recruited and questionnaire sets returned

Recruitment by type of healthcare setting is shown in Table 3.5. A little over half the
subjects were recruited from public health agencies (public hospitals and community
health centres).
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Table 3.5
Recruitment and returns by health care setting
Type of Agency

Number
Recruited

Returned
First Set

Returned
Second Set

Public hospitals (3)

58 (28%)

40 (28%)

30 (28%)

Community health services (3)

62 (30%)

36 (26%)

30 (28%)

Private practices (4)

87 (42%)

64 (46%)

46 (44%)

207 (100%)

140 (100%)

106 (100%)

Total

The ratio of subjects drawn from agencies in the lowest and highest quartiles of the
Index of Relative Socio-Economic Disadvantage was 43:57 in the first set, but
approximately equal in the second set (51:49).
The extent to which the sample was representative of those who had presented with low
back problems during the recruitment period was evaluated by testing for differences in
age and sex between subjects who returned the first set of questionnaires, and those who
did not enter the study. The variables of age and sex were compared because it was
thought that older subjects and females might be more likely to drop out than younger
and male subjects.
Differences in the age and sex of subjects who completed the study compared to those
who completed only the first set of questionnaires were also investigated. Table 3.6
shows the age and sex of subjects who were not included in the study, those who
returned the first set of questionnaires, those who returned both the first and second set,
and those who returned the first but not the second set of questionnaires.
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Table 3.6
Age and Sex by questionnaire return
Age

Sex

Group

range

mean (SD)

females

males

1. Not included (n=72)a

26-84

55 (15)

44 (61%)

28 (39%)

2. T1 (n=140)

18-89

51 (17)

92 (66%)

48 (34%)

3. T1 and T2 (n=106)

19-83

51 (17)

72 (68%)

34 (32%)

4. T1 not T2 (n=34)

22-75

48 (17)

21 (62%)

13 (38%)

a

Not included = 19 who were eligible but not recruited and 53 who were not eligible
because of poor English literacy.
Note: T1 = time 1 (first set of questionnaires), T2 = time 2 (second set of
questionnaires).

Independent t-tests for age, and Chi square tests of independence for sex were
performed to explore whether there were significant differences between these
groupings of subjects (Table 3.7). Subjects who returned the first set of questionnaires
were a little younger than those who were not included in the study (51 compared with
55), but there was no difference in sex between the groups. There were no differences
in age or sex between subjects who returned both sets of questionnaires and those who
were not included, or between subjects who returned both sets of questionnaires and
those who only returned the first set.

Table 3.7
Comparison of age and sex
Age
df

t-value

Sex
2-tail

χ2

Not included v. T1

210

-1.97

p = .050

0.348a

Not included v. T1 and T2

176

-1.55

p = .123

0.925a

T1 and T2 v. T1 only

138

1.05

p = .295

0.706a

a

The critical value for df = 1, p = .05, is 3.84. Chi-square values smaller than this are
not significant.
Note: Age data met assumptions for t-test of normal distribution and equal variance.
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The sample characteristics for the 140 subjects who returned the first set of
questionnaires, and the 106 subjects who returned both sets of questionnaires are shown
in Table 3.8. The mean age in each case was 51 (SD = 17). They were similar for other
variables. Of the 140 subjects, 66% were female. Twenty-five percent of the sample
had an educational level of less than year 10, and 10% were unemployed. A total of
43% reported their problem had lasted for 6 weeks or less, 22% said their problem was
of 6 weeks to 6 months duration, and 34% had an episode lasting more than 6 months.
The current episode of low back pain was the first episode for only 19 subjects, with
40% reporting more than 5 previous episodes.
Unemployment and smoking rates in the sample (10% and 27%) reflect actual levels in
the Australian population (9.2% and 28%) (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998a). The
sample group was predominantly female (66%). This is somewhat higher than the
national figure of 50.5% female reported for the people who had consulted a
physiotherapist in the two weeks prior to the National Health Survey in 1995
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1995b). This national figure relates to all ages and
conditions and it is possible that females make up proportionally more of those who
consult a physiotherapist with a low back problem. Alternatively, it may be that many
of the subjects who agreed to participate but who failed to return the first set of
questionnaires were male. Limited numbers of people were recruited who were
receiving compensation (9 - 12%), or had undergone lumbar surgery (7 - 9%). It is not
known to what extent this reflects the prevalence of these two variables in the clinical
population.
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Table 3.8
Subject Characteristics
Variable

Categories

Time 1 (n=140)

Age

range
Mean (SD)

18-89
51 (17)

19-83
51 (17)

Sex

Males
Females

48 (34%)
92 (66%)

34 (32%)
72 (68%)

Education

Qualification
Year 10-12
Less than year 10

55 (39%)
50 (36%)
35 (25%)

44 (42%)
36 (34%)
26 (24%)

Work situation

Employed
Unemployed
Not in labourforce
Unknown

57 (41%)
14 (10%)
68 (48.5%)
1 (.5%)

43
9
53
1

Compensation

Yes
No

17 (12%)
123 (88%)

10 (9%)
96 (91%)

Exercise

< once per week
38 (27%)
1-2 x per week
50 (36%)
At least 3 x per week 52 (37%)

33 (31%)
33 (31%)
40 (38%)

Smoking

Yes
No

38 (27%)
102 (73%)

25 (24%)
81 (76%)

Duration of
current episode

< 1 week
1-6 weeks
6 weeks - 6 mths
> 6 months
Unknown

15 (11%)
45 (32%)
31 (22%)
47 (34%)
2 (1%)

12
33
22
37
2

Pain location

Back only
42 (30%)
To buttock,groin,thigh 60 (43%)
To leg below knee
38 (27%)

Time 2 (n=106)

(41%)
(8%)
(50%)
(1%)

(11%)
(31%)
(21%)
(35%)
(2%)

32 (30%)
42 (40%)
32 (30%)

Pain behaviour

Constant
Intermittent
Unknown

57 (41%)
82 (58.5%)
1 (.5%)

41 (39%)
64 (60%)
1 (1%)

Parasthaesias or
Weakness in legs

Yes
No
Unknown

66 (47%)
73 (52.5%)
1 (.5%)

47 (44%)
59 (56%)
0

Previous episodes

None
1-5
>5
Continuous
Unknown

19 (13.5%)
36 (26%)
56 (40%)
28 (20%)
1 (.5%)

10
31
46
18
1

(9%)
(29%)
(44%)
(17%)
(1%)
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Onset of first
episode

Sudden
Gradual

88 (63%)
52 (37%)

65 (61%)
41 (39%)

Lumbar surgery

No
Yes, once
Yes, > once

130 (93%)
8 (6%)
2 (1%)

97 (91%)
6 (6%)
3 (3%)

Figure 3.5 compares the SF-36 Health Survey profile of subjects in the current study
with Australian population norms (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1995a). The sample
mean scores are significantly worse than age and sex adjusted population means on all
SF-36 Health Survey scales.

90
80
70

Score

60
50
40
30
20

Current Study

10

Australian Norms
Mental Health

RoleEmotional

Social
Function

Vitality

Gen Health

Bodily Pain

Role-Physical

Phys.Function

0

Figure 3.5. Comparison of SF-36 health profile with population norms
Note: Error bars are 95% confidence interval for the standard error of the mean. Error
bars for population norms are too narrow to show on graph.

SF-36 Health Survey scores for the 106 subjects who returned both sets of
questionnaires is shown in (Table 3.9). Scores for six of the eight scales changed
significantly over the retest period. The General Health and Mental Health scales were
unchanged across test occasions.
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Table 3.9
SF-36 Health Survey scores Pre and Post-Test
Scale

Pre-test Score

Post-test Score

Difference

Sign.(2-

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

tailed)

Physical Functioning

51.1 (22.9)

60.5 (24.5)

-9.4 (21.3)

.000

Role-Physical

19.7 (31.6)

40.3 (41.8)

-20.6 (45.4)

.000

Bodily Pain

34.2 (21.1)

51.9 (23.7)

-17.7 (26.5)

.000

General Health

60.3 (21.4)

59.7 (21.8)

.5 (14.9)

.721

Vitality

42.3 (20.3

48.0 (21.6)

-5.7 (17.4)

.001

Social Functioning

60.8 (28.78)

68.9 (27.5)

-8.0 (29.2)

.006

Role-Emotional

49.2 (42.1)

61.1 (44.2)

-11.9 (44.4)

.008

Mental Health

62.4 (19.8)

63.6 (19.8)

-1.2 (15.8)

.430

Note: All scales are scored 0-100. A higher score indicates better health status. A
negative change score indicates improvement in health status.

3.5 Discussion
The aim of the sampling strategies was to achieve a representative, heterogeneous
sample. The sample appears heterogeneous in terms of the demographic and medical
history variables collected. The characteristics of the actual clinical population of adults
seeking physiotherapy treatment for low back problems is unknown. The likelihood of
the sample being representative was maximised by consecutive sampling of patients
presenting at physiotherapy clinics from the private and public sectors in areas with
varying socio-economic profiles. The health status of the sample was significantly
worse than Australian population norms on all SF-36 Health Survey scales. As
expected, the three physical scales (Physical Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily
Pain) were particularly affected. The mean scores at baseline for these scales were 32,
60 and 43 points less than age and sex adjusted population norms. Scores on the RoleEmotional scale were on average 35 points lower than normal values. The one study
located that provided values for ambulatory physiotherapy patients was conducted in the
USA (Mossberg & McFarland, 2001). The sample of 109 patients of hospital outpatient
departments and private practices had a SF-36 Health Survey profile almost identical to
the current study.
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Sampling bias may have reduced the extent to which the sample represents the
population of interest. Although the recruitment sites were diverse across the public
and private sectors, and across areas of low to high socio-economic advantage, all of the
recruitment sites were situated in urban areas. The sample therefore may not reflect
regional differences in the profile of physiotherapy clients in rural locations or in other
states and territories of the Commonwealth of Australia. In addition, the success of
consecutive sampling may have been obscured if therapists did not record instances
when they failed to approach a potential subject. Only seven instances were recorded
where therapists forgot to ask an eligible subject to enter the study and it is possible that
under-reporting occurred due to a desire by therapists to avoid the perception that they
failed to fulfil the commitment to recruit subjects to the study. For practical reasons,
people who could not read or write English were excluded and therefore the results may
not be generalisable to people from non-English speaking backgrounds. Finally, it was
not possible to test whether the 67 subjects who agreed to enter the study but who in
fact failed to return the first set of questionnaires were different to either those who did
not enter the study, or who returned one or both sets of questionnaires. This was
because therapists were not asked to record any data on these subjects apart from the
names and addresses. These were shredded to maintain patient confidentiality when
data collection was completed. It was not possible retrospectively to extract
demographic data on these subjects from the agency’s own records.
The selection of the most promising questionnaires chosen for comparison in this study
was based on their practical features and measurement properties. One questionnaire,
the Pain Disability Index that appeared suitable was not tested in the current study
(Pollard, 1984; Tait, Pollard, Margolis, Duckro & Krause, 1987). Since the study
commenced a number of new low-back questionnaires have been reported: the
Resumption of Activities of Daily Living Scale (RADL) (Williams & Myers, 1998), the
Bournemouth Questionnaire (Bolton & Breen, 1999), the Back Pain Functional Scale
(Stratford et al., 2000), and the Functional Rating Index (Feise & Menke, 2001). Future
studies could consider these instruments for further head-to-head comparisons.
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3.6 Conclusion
This chapter describes and defends the method chosen for a head-to-head comparison of
the questionnaires. Consecutive patients with low back pain seeking physiotherapy at
hospitals, community health centers and private practices were recruited. Subjects
completed random-ordered questionnaires at baseline and again after six-weeks.
Demographic and history data were collected at baseline and at follow-up subjects were
asked to rate the overall change in their back problem on a 7-level rating scale. At
baseline 140 and at follow-up 106 subjects returned the battery of questionnaires. The
sample appears representative of a general ambulatory physiotherapy patient population
seeking treatment for low back pain.
The following chapter presents the analysis of data quality, subjects’ rating of how
difficult they found each questionnaire to complete, the internal structure and interrelationships of the questionnaires.
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4 CHAPTER FOUR: Data Quality, Completion Difficulty,
Internal Structure and Inter-relationships

4.1 Chapter Aims
This chapter aims to:
•

Assess if questionnaires meet the quality criterion for missing data (< 5%).

•

Explore the characteristics of respondents returning missing data for each
questionnaire.

•

Determine ease of completion for each questionnaire.

•

Explore the internal consistency of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris,
Waddell, SF-36 Physical Functioning, Role- Physical and Bodily Pain scales.

•

Explore the factor structure of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddell,
SF-36 Physical Functioning and Role- Physical scales.

•

Assess the correlation between the questionnaires.

4.2 Introduction
In Chapter 2, the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddell and SF-36 Health Survey
were identified as the most promising questionnaires for physiotherapists to measure the
functional outcomes of treatment for low back pain in everyday clinical practice. In this
Chapter data collected by the four back-specific questionnaires and the three physical
scales of the SF-36 Health Survey will be evaluated for data quality, completion
difficulty, internal structure (internal consistency and dimensionality) and interrelationships.
Based on the published literature all the questionnaires appear to return high data quality,
but reports relating to the Oswestry are inconsistent with one study reporting missing data
up to 7% for some sections. Reports on the SF-36 Health Survey suggest that missing
data may be associated with older age and lower education level.
Previous reports suggest that the selected questionnaires are likely to be internally
consistent and unidimensional, although little data is available on the Waddell Index.
Some of the questionnaires have been shown to be moderately inter-correlated (see Table
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2.26 in Chapter 2). However, none of the reported data were derived from the population
of interest and the generalisability of reported data to an Australian physiotherapy clinical
population is not known.

The hypotheses to be tested for each aim were:
Aim 1: To assess if questionnaires meet the quality criterion for missing data.
HA: Questionnaires have 5% or less missing data
H0: Questionnaires have more than 5% missing data
Aim 2: To explore the characteristics of respondents returning missing data for each
questionnaire.
HA: Older age, female gender or lower education level are associated with missing
data.
H0: There is no association between older age, female gender, lower education
level and missing data.
Aim 3: To determine ease of completion for each questionnaire.
HA: Scales with fewer items (Waddell) and simple rating scales (Waddell and
Roland-Morris) are easier to complete than longer questionnaires with more
complex rating scales (Oswestry and Quebec). The SF-36 Health Survey is
the most difficult to complete.
H0: All questionnaires are equally easy to complete.
Aim 4: To explore the internal consistency of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris,
Waddell, SF-36 Physical Functioning, Role- Physical and Bodily Pain scales.
HA: Questionnaire items are internally consistent
H0: Questionnaire items are not internally consistent
Aim 5: To explore the factor structure of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddell,
SF-36 Physical Functioning and Role- Physical scales.
HA: Questionnaire items form a unidimensional scale.
H0: Questionnaire items do not form a unidimensional scale
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Aim 6: To assess the correlation between the questionnaires.
HA: Questionnaire scores are moderately to strongly inter-correlated (≥ .70)
H0: Questionnaire scores are significantly but weakly correlated (< .70)

4.3 Method and Analysis
4.3.1 Data Quality
Details of the procedures for data collection were described in Chapter 3.
If a questionnaire is to be a useful clinical assessment tool it must be comprehensible and
acceptable to patients, and most patients should therefore be able to complete the
questionnaire correctly without assistance. The criterion for data quality is that there
should be no more than 5% missing data. Questionnaire comprehensibility was evaluated
directly by asking subjects to rate how difficult each questionnaire was to complete, and
indirectly by examining data quality. Missing data was interpreted as an indication of
comprehension and also of applicability or acceptability of items in the questionnaires.
Incorrect data, for example giving multiple responses where only one is required, is also
an indicator of comprehension.

Aim 1: To assess if questionnaires meet the quality criterion for missing data.
HA: Questionnaires have 5% or less missing data
H0: Questionnaires have more than 5% missing data
Missing data was determined by a count of data points. The proportion of missing data at
an item level was calculated by dividing the total number of missing data points for the
item by the number of respondents and multiplying this by 100. Overall missing data
rates were calculated by dividing the total number of missing data points for the
questionnaire by the total number of possible item responses (number of subjects times
the number of items in the questionnaire), and multiplying this by 100.
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Aim 2: To explore the characteristics of respondents returning missing data for each
questionnaire.
HA: Older age, female gender or lower education level are associated with missing
data.
H0: There is no association between older age, female gender, lower education
level and missing data.
The chi-square test of independence was used to test for an association between missing
data and older age, female gender and lower education level. Chi-square testing requires
the expected frequencies in each cell of the 2 x 2 table to be at least 5.

4.3.2 Completion Difficulty
Aim 3: To determine ease of completion for each questionnaire.
HA: Scales with fewer items (Waddell) and simple rating scales (Waddell and
Roland-Morris) are easier to complete than longer questionnaires with more
complex rating scales (Oswestry and Quebec). The SF-36 Health Survey is
the most difficult to complete.
H0: All questionnaires are equally easy to complete.
The difficulty rating scale was scored:
0 = none at all
1 = a little difficult
2 = quite difficult
3 = very difficult
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test was used to test the difficulty ratings between the five
questionnaries. Bonferoni adjustment to alpha of .05 was applied for multiple
comparisons (adjusted alpha = .005).

4.3.3 Internal Consistency and Factor Analysis
Aim 4: To explore the internal consistency of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris,
Waddell, SF-36 Physical Functioning, Role- Physical and Bodily Pain scales.
HA: Questionnaire items are internally consistent
H0: Questionnaire items are not internally consistent
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For health scales where only a total score is reported, internal consistency provides a
conceptual foundation for adding together the individual item responses because all items
are inter-related. The internal consistency of each scale was examined using item-item,
corrected item-total correlations (Pearson’s r) and Cronbach’s alpha. When correlating
item scores with the total score, the item score is removed from the total score so that the
coefficient is not inflated by correlation of the item with itself. Item-item and item-total
correlations between .20 and .80, and Cronbach’s alpha values between .7 and .9 are
considered indicative of an internally consistent set of items (Streiner & Norman, 1995).
The upper values are indicative of redundancy rather than lack of internal consistency and
both strategies are utilised to reducing the number of items during questionnaire
development. In the current study the null hypothesis that a questionnaire was not
internally consistent was rejected if the item-item and item-total correlations were
significantly different from zero, if most or all were greater than .20 and if Cronbach’s
alpha was greater than .7.
Aim 5: To explore the factor structure of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddell,
SF-36 Physical Functioning and Role- Physical scales.
HA: Questionnaire items form a unidimensional scale.
H0: Questionnaire items do not form a unidimensional scale
Unidimensionality or item homogeneity (all items relate to a single underlying variable)
supports the practice of summing the scale items. More importantly it is necessary for
conversion from ordinal to interval data by Rasch analysis as will be explored in Chapter
7. The extent to which items form a unidimensional scale was explored using principal
components factor analysis. Factor analysis is based on the correlation between items and
seeks to group items that are most closely related. It allows the many items in the
questionnaire to be reduced to a few meaningful groupings or “factors” (Child, 1979).
The minimal sample size for factor analysis of five subjects per variable or test item was
met for all the questionnaires (Coakes & Steed, 1997). For this study, Principle
Components analysis was used, with oblique rotation. Oblique rotation was appropriate as
factors were expected to be related. The other alternative, varimax or orthogonal rotation,
assumes that there will be factors that are unrelated. This might be performed, for
example, on data from scales where some items are clearly related to physical and others
to mental health domains.
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Factor analysis comprises three steps (Coakes & Steed, 1997):
•

Step 1: A correlation matrix of the scale items is constructed (a matrix with no
item-item correlations in excess of .3 is not appropriate for factor analysis).

•

Step 2: The number of factors that best represent the data are identified. This step
is also called “factor extraction”

•

Step 3: The factors are rotated to provide an interpretable factor structure.

Each item is said to “load” onto a factor or factors. The loading is the correlation of the
item with the factor (Streiner & Norman, 1995). The eigenvalue, or latent root, is the sum
of squares of loadings (Child, 1979). Factors werere extracted if the eigenvalue value
was greater than 1.0.
Unidimensionality is reflected by a predominant factor. The predominant factor has a
higher eigenvalue than the other factors and explains a large proportion of variance
compared with the other factors. The remaining factors are relatively weak (Streiner &
Norman, 1995).
The SF-36 Bodily Pain scale consists of only two items so internal structure was explored
only by assessing the correlation between these item scores.

4.3.4 Comparisons and Inter-relationships
Aim 6: To assess the correlation between the questionnaires.
HA: Questionnaire scores are moderately to strongly inter-correlated (≥ .70)
H0: Questionnaire scores are significantly but weakly correlated (< .70)
It was hypothesised that questionnaire scores would be moderately to strongly intercorrelated (≥ .70). This was based on the assumption that substantial shared content of
the questionnaires would result in scores that were moderately to strongly associated.
Associations of .70 or more have been previously reported for some, but not all of the
questionnaires. Pearson’s r and linear regression was used to explore the association of
questionnaire scores.
Questionnaires were scored according to developers’ instructions. For the Oswestry a
percentage score was calculated by dividing the sum of the section scores by the total
possible score and multiplying the result by 100. The Quebec total score is the sum of the
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item scores. The Roland-Morris and Waddell are scored by a count of the statements
selected by the respondent as applicable. Data for the SF-36 were processed following
the prescribed algorithms (MOT, 1994). Missing data was substituted with the average of
the other responses in the scale when data for at least half plus one of the items in the
scale were available, and raw scale scores were transformed to 0 to 100.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Data Quality
In total there were 140 sets of questionnaires returned for the initial administration of the
questionnaires (Time 1), and 106 for the second administration six weeks later (Time 2).
For the Quebec and the Waddell there were 139 completed questionnaires at Time 1, and
for the Quebec there were 105 at Time 2. This variation in totals was due to occasions
when subjects missed an entire page of the battery of questionnaires, and one instance
when a subject did not receive one of the questionnaires.
HA: Questionnaires have 5% or less missing data
H0: Questionnaires have more than 5% missing data
Missing data rates at Time 1 are shown in Table 4.1 for all questionnaires except the
Roland-Morris. No estimation of missing data is possible for the Roland-Morris because
each item provides only a single response option. Overall missing data rates for
questionnaires were all within the 5% criterion limit. The null hypothesis was rejected.
The rate of missing data for individual items was also low, except for the Waddell item
on sexual activity, which was missed by 16-18% of subjects. In all, 28.6% of subjects
had between one and three missing data points.
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Table 4.1
Missing data rates
Percent of missing data for entire questionnaire
(range for individual items)
Time 1

Time 2

Oswestry

0.4 (0 – 1.4)

0.1 (0 – 1)

Quebec

0.6 (0 – 3)

0.6 (0 – 1.4)

Waddell

2 (0 – 16)

2 (0 – 18)

SF-36 PF

2 (0 – 5)

0.8 (0 – 2)

SF-36 RP

1 (0.7 – 3)

0.3 (0 – 3)

SF-36 BP

0

0

Total missing data = total missing data points for all items x 100
subjects x items
total missing for item
x 100
Item missing data =
subjects

HA: Older age, female gender and lower education level are associated with
missing data.
H0: There is no association between older age, female gender, lower education
level and missing data.
Table 4.2 summarised the subjects with missing items by age, gender and education level
Subjects were classified as either 49 and over, or under 49 years of age. Chi-square test
for independence of missing data and age could not be performed for all but two
questionnaires because expected frequencies were less than 5 in some of the 2x2 table
cells. The null hypothesis was retained for the Waddell (chi-square = 1.65, df = 1, p =
.05, crit = 3.84) and rejected for the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale (chi-square = 9.67,
df = 1, p = .05, crit = 3.84).
A Chi-square test of independence for missing data and female gender could only be
performed for the Waddell scale (chi-square = 5.14, df = 1, p = .05, crit = 3.84) and SF-36
Physical Functioning scales (chi-square = 2.64, df = 1, p = .05, crit = 3.84). Expected
frequency counts less than 5 in some cells precluded analysis for the other questionnaires.
The null hypothesis of no association between missing data and gender was rejected for
the Waddell and retained for the Physical Functioning scale.
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Table 4.2
Subjects with missing items by age, gender and education level

Oswestry
Quebec
Waddell
SF-36 PF
SF-36 RP
SF-36 BP

Number of
Subjects (%)
4 (3)
8 (6)
27 (19)
17 (11)
6 (4)
0

Mean
Age
73
60
59
68
53
-

Female (%)
4 (100)
7 (88)
23 (85)
14 (82)
5 (83)
-

Education
<year 10 (%)
3 (75)
5 (62)
10 (37)
9 (53)
2 (33)
-

Note: Subjects who did not complete Oswestry “Sex Life” section were not included as missing
data because the section is explicitly labelled “optional”. Subjects who missed the sex item on the
Waddell scale were included. Mean age of the sample (n = 140) was 51 years (SD 17), 66% were
female, 24% had education less than year 10.

Subjects whose highest education level was less than year 10 were categorised as having
a lower level of education. Chi-square test for an association between missing data and
lower education could be performed only for the Waddell questionnaire. For this scale
the null hypothesis that missing data is not associated with lower education levels was
retained (chi-square = 2.16, df = 1, p = .05, crit. = 3.84)

4.4.2 Completion Difficulty
HA: Scales with fewer items (Waddell) and simple rating scales (Waddell and
Roland-Morris) are easier to complete than longer questionnaires with more
complex rating scales (Oswestry and Quebec). The SF-36 Health Survey is
the most difficult to complete.
H0: All questionnaires are equally easy to complete.
Figure 4.1 shows the ratings of completion difficulty for each questionnaire at Time 1.
Few subjects rated any of the questionnaires as “very difficult” to complete although 6%
found the SF-36 “quite difficult”. Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests on the difficulty ratings
were significantly different between the SF-36 Health Survey and all other scales except
the Oswestry. The Oswestry and Quebec scales were significantly more difficult than the
Roland-Morris. The expected pattern was largely evident and the null hypothesis that all
questionnaires would be equally easy to complete was rejected.
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Percent of subjects
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p < .005

Figure 4.1 Difficulty ratings at Time 1

4.4.3 Internal Consistency and Factor Analysis
4.4.3.1 Oswestry Disability Questionnaire

Table 4.3 displays the count of subjects who selected each response option (frequency
endorsement) for the 10 Oswestry sections. Seven of the ten sections of the Oswestry
returned a range of scores of five of six possible points. Data for Section 2, Personal
Care, had a range of 0-3 and the lowest mean, indicating that this is generally the easiest
of the activities. Section 3, Lifting, had the highest mean score indicating that this is the
activity most affected by back pain.
All item-item correlations (range .17 to .64) and corrected item-total correlations (range
.46 to .74) were significant (p<.05) (Table 4.4). Cronbach’s alpha for the Oswestry items
was .84. Factor analysis identified two factors explaining 57% of total variance (Table
4.5). The second factor was weak (eigenvalue 1, explaining 10% of variance) relative to
the first factor (eigenvalue 4.7 explaining 47% of variance). The Oswestry items form an
internally consistent and unidimensional scale.
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Table 4.3
Oswestry: Item frequency endorsement (Time 1)
Response Option
Section
1 Pain Intensity

0
7

1
36

2
68

3
18

4
11

5
0

mean
1.9

2 Personal Care

62

57

15

6

0

0

0.8

3 Lifting

7

40

20

35

30

8

2.5

4 Walking

43

42

20

24

5

5

1.4

5 Sitting

18

22

59

29

9

2

1.9

6 Standing

18

42

22

40

15

3

2.0

7 Sleeping

17

82

24

15

2

0

1.3

8 Sex Life

23

42

6

9

8

8

1.6

9 Social Life

29

27

32

40

7

3

1.8

10 Travelling

13

70

24

16

13

3

1.7

Note: Response option 0 indicates no limitation, 5 indicates complete limitation.

Table 4.4
Oswestry: Item-item and corrected item-total correlations
Item

1
pain

1 pain
2 pers.care
3 lift
4 walk
5 sit
6 stand
7 sleep
8 sex life
9 social life
10 travel
Item-total

1.00
.25
.37
.17
.34
.28
.35
.42
.30
.39
.46

2
pers.
care
1.00
.25
.48
.43
.33
.30
.42
.45
.50
.55

3
lift

4
walk

5
sit

6
stand

7
sleep

1.00
.46
.34
.40
.30
.47
.41
.45
.54

1.00
.39
.44
.24
.45
.57
.53
.59

1.00
.36
.49
.41
.44
.59
.60

1.00
.29
.42
.46
.44
.53

1.00
.43
.37
.51
.50

8
sex
life

9
social
life

1.00
.50
.47
.64

1.00
.64
.67

10
travel

1.00
.74

Note: All correlations significant at .05 level.
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Table 4.5
Oswestry: Principal components analysis with oblique rotation
Factor 1

Factor 2

Eigenvalue
Variance explained (%)

4.7
47%

1.0
10%

Factor 1: Daily Activities
Section 4 Walking
Section 9 Social Life
Section 2 Personal Care
Section 6 Standing
Section 10 Travelling
Section 8 Sex Life
Section 3 Lifting

.96
.78
.70
.64
.63
.47
.47

Factor 2 Pain and Rest
Section 1 Pain
Section 7 Sleeping
Section 5 Sitting

.39

.32
.38

.84
.73
.46

Note: Values of less than .3 are not shown. Strongest factor loadings in bold.
Correlation between factors r = .47

4.4.3.2 Quebec Low Back Disability Scale

Results for the Quebec questionnaire are shown in Tables 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. Subjects used
the whole range of response options for all items and mean item scores ranged from .8 for
item 13 Take food out of refrigerator, to 3.3 for item 12 Run 100m, the easiest and
hardest activity respectively. Item-item correlations ranging from .16 to .74, and itemtotal correlations ranging from .46 to .77, were all significant (p<.05). Cronbach’s alpha
for the 20-item scale was .94. Factor analysis identified four factors explaining 68.4% of
variance. The first factor was predominant (eigenvalue 9.74, explaining 48.7% of
variance) and the other factors were relatively weak. The Quebec items form an
internally consistent and undimensional scale.
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Table 4.6:
Quebec: Item frequency endorsement (Time 1)
Response Option
Item
1 Out of bed
2 Sleep
3 Turn in bed
4 Ride in car
5 Stand 30”
6 Sit for hours
7 Stairs
8 Walk 400m
9 Walk miles
10 Reach up
11 Throw ball
12 Run 100m
13 Take food out
14 Make bed
15 Put on socks
16 Clean bath
17 Move a chair
18 Pull/push
19 Carry bags
20 Lift/carry

0
6
28
20
24
25
9
35
48
18
31
43
13
76
37
31
10
40
21
24
8

1
67
42
51
48
42
21
54
43
30
40
40
22
36
47
43
26
46
42
27
20

2
31
31
26
33
27
26
15
15
13
22
22
12
16
26
21
27
20
34
35
20

3
8
15
20
24
20
24
19
15
14
18
9
13
5
10
19
19
20
13
24
18

4
6
15
16
7
20
30
8
10
20
13
10
19
4
11
16
30
6
12
15
25

5
1
7
3
2
5
28
8
8
43
15
11
59
2
8
9
25
5
15
13
46

mean
1.3
1.8
1.8
1.6
1.9
2.9
1.5
1.4
2.8
1.9
1.5
3.3
0.8
1.5
1.8
2.8
1.4
2.0
2.1
3.2

Note: Response option 0 indicates no difficulty, 5 indicates unable to do activity.
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Table 4.7 Quebec: Item-item and item-total correlations
Item

1 out of bed
2 sleep
3 turn in bed
4 ride in car
5 stand 30”
6 sit for hours
7 stairs
8 walk 400m
9 walk miles
10 reach up
11 throw ball
12 run 100m
13 food out
14 make bed
15 socks
16 clean bath
17 move chair
18 pull/push
19 carry bags
20 lift heavy
Item-total

1
out
of
bed

2
sleep

3
turn
in
bed

4
ride
in
car

5
stand
30”

6
sit
for
hours

7
stairs

8
walk
400
m

9
walk
miles

10
reach
up

11
throw

ball

12
run
100
m

13
food
out

14
make
bed

15
socks

16
clean
bath

17
move
chair

18
pull/
push

19
carry
bags

20
lift
heavy

1.00
.44
.66
.26
.40
.20
.43
.34
.17
.37
.39
.26
.42
.42
.43
.37
.42
.31
.32
.16

1.00
.65
.28
.38
.36
.32
.30
.29
.32
.29
.20
.30
.35
.32
.32
.33
.31
.31
.28

1.00
.34
.35
.26
.38
.35
.24
.40
.36
.29
.44
.38
.49
.46
.43
.36
.35
.27

1.00
.28
.52
.48
.34
.32
.39
.42
.34
.44
.48
.49
.47
.36
.36
.45
.34

1.00
.44
.51
.51
.50
.45
.35
.44
.33
.39
.49
.40
.42
.36
.51
.41

1.00
.45
.33
.39
.34
.39
.35
.33
.38
.36
.39
.35
.40
.47
.49

1.00
.67
.61
.53
.56
.47
.54
.54
.61
.55
.59
.51
.63
.49

1.00
.69
.52
.37
.49
.47
.48
.55
.46
.46
.34
.58
.39

1.00
.52
.34
.63
.33
.38
.49
.47
.36
.36
.50
.59

1.00
.68
.45
.49
.44
.56
.63
.57
.61
.66
.58

1.00
.43
.58
.59
.53
.52
.59
.61
.64
.49

1.00
.31
.39
.48
.48
.41
.50
.48
.55

1.00
.63
.64
.51
.61
.50
.54
.42

1.00
.66
.62
.61
.53
.59
.43

1.00
.74
.56
.47
.51
.41

1.00
.57
.51
.59
.59

1.00
.71
.68
.57

1.00
.72
.69

1.00
.72

1.00

.49

.46

.54

.55

.61

.54

.75

.66

.64

.74

.69

.63

.67

.69

.74

.72

.71

.68

.77

.66

Note: All correlations significant at .05 level.
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Table 4.8
Quebec: Principal components analysis with oblique rotation

Eigenvalue
Variance explained (%)
Factor 1: Handling objects
18 Pull or push heavy doors
20. Lift and carry a heavy suitcase
19. Lift and carry two bags of groceries
17. Move a chair
11. Throw a ball
10. Reach up to high shelves

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

9.74
48.7%

1.64
8.2%

1.29
6.4%

1.02
5.1%

.91
.79
.70
.66
.65
.56

Factor 2: Bed and rest
2. Sleep through the night
3. Turn over in bed
1. Get out of bed
Factor 3: Movement activities
9. Walk several miles
8. Walk a few blocks (300-400m)
5. Stand up for 20-30 minutes
12. Run one block (about 100m)
7. Climb one flight of stairs
6. Sit in a chair for several hours

.32
.34

.87
.86
.75

.35
.32

.86
.69
.59
.58
.44
.38

Factor 4: Daily life and domestic activities
15. Put on socks (pantyhose)
13. Take food out of the refrigerator
14. Make the bed
4. Ride in a car
16. Bend over to clean the bathtub

-.37
-.42

-.71
-.78
-.65
-.58
-.51

Note: Values less than .3 are not shown. Strongest factor loadings in bold.
Correlations between factors: 1 & 2 = .37, 1 & 3 =.46, 1 & 4 = .50, 2 & 3 = .28, 2 & 4 =
.39 and 3 & 4 = .33.

4.4.3.3 Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire

Item endorsement ranged from 2% for item 19 “get dressed with help” to 76% for item 2
“Change position frequently” (Table 4.9). A large number of item-item correlations were
not significant, but all item-total correlations were significant (Table 4.10). Item-total
correlations ranged from .22 to .68 and Cronbach’s alpha was .88. Factor analysis (Table
4.11) identified seven factors explaining 63% of variance. The first factor had an
eigenvalue of 6.69 and explained 27.9% of variance. Although the other factors were
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relatively weak (eigenvalues ranged from 1.03 to 1.83), together they explained 35% of
variance. The Roland-Morris items appear to form an internally consistent scale, but one
that may not be unidimensional.

Table 4.9.
Roland-Morris: Item frequency endorsement (Time 1)
Item
1 Stay home most of the time
2 Change position frequently
3 Walk more slowly than usual
4 Not doing any usual jobs around house
5 Use a handrail to get upstairs
6 Lie down to rest more often
7 Hold onto something to get out of easy chair
8 Get other people to do things for me
9 Get dressed more slowly than usual
10 Stand up for short periods of time
11 Try not to bend or kneel down
12 Difficult to get out of a chair
13 Back painful almost all the time
14 Difficult to turn over in bed
15 Appetite is not very good
16 Trouble putting on socks/stockings
17 Walk short distances
18 Sleep less well
19 Get dressed with help
20 Sit down for most of the day
21 Avoid heavy jobs around house
22 More irritable and bad tempered
23 Go upstairs more slowly than usual
24 Stay in bed most of the time

Frequency endorsement (%)
28 (20)
106 (76)
80 (57)
53 (38)
38 (27)
60 (43)
44 (31)
45 (32)
54 (39)
67 (48)
75 (54)
53 (38)
58 (41)
66 (47)
13 (9)
65 (46)
53 (49)
68 (49)
3 (2)
15 (11)
101 (72)
44 (31)
58 (41)
11 (8)
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Table 4.10 Roland-Morris: Item-item and item-total correlations
Item
1 stay home
2 change posn.
3 walk slowly
4 do jobs
5 handrail
6 rest more
7 easy chair
8 others help
9 dress slow
10 stand
11 bending
12 get up
13 pain
14 turn over
15 appetite
16 socks
17 walking
18 poor sleep
19 dress help
20 sit down
21 heavy jobs
22 irritable
23 upstairs
24 stay in bed
Item-total
correlation

14
turn
over

15
appetite

1.00
.31
.23
.29
.33
.29
.08
.13
.23
.18
.26
.24

1.00
.24
.30
.18
.40
.16
.04
.24
.32
.14
.15

1.00
.15
.26
.28
.12
.05
.14
.10
.18
.00

.52

.43

.32

10
stand

11
bend

12
get up

13
pain

1.00
.21
.36
.50
.32
.40
.30
.59
.47
.29
.19
.06
.36
.29
.32
.26

1.00
.26
.23
.41
.18
.28
.17
.49
.21
.15
.22
.37
.15
.27
.25

1.00
.28
.17
.13
.10
.29
.43
.16
.14
.09
.44
.11
.35
.11

1.00
.30
.32
.26
.54
.42
.24
.19
.11
.16
.17
.33
.16

.65

.50

.47

.56

1
stay
home
1.00
.07
.18
.42
.18
.40
.28
.34
.37
.34
.14
.27
.34
.28
.27
.18
.38
.26
.17
.12
.15
.12
.16
.38

2
change
posn.

3
walk
slow

4
do
jobs

5
hand
-rail

6
rest
more

7
easy
chair

8
others
help

9
dress
slow

1.00
.18
.06
.08
.29
.13
.00
.18
.11
.11
.13
.27
.13
.18
.16
.06
.25
-.03
.09
.13
.13
.17
.04

1.00
.26
.33
.28
.34
.16
.39
.28
.47
.29
.26
.24
.13
.43
.56
.24
.13
.16
.49
.18
.38
.15

1.00
.19
.25
.23
.41
.38
.34
.17
.24
.24
.24
.11
.31
.33
.04
.09
.25
.35
.17
.12
.32

1.00
.19
.56
.23
.28
.28
.34
.38
.20
.07
.08
.33
.45
.08
.13
.05
.24
.17
.63
.12

1.00
.10
.36
.26
.33
.31
.10
.50
.28
.12
.21
.34
.26
.07
.17
.25
.16
.18
.28

1.00
.19
.48
.31
.26
.74
.34
.19
.15
.48
.45
.20
.22
.11
.18
.14
.40
.26

1.00
.30
.20
.27
.19
.23
.24
.10
.19
.25
.07
.22
.01
.33
.19
.14
.20

.48

.25

.56

.46

.48

.48

.57

.40
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Item
16 socks
17 walking
18 poor sleep
19 dress
20 sit down
21 heavy jobs
22 irritable
23 upstairs
24 stay in bed
Item-total
correlation

17
walking

18
poor
sleep

19
dress
help

20
sit
down

21
heavy
jobs

22
irritable

23
upstairs

24
stay in
bed

1.00
.43
.16
.16
.23
.29
.14
.29
.21

1.00
.21
.19
.21
.42
.20
.51
.32

1.00
.15
.03
.29
.27
.20
-.02

1.00
-.05
.09
.01
.08
-.04

1.00
.11
.11
.08
.24

1.00
.18
.36
.12

1.00
.18
.03

1.00
.08

1.00

.56

.68

.38

.22

.22

.52

.32

.50

.33

16
socks

Note: Values in bold are not significant at .05 level
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Table 4.11
Roland-Morris: Principal components analysis (orthogonal rotation)

Eigenvalue
% of variance
7. hold on … to get out of chair
12. difficulty getting out of chair
5. use handrail to get upstairs
16. trouble putting on socks
21. avoid heavy jobs around the house
11. avoid bending and kneeling
3. walk more slowly than usual
17. only walk short distances
23. go upstairs more slowly than usual
1. stay at home most of the time
8. get other people to do things for me
24. stay in bed most of the time
4. not doing usual jobs around the house
6. lie down to rest more often
14. difficult to turn over in bed
9. get dressed more slowly than usual
22. more irritable and bad-tempered
15. appetite is not very good
18. sleep less well
10. only stand up for short periods
19. get dressed with help
2. change position frequently
13. my back is painful almost all the time
20. sit down for most of the day

1
6.69
27.9
.85
.79
.64
.59

.42
.49

2
1.83
7.6

Factor
3
4
5
1.60 1.46 1.30
6.7
6.1
5.4

7
1.03
4.3

.43
.41
.76
.71
.69
.57
.54

.31
.35

.68
.65
.62
.60
.46

.37
.52
.69
.53
.52

.48

.44
.37

6
1.17
4.9

.39

.74
.51
.49
.42

.33
-.36
.67
.53

-.36
.76

Note: Values less than .3 are not shown. Strongest factor loadings in bold. Orthogonal
rotation used because oblique rotation failed to produce a solution in 25 iterations.

4.4.3.4 Waddell Disability Index

Table 4.12 shows that the least frequently endorsed activity was item 9 “Help with
footwear” (18%) and most frequently endorsed activity was item 1 “Require help or avoid
lifting” (74%). Ten item-item correlations did not reach significance while all item-total
correlations were significant (Table 4.13). Cronbach’s Alpha (.75) was not increased by
the step-wise removal of each item. Factor analysis identified two factors, the second
weak relative to the first, which together explained 47% of variance (Table 4.14). The
Waddell items appear to form an internally consistent and unidimensional scale.
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Table 4.12
Waddell: Item frequency endorsement (Time 1)
Frequency endorsement
(%)
Item
1 Require help or avoid lifting
2 Limit sitting to less than 30 minutes
3 Limit travelling to less than 30 minutes
4 Limit standing to less than 30 minutes
5 Limit walking to less than 30 minutes
6 Sleep disturbed
7 Miss or curtail social activities
8 Sexual activity diminished
9 Require help with footwear

Yes

No

104 (74)
62 (44)
35 (25)
102 (73)
72 (51)
92 (66)
61 (44)
70 (50)
25 (18)

36 (26)
78 (56)
105 (75)
38 (27)
68 (49)
48 (34)
79 (56)
70 (50)
115 (82)

Table 4.13
Waddell: Item-item correlations, item-total correlations and Cronbach’s Alpha
Item

1
lifting

1 lifting
2 sitting
3 travelling
4 standing
5 walking
6 sleeping
7 social
8 sexual
9 footwear
Item-total

1.00
.14
.26
.35
.40
.07
.24
.26
.23
.48

2
3
sitting travelling
1.00
.45
.20
.08
.05
.28
.14
.16
.34

1.00
.18
.33
.18
.42
.17
.39
.53

4
standing

5
walking

6
sleeping

1.00
.24
.07
.12
.24
.08
.35

1.00
.26
.19
.27
.37
.49

1.00
.21
.26
.22
.29

7
social

8
sexual

1.00
.31
.33
.47

1.00
.37
.42

Alpha if
item
.71
.74
.71
.74
.71
.74
.72
.72
removed
Note: Values in bold are not significant at .05 level. Alpha for total scale = .75

9
footwear

1.00
.46
.72
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Table 4.14
Waddell: Principal components analysis with oblique rotation
Factor 1

Factor 2

Eigenvalue
% of variance

3.06
33.9

1.14
12.7

Factor 1 Physical Endurance
Item 2. Sitting limited to less than 30 minutes
Item 3. Travelling limited to less than 30 mins
Item 4. Standing in one place limited to 30 minutes
Item 1. Require help or avoid heavy lifting
Item 5. Walking limited to less than 30 minutes

.73
.66
.64
.61
.43

.38

Factor 2 Rest and Recreation
Item 8. Sexual activity diminished in frequency
Item 6. Sleep disturbed regularly
Item 9. Regularly require help with footwear
Item 7. Regularly miss or curtail social activities

.73
.73
.61
.50

Note: values of less than .3 not shown. Strongest factor loadings in bold. Correlation
between factors = .32

4.4.3.5 SF-36 Health Survey – Physical Scales

Frequency endorsement for the Physical Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily Pain
scales are shown in Tables 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17. In the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale,
“Vigorous Activities” was most frequently limited a lot, and “Walk 100 metres” was most
frequently not limited at all. A high proportion of subjects answered yes to all four RolePhysical questions.
Table 4.15
SF-36 Physical Functioning: Frequency endorsement (Time 1)
Item 3
a Vigorous activities
b Moderate activities
c Lifting or carrying
d Several flights stairs
e One flight stairs
f Bend, kneel or stoop
g Walk more than 1km
h Walk half a km
i Walk 100metres
j Bath or dress

Limited a Lot
105
52
43
52
19
54
39
19
11
13

Limited a Little
26
71
71
61
58
73
58
56
34
53

Not limited at all
8
16
25
26
62
12
42
64
94
73
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Table 4.16
SF-36 Role-Physical: Frequency endorsement (Time 1)
Frequency
endorsement (%)
Item 4
a Cut down amount of time spent
b Accomplished less than would like
c Were limited in kind of work
d Had difficulty performing work

Yes

No

98 (72)
114 (84)
113 (83)
116 (85)

38 (28)
22 (16)
25 (18)
21 (15)

Table 4.17
SF-36 Bodily Pain: Frequency endorsement (Time 1)
Score
Item
7 Amount of pain
8 Pain interferes with work

1
5
9

2
3
23

3
11
38

4
58
40

5
44
28

6
17

Note: Item 7 has 6 and item 8 has 5 response options.
Raw scores before transformation: 1 indicates no problem, 5 or 6 severe problem.

All item-item and item-total correlations for the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale were
significant (Table 4.18) and Cronbach’s alpha was .89. Factor analysis identified two
factors explaining 63.5% of variance, with the second factor being weak relative to the
first (Table 4.19). The 10 items of the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale form an
internally consistent and unidimensional scale.
For the SF-36 Role-Physical scale all item-item and item-total correlations were
significant (Table 4.20) and Cronbach’s alpha was .85. The four items loaded onto a
single factor explaining 69.6% of variance (Table 4.21). The four items of the SF-36
Role-Physical scale for an internally consistent and unidimensional scale.
The Bodily Pain scale consists of only two items and scores of the two items were
significantly correlated (r = .68).
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Table 4.18
SF-36 Physical Functioning: Item-item and item-total correlations
3a
vigorous
activities

3b
moderate
activities

3a vigorous activities
3b moderate activities
3c lifting
3d stairs: several flights
3e stairs: one flight
3f bend, kneel, stoop
3g walk >1 km
3h walk .5 km
3i walk 100m
3j bathing or dressing

1.00
.54
.44
.50
.36
.45
.42
.36
.21
.18

1.00
.68
.52
.46
.56
.50
.51
.39
.40

Item-total correlation

.51

.69

Item

3j
bathing
or
dressing

3g
walk >
1 km

3h
walk 5
km

3i
walk
100m

1.00
.53
.51
.33
.50

1.00
.80
.50
.40

1.00
.71
.43

1.00
.51

1.00

.66

.75

.78

.64

.53

3d
several
flights of
stairs

3e
one
flight of
stairs

3f
bend,
kneel,
stoop

1.00
.48
.48
.56
.50
.45
.44
.43

1.00
.73
.48
.66
.59
.41
.32

1.00
.48
.57
.69
.61
.40

.67

.72

.73

3c
lifting

Note: All correlations are significant at .05 level.
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Table 4.19
SF-36 Physical Functioning: Principal components analysis (oblique rotation)
Eigenvalue
% variance
Factor 1: Walking and self-care
3i walking 100 meters
3h walking half a kilometre
3e climbing 1 flight of stairs
3g walking more than 1 kilometre
3j bathing or dressing yourself
Factor 2: Daily activities
3a vigorous activities
3b moderate activities
3c lifting or carrying groceries
3f bending, kneeling or stooping
3d climbing several flights of stairs

Factor 1
5.17
51.7

Factor 2
1.18
11.8

.95
.85
.73
.62
.57

.30

.89
.78
.67
.64
.47

.43

Note: values less than .3 not shown. Strongest factor loadings in bold. Correlation
between factors = .49
Table 4.20
SF-36 Role-Physical: Item-item and item-total correlations

4a Cut down amount of time spent on work or other activities
4b Accomplished less than you would like
4c Were limited in kind of work or other activities
4d Had difficulty performing the work or other activities
Item to total correlation

4a

4b

4c

4d

1.00
.57
.59
.50
.64

1.00
.56
.59
.67

1.00
.74
.75

1.00
.72

Note: All correlations significant at p < .0001

Table 4.21
SF-36 Role-Physical: Principal components analysis (no rotation)
Factor 1
Eigenvalue
% variance

2.78
69.6

4a Cut down amount of time spent on work or other activities
4b Accomplished less than you would like
4c Were limited in kind of work or other activities
4d Had difficulty performing the work or other activities

.88
.86
.91
.79
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4.4.4 Comparisons and Inter-relationships
The final aim of the chapter was to explore the inter-relationships between questionnaire
scores.
HA: Questionnaire scores are moderately to strongly inter-correlated (≥ .70)
H0: Questionnaire scores are significantly but weakly correlated (< .70)
It was hypothesized that each questionnaires would be internally consistent and
unidimensional. The null hypothesis was rejected in all cases except the RolandMorris, where the evidence that the items formed a unidimensional scale was equivocal.
Table 4.22 compares the internal consistency and factor structure of the Oswestry,
Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddell, SF-36 Physical Functioning and Role-Physical
scales.
The correlations between the questionnaire scores (Table 4.23) ranged from .30 and .76
with the weakest correlations between the SF-36 Role-Physical scale and the other
questionnaires. The null hypothesis was retained for all inter-relationships except for
the Oswestry, Quebec and Waddell questionnaires. Linear regression of scores for the
three questionnaires with the strongest associations are shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and
4.4.
Table 4.22
Comparison of internal consistency and dimensionality
Item-item
correlations
range

Item-total
correlations
range

Cronbach’s
Alpha

Number of
Factors (total
variance
explained)

Oswestry

.17 -.64a

.46 -.74a

.84

2 (57%)

Quebec

.16 -.74a

.46 -.77a

.94

4 (68%)

Roland- Morris

.00 - .63b

.22 - .68a

.88

7 (63%)

Waddell

.05 - .45c

.29 - .53a

.75

2 (47%)

SF-36 Physical Function

.18 - .80a

.51 - .78a

.89

2 (64%)

SF-36 Role-Physical

.58 - .71a

.72 - .75a

.85

1 (70%)

a

significant correlations p<.05, b79/276 Roland item-item correlations not significant,
c
10/36 Waddell item-item correlations not significant.
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Table 4.23
Correlations between questionnaire scores
Oswestry

Quebec

Roland

Waddell

Phys
Func.

Role
Phys.

Oswestry

1.00

Quebec

.76

1.00

Roland

.61

.63

1.00

Waddell

.72

.72

.54

1.00

Phys.Func.

.63

.66

.53

.54

1.00

Role Phys.

.35

.30

.38

.30

.44

1.00

Bodily Pain

.53

.45

.49

.51

.44

.63

Bodily
Pain

1.00

Note: All correlations were significtly difference from r = 0 at < .001. None of the
correlations was significantly greater than r = .7.
The scoring direction of the SF-36 scales were reversed so all correlations are positive.
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Figure 4.2 Regression of Oswestry / Quebec scores at Time 1
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Figure 4.3 Regression of Oswestry / Waddell scores at Time 1
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Figure 4.4 Regression of Quebec and Waddell scores at Time 1
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4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Data Quality
The first aim of this chapter was too assess if questionnaires meet the quality criterion
for missing data. All questionnaires (with the exception of the Roland-Morris which
could not be tested) had high data quality with missing data rates less than the 5%
criterion value.
The final missing data rates for the SF-36 physical scales were lower than shown in
Table 4.2. This is because the SF-36 Health Survey scoring algorithm allows for the
substitution of missing data with the mean item score for that scale, provided at least
half the items have been completed. Ultimately, a score for the Role-Physical scale
score could be calculated for all but four subjects and a Physical Functioning scale score
for all but one for the initial set of questionnaires. This study did not find the poor
quality of data for the Oswestry reported by Stratford et al. (1994), in which missing
data rates for Oswestry sections were up to 11% (1.4% in this study). Stratford also
found that 7% of subjects gave multiple responses per section. No subjects in the
current study returned multiple responses in any section.
While 30% of subjects chose not to complete the optional Sex Life section of the
Oswestry at time 1, 16% of subjects did not answer the question on sexual activity in
the Waddell questionnaire. That is, only about half the number of subjects who elected
not to complete the Sex Life section of the Oswestry omitted the sexual activity item on
the Waddell. Twenty-three subjects at Time 1 did not answer the sex section on the
Oswestry, but did complete the sexual activity question on the Waddell. Of these, 8
indicated on the Waddell that their sexual activity was not diminished in frequency, and
15 indicated that it was diminished. Thus, the forced choice format of the Waddell
Index elicited more responses (and more information) than the optional approach of the
Oswestry. For the Waddell Index the missed item is scored as though the response were
negative and this may not accurately reflect the actual situation (which may be yes, no
or not willing to say). The rate of non-completion of the Oswestry sex life section in the
current study (30%) was higher than the 24% reported by Fisher and Johnston (1997),
and 11% reported by Stratford et al. (1994). The results of the current study indicate
that a forced-choice question on sex-life may be more likely to be completed than an
optional question.
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The second aim was to explore the characteristics of respondents returning missing data
for each questionnaire. It was hypothesized that older age, female gender and lower
education levels would be associated with missing data. An association between
missing data and older age has been noted by several authors (Andresen et al., 1996;
Brazier et al., 1992; McHorney, Ware et al., 1994). McHorney et al (1994) also
reported that missing data rates were higher amongst people with lower levels of
education and lower incomes. It would seem reasonable to anticipate that that people
with low literacy skills, or age-related visual or cognitive impairments will have greater
difficulty with self-administered questionnaires. Due to low levels of missing data only
three associations could be statistically tested. For the Waddell questionnaire there was
an association found for missing data with female gender, but not with older age or
lower education level. For the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale there was an
association of missing data with older age, but not with female gender.

4.5.2 Completion Difficulty
The third aim of this chapter was to determine ease of completion for each
questionnaire. It was hypothesized that the Waddell and Roland, with their simple
rating scales, would be easier to complete than longer or more complex scales such as
the Oswestry and Quebec, and that the SF-36 Health Survey would be the most difficult
to complete. Testing of the mean difficulty ratings indicated that patients find the SF-36
Health Survey more difficult to complete than most other questionnaires. Contrary to
the hypothesised ease of completion the Waddell was not significantly easier to
complete than any of the other back-specific questionnaires and the Roland was
significantly easier than the Oswestry. Overall few subjects found any of the
questionnaires more than “a little difficult” to complete and they are clearly all
acceptable on that basis.

4.5.3 Internal Consistency and Factor Analysis
The Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddell, SF-36 Physical Functioning, RolePhysical and Bodily Pain scales were all shown to be internally consistent. The
Oswestry, Quebec, Waddell, SF-36 Physical Functioning and SF-36Role- Physical
scales were also unidimensional.
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4.5.3.1 Oswestry Disability Questionnaire

Results confirm the Oswestry questionnaire is internally consistent and unidimensional.
The strongest item-item correlation was between Section 9 Social life and Section 10
Travelling (r = .64), a relationship that makes intuitive sense as socialising often
involves travel to a venue away from home. The weak correlation between Section 1
Pain intensity and Section 4 Walking (r =.17) was similar to that reported by Tibbles et
al. (1998) (r = .16) indicating that back pain does not systematically limit walking. The
few non-significant item-item correlations reported by Tibbles et al. may be a function
of the overall lower mean Oswestry scores in that study (24 compared with 35 in the
current study) of 102 chiropractic patients.
Significant item to total correlations (r = .46 to .74) and Cronbach’s alpha (.84), indicate
acceptable levels of internal consistency and are consistent with previous reports (Fisher
& Johnston, 1997; Kopec et al., 1995; Tibbles et al., 1998).
Factor analysis identified two factors, “Daily Activities” and “Pain and Rest”, which
explained 47% and 10% of variance respectively. The predominant first factor and the
moderate correlation between the two factors (r = .47) provide evidence that the
Oswestry items form a unidimensional scale. Travelling and Sex Life loaded most
strongly onto the Daily Activities factor, but also were also associated with the Pain and
Rest factor. Travelling, which usually involves prolonged sitting, is conceptually
related to sitting or rest. Sitting primarily loading onto Pain and Rest, and to a lesser
extent onto Daily Activities. The Pain and Sleeping sections loaded strongly onto the
second factor, reflecting their conceptual difference from the other items.
The results of factor analysis of this data are somewhat different to those reported by
Fisher and Johnston (1997) although they also reported that two factors best described
their data. In the current study the second factor contained the pain, sleeping and sitting
sections and in the Fisher and Johnston study the second factor contained the personal
care, sleeping and sex sections. Fisher and Johnston (1997) used the original Oswestry
version and performed a varimax (orthogonal) rotation on their data. In the current
study an oblique rotation was considered as more appropriate, as factors were expected
to be related. The two factors explained 45% of variance in the Fisher and Johnston
study, compared with 57% in the current study, possibly as a consequence of sampling
variability or random variations in relationships between items. In the current study
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subjects were recruited from physiotherapy practices and departments in public and
private health services and 66% reported their problem was of less than six months
duration and few had undergone surgery. The data reported by Fisher and Johnston was
collected from 190 subjects with a very long duration of low back pain (mean 7.6 years,
SD = 6.8 years) most of whom had previously had surgery for their back problem.
Fisher and Johnson found that the pain section loaded equally onto both factors whereas
in the current study pain was strongly associated with the second factor. While this may
be due to the different factor analysis techniques, if may also be explained by the use of
the modified Oswestry in the current study, in which pain is not assessed in relation to
analgaesic medication.

4.5.3.2 Quebec Low Back Disability Scale

Results confirm the Quebec scale is internally consistent and unidimensional. The
weakest item-item correlations were between conceptually unrelated activities (e.g. item
1 Get out of bed and item 20 Lift and carry a heavy suitcase r = .16; item 1 and item 9
Walk several miles r = .17). Stronger correlations were apparent between conceptually
related activities. For example, item 15 Put on socks and item 16 Bend over to clean the
bathtub (r = .74) are both activities that require forward bending. Item 19 Carry two
bags of groceries and item 20 Lift and carry a heavy suitcase (r = .72), item 19 and item
18 Pull or push heavy doors (r = .72), and item 18 and item 17 Move a chair (r = .71)
likewise are pairs of items that involve very similar activities or body movements.
Item to total correlations (r = .46 to .77) and Cronbach’s alpha (.94) were consistent
with previous reports (Kopec et al., 1995; Schoppink et al., 1996). The high alpha value
suggests that there may be some item redundancy in the Quebec scale.
Principal components analysis with oblique rotation identified four factors that together
explained 68.4% of the variance. The first factor (explaining 48.7% of variance) was
clearly predominant. It had an eigenvalue of 9.74 compared with the three other,
relatively weak, factors that had eigenvalues of 1.64, 1.29 and 1.02. The Quebec scale
can therefore be considered unidimensional.
In this study the factors were labelled “Handling Objects”, “Bed and Rest”, “Movement
Activities” and “Daily Life and Domestic Activities” reflecting the item content. These
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factors were similar to those reported by Kopec et al. (1996) who identified seven
factors from a pool of 48 items. The items loading together onto a common factor in
the present study also loaded (primarily or secondarily) onto a common factor in the
study by Kopec. There were only 3 items that grouped with a different set of items in
the present study compared to the analysis by Kopec. These items were “Throw a ball”
in factor 1, “Sit in a chair for several hours” in factor 3 and “Ride in a car” in factor 4.
The latter two items loaded onto a common factor in the study by Kopec and
conceptually one would anticipate they would both be measuring the ability to sustain a
sitting position. However, the wording of both items was different in the preliminary
version of the questionnaire tested by Kopec12 and this may have contributed to
different results. Sample differences may also have contributed to slightly different
factor groupings. Subjects in the current study tended to be older, have lower levels of
education and were more likely to be female than the sample in the Kopec study. The
pattern of responses to an activity such as “Throw a ball” may well be different if more
subjects are older females because it is an activity in which they may not engage.
Kopec et al. (1995) argued for a single summed score for the Quebec scale because they
found high correlations between items and a predominant factor explaining 53% of
variance. The results of the present study supports that position because the first factor
is clearly predominant and all items have moderate to strong item-total correlations. It
appears reasonable to score the Quebec as a summative scale.

4.5.3.3 Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire

Three items were selected by less than 10% of the sample: 19 Get dressed with help
(2%), 24 Stay in bed most of the time (8%) and 15 Appetite not very good (9%). This is
consistent with previous reports of frequency endorsement (Stratford & Binkley, 1997;
Williams & Myers, 2001) in ambulatory clinical populations.
Many item-item correlations were not significant. The highest item-item correlation
was between items 5 and 23 (r = .63), which both relate to going up stairs. Other
moderate correlations were apparent between item pairs relating to similar activities:
item 9 Dress slowly and item 16 Putting on socks (r = .59), item 3 Walk slowly and
item 17 Walk short distances (r = .56) and item 5 Use a handrail to get upstairs and item
12

Item 4 “Ride in a car”, was “Travel 1 hour in a car” in the version tested by Kopec. Item 6 “Sit
in a chair for several hours”, was “Sit for 4 hours”.
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7 Hold onto something to get out of a chair (r = .56). Williams & Myers (2001) were
the only authors located who reported item-item and item-total correlations for the
Roland-Morris in a study of workers with an acute injury. Despite the different sample,
their item-item correlation range of -.01 to .74 is similar to the range of -.03 to .63 in the
current study. Item-total correlations in the current study were .22 - .68 and all
significant while in the Willliams and Myers study the range was .05 - .61. Williams
and Myers noted that the four items with item-total correlations below .20 (items 19, 20,
22 and 24) also had low frequency endorsement. In the current study the two lowest
item-total correlations (item 19 Get dressed with help, and item 20 Sit down for most of
the day) also had low frequency endorsement.
Cronbach’s alpha of .88 in the current study was consistent with previous reports (Hsieh
et al., 1992; Jarvikoski et al., 1993; Kopec et al., 1995; Williams & Myers, 2001).
Despite the many insignificant item-item correlations, significant item-total correlations
and Cronbach’s alpha in the current study suggest that the Roland-Morris items can be
considered internally consistent.
Factor analysis with oblique rotation failed to produce a solution in 25 iterations.
Varimax (orthogonal) rotation identified seven factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0
explaining 63% of variance. Twelve items loaded onto two or three factors and this,
together with the large number of factors, precludes a simple interpretation of the factor
structure. It was decided, therefore, not to name the factors in this study. The items that
had the weakest item-item and item-total correlations (numbers 2, 15, 18, 19, 20, 22 and
24) loaded onto factors that explain the least amount of variance. Williams and Myers
(2001) reported a four-factor solution explaining 55% of variance and also found many
items loaded onto more than one factor. In the current study a total of 63% of variance
was explained by the seven factors, and the first factor explained only 28% of variance.
This does not provide convincing evidence of item homogeneity. However, the less
than clear factor solution in the current study may be partly explained by the response
options for the Roland-Morris. The Roland-Morris has a single check-box response
option indicating a “yes” response, and “no” if the box is left blank. Comrey (1978)
suggests that questionnaires using yes/no response choices are not appropriate for factor
analysis if there are unequal proportions answering yes and no to different items. In
these cases the maximum possible correlation between two items is limited and this can
distort the factor structure.
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4.5.3.4 Waddell Disability Index

The nine items of the Waddell Disability Index appear to form an internally consistent
scale. Item-item, item-total and Cronbach’s alpha have not previously been reported for
the Waddell scale. A number of non-significant item-item correlations were found
between dissimilar activities (e.g. sleeping and standing, .07; sleeping and sitting, .05).
All item-total correlations were significant and Cronbach’s alpha was .75. The small
number of items in the Waddell index probably contributed to the relatively low alpha
value, which is nevertheless within the range generally considered indicative of
acceptable internal consistency (Streiner & Norman, 1995).
The current study found that items loaded onto two factors. Factor 1 was labelled
“Physical Endurance” to describe the activities of sitting, travelling, standing, lifting
and walking. Factor 2, labelled “Rest and Recreation”, contained the items for sleep,
sexual and social activities, and footwear. One item, walking, loaded significantly onto
both factors. The scale can be considered unidimensional as the second factor was
relatively weak and the two factors were moderately correlated (r = .32). Only 47% of
total variance was explained by the factor solution.
The results from the current study do not support the results of Waddell and Main
(1984), who reported that all items loaded onto a single factor. In that study, the
Waddell Disability Index was administered by interview. Interviewer effects, as well as
differences in the sample characteristics may have contributed to the different results.
The current study sample was older, included more females and was more diverse in
terms of pain duration. The Waddell and Main sample had chronic low back pain and
patients entered the study following medical referral to specialist orthopaedic clinics.
Despite sharing the problems of the dichotomous scale with the Roland-Morris, a clear
factor structure was demonstrated. This may be due to the purely physical domain
content of the Waddell, the absence of extreme yes/no splits for any item and the larger
sample per item (15 subjects per item for the Waddell compared with 6 for the RolandMorris questionnaire).
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4.5.3.5 SF-36 Health Survey – Physical Scales

All ten items of the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale were significantly intercorrelated. The lowest item-to-item correlations were between unrelated activities (e.g.
3a Vigorous activities and 3j Bathing or dressing r = .18). The highest correlations were
between the two items relating to walking (r = .80) and the two items relating to
climbing stairs (r = .73). Cronbach’s alpha of .89 was between the lowest value of .86
reported by Watson et al (1996) and highest value of .94 by Krousel-Wood et al (1994).
The significant item-item, item-total correlations and Cronbach’s alpha confirm that the
SF-36 Physical Functioning scale is internally consistent.
Factor analysis identified a predominant “Walking and Self-Care” factor that accounted
for 52% of variance, with a weaker factor labelled “Daily Activities”. One item (climb
several flights of stairs) loaded almost equally onto both factors. The Physical
functioning scale can be considered unidimensional and summing items to a total score
is appropriate.
The SF-36 Role-Physical scale was also found to be internally consistent and
unidimensional. The four items all relate to limitation in the amount of time spent
performing work, the amount of work accomplished, kind of work and difficulty
performing work. Significant item-item and item-total correlations and Cronbach’s
alpha indicate an internally consistent scale. Factor analysis confirmed that all four
items load onto a common factor explaining 70% of the variance.
The correlation between the two items of the Bodily Pain scale indicate they form an
internally consistent, albeit brief, scale.

4.5.4 Comparisons and Inter-relationships
All the scales were internally consistent and, with the exception of the Roland-Morris,
were clearly unidimensional. Although all scales were significantly correlated with the
others, the coefficients of determination (r2) indicate that in many cases the scores on
one questionnaire accounted for little variability in another. The hypothesis that
correlations between the questionnaires would be at least r = .70 was supported only for
the Oswestry with the Quebec and Waddell questionnaires, although the values are not
significantly greater than .70. These three scales appear to be collecting similar though
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not identical information. The correlation between the Oswestry and Waddell scales in
the current study (r = .72) is similar to that reported by Waddell and Main (1984) (r =
.70). The correlations between the Oswestry and Quebec (r = .76) and Quebec and
Physical Functioning (r = .66) are very similar to those reported by Kopec et al. (1995)
(r = .77 and .67 respectively). The correlation of .61 between the Oswestry and RolandMorris is similar to the lowest value of .66 previously reported (Leclaire et al., 1997)
although a correlation as high as .80 has been reported (Stratford & Binkley, 1997).
While the correlations in the current study are broadly similar to previous reports, direct
comparisons between values derived from very different samples has limited value.
The SF-36 Role Physical and Bodily Pain scales had significant, but weak correlations
with the other scales. These two scales strongest association was with each other (r =
.63). These two SF-36 scales appear to be collecting somewhat different information
than the other scales, which ask specifically about activity limitations.
It is likely that the lack of a strong correlation between questionnaires reflects not only
differences in the item content, but also differences in response options and item
wording. For example, all four of the low-back specific questionnaires ask about sleep
disturbance. The Oswestry and Quebec scales both have six response options, but the
Oswestry asks to what extent sleep is disturbed while the Quebec asks how difficult it is
to sleep through the night. This should result in the questions being interpreted
differently and quite different answers. One subject who selected in the Oswestry
Sleeping section “Because of pain I have less than 2 hours sleep”, selected “minimally
difficult” as the response on the Quebec item “Sleep through the night”. The RolandMorris and Waddell scales both have dichotomous (yes/no) response options but the
wording of their respective sleep items is quite different. The Roland-Morris states “I
sleep less well because of my back” and the Waddell asks “Is your sleep disturbed
regularly (i.e. more than 2-3 times per week)?” Of 140 subjects, 104 consistently
answered yes or no to both items (74% agreement, kappa = .49). Another example of
how wording results in a different response are the items in the Roland-Morris and
Waddell scales relating to putting on socks. The Roland-Morris states “I have trouble
putting on my socks (or stockings) because of the pain in my back” while the Waddell
asks “Do you regularly require help with footwear (ie, tights, socks, or tying laces)?”.
Only 66% of subjects (kappa = .28) consistently answered yes or no to both these items.
There is a considerable difference between having trouble, and requiring help putting on
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socks. The Waddell item reflects a greater level of disability than the Roland-Morris
item.
Limitations of the current study were twofold:
•

Because the study was administered by mail it was not possible to control the extent
to which subjects sought assistance from others in completing the questionnaires.
Data quality may have been enhanced if many subjects received assistance.
However, this does not threaten the generalisability of the results because in a
clinical setting there would always be someone available to assist patients having
difficulty completing a questionnaire.

•

The sample size of 140 was only minimally acceptable for factor analysis on the
basis that at least 5 subjects per item are required and a total of 100 is acceptable
(Coakes & Steed, 1997). A sample size of 200 or more is considered preferable
(Coakes & Steed, 1997) or essential (Comrey, 1978). However, despite the limited
sample size factor, reasonable solutions were obtained for all scales except the
Roland-Morris.

4.6 Conclusion
The analysis in this Chapter provided little basis on which to recommend one
questionnaire over another. All questionnaires had high data quality and most subjects
had little or no difficulty completing any of the questionnaires. All the questionnaires
form internally consistent scales. All questionnaires were unidimensional (scales that
assess a consistent underlying construct) except the Roland-Morris, for which the
evidence from factor analysis was equivocal.
The Oswestry, Quebec and Waddell scales had the most in common in terms of the
ability of scores on one questionnaire to predict scores on the others. Only three
questionnaires inter-correlated at r = .70 or higher (Oswestry, Quebec and Waddell).
All the questionnaires, to a greater or lesser extent, appear to be measuring varying
aspects of activity limitation, largely as a result of content and wording differences but
also because of scaling differences.
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5 CHAPTER FIVE: Reliability and Responsiveness

5.1 Chapter Aims
This chapter aims to:
•

Compare the reliability of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddell and SF-36
Physical Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily Pain scales.

•

Calculate the Minimum Detectable Change (90% confidence) for each questionnaire
(MDC90).

•

Establish the scale width of the questionnaires.

•

Compare the responsiveness of the questionnaires.

•

Test the validity of the responsiveness indices.

•

Quantify the Minimum Clinically Important Difference (MCID) for each
questionnaire.

5.2 Introduction
Chapter 4 explored the data quality, difficulty ratings, internal structure and interrelationships of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, and Waddell Questionnaires, and the
Physical Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily Pain scales of the SF-36 Health Survey. In
this chapter, the test-retest reliability and the responsiveness of the questionnaires are
analysed. At present there is a lack of information on the reliability and responsiveness of
the questionnaires in the population of interest, and no data that allows conclusions about the
relative reliability and responsiveness of the questionnaires. This study used a head-to-head
comparison to examine the comparative reliability and responsiveness of the questionnaires
in an ambulatory clinical population seeking physical therapy for low back pain in a range of
healthcare settings.
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5.2.1 Reliability
High test-retest reliability coefficients have generally been reported for the Oswestry,
Quebec, Roland-Morris, and SF-36 physical scales. There is a lack of information on the
reliability of the Waddell scale. The measurement properties of questionnaires need to be
derived from or confirmed on data obtained from the population of clinical interest
(McHorney, Ware et al., 1994; Streiner & Norman, 1995). This is particularly the case for
data on reliability, because the information is required to interpret scores of individuals.
Client groups attending other health services (eg. orthopaedic surgeons) cannot be assumed
to be representative of the population receiving physiotherapy. Much of the information
currently available on the reliability of the five questionnaires are either not from studies of
physiotherapy patients (Baker et al., 1989; Beurskens, de Vet, Koke, van der Heijden &
Knipschild, 1995; Fairbank et al., 1980; McHorney, Ware et al., 1994; Roland & Morris,
1983a; Stucki et al., 1995; Waddell & Main, 1984) or are from only one or two hospitals or
practices (Fairbank et al., 1980; Riddle, Stratford & Binkley, 1998; Roland & Morris, 1983a;
Stratford, Binkley, Solomon et al., 1996; Stratford et al., 1998; Stratford, Finch et al., 1996;
Stucki et al., 1995). Kopec et al. (1995) recruited subjects from a range of treatment centres,
but only 65% were from physiotherapy clinics. No studies were located that reported testretest reliability of any of the scales in a general ambulatory clinical population in an
Australian physiotherapy setting. Re-test periods in many reliability studies were very short.
Data stability may vary with time between measurements. The variability in the scores of
stable subjects is likely to be greater over a typical clinical re-test period (4-6 weeks) than
over very short re-test periods (Davidson & Keating, 2002).
All measurements of health status will exhibit some random variability, even when the
condition would not be considered to have changed. To be of clinical utility, clinicians need
to know when an observed change in measurements exceeds the expected random
fluctuations. A clinically useful expression of reliability is the MDC90, which is the amount
of change one needs to observe in a questionnaire score to be 90% confident that this change
exceeds expected measurement error. The current study combines the concept of floor and
ceiling effects with the MDC90 to describe the “scale width” of a questionnaire. No
improvement can be detected for an individual who scores the best possible score prior to
treatment and no deterioration can be detected for an individual who scores the worst
possible score on a particular scale. The lowest and highest possible scores are called the
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“floor” and “ceiling” of the scale. Whether the highest score is the best or worst possible
score depends on the scoring direction of the scale. McHorney and Tarlov (1995) suggested
that health surveys on which more than 15% of respondents score the lowest or highest
possible score are not useful clinical tools. However, because an observed change in scores
must be at least equal to the MDC90 to be 90% confident that the observed change is not
simply due to measurement error, it is reasonable to propose that questionnaires with more
than 15% of respondents scoring within the MDC90 at the upper or lower end of the available
score range should be rejected. For example, if a questionnaire has a possible score range of
zero to 100, and a MDC90 of 15 points, then no more than 15% of subjects should score less
than 15 or more than 85. In this study the term “scale width” is used to indicate the capacity
of a scale to register initial scores that are far enough onto the scale to allow detection of
change in scores over time.

5.2.2 Responsiveness
Responsiveness is defined as “the ability of a test to detect clinically important change, even
if that change is small” (Guyatt et al., 1989, p. 404). Relative responsiveness of
questionnaires can only be assessed using a head-to-head comparison, where the same
subjects complete all questionnaires. This is because all the responsiveness indices are
affected by sample differences that invalidate between-study comparisons.
To date three published studies have compared the responsiveness of some of the five
questionnaires in head-to-head comparisons. These were presented in detail in Chapter 1
(Section 1.4.7). The Oswestry and Roland questionnaires were compared by Stratford et al
(1994) in Ontario, Canada and by Beurskens et al. (1996) in the Netherlands. Kopec et al.
(1995) in Quebec, Canada examined reliability and responsiveness of the Oswestry, Quebec,
Roland and the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale. All three studies administered the
questionnaires on two occasions and used a global change scale as the criterion of clinically
meaningful change. Direct comparison of these three studies is hampered by differences in
subject characteristics, the use of different re-test periods, differing interventions, differing
global change scales, and the variety of strategies for classifying subjects as changed or
unchanged. Stratford and colleagues (1994) concluded that the Oswestry and Roland were
equally responsive over 4-6 weeks. Beurskens and colleagues (1996) concluded that the
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Roland was more responsive than the Oswestry over 5-weeks. Kopec et al (1995)
administered the Oswestry, Roland, Quebec and SF-36 Physical Functioning scale on two
occasions with the follow-up period varying from 2 to 6 months and concluded that the
Roland appeared to be more responsive than the Quebec or the Oswestry and the SF-36
Physical Functioning scale was considerably less responsive than the other scales.
Of these three studies, only Stratford and colleagues tested whether there were real
differences in the observed responsiveness of competing questionnaires. The conclusions of
the other authors were based on the rank order of the magnitude of the particular
responsiveness index used. However, without statistical testing of the difference between
responsiveness indices, it is not clear whether observed differences indicate genuine or
chance variations (Stratford, Binkley & Riddle, 1996).
Many methods have been proposed to explore responsiveness (Stratford, Binkley & Riddle,
1996). All involve the administration of the questionnaire before and after a period of time
during which subjects typically receive treatment. It is expected that function will improve
during the re-test period. Approaches to responsiveness can be classified either as
distribution-based or criterion-based (See section 1.4.8 in Chapter 1). Distribution-based
methods evaluate change alone. Criterion-based methods attempt to quantify score changes
that indicate clinically meaningful, or valid change (Lydick & Epstein, 1993; Stratford,
Binkley & Riddle, 1996). Criterion-based methods require that a judgement be made as to
whether or not clinically meaningful change has occurred over the re-test period. This is
often achieved by having the subjects rate the overall amount of change they have
experienced (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.8.3) (Beurskens et al., 1996; Kopec et al., 1995;
Stratford et al., 1994; Stratford, Finch et al., 1996).
The proliferation of responsiveness indices is an indication of the lack of agreement as to the
best conceptual and statistical approach to the problem. This study therefore aimed to test
the validity of the various responsiveness indices using a study design analogous to a “known
groups” validity design. The hypothesis was that a valid responsiveness index could
discriminate between score changes on health measurement scales that are designed to
measure change in patients with low back pain, and score changes on a scale that is not
expected to change. Although groups with low back pain, on average, have SF-36 General
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Health scores that are lower than population norms (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1995a;
Garratt et al., 1993; Lyons et al., 1994; Taylor et al., 1999) the scores do not change
significantly over time in groups of patients with low back conditions following laminectomy
(Albert et al., 1996), multidisciplinary rehabilitation (Lansky et al., 1992), physiotherapy
(Jette & Jette, 1996), surgery, facet or epidural injection, or physiotherapy (Taylor et al.,
1999). In the current study the SF-36 General Health scale scores did not change
significantly over the retest period (mean change 0.5, SD = 14.9, t = .358, p = .721). The SF36 GH scale was therefore chosen as the reference scale.

5.2.3 Minimum Clinically Important Difference
In Chapter 1 it was proposed that the minimum detectable change (MDC) combined the
concepts of reliability and responsiveness, while the minimum clinically important difference
(MCID) combined the concepts of validity and responsiveness (Chapter 1, Section 1.4.8, Fig
1.1). Therapists need to know whether the change score exceeds the level of change that is
due to measurement error (MDC90) and whether the change is perceived as important by the
client. The MDC90 defines the minimum statistically acceptable difference in scores to be
90% confident that change beyond measurement error has been observed. The MCID is
defined as “the smallest difference in score …which patients perceive as beneficial”
(Jaeschke et al., 1989. p 408). Interpretation of questionnaire score change is problematic
when the MDC90 is larger than the MCID. This study therefore aimed to estimate the MCID
to facilitate a comprehensive interpretation of questionnaire change scores.
There is no single agreed approach to determining the MCID in questionnaire scores. The
simplest approach is to calculate the mean change in questionnaire scores for subjects who
respond to each level of a global change rating scale. Jaesche et al (1989) calculated the
MCID as the average score for subjects who rated their condition +1 to +3 on a 7-level scale
where 0 was “no change”. That is, the average of scores for subjects who rated their
condition “almost the same, hardly any better at all”, “a little better”, or “somewhat better”.
Juniper et al (1994) used the same global rating scale, but used the average score for patients
who rated themselves +2 and +3 (“a little better and “somewhat better”) as the MCID. Their
reasoning was that ratings of +1 or –1 on a 7-level scale should not be considered as
representing a clinically important change. The position that ratings of only a little change
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do not represent clinically important change is supported by other authors (Beurskens et al.,
1996; Stratford et al., 1994; Stratford, Finch et al., 1996).
Two other approaches to determining the MCID of clinical measurements have been
described in the literature: an expert consensus approach (Goldsmith, Boers, Bombardier &
Tugwell, 1993), and a scheme where patients interview each other and then rate themselves
relative to the other patients (Redelmeier et al., 1996). Compared to the use of a global rating
scale, these interview-based approaches are time-consuming and expensive. Redelmeier et al
(1996) found that the global rating and the patient paired-interview approaches yielded
similar results.
Another approach to determining the MCID is to use ROC curve analysis (see Chapter 1,
section 1.4.8.3.4). This analysis technique is often reported as a responsiveness index, with
the sample dichotomised on the basis of the global rating scale into those whose condition
has not changed and those who have improved. Stratford et al (1996) pointed out that the
point closest to the top-left of the curve is the change-score that best discriminates between
subjects who have improved by at least a clinically important amount, and those who have
not changed. The change-score cut-point closest to the top-left of the curve can therefore
provide a value for the MCID. Although the ROC method has been widely used for
describing responsiveness of questionnaires, it has not often been used to establish the
MCID.
The aims and hypotheses for this section of the reasearch were:
Aim 1: To compare the reliability of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddell and SF36 Physical Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily Pain scales.
HA: There are differences amongst the questionnaires on the measurement property of
test-retest reliability.
H0: There are no differences in the test-retest reliability of the questionnaires.
Aim 2: To calculate the Minimum Detectable Change (90% confidence) for each
questionnaire (MDC90).
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Aim 3: To establish the scale width of the questionnaires.
HA: Questionnaires have ≤15% of subjects with baseline scores that would not allow
improvement or deterioration in scores to be detected with 90% confidence.
H0: Questionnaires have >15% of subjects with baseline scores that would not allow
improvement or deterioration in scores to be detected with 90% confidence.
Aim 4: To compare the responsiveness of the questionnaires.
HA: There are differences amongst the questionnaires on the measurement property of
responsiveness.
H0: There are no differences in the responsiveness of the questionnaires.
Aim 5: To test the validity of the responsiveness indices.
HA: The responsiveness index discriminates between the low-back relevant scales and
the SF-36 General Health scale.
H0: The responsiveness index does not discriminate between the low-back relevant
scales and the SF-36 General Health scale.
Aim 6: To quantify the Minimum Clinically Important Difference (MCID) for each
questionnaire.

5.3 Method and Analysis
5.3.1 Reliability
Questionnaires were scored according to developers’ instructions. The Oswestry, Quebec
and SF-36 scales have total possible scores between 0 and 100, the Roland-Morris is scored 0
to 24, and the Waddell 0 to 9. A higher score for the SF-36 scales indicates better
functioning, but for the four low back questionnaires, a higher score indicates worse function.
Change scores were calculated by subtracting the score at the second administration from the
score of the first administration of the questionnaires for each subject. A positive change
score indicates improvement in health status for the low back questionnaires, whereas a
negative change score indicates improvement in SF-36 scale scores. Score distributions were
examined by visual inspection of histograms and box plots and formally tested for normality
with the KS-Lillifors statistic.
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Test-retest reliability was explored for the sub-group of patients identified post-hoc as
unchanged over the six-week retest period. Based on clinical experience and results of other
studies (Beurskens et al., 1996; Stratford, Finch et al., 1996) it was concluded that patients
who rated themselves as only “a little better” are unlikely to have experienced clinically
meaningful change. Subjects were therefore classified as “unchanged” who rated their
condition as “about the same” or only “a little better/worse” on the global rating scale. A
paired t-test was used to test the hypothesis that the questionnaire scores for the unchanged
group at the two administrations were not significantly different (p < .05). Subjects who
reported that they were “better”, “much better” or that the problem was “completely gone”
were classified as improved. The equivalence of the unchanged and improved groups was
tested using t-tests for initial questionnaire scores and age, and chi-square test for
independence for the variables of sex, work-status, duration of problem, pain location and
number of previous episodes (p < .05). These variables were tested because it was
anticipated that subjects who did not change over the re-test period may have higher initial
questionnaire scores, be older, female, unemployed, have a longer duration of pain, have
radiating pain and have more previous episodes, than subjects who improved.
Parametric tests were used wherever data represented an underlying continuum (such as
activity limitation) as it has been demonstrated that even severely abnormal distributions
have little effect on the result of the t or F test when the samples come from the same
population, and violation of the homogeneity of variance assumption has little effect on
results provided the sample sizes are similar (Boneau, 1960; Glass et al., 1972; Havlicek &
Peterson, 1977; Plummer & Ilsley, 1996; Zimmerman, 1993; Zimmerman & Zumbo, 1989).
Test-retest reliability was calculated using the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 2,1 (ICC2,1)
(Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). Differences between correlation coefficients was tested using
Fisher’s Z transformation, and Equation 5.1 (Kleinbaum, Kupper, Muller & Nizam 1998).

Z=

Z1 - Z2

(Equation 5.1)

1
1
+
n1 - 3 n2 - 3
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The obtained Z was compared to the two-tailed probability value for Z and the null
hypothesis rejected if the obtained probability value was less than .05.
There are 21 pairwise comparisons between reliability coefficients for the seven scales.
Apha was set at .05 and no adjustment was made for multiple comparisons to avoid
increasing the Type II error rate in which an incorrect null hypothesis about scale
equivalence is retained (Perneger, 1998; Rothman, 1990). Actual p values were provided to
allow the reader to make the adjustment (to .05/21 = .0024) if they wish.

The minimum detectable change (MDC90) was calculated as the 90% confidence interval of
the error associated with repeated measurements. The standard error of measurement was
determined by the formula:
SEM = SDAV

1− r

(Equation 5.1)

Where SDAV was the average standard deviation of the scores at baseline and follow-up and r
the reliability coefficient. The error associated with the repeated measures was calculated by
the formula:

SEM repeat =

2 x SEM

(Equation 5.2)

Equation 5.2 is performed because there is error associated with both the first and second
measurement (Christensen & Mendoza, 1986). The MDC90 was calculated by multiplying
the result by 1.64 (the tabled z value on the 90th percentile). This can be interpreted as the
magnitude of change, expressed in scale points, required for 90% confidence that the
observed change reflects real change and not measurement error. A 95% confidence interval
for the MDC90 was calculated using the lower and upper limits of the correlation coefficient
in the calculation of the SEM.
Unless subjects score far enough onto the scale to allow change by at least as much as the
MDC90 there is insufficient capacity for scale movement to facilitate confident detection of
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change over time. To evaluate scale width, the proportion of subjects who did not register an
initial score that would allow at least that amount of improvement or deterioration in their
score to be registered at follow-up was calculated for each questionnaire.

5.3.2 Responsiveness
Responsiveness indices were calculated as shown in Table 5.1. Two responsiveness indices,
Norman’s Sensitivity Coefficient and Relative Efficiency, were not used in the current study
because no method of calculating a confidence interval could be located or constructed for
these indices. Formal statistical tests of difference were used where such tests were available
(i.e. for Liang’s SRM method, Correlation of change scores with global change scale, ROC
and Reliable-Change methods).
To allow hypothesis testing of differences in questionnaire responsiveness for the remaining
indices - t-test, Effect Size, Standardised Response Mean and Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index
- the strategy suggested by Tryon (2001) was applied to obtain inferential confidence
intervals. Tryon’s strategy multiplies the standard error of the point estimate by tcritE, where t
crit is determined by the pairwise alpha level for an overall error rate of .05 with multiple
comparisons, and E is the ratio of the standard error of the between group difference to the
sum of the standard errors of both groups (Equation 5.3). For the 21 pairwise comparisons
required to compare responsiveness amongst the low-back questionnaires tcrit is 3.115. For
the 7 comparisons required to compare each low-back relevant scale to the General Health
scale tcrit is 2.746.

E=

S Y21 + S Y2 2 + ...
S Y 1 + S Y 2 + ...

(Equation 5.3)

The new probability value for tcritE is subtracted from 100 to determine the width of the
confidence bands that demonstrate differences between any two questionnaires while
maintaining alpha at p = .05. The calculations underpinning the recommendations by Tryon
were based on group data and independent samples. In the current study, the point estimates
provided by each index of responsiveness were not means for a group, but were a single point
derived from group data. The independence of the data collected by each questionnaire is
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also debateable as the same subjects completed all questionnaires. Tryon suggested that for
multiple comparisons E be calculated as an average of all possible pairwise comparisons of
standard errors. The weakness in that approach is that the average E will underestimate the
width of some confidence intervals and overestimate others. Tryon’s strategy was modified
by using the maximum variance of the distributions, resulting in a conservative test of
difference between indices for any two questionnaires.
For the effect size, standardised response mean and Guyatt’s Index, the 95% CI was
constructed in the following manner. A 95% confidence interval was first constructed for the
mean change scores by dividing the standard deviation of the change scores by the square
root of n-1 (Equation 5.3) and this was multiplied by 1.96 for 95% confidence (Hinkle,
Wiersma & Jurs, 1998)13:

SEdifference scores =

SDdifference scores

(Equation 5.4)

n -1

The upper and lower limits of the 95% CI of the mean difference scores were then substituted
for the numerator in the effect size formula to find the upper and lower values of the 95% CI
of the effect size.
For the standardised response mean a second technique, the “jacknife” procedure proposed
by Liang et al (1990), was also used to construct confidence intervals. Paired t-tests were
then used to compare the SRM of competing questionnaires with the benchmark
questionnaire (the one with the highest SRM value).

13

This is equivalent to the formula

SE diff

=

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣⎢

∑

⎛
D 2 − ⎜⎜
i
⎝

∑

n −1

⎞
D i ⎟⎟
⎠

2

⎤
/n ⎥⎥ /n
⎥⎦

(Kirk, 1984)
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Table 5.1
Calculation of responsiveness indices
Responsiveness
index

Calculation of
Point Estimate

Calculation of 95%
Confidence Interval

Test of
differences
amongst
questionnaires

Distribution-based methods
Paired t-test

t=

∑D

N∑D −( ∑D)
2

2

N −1

D = difference

t ± 1.96

x

df
df - 2

(Neter, Wasserman &
Whitmore, 1988)

Effect Size

Mean ∆ score
SD initial scores

95% CI of mean ∆ score
used to calculate upper and
lower bound of ES 95%CI.

Standardised
Response Mean

Mean ∆ score
SD ∆ scores

1. As for effect size
2. “Jackknife” method
described by Liang et al
(1990)

Paired t-test

Criterion-based methods
Correlation with
global change
scale

Pearson’s r

Fisher’s z transformation

Guyatt’s
Responsiveness
Index

Mean ∆ scores of
improved subjects
SD ∆ scores in stable
subjects

As for effect size

Receiver
Operating
Characteristic
Curves

Method of Hanley &
Area under the ROC
McNeil (1982)
curve calculated using
the method of Hanley &
McNeil (1982)

Method of
Williams
(1959)

Method of
DeLong et al.
(1988)

Reliable-change method
Proportion
changing ≥
MDC90

Proportion of total
subjects with change
score ≥ MDC

p x (1 - p) x1.96
n
p = proportion
(Bland, 1995)
SEp =

Cochran Q
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Pearsons r was used for the criterion-based method of correlating questionnaire changescores with the global change rating. Fisher’s z transformation was used to construct 95%
confidence intervals around r. A method proposed by Williams (1959) was used to test the
difference between dependent correlation coefficients. William’s formula is:

T2 = (rjk − r )
jh

(n − 1)(1 + rkh )
⎛ n −1 ⎞
~
⎟⎟ R + r (1 − rkh )3
2⎜⎜
n
3
−
⎠
⎝

(Equation 5.5)

Where rjk is the correlation between global change scores and a questionnaire change scores,
rjh is the correlation between global change scores and a comparison questionnaire change
score, rkh is the correlation between the two questionnaires. Also, where:
˜r =

and

1
(rjk + rjh )
2

R = (1− rjk2 − rjh2 − rkh2 ) + (2rjk rjh rkh )

The null hypothesis, that two correlations are equal (Ho: rjk = rjh), is tested by comparing the
value obtained for T2 with the critical t value for a 2-tailed test with n-1 degrees of freedom.
If the value is less than t-critical then Ho is retained. William’s method was endorsed by
Steiger (1980) as an appropriate method of testing for differences between coefficients
derived from dependent samples.
Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index and the ROC methods both require that subjects be classified
as improved or unchanged. The groups of improved and unchanged subjects were those
previously described for the test-retest reliability analysis (section 5.3.1). Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was performed using Accuroc Version 2.0 (Vida, 1993).
The area under the ROC curve reflects the ability of the test to discriminate between subjects
who have improved and subjects who are unchanged (Stratford, Binkley & Riddle, 1996;
Streiner & Norman, 1995). A value of 1 for the area under the curve represents perfect
(100%) accuracy, while .50 represents chance alone. AccuROC calculates the standard error
of the AUC using the method of Hanley & McNeil (1982) and a chi square statistic to
compare the AUC of different questionnaires (DeLong et al., 1988).
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The reliable change method was a count of the number of subjects who showed change
scores at least equal to the MDC90. Cochran Q test was used to test the null hypothesis that
there was no difference amongst the back-relevant questionnaires, and McNemar’s test for
pairwise comparisons between the SF-36 GH scale and the other questionnaires.

5.3.3 Minimum Clinically Important Difference
The minimum clinically important difference (MCID) was defined by two methods.
•

The average score for subjects who were changed by a small but clinically important
amount (ie. subjects who self-rated as “Better”)

•

The change-score closest to the top left-hand corner of the ROC curve.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Reliability
One hundred and forty subjects returned the initial set of questionnaires, and 106 subjects
completed both administrations of the questionnaires. Five of these subjects failed to
complete the global change scale. Subject characteristics were presented in Chapter 3.
Initial score distributions of the Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddel, SF-36 Physical
Functioning and Bodily Pain scales are shown in Figure 5.1 and the SF-36 Role-Physical
scale in Figure 5.2. Table 5.2 shows the mean change in questionnaire scores for subjects
who responded to each level of the global change scale. Subjects who reported that their
back problem was “about the same”, “a little better” or “a little worse” were classified as
unchanged, and those who reported that their back problem was “better”, “much better” or
“completely gone” were classified as improved. Questionnaire scores and change scores for
pooled data, improved and unchanged subjects are shown in Tables 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.
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Figure 5.1 Initial score distributions: Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris, Waddell, SF-36
Physical Functioning and Bodily Pain scales
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Table 5.2
Mean change (∆) by Self-rated Change (n = 101)
Global
change
scale (n)
Completely
gone
(n = 6)

Oswestry Quebec Roland
Mean ∆ Mean ∆ Mean ∆
(SD)
(SD)
(SD)

Waddell
Mean ∆
(SD)

Phys.Fun.
Mean ∆
(SD)

Role-Phy Bod.Pain
Mean ∆
Mean ∆
(SD)
(SD)

33 (30)

38 (25)

9 (7)

4 (3)

-38 (32)

-58 (38)

-46 (26)

Much better
(n = 26)

16 (16)

19 (25)

7 (6)

2 (3)

-16 (19)

-42 (48)

-31 (27)

Better
(n = 20)

9 (13)

11 (14)

3 (5)

1 (2)

-15 (25)

-26 (47)

-14 (26)

A little
better
(n = 28)

3 (10)

2 (11)

0 (4)

0 (1.6)

-2.5 (13)

-6 (41)

-12 (22)

About the
same
(n = 16)

0 (7)

0.3 (11)

1 (7)

- 1 (1.6)

5 (10)

1.6 (28)

- 5 (17)

A little
worse
(n = 3)

- 6 (6)

- 6 (8)

0 (7)

0 (1)

7 (13)

17 (29)

4 (21)

Much
worse
(n = 2)

- 4 (17)

- 8 (18)

- 2 (2)

- 1 (2)

7.5 (11)

-13 (18)

10 (15)

Note: All scales scored 0-100 except Roland-Morris (0-24) and Waddell (0-9). Positive
scores reflect improvement, except for the SF-36 when negative scores indicate
improvement. Five subjects did not complete the global rating scale.
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Table 5.3
Questionnaire Scores for Pooled Subjects (n=106)
Pre-test
Oswestry 0-100
Quebec 0-100
Roland 0-24
Waddell 0-9
Physical Functioning 0-100
Role-Physical 0-100
Bodily Pain 0-100
a

Mean
35
39
9
4.4
51
20
34

SD
16
21a
5.6
2.3
23a
32
21

Post-test
Mean
26
29
6
3.6
60
40
52

SD
16a
20a
5.2
2.4
24a
42
24

Difference
Mean
8.4
10
3
.8
-9
-21
-18

SD
16
20
6
2.3
21a
45
26a

K-S Lillifors confirmed normal distribution of scores. Visual inspection of box plots and histograms
indicated that all distributions approximated normal, except for the Role-Physical, which was
positively skewed at pre-test (skewness –1.56) and U-shaped at post-test.
Differences between pre and post-test scores for all questionnaires were significant (p < .001).

Table 5.4
Questionnaire Scores for Improved Subjects (n = 52)
Pre-test

Post-test

Difference

Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
a
a
19
14
16
18
Oswestry 0-100
35
17
Quebec 0-100
38
21a
20
16
18
22
Roland 0-24
9.5
5.9
3.8
4.1
5.7
6
Waddell 0-9
4.4
2.2
2.6
2.1
1.9
2.5a
Physical Functioning 0-100
52
25a
70
21 a
-18
24a
Role-Physical 0-100
19
31
57
42
-39
47
a
Bodily Pain 0-100
35
24
61
21
-26
28a
a
K-S Lillifors confirms normal distribution of scores. Visual inspection of box plots and
histograms indicated that most distributions approximated normal. The Role-Physical was positively
skewed at pre-test (skewness –1.7) and U-shaped at post-test. Roland scores were positively skewed
at post-test (skewness 1.53).
Differences between pre and post-test scores for all questionnaires were significant (p < .001).
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Table 5.5
Questionnaire Scores for Unchanged Subjects (n = 47)
Pre-test

Post-test

Difference

Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
a
a
34
15
1
9a
Oswestry 0-100
35
15
Quebec 0-100
41
21a
40
17 a
1
11a
Roland 0-24
9
5.2
8.2
5.2
0.8
5.1
Waddell 0-9
4.6
2.3
4.9
2.1
0.3
1.6
Physical Functioning 0-100
51
20a
50
23a
1
13a
Role-Physical 0-100
20
32
22
33
-2
36
Bodily Pain 0-100
32
17a
40
19
-8
20a
a
K-S Lillifors confirms normal distribution of scores. Visual inspection of box plots and
histograms indicated that most distributions approximated normal. The Role-Physical was positively
skewed at pre-test (skewness –1.4) and post-test (skewness 1.3)
Differences between pre and post-test scores for all questionnaires were significant (p < .001),

except Bodily Pain (t(46) = -2.88, p = .006)

Table 5.6
Questionnaire Scores for Subjects rated “About the Same” (n = 16)

Pre-test

Post-test

Difference

Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
a
a
39
17
0
2a
Oswestry 0-100
39
17
Quebec 0-100
48
23a
47
19a
1
11a
a
a
Roland 0-24
11
5.7
9.7
6.6
1.3
6.6a
Waddell 0-9
4.6
2.7a
5.1
2.4a
-0.5
1.6a
a
a
Physical Functioning 0-100
44
23
46
27
2
28
Role-Physical 0-100
16
24
14
30
2
28
Bodily Pain 0-100
31
19a
36
18a
-5
17a
a
K-S Lillifors confirms normal distribution of scores. Visual inspection of box plots and
histograms indicated that most distributions approximated normal. Role-Physical was positively
skewed at pre-test (skewness 1.416) and post-test (skewness 2.289).
Differences between pre and post-test scores for all questionnaires were significant (p < .001).

For the 52 subjects classified as “improved”, all questionnaire mean scores were different at
follow-up (p<.0001). Paired t-tests showed that mean scores for the 47 subjects who
classified as “unchanged” were not different at pre and post-test (p>.05) with one exception.
SF-36 Bodily Pain scale scores for this group improved by an average 8 points (SD=20) over
the retest period (t(46) = 2.88, p=.006). In the light of this result all analyses were repeated
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using data for the sub-set of 16 subjects who rated their problem as “about the same”. Pre
and post tests for this group were not significantly different for any of the scales.
Initial questionnaire scores were not significantly different for unchanged and improved
groups of subjects. The mean age for the unchanged group was 55 (SD 17, range 19-83) and
49 years (SD 16, range 20-80) for the improved group (t(97)=-1.87, p = .06). The groups were
also not significantly different on the variables of sex or employment status (Table 5.7).
However, compared to the improved subjects, the unchanged subjects were more likely than
the improved group to have had their back problem for a longer duration, to have pain below
the knee rather than localised back pain only, and to report continuous pain.
Despite an overall lack of change, the questionnaire scores for some subjects in the
unchanged group showed substantial improvement or deterioration. Likewise, questionnaire
scores for some subjects in the improved group deteriorated. Table 5.8 shows the range of
change scores for the unchanged and improved groups by questionnaire.
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Table 5.7
Comparison between unchanged and improved subjects on age, sex, work situation, duration
of problem and pain location at pre-test
Variable

Categories

Unchanged
(n = 47)

Improved
(n = 52)

19 - 83
55 (17)

20 – 80
49 (16)

NS

Difference

Age

Range
Mean (SD)

Sex

Males
Females

17 (36%)
30 (64%)

14 (27%)
38 (73%)

NS

Work situation

Employed
Unemployed
Not in labourforce

14 (30%)
5 (10%)
28 (60%)

24 (46%)
3 (6%)
25 (48%)

NS

Duration of
current episode

< 1 week
1-6 weeks
6 – 6 months
> 6 months
Unknown

2 (4%)
10 (21%)
11(24%)
24 (51%)
0

9 (17.3%)
22 (42.2%)
10 (19.2%)
9 (17.3%)
2 (4%)

p = .001

Pain location

Back only
To buttock, groin, thigh
To leg below knee

8 (17%)
20 (43%)
19 (40%)

20 (38.5%)
20 (38.5%)
12 (23%)

p = .04

Previous
Episodes

None
1-5
>5
Continuous
Unknown

3 (6%)
9 (19%)
22 (47%)
13 (28%)
0

5 (10%)
20 (38%)
21 (40%)
5 (10%)
1 (2%)

p = .04

Note: t-test used for age and chi-square test for independence for all other variables
NS = not significant (p = .05)
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Table 5.8
Range of change scores in unchanged and improved groups.
Range of Change Scores

Oswestry /100
Quebec /100
Roland /24
Waddell /9
SF-36 PF /100
SF-36 RP /100
SF-36 BP /100

Unchanged Group
n = 47
-22 to +28
-24 to +35
-9 to +19
-4 to +3
-20 to +20
-100 to +100
-74 to +39

Improved Group
n = 52
-9 to +71
-24 to +72
-10 to +18
-2 to +8
-75 to +30
-100 to +100
-78 to +69

Note: PF = Physical Functioning, RP = Role-Physical, BP = Bodily Pain
Negative scores indicate improvement for SF-36 scales and deterioration for other scales.

Table 5.9 shows the test-retest reliability coefficients for each questionnaire, the standard
error of measurement for a single measurement (SEM) and repeated measurements
(SEMrepeat), and the Minimum Detectable Change (MDC90). Measurement error is calculated
from data for the 47 subjects classified as “Unchanged” over 6 weeks, and also for the
subgroup of 16 subjects who said their condition was “about the same”.
The null hypothesis that there would be no difference in the test-retest reliability of the scales
was rejected. Figure 5.3 graphically compares the correlation coefficients for the two
analyses. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 present the formal testing between paired correlation
coefficients. In the first analysis (n = 47 “Unchanged”) the SF-36 Role-Physical and Bodily
Pain scales are significantly less reliable than all other scales, except the Roland-Morris. The
Roland-Morris was significantly less reliable than the Oswestry, Quebec and Physical
Functioning scales.
In the second analysis (n = 16 About the Same) the reliability of the Roland-Morris, SF-36
Role-Physical and Bodily Pain scales are significantly less reliable than the Oswestry,
Quebec and Physical Functioning scales.
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Table 5.12 displays the scale width of questionnaires applying the criterion that scale width is
inadequate if more than 15% of respondents do not have an initial score to allow
improvement or deterioration to be reliably detected.
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Table 5.9 Test-retest reliability, measurement error and the minimum detectable change for 47 subjects classified as “unchanged” and 16
subjects self-rated as “about the same”.
“Unchanged” group (n = 47)

“About the same” group (n = 16)

ICC2,1
(95% CI)

SEM
(95% CI)

SEMrepeat
(95% CI)

MDC90
(95% CI)

ICC2,1
(95% CI)

SEM
(95% CI)

SEMrepeat
(95% CI)

MDC90
(95% CI)

Oswestry
/100

.84
(.73 - .91)

6
(5 – 8)

9
(7 – 12)

15
(11 – 19)

.92
(.79 - .97)

4.5
(3 – 7)

6
(4 – 10)

10.5
(6 – 17)

Quebec
/100

.84
(.73 - .91)

8
(6 – 10)

11
(8.5 – 15)

19
(14 – 24)

.89
(.72 – .96)

7
(4 - 11)

9
(6 - 15)

15
(9 - 24)

Roland
/24

.53
(.29 - .71)

3.7
(2.9 – 4.6)

5.2
(4.1 – 6.4)

8.6
(6.7 – 10.6)

.42
(-.07 - .75)

4.1
(2.7 – 5.6)

5.8
(3.8 – 7.9)

9.5
(6.3 – 13)

Waddell
/9

.74
(.58 - .85)

1.2
(.9 – 1.5)

1.7
(1.3 – 2.2)

2.8
(2.1 – 3.5)

.79
(.51 - .92)

1.1
(.7 – 1.6)

1.5
(.9 – 2.3)

2.5
(1.5 – 3.8)

SF-36 Phys. Function
/100

.83
(.71 - .90)

10
(7 – 13)

14
(10.5 – 18)

22
(17 – 29)

.91
(.76 - .97)

7
(4 – 12)

10
(6 – 16)

16
(9 – 27)

SF-36 Role Physical
/100

.39
(.11 - .61)

28
(23 – 35)

40
(32 – 49)

66
(53 – 80)

.47
(-.02 - .78)

27
(17 – 37)

38
(24 – 52)

62
(40 – 86)

SF-36 Bodily Pain
/100

.37
(.09 - .59)

18
(14 – 21.5)

25
(20 – 30)

41
(33 – 50)

.59
(.15 - .83)

14
(9 – 21)

20
(13 – 20)

33
(22 – 48)

ICC=Intraclass Correlation Coefficient, SEM = Standard Error of Measurement, SEMrepeat = Standard Error of Repeated Measurement,
MDC=Minimum Detectable Change.
Subjects who self-rated their condition as “about the same” or “a little better/worse” were classified as “Unchanged”
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n = 47 “Unchanged”

n = 16 “About the same”
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Figure 5.3 Test-retest reliability
Table 5.10 Tests between test-retest coefficients (n = 47 “Unchanged”)
Oswestry
Quebec
Roland
Waddell
Phys Func Role Phys
Quebec
NS
Roland
.003
.003
Waddell
NS
NS
.09
Phys Func NS
NS
.005
NS
Role Phys .0002
.0002
NS
.012
.0003
Bodily
.0001
.0001
NS
.008
.0002
NS
Pain
Note p values for comparison of correlation coefficients shown only where 95%CIs do not
overlap, or overlap but do not encompass the point estimate. NS indicates non-significant
paired comparisons where p > .05. If adjustment were made for 21 pair-wise comparisons
alpha would be .0024.
Table 5.11 Tests between test-retest coefficients (n = 16 “About the same”)
Oswestry
NS
.004
NS
NS
.006
.02

Quebec

Roland

Waddell

Phys Func

Role Phys

Quebec
Roland
.004
Waddell
NS
.097
Phys Func
NS
.004
NS
Role Phys
.016
NS
.134
.006
Bodily
.048
NS
NS
.02
NS
Pain
Note p values for comparison of correlation coefficients shown only where 95%CIs do not
overlap, or overlap but do not encompass the point estimate. NS indicates non-significant
paired comparisons where p > .05. If adjustment were made for 21 pair-wise comparisons
alpha would be .0024.
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Table 5.12 Scale Width of questionnaires at baseline
MDC90 n = 47

Proportion of subjects with
insufficient baseline score
to reliably detect
improvement (n=140)

MDC90 n = 16

Proportion of subjects with
insufficient baseline score
to reliably detect
deterioration (n=140)

Proportion of subjects with
insufficient baseline score
to reliably detect
improvement (n=140)

Proportion of subjects with
insufficient baseline score
to reliably detect
deterioration (n=140)

Oswestry

11%

0%

3%

0%

Quebec

19%

4%

14%

1%

Roland

51%

16%

51%

16%

Waddell

21%

20%

21%

20%

SF-36 PF

13%

15%

9%

10%

SF-36 RP

21%

87%

21%

86%

SF-36 BP

11%

54%

6%

54%

Note: Values in bold are within criterion limit of ≤15%
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5.4.2 Responsiveness
The aims and hypotheses tested in this section were:
Aim 4: To compare the responsiveness of the questionnaires.
HA: There are differences amongst the questionnaires on the measurement
property of responsiveness.
H0: There are no differences in the responsiveness of the questionnaires.
Aim 5: To test the validity of the responsiveness indices.
HA: The responsiveness index discriminates between the low-back relevant
scales and the SF-36 General Health scale.
H0: The responsiveness index does not discriminate between the low-back
relevant scales and the SF-36 General Health scale.
The null hypothesis that there are no differences in the responsiveness of the
questionnaires was rejected. The effect size showed the Bodily Pain scale to be more
responsive than the Waddell and Physical Functioning scales. Liang’s SRM method
indicated that the Bodily Pain scale was more responsive than the Waddell and Role
Physical scales.
The null hypothesis that the responsiveness indices could not discriminate with 95%
confidence between the low-back relevant scales and the SF-36 General Health scale
was rejected for Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index, Liang’s SRM method and the effect
size.

5.4.2.1 Distribution-Based Responsiveness Indices

Table 5.13 displays the results for the Liang SRM method, and 5.14 show the results of
the other three distribution-based methods of comparing responsiveness.
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Table 5.13
SRM (Liang method)
Bodily Pain
General Health
Oswestry
t(105) = 1.33, p = .187
t(101) = -4.50, p = .000
Quebec
t(104) = 1.53, p = .129
t(100) = -4.03, p = .000
Roland
t(105) = 1.01, p = .315
t(101) = -3.97, p = .000
Waddell
t(105) = 2.92, p = .004
t(101) = -3.97, p = .011
Physical Functioning
t(105) = 1.98, p = .051
t(101) = -3.62, p = .000
Role Physical
t(102) = 2.00, p = .048
t(99) = -3.62, p = .000
Bodily Pain
t(101) = 4.88, p = .000
Note: Column headed “Bodily Pain” shows paired t-tests comparing SRM of each
questionnaire with the benchmark questionnaire. Column headed “General Health”
shows paired t-tests comparing the validity reference questionnaire with the other
questionnaires. Alpha adjusted for 7 pairwise comparisons is .007.

Table 5.14
Distribution-based responsiveness indices (n = 106)
Paired t-test
(95%CI)
Oswestry

5.39**
(3.41 – 7.37)

Effect
Size
(95%CI)
0.52
(.33 - .71)

Standardised
Response Mean
(95%CI)
0.52
(.33 - .72)

Standardised
Response Mean
(95%CI)Liang
0.52
(-.51 – 1.56)

Quebec

4.98**
(3.00 – 6.96)

0.46
(0.28 - 0.65)

0.49
(0.29 - 0.68)

0.48
(-0.47 – 1.44)

Roland

5.69**
(3.71 – 7.67)

0.60
(0.39 - 0.81)

0.55
(0.36 - 0.74)

0.55
(-0.54 – 1.64)

Waddell

3.57*
(1.59 – 5.55)

0.35
(0.16 - 0.55)

0.35
(0.16 - 0.54)

0.34
(-0.33 – 1.01)

SF-36 PF

4.52**
(2.54 – 6.50)

0.41
(0.23 - 0.59)

0.44
(0.25 - 0.63)

0.45
(-0.44 – 1.34)

SF-36 RP

4.61**
(2.63 – 6.59)

0.65
(0.37 - 0.93)

0.45
(0.26 - 0.65)

0.48
(-0.47 – 1.43)

SF-36 BP

6.89**
(4.91 – 8.87)

0.84
(.6 – 1.1)

0.67
(0.48 - 0.86)

0.67
(-0.66 – 2.00)

SF-36 GH

.36 (NS)
(-1.62 – 2.34)

.03
(-0.11 – 0.16)

0.04
(-0.16 - 0.23)

0.028
(-0.08 – 0.03)

Note: PF = Physical Functioning, RP = Role-Physical, BP = Bodily Pain, GH = General Health.
The SF-36 General Health scale is the validity reference scale.
Paired t-test on pre and post-test scores *p < .001, **p < .0001, NS = not significant.
ES calculated by dividing the mean change by the standard deviation of pre-test scores.
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SRM calculated by dividing the mean change by the standard deviation of change scores.

Figure 5.4 displays inferential confidence bands for testing amongst the low-back
relevant scales for the three distribution-based responsiveness methods. Figure 5.5
displays the confidence bands for formal tests of difference between the low-back
relevant scales and the General Health scale. There was no significant difference in the
responsiveness of the low-back scales detected by any of the methods, with one
exception. The SRM Liang method (Table 5.13) indicated a significant difference in
responsiveness between the Waddell Index and the benchmark questionnaire, the Bodily
Pain scale(t(105) = 2.92, p = .004).
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t-value

8
6
4
2
Quebec

Roland

Waddell

Phys.Func.

RolePhysical

Bodily Pain

Oswestry

Quebec

Roland

Waddell

Phys.Func.

RolePhysical

Bodily Pain

Oswestry

Quebec

Roland

Waddell

Phys.Func.

RolePhysical

Bodily Pain

Standardised Response Mean

Effect Size

Oswestry

0

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Figure 5.4 Distribution-based responsiveness indices: Confidence bands for 21
pairwise comparisons (t-test 97%, Effect Size 97.4%, Standardised Response Mean
97%)
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The distribution-based responsiveness discriminated between the reference scale, the
SF-36 General Health scale, and all but one of the low-back relevant scales. There was
no significant difference between the General Health scale and the Waddell Index
determined by the t-test, effect size, standardised response mean and Liang’s SRM
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Bodily Pain
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Health
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General
Health
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RolePhysical
RolePhysical

Phys.Func.

Phys.Func.
Phys.Func.
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Waddell
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Roland
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Roland

Quebec

Quebec
Quebec

Standardised Response Mean
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1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
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8
6
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Effect Size

(Table 5.13).
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0
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Figure 5.5 Distribution-based responsiveness indices: Confidence bands for 7 pairwise
comparisons (t-test 94.5%, Effect Size 95.8%, Standardised Response Mean 94.5%)
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5.4.2.2 Criterion-based responsiveness indices

Table 5.15 shows the results for the three criterion-based responsiveness indices.
Figure 5.6 displays inferential confidence bands for testing amongst the low-back
relevant scales for the three distribution-based responsiveness methods. Figure 5.7
displays the confidence bands for testing between the low-back relevant scales and the
General Health scale.
Results of formal testing for the correlation method (Williams 1959) method are shown
in Tables 5.16 and 5.17. Results of formal testing for the ROC method are shown in
Tables 5.18 and 5.19. The results were identical when the formal test or Tryon’s
strategy was used and demonstrates the equivalence of the two hypothesis-testing
methods. None of the three criterion-based indices showed any significant difference
between the low-back relevant scales. Although Guyatt’s Index showed no significant
differences amongst questionnaires, the lower limit of the confidence band for the
Oswestry, and the upper limit of the confidence band for the Role-Physical scale
overlapped by only .04%. Only Guyatt’s Index discriminated between the General
Health scale and the other scales.
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Table 5.15
Criterion-based Responsiveness Indices
Correlation (r) with
Global Change Scale
(95% CI)
.53*
(.40 - .65)

GRI
(95%CI)
1.78
(1.2 – 2.37)

ROC
AUC
(95%CI)
.78***
(.69 – .87)

Quebec

.52*
(.38 - .65)

1.66
(1.09 – 2.24)

.74***
(.64 - .84)

Roland

.44*
(.27 - .61)

1.12
(0.79 – 1.45)

.77***
(.68 - .87)

Waddell

.49*
(.34 - .63)

1.21
(0.76 – 1.65)

.76***
(.67 - .86)

Physical Funct.

.48**
(.34 - .63)

1.43
(0.91 – 1.94)

.74***
(.64 - .84)

Role-Physical

.42*
(.27 - .58)

1.06
(0.7 – 1.43)

.73***
(.64 - .83)

Bodily Pain

.46*
(.30 - .62)

1.3
(0.9 – 1.7)

.73***
(.63 - .84)

General Health

.18*
(.03 - .34)

0.1
(-0.17 - .38)

.58 (NS)
(.46 - .69)

Oswestry

Note: GRI = Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index, ROC = Receiver Operating Characteristic, AUC =
area under the curve.

ROC significance test relates to whether the AUC is significantly different from .5,
which indicates a chance finding: *p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p < .0001.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison amongst questionnaires of the criterion-based responsiveness
indices: Confidence bands for 21 pairwise comparisons (Correlation 97%, Guyatt’s
Index 97.6%, ROC 97%)
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Figure 5.7 Comparison amongst questionnaires of the criterion-based responsiveness
indices: Confidence bands for 7 pairwise comparisons (Correlation 94.5%, Guyatt’s
Index 95.8%, ROC 94.5%)
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Table 5.16
Correlation method: comparisons amongst scales
Oswestry

Quebec

Roland

Waddell

Phys. Func.

Quebec

0.182

Roland

1.245

1.176

Waddell

0.622

0.441

0.637

Phys. Func.

0.719

0.586

0.496

0.132

Role Phys.

1.074

0.948

0.196

0.646

0.619

Bodily Pain

0.800

0.638

0.227

0.339

0.223

Role Phys.

0.532

Alpha adjusted for 21 pairwise comparisons is .002.
Value shown is T2. Tcrit for a 2-tailed test at df (n-3) = 93, p = .002 is 3.18.
The null hypothesis is retained if T2 < tcrit

Table 5.17
Correlation method: comparisons with General Health scale
Oswestry

Quebec

Roland

3.47

3.00

1.91

Waddell Phys.Func.

Role
Phys

Bodily
Pain

1.88

2.38

General
Health

2.73

2.69

Alpha adjusted for 7 pairwise comparisons is .007.
Value shown is T2. Tcrit for a 2-tailed test at df (n-3) = 93, p = .007 is 3.5
The null hypothesis is retained if T2 < tcrit.

Table 5.18
ROC method: comparisons amongst scales
Oswestry

Quebec

Roland

Waddell

Phys. Func.

Quebec

.574

Roland

.774

.846

Waddell

.668

.993

.847

Phys. Func.

.324

.627

.522

.643

Role Phys.

.631

.901

.779

.892

.752

Bodily Pain

.601

.923

.808

.923

.710

Role Phys.

.096

Alpha adjusted for 21 pairwise comparisons is .002.
Values are p values for chi-square test (2-tailed, df=1)
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Table 5.19
ROC method: comparisons with General Health scale
Oswestry

Quebec

Roland

.012

.044

.036

Waddell Phys.Func.

Role
Phys

Bodily
Pain

.054

.043

General
Health

.032

.096

Alpha adjusted for 7 pairwise comparisons is .007.
Values are p values for chi-square test (2-tailed, df=1)

5.4.2.3 The Reliable Change Method

Results for the Reliable Change method of determining responsiveness is shown in
Table 5.20. Two analyses are provided for the proportion of the sample whose
questionnaire scores changed by at least as much as the MDC90 calculated from
”Unchanged” (n = 47) and “About the same” (n = 16) groups. Inferential confidence
bands for the two analyses are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. The omnibus Cochran Q
test on the data for the back-relevant scales confirms there was no significant difference
amongst the proportions for the analysis of unchanged subjects (Cochran Q = 2.67, df =
6, p = .85), but for the analysis of “about the same” subjects indicates a difference
(Cochran Q = 13.84, df = 6, p = .03). Visual observation of the confidence bands for
the second analysis shows that the source of the difference detected by the omnibus test
cannot be identified under the reduced power associated with making all possible
pairwise comparisons.
McNemar’s test showed no differences between the SF-36 General Health scale and the
other scales in either analysis (Table 5.21).
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Table 5.20
Reliable change method using MDC90 from”Unchanged” and “About the same” groups
MDC90 from “Unchanged”
group
% improved ≥
MDC90
24.5%

Quebec

MDC90 from “About the same”
group

95% CI
16 - 33

% improved ≥
MDC90
30%

95% CI
21 - 39

23%

15 - 31

29%

20 - 38

Roland

22%

14 – 30

17%

10 - 24

Waddell

21%

13 - 29

21%

13 - 29

SF-36 PF

20%

12 - 28

27%

18 - 36

SF-36 RP

21%

13 - 29

21%

13 - 29

SF-36 BP

18%

11 – 25

23%

15 - 31

SF-36 GH

12%

6 – 18

22%

14 - 30

Oswestry

Quebec

Roland

Waddell

Phys.Func.

RolePhysical

Bodily Pain

Quebec

Roland

Waddell

Phys.Func.

RolePhysical

Bodily Pain

General
Health

Oswestry
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
Oswestry

% Improved by MDC90

0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

% Improved by MDC90

PF = Physical Functioning, RP = Role-Physical, BP = Bodily Pain, GH = General
Health

Figure 5.8 Reliable change (MDC90 from n=47): 97% confidence bands (top) and
94.7% confidence bands (bottom)
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Figure 5.9 Reliable change (MDC90 from n=16): 97% confidence bands (top) and
94.5% confidence bands (bottom)

Table 5.21
Reliable Change method: comparisons with General Health scale

MDC90
from
n=47
MDC90
from
n=16

Waddell Phys.Func.

Role
Phys

Bodily
Pain

Oswestry

Quebec

Roland

.031

.043

.108

.189

.170

.078

.263

.361

.345

.230

.556

.850

1.0

1.0

Alpha adjusted for 7 pairwise comparisons is .007.
Values are p values for McNemar’s test
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5.4.2.4 Summary of Responsiveness Results

Table 5.22 summarises the results of the testing of hypotheses for aims 4 and 5.
•

Aim 4: To compare the responsiveness of the questionnaires.

•

Aim 5: To test the validity of the responsiveness indices.

Table 5.22
Summary of responsiveness results

Responsiveness Index

H0: There are no
differences in the
responsiveness of the
questionnaires.

H0: The responsiveness index
does not discriminate between
the low-back relevant scales
and the SF-36 General Health
scale.

t-test

Retain H0

Reject H0
(Only GH and Waddell NS)

Effect Size

Retain H0

Reject H0
(Only GH and Waddell NS)

Standardised Response
Mean

Retain H0

Reject H0
(Only GH and Waddell NS)

Liang’s SRM

Reject H0
Bodily Pain and Waddell
significantly different

Reject H0
(Only GH and Waddell NS)

Correlation

Retain H0

Retain H0
(GH and all scales NS)

Guyatt’s Responsiveness Retain H0
Index

Reject H0
(GH and all scales significantly
different)

ROC Curves

Retain H0

Retain H0
(GH and all scales NS)

Reliable Change

Retain H0

Retain H0
(GH and all scales NS)

Note: In testing the validity of the indices, H0 was rejected if the General Health scale
was significantly different from at least six of the seven low-back relevant scales.
NS = not significant.
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5.4.3 Minimal Clinically Important Difference
Table 5.23 presents the minimum clinically important difference (MCID) derived from
the average change score of 20 subjects who self-rated as “Better”, and from the
change-score that gave the best trade-off between sensitivity and specificity in correctly
identifying improved and unchanged subjects. The table also displays the sensitivity
and specificity of the MDC90 (derived from data for the n=16 subjects who reported
they were “about the same”).

Table 5.23
MCID compared with MDC90
MCID
Mean ∆ score
“Better”

MDC90 as
ROC Cutpoint
(Sensitivity,
Specificity)
10.5 (.50, .89)

Oswestry

9

Best ROC Cutpoint
(Sensitivity,
Specificity)
5 (.70, .75)

Quebec

11

7 (.62, .75)

15 (.43, .89)

Roland

3

3 (.60, .73)

9.5 (.29, .96)

Waddell

1

1 (.68, .66)

2.5 (.38, .96)

Physical Functioning

15

10 (.58, .77)

16 (.46, .90)

Role-Physical

26

25 (.64 .80)

62 (.36, .94)

Bodily Pain

14

11 (.76, .61)

33 (.36, .94)

5.5 Discussion
This study is the first to report on the measurement properties of competing low back
questionnaires in a clinical population representative of patients receiving physiotherapy
in a range of ambulatory health care settings in Australia.
Several calculations in this study required classification of subjects as unchanged or
improved at the six-week follow-up. This was achieved by having subjects rate the
amount of overall change in their condition. Mean change scores for the seven levels of
the global change scale showed the expected direction and magnitude of change, with
some inconsistencies. For example on the Role-Physical scale subjects who rated their
problem as “a little worse” (n = 3) had an average deterioration of 17 points, while those
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who self-rated as “much worse” improved by an average of 13 points (n = 2). These
inconsistencies may be due to the very small numbers who selected either category.
The range of score changes in the unchanged and improved groups (Table 5.8) indicated
that for some individuals the change score direction and magnitude of change was not
consistent with the subject’s self-rating of overall change. The Role-Physical scale was
particularly inconsistent. Change scores ranged from a full 100 points improvement to
100 points deterioration in both unchanged and improved groups of subjects. The
Roland-Morris scores also exhibited a wide range of score changes in both groups.
Overall, the Oswestry appeared to display the best combination of a limited range of
change scores in the unchanged group and a large range of improvement in scores in the
improved group.

5.5.1 Reliability
The first aim of this chapter was to compare the reliability of the Oswestry, Quebec,
Roland-Morris, Waddell and SF-36 Physical Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily
Pain scales. Other aims (Aims 2 and 3) for the reliability study were to calculate the
MDC90 for all questionnaires and to establish the scale width of the questionnaires.
Subjects who self-rated as “about the same” or only “a little better/worse” were
classified as “Unchanged”. The sub-group of 47 subjects classified as “Unchanged”
were not different on age, sex or work status from the subjects who were classified as
“Improved”. The finding that unchanged subjects tended to have pain of longer
duration, distal referral and more previous episodes than subjects who improved over
the 6 weeks was not surprising as all three variables have been shown to predict a
poorer outcome (Boneau, 1960; Cherkin, Deyo, Street & Barlow, 1996; Deyo & Diehl,
1988; van den Hoogen, Koes, Deville, van Eijk & Bouter, 1997).
With the exception of the SF-36 Bodily Pain scale, paired t-tests on pre and post-test
scores confirmed that the questionnaire scores of the subjects classified as unchanged
had not changed over the six-week re-test period. Although the mean change of 8/100
points in the Bodily Pain scale scores for the 47 unchanged subjects was not considered
clinically important, the difference was statistically significant. Therefore reliability
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analysis was also conducted on the subgroup of 16 subjects who said they were “About
the same”. The higher reliability coefficients in the second analysis, for all
questionnaires except the Roland-Morris, was due to less variation in re-test scores for
the 16 subjects. The Roland-Morris scores showed greater variation and a lower testretest correlation coefficient in the second analysis.
The results of the reliability study indicated that the Roland-Morris, the SF-36 RolePhysical and Bodily Pain scales were less reliable than the Oswestry, Quebec and SF-36
Physical Functioning scales. The large number of comparisons resulted in few
comparisons remaining significant once alpha was adjusted. However, the step of
calculating the correlation coefficient was primarily undertaken to provide information
from which clinically interpretable information on test reliability could be derived,
namely the minimum detectable change and scale width.
The Oswestry, Quebec and SF-36 Physical Functioning scale had adequate scale width
for clinical use with individual patients. The Oswestry had the greatest scale width with
almost all subjects having a baseline score that would allow change at least equal to the
MDC90 to be detected.
Unlike most previous reliability studies that used short retest periods, the current study
determined the variability in questionnaire scores in stable patients over the same re-test
period as typically used to measure outcomes in clinical practice. Also, an attempt was
made to draw a representative sample from patients seeking physiotherapy for low back
problems.

5.5.1.1 Oswestry Disability Questionnaire

The reliability coefficients of .84 (95%CI .73 - .91) and .92 (95%CI .79 - .97) for the
“Unchanged” and “About the same” groups respectively are comparable to those
previously reported in the literature (Baker et al., 1989; Fairbank et al., 1980; Fritz &
Irrgang, 2001; Gronblad et al., 1993; Kopec et al., 1995; Triano et al., 1993). The best
estimate of the MDC90 in the current study was 10.5 points. This is a little smaller than
the range of 13-20 points that was calculated from data provided in two previous studies
(Fairbank et al., 1980; Fritz & Irrgang, 2001). Scale width was deemed adequate as
only 3% of subjects scored less than 10.5 points at baseline and no subject scored more
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than 80 points. The Oswestry appears to have sufficient clinical utility to recommend it
as a standardised measure of activity limitation.

5.5.1.2 Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale

The ICCs of .84 (95%CI .72 - .91) and .89 (95%CI .72 - .96) in the current study were
close to the values of .93 and .90 reported by Kopec et al (1995) and Schoppink et al
(1996). The shorter re-test period of the two earlier studies could have contributed to
the slightly higher values. Fritz and Irrgang (2001) reported a lower value (ICC .55,
95%CI .29 - .78) in a sample with acute work-related low back pain.
The MDC90 of 15 points is comparable to the values of 14 and 13.6 points derived from
the original study (Kopec et al., 1995) and the Dutch study (Schoppink et al., 1996)
respectively. Scale width at the lower end of the score range for the Quebec
questionnaire was outside the criterion limit of 15% in the first analysis (n = 47) but
marginally inside the criterion limit of 15% in the second analysis (n = 16). The
Quebec Low Back Disability Scale appears to be an appropriate questionnaire for
clinical application.

5.5.1.3 Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire

The ICC values of .53 (95%CI .29 - .71) and .42 (95%CI -.07 - .75) in the current study
were markedly lower than that previously reported over a 3 to 6 week re-test period by
Stratford et al. They reported an ICC of .86 (95%CI .72 - .94) and MDC90 of 4-5 points
(Stratford, Binkley, Solomon et al., 1996; Stratford, Finch et al., 1996) in studies that
post hoc classified subjects as improved or unchanged based on a global rating of

change scale. The current study data yields a MDC90 of 8.6 to 9 points. Sample
differences may explain this outcome. The subjects in the studies by Stratford and
colleagues were referred by physicians to the physical therapy outpatient departments of
one or two hospitals. In contrast, the current study drew a sample from a range of
physiotherapy outpatient services and is therefore likely to be more representative of the
general clinical population in a health system where patients may consult a physical
therapist with or without referral from a physician. The sample in the current study
included a greater proportion of females, were on average older, had lower initial
Roland-Morris scores, and had a longer duration of back pain than the samples in the
studies by Stratford. One could have expected that the longer average duration of back
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pain in the current study should be reflected in more, not less stable scores, but this was
not the case. It may be that the use of averaged therapist and patient ratings of overall
change in the Stratford studies screened out the types of subjects who, in the current
study, showed considerable variability in scores14.
Because the questionnaires were concurrently administered it is most likely that the
reason that the Roland-Morris change scores for the unchanged subjects showed a
different pattern than the other questionnaires lies with the Roland-Morris itself. A
possible explanation is that the within-subject variability in scores is a consequence of
the emphasis in the Roland-Morris questionnaire instructions to subjects to only select
items “if you are sure that it describes you today”. Low back pain can vary
considerably from day to day and therefore Roland scores will reflect diurnal variations
in activity limitations. The instructions also urge that “If the sentence does not describe
you, then leave the space blank” and therefore it is possible that subjects will not select
an item if they have not attempted the activity that day.
There are many published studies reporting reliability of the Roland-Morris
questionnaire ranging from .66 (Patrick et al., 1995) and .72 (Jensen et al., 1992) at the
lower end of the range, to .93 at the upper end (Jacob et al., 2001; Kopec et al., 1995).
The current study is the first to report reliability in an Australian physiotherapy patient
sample and one of the few to report score stability over a 6-week period. The SEMs of
3.7 and 4.1 in the current study are similar to the SEM of 3.5 for a 3-month follow-up
derived from data reported by Patrick et al. (1995). Smaller SEMs from published
reliability studies are generally associated with shorter retest periods.
Again, this illustrates the importance of establishing measurement error associated with
scores for the clinical population of interest and over the re-test period that one will use
clinically.
As a consequent of poor reliability, the scale width for the Roland-Morris was
inadequate. The questionnaire would be unable to detect improvement in scores over
time in 51% of the sample, and would not detect deterioration in 16%. Even adjusting
the MDC90 to 7 points on the assumption that error will be smaller at scale extremes, as
14

Stratford et al used a 15-point scale from –7 to +7. Patients were only classified as
unchanged if the average of patient and clinician ratings was between –1 “a tiny bit worse” and
+4 “moderately better”.
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demonstrated by Stratford et al. (1996), improvement could still not be confidently
concluded for 34% of the subjects who returned the initial questionnaire. Further, using
the previous best estimate of the MDC at scale extremes of 4 points (Stratford, Binkley,
Solomon et al., 1996), 19% of subjects scored less than 4 points at initial testing.
Further testing of the test-retest reliability of the Roland-Morris is recommended on a
larger sample to confirm the results of the current study.

5.5.1.4 Waddell Disability Index

The test-retest reliability of the Waddell index has not previously been reported for a
self-administered version of the questionnaire. In the current study we calculated the
ICC as .74 (95%CI .58 - .85) and .79 (95%CI .51 - .92) and the best estimate of MDC90
as 2.5 points (95%CI 1.5 – 3.8). The potential clinical utility of the Waddell index is
diminished by a lack of scale width as 21% of the sample at pre-test scored less than 2.5
points and 20% more than 6.5.

5.5.1.5 SF-36 Physical Functioning Scale

The ICC values of .83 (95%CI .71 - .90) and .91 (95%CI .76 - .97) in the current study
are comparable to values of .84 and .89 reported for subjects from primary-care clinical
samples (Andresen et al., 1996; Brazier et al., 1992), and values of .89 and .90 for
tertiary-care samples (Martin et al., 1997; Patrick et al., 1995). Only one study (Kopec
et al., 1995) was located that tested a sample drawn from a clinical population that
included physiotherapy clinics (in Canada). Kopec reported a value of .73 for subjects
who self-rated as unchanged over a median retest period of 3.8 days.
The MDC90 estimates were 22 and 16 points compared to 21 points derived from the
data reported by Patrick et al (1995). Scale width was within criterion limits with 9%
and 10% of the sample scoring an insufficient baseline score to detect improvement or
deterioration respectively. The SF-36 Physical Functioning scale therefore appears to
be an appropriate scale for use by physiotherapists in Australia.
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5.5.1.6 SF-36 Role-Physical and Bodily Pain Scales

For the Role Physical and Bodily Pain scales of the SF-36 the reliability coefficients in
the current study were considerably lower (.39 and .47 for the RP, .37 and .59 for the
BP) than previously reported. Two studies of general medical patients in primary care
settings (Andresen et al., 1996; Brazier et al., 1992) yielded ICCs of .72 and .69 for the
RP and .77 and .78 for the BP scale. One study of patients with sciatica in a tertiary
care setting reported ICCs of .80 and .67 for the RP and BP scales respectively (Patrick
et al., 1995). The samples all have quite different characteristics and the current study is
the first to report reliability of these scales in the population of interest.
The RP and BP scales are qualitatively different to the other scales tested. The Role
Physical scale is made up of four questions with forced choice (yes/no) responses.
Available total scores are therefore 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100. It is therefore possible for a
small number of changed choices to have a very large effect on the score. Score
distribution was very skewed with 66% of subjects at baseline and 42% at follow-up
scoring zero, the worst possible score. Taylor et al (1999) reported even higher floor
effects with 75.2% of subjects with chronic low back pain scoring zero, the worst
possible score, at pre-test and 61.9% still scoring zero at post-test. In the current study
30 subjects scored zero at both pre and post-test, but many others showed large
improvements and deteriorations. In the unchanged group the range of change scores
was 100 to –100. The MDC90 was 62 points and the scale would not be able to detect
improvement in 21% of subjects or deterioration in 86%. Because of the substantial
floor effect, poor scale width and the variability in scores in stable subjects, the Role
Physical scale, on its own, is not a useful measure of functional outcome in a general
clinical population.
In the case of the Bodily Pain scale there was a small but statistically significant
improvement in scores over the re-test period for subjects reporting no change or only a
small overall improvement (average 5 and 12 points respectively). The best MDC90 for
the BP scale was 33 points, but nevertheless the scale had the capacity to detect
improvement in all but 6% of subjects. However, it would not be able to detect
deterioration in 54% of the subjects. It is therefore a potentially useful tool for
measuring improvement, but on its own cannot be said to be an adequate measure of
function comprised as it is of only two questions – one relating to pain intensity and the
other to the extent to which pain interferes with normal work. The Role Physical and
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Bodily Pain scales have different content to the other scales tested and can be
considered as complementary rather than competing scales.

5.5.2 Responsiveness
Aims 4,5 and 6 of this chapter were to compare the responsiveness of the scales, the
validity of the responsiveness indices, and to quantify the minimum clinically important
difference (MCID) for each scale.
There is currently no agreement as to the most appropriate method of evaluating the
responsiveness of questionnaires or other measurement tools (Deyo et al., 1991;
Stratford, Binkley & Riddle, 1996; Stucki et al., 1995; Wright & Young, 1997).
Consistent with previous studies (Norman et al., 1997; Taylor et al., 1999; Wright &
Young, 1997) the various methods of comparing responsiveness produced different
questionnaire rankings. However, without confidence intervals around the point
estimates to allow for testing of the hypothesis that the values are significantly different,
the ranking of questionnaires by point-estimates is flawed because in many cases the
ranks are based on very small differences between the point estimates. In addition,
when making multiple comparisons, a method of testing for differences between
questionnaires is required, and these tests were applied where available. For those
indices where no such test could be located, a strategy suggested by Tryon (2001) was
used to adjust confidence intervals so that the extent of overlap between the confidence
intervals for the questionnaires provided a basis for claiming real differences between
them.
This study therefore used all previously documented methods for which hypothesis
testing could be performed, and a novel method (reliable change), to compare the ability
of the methods to discriminate between questionnaires on the measurement property of
responsiveness. A method not previously described in the literature was used to
construct 95% confidence intervals for the effect size, standardised response mean and
Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index. That is, the lower and upper limits of the 95% CI of
the mean change score were used in the numerator to establish the 95% CI for the index.
Methods were located to construct 95% confidence intervals for the paired t-test,
correlation of change score with global change, ROC curves and reliable-change
methods.
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The responsiveness indices did not identify any questionnaire as being more or less
responsive than the other low-back relevant scales. Liang’s SRM method identified the
Waddell Index as less responsive than the SF-36 Bodily Pain scale, however, the result
using the Liang method should be interpreted with caution. Liang’s SRM method
(1985) requires a “jack-knife” procedure to construct population estimates from the
sample data. There is considerable opportunity in Liang’s complex, iterative SRM
procedure for error. In this study, the result was distorted unless calculations were
made to five decimal places. In addition, the repeated iterations in calculation must
compound error in the results. This technique therefore has questionable utility as a
method of determining responsiveness.
To explore the validity of the various responsiveness methods it was hypothesised that a
valid method would be able to discriminate between scales designed to measure change
in a low back population and a scale on which no change is expected. The SF-36
General Health scale, which has been reported not to change significantly over time in
low back pain samples, and which did not change over the re-test period in this study,
was used as the reference scale. This strategy provided an empirical basis on which to
judge the relative worth of the information provided by each of the responsiveness
methods.
The t-test, effect size and standardised response mean are sensitive to the magnitude of
the change and the distribution of scores or difference scores. The three indices
produced confidence intervals for the back-specific scales that did not cross the line of
no information (zero), while the SF-36 General Health scale result did cross zero. The
indices discriminated between the SF-36 General Health scale and six of the seven lowback relevant scales. Although the distribution-based methods did not identify a
significant difference between the General Health and Waddell scales, more power
would have indicated significant difference. The distribution-based methods, on the
basis of the “known groups” validity testing strategy, appear to be valid methods for
quantifying responsiveness.
None of the three criterion-based methods detected a difference amongst the low-back
relevant scales. Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index was the only method that discriminated
between the SF-36 General Health scale and the other questionnaires. It is also the
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index that appears the most sensible in terms of the rationale for the numerator and
denominator where the information of interest is the extent to which the signal of real
change stands out against a background noise of random change in stable subjects.
The correlation of questionnaire change-scores with global change, and the ROC curve
method did not discriminate between the low-back relevant scales and the SF-36
General Health scale and therefore do not appear to be valid methods for quantifying
responsiveness.
An external criterion of change is required for the three criterion-based methods, and all
therefore suffer the absence of a “gold standard” independent criterion. The patientrated retrospective global change showed moderate correlations with change-scores on
the back-specific questionnaires, which was consistent with most previous reports (Fritz
& Irrgang, 2001; Kopec et al., 1995; Stratford et al., 1994) despite the various methods
of achieving the global rating of change. Alternative strategies such as averaging
patients’ and therapists’ retrospective ratings (Stratford, Binkley, Solomon et al., 1996;
Stratford et al., 1994) or therapists’ prospective predictions of change (Binkley et al.,
1999; Westaway et al., 1998) have also demonstrated only moderate correlations with
questionnaire change-scores. A future challenge is to develop alternative indicators of
clinical change that are independent of the patient and treating clinician, neither of
whom can be considered an unbiased observer. Norman et al. (1997) argue that an
unbiased judgement of change will have a positive correlation with post-test scores and
an equal negative correlation with pre-test scores. Norman et al located a single study
(Juniper et al., 1996) that they argued provided a valid and unbiased criterion. In that
study an independent judge used a range of patient data to determine overall change.
Three previous studies have performed a head-to-head comparison of questionnaire
responsiveness for some of the same questionnaires tested in the current study
(Beurskens et al., 1996; Kopec et al., 1995; Stratford et al., 1994). Two of the studies
(Beurskens et al., 1996; Kopec et al., 1995) reported point estimates without confidence
intervals. The current study results do not support the conclusion of Beurskens et al.
(1996) that the Roland is more responsive than the Oswestry, but rather supports the
conclusion of Stratford et al.(1994) that these two questionnaires cannot be
differentiated by ROC curves or correlation with global change scores. The current
study also concurs with the conclusion of Kopec et al. (1995, p. 351) that the Quebec “is
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at least as sensitive to change” as the Oswestry, Roland and SF-36 Physical Functioning
scales.
The reliable change method explored in this study did not discriminate between the lowback relevant scales and the SF-36 General Health scale, which suggests it is not a valid
indicator of scale responsiveness. The mean change SF-36 General Health score for the
sample was 0.44 out of a possible 100 (SD = 14.9) and the broad spread of change
scores for the whole group, together with the relatively small MDC90 for the General
Health scale (13 points) meant that a substantial proportion of the sample changed (in
both directions) on the GH scale by at least that amount. Perhaps a more relevant
validity testing strategy for the reliable change method would be to count, for each
questionnaire, the proportion of subjects in the “Improved” group who changed by at
least the MDC90.
It may be that the intended purpose of the responsiveness analysis should dictate the
most appropriate method of evaluating responsiveness. A distribution-based method,
such as the effect size, may be a useful method of quantifying responsiveness to assist
researchers in calculation of sample size. This index reflects the view that variation in
between-subject scores is “noise” that may interfere with the detection of an
experimental effect (Norman et al., 1997). On the other hand, a criterion-based method
such as Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index may be preferred when the clinical
meaningfulness of the change is important. In addition, the reliable-change method
may provide practical information on the proportion of a clinical population who
change beyond what could be attributed to measurement error and hence indicates the
scale’s suitability for the intended clinical setting.
The criterion-based methods have the strongest rationale for their use if responsiveness
is operationalised as “the ability of an instrument to detect clinically important change,
even if that change is small” (Guyatt et al., 1989, p. 404). The limitation common to the
criterion-based methods is the absence of a gold standard of clinically meaningful
change, and the consequent reliance on the transitional scale as a de facto gold standard.
It is often claimed that condition-specific questionnaires, because they contain only
items that are relevant to the particular health condition of interest, should be more
responsive than generic questionnaires (Bullinger, 1993; Patrick & Deyo, 1989).
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However, some studies have reported that condition-specific questionnaires are more
responsive than generic questionnaires (Stucki et al., 1995; Wright & Young, 1997) and
others have concluded the opposite (Buchbinder, Bombardier, Yeung & Tugwell, 1995;
Fitzpatrick, Ziebland et al., 1992). All these studies have relied on ranking instrument
responsiveness using point-estimates alone. In addition, only Stucki et al. (1995) tested
subjects with low back pain, with a very specific diagnosis of lumbar spinal stenosis
before and after surgery. The current study demonstrated that condition-specific
questionnaires do not appear to be more responsive than relevant scales from a generic
health status questionnaire in an ambulatory low back pain population seeking
physiotherapy treatment.
This study shows that none of the available responsiveness indices were able to serve as
a basis for preferring one questionnaire above another for application in clinical
practice. In contrast, a comparison of test-retest reliability coefficients did identify
some scales as less reliable than others. The data in this study demonstrated that a scale
could have significantly poorer reliability, but responsiveness as good as any other
scale. This begs the question of the utility of the concept of responsiveness for clinical
decision-making and suggests that selection of an outcome measurement instrument on
the basis of responsiveness may be misleading. Reponsiveness indices, like correlation
coefficients, are non-metricated ratios that do not provide information about scales in
the units of measurement. The MDC90, however, provides an expression of
measurement error that can be applied to an observed change in scores to interprete, in
probabilistic terms, the likelihood that the change can be distinguished from error. No
analagous expression of responsiveness exists. The conclusion can be drawn that
responsiveness indices may not provide a useful basis for selection of outcome
measures for application in clinical practice.
Another surprising result in this study was that while 49% of subjects said their
condition was either better, much better or completely gone after six weeks (Table 5.2),
none of the questionnaires revealed change exceeding the MDC90 in more than 30% of
subjects. This illustrates that statistically reliable change (the MDC90) may exceed the
amount of change perceived by the client to be clinically significant (the MCID). The
MDC90 is a statistical expression of the error in difference scores and defines the
minimum statistically acceptable difference. The minimum clinically important
difference (MCID) has been defined as “the smallest difference in score in the domain
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of interest which patients perceive as beneficial” (Guyatt et al., 1989. p. 408). Where
the MDC90 values are larger than the MCID values, there will be problems of
interpretation where a patient’s reports overall feeling better, but their change score is
less than the MDC90.
In this study the MCID was estimated by two methods: the average change score for the
subjects who self-rated as “Better” at 6 weeks, and the ROC change-score that provided
the optimum trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. This was compared with the
sensitivity and specificity of the MDC90 as the cut-point (see Table 5.15). For all
questionnaires the best estimate of the MDC90 was larger than the MCID defined by
either method. For the Oswestry and SF-36 Physical Functioning scales, MDC90 and
MCID values were similar when the MCID estimate was the mean change score of the
20 subjects who self-rated “Better”. The MCID derived from ROC curves for the
Oswestry and Quebec scales was 5 (sensitivity 70%, specificity 75%) and 7 (sensitivity
62%, specificity 75%) points respectively. In a study that calculated the MCID using
the change score closest to the top-left of the ROC curve, Fritz and Irrgang (2001)
reported a similar MCID of 6 points (sensitivity 91%, specificity 83%) for their
modified Oswestry, but a larger value of 15 points (sensitivity 82%, specificity 83%) for
the Quebec scale. Fritz and Irrgang collected data from 67 patients with acute workrelated back pain, and classified subjects as unchanged who rated themselves between –
3 and +3 on a gobal rating scale with 7 levels of deterioration and improvement. The
global rating scale used in the current study (7 levels compared to 15-levels in the Fritz
and Irrgang study) may account for the higher sensitivity and specificity of the MCID in
the study by Fritz and Irrgang.
The MCID for the Roland-Morris questionnaire (3 points by both methods) is close to
previous reports of 2-5 points (Patrick et al., 1995; Roland & Fairbank, 2000; Stratford
et al., 1998). No previous reports of MCID for the Waddell were located. For the SF36 Health Survey one study (Patrick et al. 1995) reported average scores for each level
of the same global change scale used in the current study. Patrick and colleagues
collected data for patients with sciatica attending medical specialist services.
Approximately half the 427 patients had surgery and half were treated conservatively.
Tests were administered at baseline and 3 months. The MCID (taken as the mean
change score of the 63 patients who rated their leg pain “Better” at 3 months) for the
Physical Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily Pain scales was 17.7, 7 and 21.5 points
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respectively, compared with 15, 26 and 14 points in the current study. The estimate of
the MCID for the Physical Functioning scale appears similar between the two studies.
While the specificity of the MDC90 for each questionnaire was high in this study,
sensitivity was only moderate. For example, 89% of subjects who rated themselves as
about the same or only a little better or worse on the global change scale had a change in
Oswestry scores of less than 10.5 points. However, only 50% of subjects who were
classified as having improved by a meaningful amount recorded a change of at least
10.5 Oswestry points. This means that 50% of subjects who reported on the global
change scale that they had experienced an overall meaningful improvement (self-rated
“better” “much better” or “completely gone”), had an Oswestry change score of less
than the magnitude of change score that one needs to observe to be 90% confident that
change beyond measurement error has occurred. Change by at least the MDC90 is
therefore quite specific (most people who change by this amount will have experienced
clinically meaningful improvement). However, the MDC90 is not a very sensitive
indicator of meaningful change (many people who change by less than this amount will
also have experienced clinically meaningful improvement).
Perhaps we are currently overestimating the standard error of measurement (and
therefore the MDC90) derived from small samples or being too cautious in setting the
confidence interval at 90%. It is unlikely that the large samples of stable subjects
required for more accurate estimation of the MDC90 will be easily achieved. Therefore
it may be more realistic to set the minimum detectable change at a lower level of
confidence. The consequences of wrongly concluding that a patient with low back pain
has not changed by a measurable amount based on change in questionnaire scores are
unlikely to be catastrophic. If a patient does not change by at least as much as the
MDC90 within an expected time-frame, the therapist may decide to alter some
component of the treatment regimen, to refer to another health professional, or to cease
therapy. The clinician faced with interpreting a change in an individual patient’s
questionnaire scores will advisedly use a range of outcome indicators to provide a
picture of overall change.
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5.6 Conclusion
This study explored the test-retest reliability and responsiveness of the questionnaires,
and also evaluated the extent to which various responsiveness indices could differentiate
between a non-responsive scale, the SF-36 General Health Scale, and low-back relevant
scales.
The results of this study indicated that, of the questionnaires compared, the Oswestry
Disability Questionnaire, SF-36 Physical Functioning scale and the Quebec Back Pain
Disability Scale are likely to have the greatest clinical utility for use in general clinical
practice with patients with low back pain. These scales combined the highest reliability
and the greatest scale width, and an MDC90 relatively close to the MCID.
The Roland-Morris, Waddell, SF-36 Role Physical and Bodily Pain scales, from the
data in this study, appear to have inadequate reliability and/or scale width to make them
useful for interpreting individual patient’s scores. The Oswestry, Quebec and SF-36
Physical Functioning scales require a change score of 10.5, 15 and 16 points
respectively to be 90% confident that change beyond measurement error has occurred.
The three scales also have sufficient scale width (<15% of sample scored within the
MDC90 of scale ends), but the Oswestry had the best scale width with only 3% of the
sample having in insufficient initial score for improvement to be reliably detected.
Although some responsiveness indices were shown to be valid, responsiveness, as
quantified by these indices, may not be a particularly useful tool for selecting amongst
competing measurement tools.
.
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6

CHAPTER SIX: Rasch Analysis of the Oswestry,
Quebec and SF-36 Physical Functioning scales

6.1 Chapter Aims
This chapter aims to:
•

Test item response with consideration of the variables of time, age, gender and
forward bending ability.

•

Establish data fit to a Rasch partial-credit model.

6.2 Introduction
The data from questionnaires investigated in this study were ordinal in nature. Numbers
were applied to the rank-ordered response options for each item in the questionnaire. In
accordance with typical data interpretation, the item responses were summed to a total
score. The total score represents a “quantity” of activity limitation. However, the distance
between adjacent scores at the item or total score level is not known.
Up to this point, classical test theory (CTT) has been applied to the analysis of the
questionnaire scores in this project. In CTT the raw scores quantify the extent to which the
examinee possesses “more” or “less” of the underlying variable “activity limitation”.
Because scores at both the item level and total score level are ordinal one cannot assume
equal distances between scores. For example, there is no standardised measurement unit
that one could apply to demonstrate that, in the Quebec questionnaire the distance between
“not difficult at all” and “minimally difficult” is equal to the distance between “fairly
difficult” and “very difficult”. Likewise one cannot be sure that the distance between a
total Quebec score of 20 and 30 is equal to the distance between 70 and 80.
Another perceived limitation of classical test theory applied in this way is that the test
results are inseparably linked to the specific sample to which it was administered (Streiner
& Norman, 1995). This is why the reliability and validity of a test must be re-established if
it is to be applied to a group that is different to the reference group. A test’s characteristics
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change when it is applied to different groups, and a group’s characteristics change as we
apply different tests (Streiner & Norman, 1995). In CTT the “difficulty” of a test item is
defined only by the proportion of subjects who select that item, or a particular response
option to that item (Hambleton, Swaminathan & Rogers, 1991). This approach appears to
work quite well because we would expect more people with low back pain to report
limitations in physically demanding activities such as sports or lifting heavy loads, than
with less physically demanding activities such as washing and dressing. However, we are
not able to say how much more difficult each activity is in relation to any other or how
different one subject is from another in their ability to perform activities.
Proponents of item response theory (IRT) and the Rasch measurement model have
suggested that the techniques widely used for analysing tests of knowledge can be applied
to health measurement scales to address the limitations of CTT (McArthur, Cohen &
Schandler, 1991; Wright & Linacre, 1989). Rasch analysis is based on the work of the
Danish mathematician Georg Rasch (Rasch, 1960). It is a probability-based data modelling
strategy appropriate for use in observations of natural phenomena where there cannot be
absolute certainty. Patient ability (from least to most able) and item difficulty (from least to
most difficult) can be calibrated onto a common underlying scale, measured in logits (log
odds units). The logit scale transforms the raw scores to a linear scale (Wright & Masters,
1982). The probability of a patient affirming a given response on an item is a logistic
function of the relative distance between that patient’s overall ability (or level of physical
function) and the level of physical function (item difficulty) denoted by that response.
Thus, a person of high ability will have a higher probability of responding 'no limitation' to
a difficult item than a person of lower ability.
Fit of data to the Rasch model denotes the level of agreement between the model’s
predicted responses and actual observed responses. Poor fit statistics can indicate poorly
constructed items, or that an item does not 'tap into' the attribute measured by the other
items in the scale (a lack of unidimensionality). Unidimensionality means that only one
variable or “latent trait” is measured by all the items in the test. Unidimensionality is
necessary to calibrate the items on an underlying “difficulty” continuum. If items are not
measuring the same underlying “latent trait” they do not belong to a common measurement
scale and scores for these items should not be summed. However, the assumption of
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unidimensionality can rarely be met exactly. Many items may be measuring more than one
underlying variable. It has been argued that the presence of a “dominant” component or
factor is necessary and sufficient (Hambleton et al., 1991; Hutchinson, 1991). If data can
be organised within a Rasch model, item difficulty and person ability can be calibrated in a
hierarchical order along a common continuum (person-item map).
In Rasch analysis standardised mean square or “fit” statistics indicate how well the data fit
the predicted Rasch model (Linacre & Wright, 2000). An INFIT statistic is sensitive to
unexpected responses to items near the subject’s ability level as predicted by their overall
pattern of responses. The OUTFIT statistic is more sensitive to unexpected responses to
items distant to the subject’s ability level. A perfect “fit” of the data to the model yields
INFIT and OUTFIT values of 1.0. INFIT and OUTFIT values substantially less than 1
indicate data-dependency and values substantially greater than 1 indicates “noise” in the
data. Data-dependency refers to data patterns that are entirely predictable and therefore
convey limited information. This may occur when multiple items responses reflect the
same level of difficulty. Noise occurs from inconsistent or unexpected responses, for
example a person of low ability selecting a response reflecting high ability. Such responses
may be caused by poor item wording leading to inconsistent interpretation, or from
choosing the same response to all items (response set) or overusing response option
extremes, or indicates an item that does not belong to the scale.
Wright and Linacre (1996) consider the “useful range” of mean square fit statistics is
between 0.7 and 1.3 with a more stringent criterion of 0.8 – 1.2 applied to “high stakes”
tests. The range 0.7 to 1.3 appears to be the most widely adopted, although other authors
(Chang & Chan, 1995) consider values of 0.6 to 1.5 to be acceptable. Smith, Schumacher
and Bush (1998) have shown that fit is related to sample size and to maintain a Type I error
rate of .05 the OUTFIT value limit would be 1.3 for a sample of 150, 1.2 for 500 and 1.1
for 1000 subjects.
Two commonly used Rasch models are the rating scale and partial credit models. The
Rasch rating scale model assumes that all items have the same underlying scale structure
and that for every item in a questionnaire, the difference in ability between each item
response option is identical for all items. In health measurement scales this assumption is
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unlikely to be met. The Rasch partial credit model makes no such assumption and each
item is calibrated independently.
Rasch analysis has been used in the development of new scales. It facilitates selection of
items that discriminate between individuals at different levels of ability on the item
response scale by examining the item response curves (Kopec et al., 1996) and items that
represent activities that are spread evenly along the continuum from very easy to very
difficult (Baker & Granger, 1997; Granger et al., 1995). When applied to established tests,
it allows one to identify “gaps” and “clusters” of items that are calibrated along the
difficulty continuum (Stucki, Daltroy, Katz et al., 1996). Gaps in the item difficulty
continuum will reduce the test’s ability to discriminate amongst individuals in that part of
the range. Similarly, gaps and clusters of items are thought to distort the interpretation of
change because, at least in part, score changes reflect the availability of items in that
section of the continuum (Haley, McHorney & Ware, 1994; Stucki, Daltroy, Katz et al.,
1996). When a scale has more items reflecting moderate than severe or mild disability
there is greater opportunity for numerical change in subjects with initial scores in the midrange, than for those whose initial score is either very low or very high.
Rasch analysis provides a method of transforming ordinal scales to scales with interval
measurement properties. In the transformed data, scores indicate a precise location on the
continuum with interpretable distances between adjacent points. Rasch transformation
allows an evaluation of the extent to which raw (ordinal) scores approximate interval
scores. Transformation to interval scores means that a change of any particular magnitude
is equivalent across the scale range.
Another perceived strength of Rasch Analysis is that test characteristics are not sampledependent, that is, the items function similarly across samples (Steiner & Norman, 1995).
For example, the ten items of the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale have been shown to
form a robust hierarchical structure of item difficulty that is relatively stable across patient
populations, disease severity and age (Haley et al., 1994) and across seven countries
(McHorney, Haley & Ware, 1997). It is possible that items may function differently for
people of different ages or gender. For example, an item asking about high-level activities
may elicit a different pattern of responses from older and younger people, or from males
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and females. Just as a useful scale should be stable with respect to age and gender, it
should also be stable with respect to diagnostic sub-groups. In a heterogenous sample of
people with low back pain it is possible that those with an impairment of lumbar flexion
may have a different pattern of responses to items related to flexion-activities, than people
who do not have a flexion impairment.
Testing whether different groups find items difficult is called differential item functioning.
Demonstration that items do not function differently for such groups provides evidence that
the item calibrations are stable.
If existing questionnaires display adequate measurement properties as defined by the Rasch
model, this information will allow for more sophisticated understanding and application of
those questionnaires. If currently available questionnaires have shortcomings, this will lead
to the development of better questionnaires.
In Chapter 5 three questionnaires were identified as having sufficient utility for use in
clinical practice. Factor analysis of the Oswestry, Quebec and SF-36 Physical Functioning
scale in chapter 4 suggested these scales are unidimensional and data from these
questionnaires are therefore likely to be able to be fit to the Rasch model.
The aims and hypotheses to be tested against each of these three questionnaires were:
Aim 1: To examine differential item functioning for the variables of occasion, age, gender
and flexion limitation.
Hypothesis 1.1:
HA: Item functioning is different for the first and second administrations of the
questionnaires
Ho: Item functioning is the same for the first and second administrations of the
questionnaires
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Hypothesis 1.2:
HA: Item functioning is different for younger and older respondents.
Ho: Item functioning is the same for younger and older respondents.
Hypothesis 1.3:
HA: Item functioning is different for male and female respondents.
Ho: Item functioning is the same for male and female respondents.
Hypothesis 1.4:
HA: Item functioning is different for subjects who report they avoid bending
forward and those who do not report they avoid bending forward.
Ho: Item functioning is the same for subjects who report they avoid bending
forward and those who do not report they avoid bending forward.
Aim 2: To examine data fit to a Rasch partial-credit model.
Hypothesis 2.1:
HA: INFIT/OUTFIT statistics for items are inside the range of .7 – 1.3.
Ho: INFIT/OUTFIT statistics for items are outside the range of .7 – 1.3.
Hypothesis 2.2
HA: Person-ability and item-difficulty calibrations are well matched.
Ho: Person-ability and item-difficulty calibrations are not well matched.
Hypothesis 2.3
HA: Conversion of raw to Rasch scores is not 1:1
Ho: Conversion of raw to Rasch is 1:1
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6.3

Method and analysis

Included in the analysis were responses from all subjects who returned the Oswestry,
Quebec and SF-36 Physical Functioning scales at pre-test (140) and post-test (106) six
weeks later. The sample characteristics were reported in Chapter 3 (Table 3.7). Rasch
analysis (partial credit model) was performed using Winsteps Version 3.16 (Linacre &
Wright, 2000) and SPSS version 10.0 for hypothesis testing.
Step 1. Calibration of item difficulty over time (Testing hypothesis 1.1)
A useful test has item calibrations that remain stable over time. Providing it can be shown
that item calibration remains stable on repeated measurement, data obtained on different
occasions for the same subjects can be combined for analysis (Chang & Chan, 1995). This
has the advantage of increasing the amount of data available for analysis and therefore the
precision of item calibration. To compare item calibrations for data collected at pre-test
and post-test, it was first necessary to construct a common “ruler” for each questionnaire by
calibrating the responses at both administrations to common “step calibrations”. The step
calibrations mark the points at which transitions occur between response options for each
item. Step calibrations mark the ability level at which a response of one becomes more
probable than a response of zero, or a response of two becomes more probable than a
response of one, and so on. For example, an item from the Quebec questionnaire has six
responses with five step calibrations marking the transitions between 0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5.
The steps in determining the stability of item calibrations across time, and therefore
whether the data at pre-test and post-test could be combined, were as follows:
•

For each questionnaire Rasch analysis was performed on combined data to generate
a “step file” containing common step calibrations for each item.

•

Separate analyses of pre-test and post-test data, anchored to the step calibrations for
the combined analysis, provided item calibrations for each occasion (Linacre &
Wright, 2000).

•

A scatterplot of pre-test against post-test item difficulty calibrations was viewed to
see whether item difficulties appeared to have consistent calibrations.

•

Residuals quantify the extent to which each person’s response deviates from that
predicted by the model for their ability level. To test the hypothesis that item
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difficulty calibrations at pre-test and post-test were not systematically different, the
item residuals for pre-test and post-test scores were compared using independent ttests, with Bonferoni adjustment to maintain an alpha of .05. Bonferoni adjustments
were made according to the total number of test items. In the case of the Oswestry,
with 10 items, the Bonferoni adjustment reduced the α level for 95% confidence to
.005.
Step 2. Differential item functioning for age, gender and flexion limitation (dependent on
Step 1) (Testing hypotheses 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4)
To test differential item functioning due to age, the sample was divided into older and
younger age groups (split at the median age in years). Differential item functioning due to
gender was tested by comparison of data for males and females in the sample. To test for
differential item functioning for flexion limitation the sample was divided into those who
answered “yes” at pre-test to item 11 of the Roland-Morris questionnaire “Because of my
back, I try not to bend or kneel down” and those who did not answer yes to this question.
For each item, item residuals were compared between groups with independent t-tests
(Bonferoni adjustment was made for multiple comparisons).
Step 3. Data fit to model (dependent on Step 1) (Testing hypothesis 2.1)
Data fit to the Rasch partial-credit model was evaluated by examining INFIT and OUTFIT
statistics. Values between 0.7 and 1.3 were considered to reflect adequate data fit.
Step 4. Item-difficulty and person-ability distribution (extension of Step 3) (Hypothesis 2.2)
In order to establish the extent to which the item-difficulty continuum adequately reflected
the person-ability continuum in the sample, an item threshold imprint was generated for
each questionnaire. The number of item thresholds is the number of “steps” or transitions
between response categories. For example, for the Quebec questionnaire there are 20 items
with 5 item transitions, which equals 100 item thresholds. The number of item thresholds
is mapped on the y axis of a graph and item threshold logits are mapped on the x axis.
Person ability is then mapped onto the same “ruler” and gaps and clusters of item difficulty
can readily be identified.
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Step 5. Rasch conversion of total scale scores (dependent on Step 1) (Testing hypothesis
2.3)
Raw total scale scores were converted to Rasch scores. Rasch measures were graphed on
the x axis and raw scores on the y axis. Any given raw score can thus be converted to a
Rasch score.

6.4

Results

6.4.1 Oswestry Disability Questionnaire
Aim 1: To examine differential item functioning for the variables of occasion, age, gender
and flexion limitation.
Hypothesis 1.1:
HA: Item functioning is different for the first and second administrations of the
questionnaires
Ho: Item functioning is the same for the first and second administrations of the
questionnaires
The scatterplot of item difficulties at time 1 and time 2 is shown in Figure 6.1. The Rasch
logit measure is centred on zero, with easier activities having positive logit measures, and
harder activities having negative logit values. The independent t-tests of residuals for each
item (Table 6.1) were not significant and item calibration was considered stable across test
administrations. The null hypothesis was retained and the data from pre-test and post-test
were therefore combined for further analyses.
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Figure 6.1 Oswestry: Item difficulties at time 1 and time 2
Note: Personal care is the least difficult activity, Lifting is the most difficult activity.

Table 6.1
Oswestry: t-tests of item residuals time 1 and time 2
Item

t

df

Sign. (2-tailed

1. Pain intensity

2.130

237

.034

2. Personal care

1.109

238

.268

3. Lifting

-1.728

238

.085

4. Walking

.164

237

.870

5. Sitting

-.089

236

.929

6. Standing

-.780

238

.436

7. Sleeping

-.106

238

.915

8. Sex Life

-1.236

161

.218

9. Social Life

.818

236

.414

10. Travelling

2.111

237

.036

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance. Bonferoni adjusted p = .005
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Hypothesis 1.2:
HA: Item functioning is different for younger and older respondents.
Ho: Item functioning is the same for younger and older respondents.
Hypothesis 1.3:
Ho: Item functioning is the same for male and female respondents.
HA: Item functioning is different for male and female respondents.
Hypothesis 1.4:
HA: Item functioning is different for subjects who report they avoid bending
forward and those who do not report they avoid bending forward.
Ho: Item functioning is the same for subjects who report they avoid bending forward
and those who do not report they avoid bending forward.
The null hypothesis was retained in each case. Table 6.2 shows that item difficulty was not
significantly different between younger (n = 72) and older subjects (n = 68) although lifting
and walking was slightly more difficult activities for older subjects. Similarly, there was no
significant difference in item difficulty between females (n = 92) and males (n = males)
(Table 6.3).
Table 6.4 shows the comparison of item residuals for the groups of subjects who answered
yes to the question “Because of my back, I try not to bend or kneel down” with those who
did not select this question on the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire. It might be
expected that subjects who avoided bending would find the activities of lifting, sitting,
social life and standing more difficult than those who did not finding bending difficult.
There were 75 subjects in the flexion-limited group and 65 classed as flexion not limited.
There was no significant difference between item-residuals for subjects with a flexionlimitation and those without a flexion-limitation.
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Table 6.2
Oswestry: t-tests of item residuals for younger vs older
Item
1. Pain intensity

t
1.125

df
138

Sign. (2-tailed)
.262

2. Personal care

1.875

138

.063

3. Lifting

-2.125

138

.035

4. Walking

-2.267

137

.025

5. Sitting

1.482

137

.141

6. Standing

-0.087

138

.931

7. Sleeping

0.852

138

.396

8. Sex Life

-0.152

50

.880

9. Social Life

0.363

136

.717

10. Travelling

1.160

137

.248

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance except for item 8.
Bonferoni adjusted p = .005. Age split at median (49 years)

Table 6.3
Oswestry: t-tests of item residuals for females vs males
Item

t

df

Sign.(2-tailed)

1. Pain intensity

0.654

138

.514

2. Personal care

1.220

72

.226

3. Lifting

-0.430

138

.668

4. Walking

-0.712

137

.478

5. Sitting

0.824

137

.411

6. Standing

-0.993

138

.322

7. Sleeping

0.899

138

.370

8. Sex Life

-0.882

94

.380

9. Social Life

0.340

136

.734

10. Travelling

0.178

137

.859

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance except for item 2.
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Table 6.4
Oswestry: t-tests of item residuals for flexion limited vs flexion not limited groups
Item

t

df

Sign.(2-tailed)

1. Pain intensity

0.964

137

.337

2. Personal care

0.411

138

.681

3. Lifting

-1.366

138

.174

4. Walking

0.244

137

.808

5. Sitting

1.236

137

.219

6. Standing

-0.116

138

.908

7. Sleeping

-0.303

138

.762

8. Sex Life

0.101

94

.92

9. Social Life

-0.873

136

.384

10. Travelling

-0.404

137

.687

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance.

Aim 2: To examine data fit to a Rasch partial-credit model.
Hypothesis 2.1:
HA: INFIT/OUTFIT statistics for items are inside the range of .7 – 1.3.
Ho: INFIT/OUTFIT statistics for items are outside the range of .7 – 1.3.
The Oswestry data fit to the Rasch model is shown in Table 6.5. The Rasch measures are
shown as logits centred on zero, and also on a 0-100 scale to facilitate comparison with
published studies that may use one or the other expression of item calibration. Two items
were marginally mis-fitting: “Travelling” had INFIT and OUTFIT values just below the
required range of .7, and “Lifting” had an OUTFIT value just above the required range of
1.3. INFIT and OUTFIT statistics were within the criterion range except for two items that
were only marginally misfitting. The null hypothesis was therefore rejected.
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Table 6.5
Oswestry: Data fit to Rasch model
Item (from easy
to difficult)

Measure:
Logits (SE)

Measure:
0-100 (SE)

INFIT

OUTFIT

2. Personal Care

1.2 (0.1)

60.72 (0.84)

0.94

0.93

7. Sleeping

0.25 (0.1)

52.92 (0.81)

1.05

1.02

4. Walking

0.18 (0.07)

52.39 (0.59)

0.97

1.08

1. Pain intensity

0.08 (0.09)

51.59 (0.73)

1.13

1.19

9. Social Life

0.01 (0.07)

51.0 (0.59)

0.82

0.78

10. Travelling

-0.07 (0.08)

50.35 (0.65)

0.66

0.69

5. Sitting

-0.12 (0.08)

49.89 (0.65)

1.02

0.99

6. Standing

-0.19 (0.07)

49.32 (0.59)

1.12

1.15

8. Sex Life

-0.39 (0.08)

47.71 (0.68)

1.08

0.95

3. Lifting

-0.94 (0.07)

43.23 (0.57)

1.27

1.37

Note: INFIT and OUTFIT values outside acceptable range of .7 – 1.3 are shown in bold.

Hypothesis 2.2
HA: Person-ability and item-difficulty calibrations are well matched.
Ho: Person-ability and item-difficulty calibrations are not well matched.
Figure 6.2 is the map of person ability and item difficulty. The map shows the logit scale
on the far left and right. The map has three vertical lines dividing the map into four
columns. The person ability measures appear in the left-hand column as a series of hash
and period marks. Each hash mark (#) represents two persons, and each period (‘.’)
represents one person. The item-difficulty measures appear three times for each item in
the remaining three columns. These columns for item difficulty depict the difficulty levels
of the 'not limited' category for the item on the left and 'most limited' sub-categories on the
right, with overall item difficulty on the central line. Because of limited space, the item
number and name (eg 2 Personal care) only appears in the middle of the three columns,
while the item number only appears in the other columns. The response to Section 3 Lifting
“I can lift heavy weights without extra pain” denotes the highest level of physical function
on the bottom-left of the scale (it is the most difficult level of the most difficult activity).
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The response to Section 1 Pain Intensity “The pain is the worst imaginable at the moment”
denotes the lowest level of physical function on the top-right of the scale. Person abilities
are marked on the left of the figure and show a normal distribution around the middle of the
logit scale.
Figures 6.3 shows item difficulty thresholds and person abilities on the same underlying
scale on the x-axis (in logits). These graphs extend the information on the person-item
map. The person-item map shows only the average, lowest and highest thresholds, but
Figure 6.3 shows all available item thresholds. An item threshold is the transition between
response categories. The Oswestry has 10 sections, and each section has 5 thresholds,
giving a total number of “steps” or transitions between response categories of 50. The item
threshold between categories 0 and 1 on item 3 (‘Lifting’) marked the most able end of the
construct (-3.65), whilst the transition between categories 4 and 5 on item 1(‘Pain
intensity’) marked the least able end (3.5). Figure 6.3 shows that the Oswestry has some
item-thresholds at the same level of difficulty (there are 3 or 4 item thresholds at three
locations on the logit scale). The lower graph in Figure 6.3 shows person ability on the
same logit scale as the upper item threshold difficulty. Item difficulty and person ability
were generally well matched, with the exception of a gap in the items at the most able end
of the construct. That is, there were a number of persons of high ability whose ability level
exceeded the most difficult item. In Figure 6.3 these subjects are represented by the bars at
–6.15 and –4.89 on the person measure (lower) graph, and no corresponding item
thresholds appear at the same range of the common scale to the left of the item threshold
(upper) graph. On the person-item map (Figure 6.2) these subjects appear on the bottomleft as a cluster of subjects below the most difficult activity. Overall, items and persons
were well matched and the null hypothesis was therefore rejected.
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Hypothesis 2.3
HA: Conversion of raw to Rasch scores is not 1:1
Ho: Conversion of raw to Rasch is 1:1
For Oswestry total raw scores, the equivalent Rasch scores are shown in Table 6.6 and
graphically in Figure 6.4. No Rasch score could be calculated for 49 or 50 because no
subjects achieved these scores.
Table 6.6
Oswestry: Table of raw to Rasch conversion on complete test
Raw
Score
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Rasch
Score
.00E
5.06
8.24
10.28
11.84
13.11
14.2
15.15
15.99
16.75
17.45
18.09
18.69
19.26
19.81
20.33
20.84

Standard
Error
7.30
4.16
3.08
2.62
2.34
2.14
1.99
1.87
1.77
1.69
1.62
1.56
1.52
1.48
1.45
1.42
1.4

Raw
Score
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Rasch
Score
21.32
21.8
22.26
22.71
23.16
23.59
24.02
24.45
24.88
25.31
25.74
26.18
26.63
27.09
27.56
28.04
28.53

Standard
Error
1.38
1.36
1.34
1.33
1.31
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.31
1.32
1.33
1.35
1.37
1.38
1.4

Raw
Score
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Rasch
Score
29.04
29.57
30.11
30.68
31.28
31.92
32.61
33.37
34.22
35.21
36.38
37.84
39.81
42.95
48.00E

Standard
Error
1.42
1.45
1.48
1.52
1.56
1.61
1.68
1.77
1.89
2.05
2.26
2.56
3.05
4.15
7.30

50
45
40
Raw Score
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Figure 6.4 Oswestry: Rasch score vs Raw score
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Table 6.7 and Figure 6.5 show that a change of 5 raw Oswestry points will underestimate
change across most of the scale, and overestimate change in scores at the upper and lower
ends of the scale. The null hypothesis was rejected – there was not a 1:1 relationship
between raw and Rasch scores.

Table 6.7
Oswestry: Raw change vs Rasch change scores

Change Score

T1
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Raw Scores
T2
T1-T2
0
5
5
5
10
5
15
5
20
5
25
5
30
5
35
5
40
5
45
5

T1
13.11
17.45
20.33
22.71
24.88
27.09
29.57
32.61
37.84
50

Rasch Scores
T2
T1-T2
0
13.11
13.11
4.34
17.45
2.88
20.33
2.38
22.71
2.17
24.88
2.21
27.09
2.48
29.57
3.04
32.61
5.23
37.84
12.16

14
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11
10
9
8
7
6
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3
2
1
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Figure 6.5 Oswestry: Raw cf Rasch change scores
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6.4.2 Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale
Hypothesis 1.1:
Ho: Item functioning will be the same for the first and second administrations of the
questionnaires
H1: Item function will be different for the first and second administrations of the
questionnaires
The scatterplot of item difficulties at time 1 and time 2 are shown in Figure 6.6.
The independent t-tests of residuals for each item (Table 6.8) were not significant
(Bonferoni adjustment .05/20 = .0025). The null hypothesis was retained.
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Figure 6.6 Quebec: Item difficulties at time 1 and time 2
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Table 6.8
Quebec: t-tests of item residuals time 1 and time 2
Item
1 Get out of bed
2 Sleep through the night
3 Turn over in bed
4 Ride in car
5 Stand 20-30"
6 Sit for several hours
7 Climb 1 flight stairs
8 Walk 3-400m
9 Walk several miles
10 Reach up to high shelf
11 Throw a ball
12 Run 100m
13 Get food from fridge
14 Make your bed
15 Put on
socks/pantyhose
16 Bend to clean bathtub
17 Move a chair
18 Pull/push heavy doors
19 Carry 2 bags groceries
20 Lift/carry heavy
suitcase

t
1.449
-0.226
0.676
1.186
-1.442
-0.521
0.477
1.018
-0.425
-0.799
-1.277
-1.460
0.839
1.062
1.351

df
238
237
238
237
237
237
236
238
237
237
235
237
238
238
238

Sign.(2-tailed)
.149
.822
.500
.237
.151
.603
.634
.310
.671
.425
.203
.146
.402
.289
.178

1.152
0.048
0.349
0.505
-1.325

236
235
235
236
235

.250
.962
.727
.614
.186

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance.

Hypothesis 1.2:
Ho: Item functioning will be the same for younger and older respondents.
H1: Item functioning will be different for younger and older respondents.
Hypothesis 1.3:
Ho: Item functioning will be the same for male and female respondents.
H1: Item functioning will be different for male and female respondents.
Hypothesis 1.4:
HA: Item functioning is different for subjects who report they avoid bending forward
and those who do not report they avoid bending forward.
Ho: Item functioning is the same for subjects who report they avoid bending forward
and those who do not report they avoid bending forward.
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The null hypothesis was retained in each case. T-tests revealed no significant difference in
item difficulty when item residuals for younger and older subjects were compared (Table
6.10) when Bonferoni adjustments for multiple testing were applied. It appeared, however,
that younger people may have found turning in bed a little more difficult while older people
found walking short distances and carrying groceries a little more difficult than younger
subjects. Likewise there was no significant difference in item difficulty between females
and males, but males appeared to find sleeping through the night and sitting for several
hours a little more difficult than females. Females found moving a chair, carrying groceries
and lifting/carrying a heavy suitcase more difficult than males (Table 6.11). There were no
significant differences in item difficulty for the flexion limited group compared with the
flexion not limited groups. Subjects in the flexion limited group appeared to have a little
more difficulty sitting for several hours and bending to clean the bathtub than the group
who were not limited in bending forward (Table 6.12).

Table 6.9
Quebec: t-tests of item residuals for young vs old
Item
1 Get out of bed
2 Sleep through the night
3 Turn over in bed
4 Ride in car
5 Stand 20-30"
6 Sit for several hours
7 Climb 1 flight stairs
8 Walk 3-400m
9 Walk several miles
10 Reach up to high shelf
11 Throw a ball
12 Run 100m
13 Get food from fridge
14 Make your bed
15 Put on socks/pantyhose
16 Bend to clean bathtub
17 Move a chair
18 Pull/push heavy doors
19 Carry 2 bags groceries
20 Lift/carry heavy suitcase

t

df

Sign.(2-tailed)

1.815
1.667
2.081
0.589
1.090
1.385
0.055
-1.994
-1.286
-1.882
-0.882
-0.861
0.040
0.994
0.623
1.691
-0.519
-1.732
-2.004
-0.835

137
136
137
136
137
136
137
116
136
137
134
136
137
137
137
135
135
135
136
135

.072
.098
.039
.557
.278
.168
.956
.048
.201
.062
.379
.391
.968
.322
.534
.093
.605
.086
.047
.405

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance except for item 8.
Bonferoni adjusted p = .0025. Age split at median (49 years)
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Table 6.10
Quebec: t-tests of item residuals for females vs males
Item
1 Get out of bed
2 Sleep through the night
3 Turn over in bed
4 Ride in car
5 Stand 20-30"
6 Sit for several hours
7 Climb 1 flight stairs
8 Walk 3-400m
9 Walk several miles
10 Reach up to high shelf
11 Throw a ball
12 Run 100m
13 Get food from fridge
14 Make your bed
15 Put on socks/pantyhose
16 Bend to clean bathtub
17 Move a chair
18 Pull/push heavy doors
19 Carry 2 bags groceries
20 Lift/carry heavy suitcase

t

df

Sign. (2-tailed)

1.356
2.049
0.775
1.416
-0.803
2.050
-0.274
-0.483
-0.463
-0.709
1.366
0.164
-0.585
0.535
1.161
-1.227
-2.399
-1.020
-2.554
-1.991

137
136
137
136
137
136
137
137
136
137
134
136
137
137
137
135
135
135
136
135

.177
.042
.440
.159
.424
.042
.784
.630
.644
.480
.174
.870
.560
.593
.248
.222
.018
.310
.012
.048

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance. Bonferoni adjusted p = .0025

Table 6.11
Quebec: t-tests of item residuals for flexion limited vs flexion not limited groups
Item

t

df

Sign.(2-tailed)

1 Get out of bed
2 Sleep through the night
3 Turn over in bed
4 Ride in car
5 Stand 20-30"
6 Sit for several hours
7 Climb 1 flight stairs
8 Walk 3-400m
9 Walk several miles
10 Reach up to high shelf
11 Throw a ball
12 Run 100m
13 Get food from fridge
14 Make your bed
15 Put on socks/pantyhose
16 Bend to clean bathtub
17 Move a chair
18 Pull/push heavy doors
19 Carry 2 bags groceries
20 Lift/carry heavy suitcase

0.499
1.826
0.927
0.897
0.398
2.620
-1.475
-0.582
-1.287
-0.543
1.105
-0.695
0.184
-0.212
-0.637
-2.398
-1.124
-0.946
-0.163
-1.409

137
136
137
136
137
136
137
137
136
137
134
136
137
137
137
135
135
135
136
135

.619
.070
.356
.371
.691
.010
.142
.561
.200
.588
.271
.488
.855
.832
.525
.018
.263
.346
.871
.161

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance. Bonferoni adjusted p = .0025
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Hypothesis 2.1:
HA: INFIT/OUTFIT statistics for items are inside the range of .7 – 1.3.
Ho: INFIT/OUTFIT statistics for items are outside the range of .7 – 1.3.
Data fit to the model for the 20 items of the Quebec questionnaire was good for most items
(Table 6.12). Item 2 “Sleep through the night” exceeded the upper criterion limit of 1.3 for
both INFIT and OUTFIT statistics. There was slight misfitting of item 6 “Sit for several
hours”, item 12 “Run 1 block (about 100m)” and item 19 “Carry two bags of groceries”.

Table 6.12
Quebec: Data fit to Rasch model
Item (easy to difficult)
13. Get food from fridge
1. Get out of bed
4. Ride in car
8. Walk 3-400m
17. Move a chair
3. Turn over in bed
14. Make bed
7. Climb 1 flight stairs
11. Throw a ball
2. Sleep through the night
15. Put on socks
5. Stand for 20-30"
10. Reach up to high shelf
18. Pull/push heavy doors
19. Carry 2 bags
groceries
9. Walk several miles
16. Bend to clean bathtub
6. Sit for several hours
12. Run one block
(100m)
20. Lift/carry heavy
suitcase

Measure:
Logit (SE)

Measure:
0-100 (SE)

INFIT

OUTFIT

1.23 (0.08)
0.96 (0.08)
0.54 (0.07)
0.44 (0.06)
0.42 (0.07)
0.35 (0.07)
0.34 (0.07)
0.32 (0.07)
0.19 (0.06)
0.17 (0.07)
0.16 (0.06)
0.12 (0.06)
-0.09 (0.06)
-0.17 (0.06)
-0.22 (0.06)

61.40 (0.72)
59.15 (0.69)
55.55 (0.62)
54.76 (0.54)
54.53 (0.59)
53.99 (0.59)
53.86 (0.56)
53.70 (0.55)
52.57 (0.52)
52.40 (0.51)
52.39 (0.63)
52.00 (0.55)
50.21 (0.49)
49.56 (0.53)
49.15 (0.53)

0.80
1.14
1.22
0.95
0.77
1.19
0.85
0.81
1.07
1.47
0.93
1.20
0.90
0.88
0.70

0.71
1.14
1.22
0.82
0.72
1.11
0.86
0.77
1.14
1.50
1.09
1.16
0.83
0.85
0.65

-0.73 (0.05)
-0.73 (0.06)
-0.92 (0.06)
-1.16 (0.06)

44.77 (0.45)
44.77 (0.50)
43.17 (0.51)
41.10 (0.47)

1.12
0.88
1.22
1.31

1.04
0.88
1.32
1.23

-1.21 (0.06)

40.72 (0.51)

0.85

0.91

Note: INFIT and OUTFIT values outside acceptable range of .7 – 1.3 are shown in bold.
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HA: Person-ability and item-difficulty calibrations are well matched.
Ho: Person-ability and item-difficulty calibrations are not well matched.
Figure 6.6 is the map of person ability and item difficulty. Each item has 3 marks on the
common continuum, depicting the difficulty levels of the 'not limited' on the left and 'most
limited' sub-categories on the right, with overall item difficulty on the central line. Figure
6.7 shows item difficulty thresholds and person abilities on the same underlying scale on
the x-axis (in logits). The item threshold between categories 0 and 1 on item 20 (‘Lift/carry
a heavy suitcase’) marked the most able end of the construct (-2.93), whilst the transition
between categories 4 and 5 on item 1(‘Get out of bed’) marked the least able end (3.38).
Person abilities ranged from –6.01 to 2.23 (least disabled to most disabled).
Items and persons were generally well matched, with the exception of a gap in the items at
the least disabled end of the construct. That is, there were a number of persons of high
ability whose ability level exceeded the most difficult item. These subjects appear on the
bottom-left of Figure 6.6, and on the left of the lower graph in Figure 6.7.
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MAP OF PERSONS AND ITEMS
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Figure 6.6 Quebec: Map of persons and items
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Figure 6.7 Quebec: Item threshold and person ability (logits)
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Hypothesis 2.3
HA: Conversion of raw to Rasch scores is not 1:1
Ho: Conversion of raw to Rasch is 1:1
The null hypothesis was rejected. The conversion of total raw scale scores to Rasch scores
is shown on Table 6.13, and displayed in Figure 6.8.

Table 6.13
Quebec: Table of raw to Rasch conversion on complete test
Raw
Score
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Rasch
Score
0.00E
10.52
16.81
20.65
23.47
25.72
27.61
29.24
30.68
31.96
33.12
34.18
35.14
36.02
36.84
37.60
38.30
38.96
39.58
40.16
40.71
41.23
41.72
42.20
42.65
43.09
43.51
43.91
44.31
44.69
45.07
45.43
45.79
46.14

Standard
Error
15.62
8.70
6.28
5.23
4.60
4.17
3.85
3.60
3.39
3.21
3.06
2.92
2.80
2.69
2.58
2.49
2.40
2.33
2.25
2.19
2.13
2.08
2.03
1.98
1.94
1.91
1.87
1.84
1.82
1.79
1.77
1.75
1.73
1.72

Raw
Score
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Rasch
Score
46.49
46.83
47.16
47.49
47.81
48.14
48.45
48.77
49.08
49.39
49.69
50.00
50.30
50.60
50.89
51.19
51.48
51.78
52.07
52.36
52.65
52.94
53.23
53.52
53.81
54.11
54.40
54.70
54.99
55.30
55.60
55.91
56.22
56.54

Standard
Error
1.70
1.69
1.68
1.67
1.66
1.65
1.64
1.63
1.62
1.61
1.61
1.60
1.60
1.59
1.59
1.58
1.58
1.58
1.57
1.57
1.57
1.57
1.57
1.57
1.58
1.58
1.58
1.59
1.59
1.60
1.16
1.62
1.63
1.65

Raw
Score
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Rasch
Score
56.86
57.18
57.52
57.86
58.21
58.57
58.94
59.32
59.71
60.12
60.54
60.98
61.43
61.91
62.42
62.94
63.50
64.10
64.73
65.41
66.15
66.95
67.83
68.80
69.90
71.15
72.60
74.33
76.45
79.18
82.99
89.36
100.00E

Standard
Error
1.66
1.68
1.69
1.71
1.73
1.76
1.78
1.81
1.84
1.87
1.91
1.95
1.99
2.04
2.09
2.15
2.21
2.28
2.36
2.45
2.55
2.67
2.80
2.96
3.15
3.38
3.66
4.01
4.49
5.18
6.29
8.76
15.68
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Figure 6.8 Quebec: Rasch score vs Raw score (Ogive)

Table 6.14 and Figure 6.9 demonstrate that raw scores will underestimate change across
most of the scale, and overestimate change at the upper and lower ends of the scale.

Table 6.14
Quebec: Raw change vs Rasch change scores
T1
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Raw Scores
T2
T1-T2
0
10
10
10
20
10
30
10
40
10
50
10
60
10
70
10
80
10
90
10

T1
33.12
40.71
45.07
48.45
51.48
54.4
57.52
61.43
67.83
100

Rasch Scores
T2
T1-T2
0
33.12
33.12
7.59
40.71
4.36
45.07
3.38
48.45
3.03
51.48
2.92
54.4
3.12
57.52
3.91
61.43
6.4
67.83
32.17
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Figure 6.9 Quebec: Raw cf Rasch change scores

6.4.3 SF-36 Physical Functioning Scale
Hypothesis 1.1:
HA: Item functioning is different for the first and second administrations of the
questionnaires
Ho: Item functioning is the same for the first and second administrations of the
questionnaires

The null hypothesis was retained. The scatterplot of item difficulties at time 1 and time 2 is
shown in Figure 6.10. Table 6.16 shows the independent t-tests of residuals for each item
were not significant
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1

1 Vigorous activities
2 Moderate activities
3 Lift/carry groceries
4 Climb several flights
5 Climb one flight stairs
6 Bend/kneel/stoop
7 Walk > 1km
8 Walk ½ km
9 Walk 100m
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6
34
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Figure 6.10 SF-36 Physical Functioning scale: Item difficulties at time 1 and time 2

Table 6.15
SF-36 Physical Functioning scale: t-tests of item residuals time 1 and time 2
Item
1. Vigorous activities

t
0.316

df
232

Sign.(2-tailed)
.752

2. Moderate activities

-0.999

232

.319

3. Lift/carry groceries

-0.004

232

.997

4. Several flights stairs

-0.198

232

.843

5. One flight stairs

-0.924

232

.356

6. Bend kneel stoop

-0.972

232

.332

7. Walk over 1 km

1.175

232

.241

8. Walk half km

-0.697

232

.486

9. Walk 100m

-0.383

232

.702

10. Bath dress self

0.185

232

.854

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance except item 5.
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Hypothesis 1.2:
HA: Item functioning is different for younger and older respondents.
Ho: Item functioning is the same for younger and older respondents.
Hypothesis 1.3:
HA: Item functioning is different for male and female respondents.
Ho: Item functioning is the same for male and female respondents.
Hypothesis 1.4:
HA: Item functioning is different for subjects who report they avoid bending forward
and those who do not report they avoid bending forward.
Ho: Item functioning is the same for subjects who report they avoid bending forward
and those who do not report they avoid bending forward.
The null hypothesis was retained in each case. There was no significant difference in item
difficulty between younger and older subjects although the activity of “bathing or dressing
yourself” was somewhat more difficult for older compared with younger subjects (Table
6.16). There was no significant difference in item difficulty between females and males
(Table 6.17), or between the flexion-limited and not limited subjects (Table 6.18).

Table 6.16
SF-36 Physical Functioning: t-tests of item residuals for young vs old
Item

t

df

Sign.(2-tailed)

1 Vigorous activities

-0.026

131

.979

2 Moderate activities

0.295

131

.769

3 Lift/carry groceries

0.932

131

.353

4 Several flights stairs

1.070

131

.286

5 One flight stairs

1.347

131

.180

6 Bend kneel stoop

0.941

131

.348

7 Walk over 1km

-1.276

131

.204

8 Walk half km

-0.276

131

.783

9 Walk 100m

-0.622

131

.535

10 Bath dress self

-2.719

131

.007

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance.
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Table 6.17
SF-36 Physical Functioning: t-tests of item residuals for females vs males
Item

t

df

Sign.(2-tailed)

1. Vigorous activities

-0.690

131

.491

2. Moderate activities

-0.169

131

.866

3. Lift/carry groceries

1.198

131

.233

4. Several flights stairs

-0.053

131

.958

5. One flight stairs

1.091

131

.277

6. Bend kneel stoop

0.407

131

.685

7. Walk over 1km

0.180

131

.858

8. Walk half km

0.836

131

.404

9. Walk 100m

0.291

131

.771

10. Bath dress self

-1.690

131

.093

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance.

Table 6.18
SF-36 Physical Functioning: t-tests of item residuals for flexion limited vs flexion not
limited sub-groups
Item
1. Vigorous activities

t
1.397

df
79.609

Sign. (2-tailed)
.166

2. Moderate activities

-1.555

131

.122

3. Lift/carry groceries

-0.021

131

.983

4. Several flights stairs

-0.797

131

.427

5. One flight stairs

0.142

131

.887

6. Bend kneel stoop

1.642

131

.103

7. Walk over 1km

0.098

131

.922

8. Walk half km

0.530

131

.597

9. Walk 100m

0.881

128

.380

10. Bath dress self

-0.399

131

.690

Note: Levines test confirmed equal variance except items 1 and 9.
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Hypothesis 2.1:
HA: INFIT/OUTFIT statistics for items are inside the range of .7 – 1.3.
Ho: INFIT/OUTFIT statistics for items are outside the range of .7 – 1.3.
INFIT and OUTFIT statistics for the Physical Functioning scale (Table 6.19) shows that the
data largely fit the Rasch model. However, “Vigorous Activities” and “Bath and Dress”
had INFIT and OUTFIT values exceeding 1.30. “Walk half a kilometre”, “Climb one
flight of stairs”, and “Walk 100 meters” were below the required OUTFIT range. The
INFIT value for “Walk half a kilometre” was also a little below the criterion.

Table 6.19
SF-36 Physical Functioning: Data fit to Rasch model
Measure:
Logits (SE)

Measure:
0-100 (SE)

INFIT

OUTFIT

1.Vigorous activities

4.05 (0.18)

76.12 (1.31)

1.40

2.17

6. Bend kneel stoop

1.48 (0.15)

57.11 (1.11)

1.02

1.00

2. Moderate activities

1.09 (0.14)

54.22 (1.05)

1.02

0.96

4. Several flights stairs

0.67 (0.13)

51.12 (0.97)

0.94

0.83

3. Lift/carry groceries

0.56 (0.14)

50.31 (1.04)

1.00

0.93

7. Walk over 1 km

-0.04 (0.13)

45.88 (0.95)

0.73

0.70

8. Walk half km

-1.44 (0.14)

35.55 (1.04)

0.66

0.53

5. One flight stairs

-1.49 (0.14)

35.13 (1.06)

0.79

0.67

10. Bath dress self

-2.11 (0.15)

30.55 (1.13)

1.51

2.16

9. Walk 100m

-2.76 (0.16)

25.79 (1.22)

0.99

0.69

Item (from
difficult to easy)

Note: INFIT and OUTFIT values outside acceptable range of .7 – 1.3 are shown in bold.
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Hypothesis 2.2
HA: Person-ability and item-difficulty calibrations are well matched.
Ho: Person-ability and item-difficulty calibrations are not well matched.
Figure 6.11 shows the person-item map for the three levels of the Physical Functioning
response scale. Figures 6.12 show item difficulty thresholds and person abilities on the
same underlying scale on the x-axis (in logits). The item threshold between categories 1
and 2 (limited a little, and limited a lot) on item 9 (Walk 100m) marked the least able end
of the construct (-4.11), whilst the transition between categories 0 and 1 (not limited at all,
and limited a little) on item 1(Vigorous Activities) marked the most able end (6.07).
Person abilities ranged from –6.25 to 7.28 (least able to most able). Items and persons were
generally well matched, however, there was a gap in the items at the extremes of the
construct. There were a number of persons of high ability whose ability level exceeded the
most difficult item. These subjects appear to the left of the lower graph in Figure 6.12, and
no corresponding item thresholds appear at the same range of the common scale to the left
of the upper graph. There were also a small number of persons whose ability level was
lower than the easiest item.
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MAP OF PERSONS AND ITEMS
MEASURE (logits)
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Figure 6.11 SF-36 Physical Functioning: Map of persons and items
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Figure 6.12 SF-36 Physical Functioning: Item threshold and person ability (logits)
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Hypothesis 2.3
HA: Conversion of raw to Rasch scores is not 1:1
Ho: Conversion of raw to Rasch is 1:1
The null hypothesis was rejected. The conversion of raw to Rasch scores is shown in Table
6.20 and graphically in Figure 6.13.
Table 6.20
SF-36 Physical Functioning: Table of raw to Rasch conversion on complete test
Raw
Score

Rasch
Score

Standard
Error

Raw
Score

Rasch
Score

Standard
Error

Raw
Score

Rasch
Score

Standard
Error

0
5
10
15
20
25
30

0.00E
10.17
17.22
22.21
26.32
29.90
33.12

13.97
8.27
6.47
5.75
5.31
5.00
4.77

35
40
45
50
55
60
65

36.09
38.93
41.72
44.54
47.48
50.60
53.98

4.62
4.55
4.54
4.60
4.72
4.89
5.09

70
75
80
85
90
95
100

57.63
61.61
65.99
71.05
77.49
87.27
100.0E

5.31
5.54
5.86
6.42
7.50
9.72
14.86

100
90
80
Raw Score

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Rasch Score

Figure 6.13 SF-36 Physical Functioning: Raw cf Rasch change scores
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Table 6.21 and Figure 6.14 show that raw scores will underestimate change across most of
the scale, and overestimate change at the upper and lower ends of the scale.
Table 6.21
SF-36 PF: Raw change vs Rasch change scores
T1

Raw Scores
T2
T2-T1

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

T1

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Rasch Scores
T2
T2-T1

77.49
65.99
57.63
50.6
44.54
38.93
33.12
26.32
17.22
0

100
77.49
65.99
57.63
50.6
44.54
38.93
33.12
26.32
17.22

22.51
11.5
8.36
7.03
6.06
5.61
5.81
6.8
9.1
17.2

Change calculated as T2-T1 to avoid negative values.

25

Change Score

20

15
Raw
Rasch
10

5

0
90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

Initial Score

Figure 6.14 SF-36 PF: Raw cf Rasch change scores
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6.5

Discussion

6.5.1 Oswestry Disability Questionnaire
Rasch analysis of the Oswestry Disability Questionnaire identified that item difficulty was
consistent across occasions of administration and was not systematically affected by age,
gender, or the presence or absence of flexion-limitation. The Oswestry data fit the Rasch
model well, with only two items having fit statistics marginally outside the criterion range
of .7 – 1.3. This confirms that the Oswestry items form a single unidimensional scale with
the items representing activities of varying difficulty along a single underlying continuum.
These characteristics provide support for summing of Oswestry items scores to derive a
representative total score.
Despite the stability of item calibration, the items were not evenly distributed along the
underlying difficulty continuum. There was an apparent gap between the easiest activity
(Personal Care) and the next activity (Sleeping) and between the hardest activity (Lifting)
and the preceding item (Sex Life). The remaining items clustered in the centre of the
continuum (Figures 6.1, 6.2), although none occupied an identical position (Table 6.5).
Because each item has six response options, and therefore five transitions from easy to
difficult, the clustering of item calibrations is more apparent than real. When the item
threshold logits are examined (Figure 6.3), there is a distribution of item thresholds fairly
evenly along the logit scale. However, there is a gap at the high ability end of the
continuum. The Oswestry may not be able to differentiate between subjects with very mild
low back problems and may not accurately reflect change in function for people with very
mild problems. This is consistent with the recommendation of the developer of the
Oswestry that the questionnaire is better suited to more seriously disabled patients than
those with mild problems (Fairbank & Pynsent, 2000).
The current study shows that the Oswestry seems unable to detect change in people with
mild problems because the raw scores underestimate the Rasch score in the lower half of
the score range, and overestimate the Rasch score in the upper half, and this is more
pronounced at scale extremes (Table 6.6). The lack of concordance between raw and Rasch
Oswestry scores influences interpretation of change scores. Clinically, this may only
present a problem in subjects with low initial scores. Few patients score more than 80 in an
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ambulatory clinical population. However, an initial Oswestry raw score below 10 is
equivalent to a much larger magnitude of change in the score for a person with a higher
initial score. A person who moves from an initial raw score of 5 to zero (10% to 0%) has
moved from a Rasch score of 13 to zero. Therefore, the apparent change of 5 (10%) points
is better estimated as 13 (26%). In contrast, in the mid-range of the scale the magnitude of
change will be only slightly underestimated. A person who moves from an initial score of
20 points to 15 points (or from 40% to 30%) has moved from a Rasch score of 23 to 20.
The apparent change of 5 points (10%) is better estimated as 3 points (6%). When scores
change by a large amount and cross lower part of the scale, they may not be overly
distorted. For example, a person who changes from 20 to zero points (40% points), is
better estimated to have changed by 23 points (46%).
The lack of item thresholds at the “easy” end of the range, and the underestimation of
change at the lower end of the score range may explain anecdotal reports from clinicians
that the Oswestry is not able to detect changes in subjects with mild low back problems.
The use of Rasch-converted scores may remedy this problem.
No published studies have reported Rasch analysis for the Oswestry, but items derived
from the Oswestry have been Rasch analysed as part of the Medical Rehabilitation Follow
Along Measure (MRFA) (Baker & Granger, 1997) and the BACKILL measure (Tesio,
Granger & Fiedler, 1997). The MRFA is a screening and outcome measurement tool
designed for outpatient medical rehabilitation settings. The musculoskeletal form of the
MRFA incorporates six items from the Oswestry Disability Questionnaire. The BACKILL
measure is an Italian-language outcome measure designed for use with chronic low back
pain (Tesio et al., 1997). It is a nine-item scale and includes four items derived from the
Oswestry Disability Questionnaire. A comparison of item difficulty calibrations (Table
6.23) shows concordance in the order of item difficulty, and calibration values of the items
between the present study and the studies by Baker & Granger (1997) and Tesio et al.
(1997). The item difficulty order appears stable across the three low back pain samples
despite the small sample sizes reported in the two comparison studies. The absolute
calibration values cannot be compared because the three studies used a different number
and combination of items.
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Table 6.22
Oswestry: comparison of item calibration across three studies
Item (easy to
difficult)
Personal Care
Sleeping
Walking
Pain Intensity
Social Life
Travelling
Sitting
Standing
Sex Life
Lifting

Baker &
Granger (1997)
(n = 48)

Tesio et al
(1997)
(n = 23)

38

34

50

42

53
56
56

48

61

57

Present Study
(n = 140)
41
48
49
50
50
51
52
52
54
58

6.5.2 Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale
Quebec item difficulty calibrations were stable across occasion, by age and gender, and
between the “flexion limited” and “flexion not limited” subgroups. Item calibrations
showed an apparent clustering of items in the centre of the scale, and the item threshold
imprint (Figure 6.7) also suggests some item-redundancy (multiple item thresholds at the
same logit location). Like the Oswestry, the Quebec did not provide items able to
adequately map the abilities of a small number of subjects with very mild low back
problems.
The Quebec Low Back Disability Scale data fit the Rasch model with only “Sleep through
the night” fit statistics falling some distance outside the criterion range (INFIT 1.47,
OUTFIT 1.50) indicating unexpected responses to this item in the data. This might be
explained by subjects reporting sleep disturbance unrelated to their back problem. Some
authors (Chang & Chan, 1995) consider 1.5 to be an acceptable level of data to model fit
and the mis-fit is not so extreme as to require the item to be discarded from the
questionnaire. The sleep item in the Oswestry, in contrast to the Quebec sleep item, had
almost perfect fit statistics. This is an example of how wording and scaling differences
elicit a different pattern of responses.
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The steep linear relationship between middle range Rasch and raw scores means that
change in this part of the score range will always be overestimated unless raw sores are
converted to Rasch scores. Conversely, in the low and high score range change will be
underestimated. A person who moves from an initial raw score of 10 to zero has moved
from a Rasch score of 33 to zero. Therefore, the apparent change of 10 points is better
estimated as 33. In the mid-range of the scale the magnitude of change will be
underestimated. A subject who moves from an initial score of 40 points to 30 points has
moved from a Rasch score of 48 to 45. Therefore the apparent change of 10 points is better
estimated as 3 points. However, the distortions in both directions partially cancel out where
subjects change by an amount large enough to span both end and middle sections of the
scale. For example, a subject who changes from 40 to zero raw points has changed by 48
rasch points.

6.5.3 SF-36 Physical Functioning Scale
For the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale, the item difficulty calibration was stable across
occasions, age, gender and sub-groups with and without flexion-limitation. Item difficulty
calibrations revealed an apparent gap of 2.57 logits between the most difficult item
“Vigorous activities” and the next item “Bend/kneel/stoop” (Figure 6.10, Table 6.20). The
other items were well spaced except items 5 and 8 “Climb 1 flight stairs” and “Walk 1/2
km” which were calibrated at the same point on the continuum. The item threshold imprint
and person measures revealed no item redundancy, but small gaps at both the upper and
lower end of the scale (Figure 6.12) where there were a few persons for whom no item
difficulty thresholds were present.
The present study found only two misfitting items with values approaching or exceeding 2
(“Vigourous activities” and “Bath/dress”). The OUTFIT statistic for “Vigorous activities”
was 2.17 indicating “noise” in the data from responses inconsistent with some subject’s
ability level. It may be that interpretation was inconsistent for this item due to the diverse
examples of activities included in the wording: “Vigorous activities, such as running, lifting
heavy objects, participating in strenuous sports”. However, the item “Moderate activities”
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also includes diverse activity examples and the INFIT/OUTFIT statistics for this item were
1.02/.96 indicating responses that closely matched the predicted pattern. It is more likely
that many subjects do not engage in vigorous activities, particularly not “during a typical
day”, which is the information requested in the wording of the Physical Functioning scale.
Respondents may be variously interpreting the item, resulting in responses inconsistent
with responses to other items. The other large OUTFIT statistic was 2.16 for “Bathing or
dressing yourself”, again indicating noise from responses inconsistent with the expected
pattern based on subject ability. However, 73% of subjects reported no limitations in this
activity and a small number of outlying responses may therefore have had a large effect on
the fit statistics.
The reasonably good item fit in the current study did not support the findings of three other
studies that most of the SF-36 PF items had unacceptable fit statistics (Haley et al., 1994;
Raczek et al., 1998; Stucki, Daltroy, Katz et al., 1996). Stucki et al (1996) analysed data
from the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale for a sample of 52 patients who underwent a
primary total hip arthroplasty or revision surgery. Subjects completed the SF-36 by mail
pre-operatively and 3 months post-operatively. They reported that, for most items, the data
did not fit the Rasch model and only two items had fit statistics less than 2.0. However, the
sample of 52 is likely to be inadequate for the complex modelling required by Rasch
analysis. Also, the results are not directly comparable to those of the present study because
the authors used a rating-scale model rather than the partial-credit model and collapsed the
3-level responses to a dichotomous scale by combining “limited a little” and “not limited at
all”.
Hayley et al (1994) also reported poor fit statistics for the SF-36 Physical Functioning
scale. Data was obtained from a large sample (n = 3,445) collected for the Medical
Outcomes Study. Eight of the tem items for this data had poor fit with the Rasch ratingscale model. The sample included people with chronic medical and psychiatric conditions,
and more than half of the respondents reported no limitation for 8 of the 10 SF-36 PF items.
Despite the lack of good data fit, Haley et al (1994) concluded that the Physical
Functioning items had a robust hierarchical structure of item difficulty that was relatively
stable across chronic conditions, disease severity and age. A later study (Raczek et al.,
1998) demonstrated that the difficulty hierarchy of the ten items was consistent across the
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general populations of seven countries although once again many items were found to have
unacceptable INFIT statistics.
The study by Wolfe et al. (2000) is concordant with the results of the current study in that
fit statistics were within or very close to .7 – 1.3 for all items except “Vigorous Activities”
and “Bath/dress”. The data was for 1,042 patients with Fibromyalgia and the partial credit
model was used. This suggests that when a well-defined clinical population is tested using
an adequate sample size and the partial-credit model, most items of the SF-36 PF scale have
adequate fit statistics.
Table 6.23 shows the item difficulty rankings for studies of various populations. Item
ranking shows remarkable similarities despite the considerable differences in causes of
physical limitation. Hierarchy of difficulty appears to vary with sample characteristics.
Bending, kneeling and stooping activities were relatively more difficult for the low back
pain sample, and walking was more difficult for the sample awaiting hip surgery, as one
would expect from impairments associated with the specific conditions.

Table 6.23
SF-36 PF: Comparison of item difficulty ranking between three studies.
Haley et al. (1994)
(n = 3,445 MOS)

Stucki et al. 1996
(n = 52, THR)

Wolfe et al. 1989
(n = 1,042 FM)

Present study
(n = 140, LBP)

Bath/dress

Bath/dress

Bath/dress

Walk 100m

Walk 1 block

Climb 1 flight

Walk 1 block

Bath/dress

Climb 1 flight

Walk 1 block

Climb 1 flight stairs

Climb 1 flight

Carry groceries

Carry groceries

Walk several blocks

Walk ½ km

Walk several blocks

Moderate activities

Carry groceries

Walk >1 km

Moderate activities

Bend/kneel/stoop

Walk > 1 mile

Carry groceries

Bend/kneel/stoop

Climb several flights

Bend/kneel/stoop

Climb several flights

Walk >1 mile

Walk several blocks

Moderate activities

Moderate activities

Climb several flights

Vigorous activities

Climb several flights

Bend/kneel/stoop

Vigorous activities

Walk >1 mile

Vigorous activities

Vigorous activities

MOS = Medical Outcomes Study, THR = Total Hip Replacement, FM = Fibromyalgia, LBP = low
back pain.
Note: Small wording variations occur due to the use of country-specific English language versions.
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The relationship between raw SF-36 PF scores and their Rasch equivalent scores (Figure
6.13) approximates linearity. Raw scores will however be underestimated in the lower half
of the scale, and overestimated in the upper half. The mismatch between raw and Rasch
scores is greatest at scale extremes. A subject who moves from an initial raw score of 90 to
100 (the best possible score), a change of 10 raw points, has changed by 22 Rasch score
points. In the mid-range of the scale the magnitude of change will be underestimated. A
subject who changes 10 points from 40 to 50 has changed by 6 Rasch score points. Scores
may not be distorted at all where subjects change by a large amount at either end of the
scale. For example, a subject who changes from 40 to 100 points has changed by 60 raw
points and 61 Rasch points. In a study of the general population of seven countries, Raczek
et al (1998) compared the usual scoring of the PF scale with a Rasch model and reported
that while the Rasch scores were better able to discriminate between patients differing in
disease severity, the two scoring models performed similarly in being able to detect change
over a two-year period.
Although two items had a relatively poor fit with the other items in the current study, the
SF-36 Physical Functioning scale is a standardised and widely-used scale and it is not
recommended that these items be removed from the scale. The misfitting items could be
re-worded to achieve better INFIT/OUTFIT statistics, but this is not recommended as data
collected with such a re-worded version could not be compared with population norms.
The international effort required to re-validate the many different language versions is
impractical. A more practical alternative would be to augment the 10 SF-36 PF scale with
additional items to provide a modified version that is a better measure of activity
limitation, particularly at the upper and lower ends of the continuum, while preserving the
original scale.

6.5.4 Comparison of the three questionnaires
The data of all three questionnaires fit the Rasch partial-credit model reasonably well,
however the SF-36 Physical Function items covered a broader range of the underlying
difficulty continuum than the Oswestry or Quebec, and raw scores were less likely to over
or underestimate change. Table 6.24 and Figure 6.15 show that raw scores will
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underestimate rasch scores in the lower half of the scale, and overestimate them in the
upper half. This distortion is least in the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale, and greatest in
the Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale. Change will be seriously underestimated where
raw score change occurs only at the upper or lower extremes of all scales.

Table 6.24
Comparison of Raw to Rasch Scores
Rasch Score
Raw Score
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Physical
Functioning
0
17
26
33
39
44
51
58
66
78
100

Oswestry
0
26
35
41
45
50
54
59
65
76
100

Quebec
0
33
41
45
48
52
54
58
61
68
100
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Raw Score

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Oswestry

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90 100

70

80

90 100

70

80

90 100

Rasch Score

100
90

Quebec

80
Raw Score

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Raw Score

Rasch Score

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

SF-36 PF

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Rasch Score

Figure 6.15 Comparison of Raw to Rasch score ogives
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The current study had a number of limitations, the most important being the relatively
small sample size. Although there is no absolute rule for the minimal sample size for
Rasch analysis, 140 subjects is towards the lower end of generally recommended numbers.
A widely used rule of thumb is that one should have 5 to 10 times as many subjects as
items for psychometric testing (Nunnally, 1978). For a 20-item questionnaire this is a
sample of
100-200 subjects. Estimates of adequate sample size for Rasch analysis range from 200 to
1,000 (Crocker & Algina, 1986).
Another limitation of this study is the use of a single question “Because of my back I try
not to bend or kneel down” to classify subjects as having a flexion limitation or not.
Within each group, one would expect subjects to have a range of difficulty with activities
requiring forward flexion. It is possible that a between-groups difference in item difficulty
may have been found if subjects were classified on the basis of whether lumbar flexion was
actually restricted or not, or alternatively on a measure of pain associated with flexion.
However, this seems unlikely, and the present study provides no evidence to suggest that
people with flexion-limitation versus people without flexion-limitation constitute distinct
clinical groups.

6.6

Conclusion

This study demonstrates that for the Oswestry, Quebec and SF-36 Physical Functioning
scales a single variable is being measured by each questionnaire. The items in each
questionnaire form a continuum from easy to difficult that is robust across time, and by
age, gender and whether or not flexion is limited. While all three questionnaires showed
acceptable fit to the Rasch partial credit model, there was a consistent lack of item
thresholds to discriminate between subjects of very high ability. Such individuals are likely
to have a few, specific activity limitations, and in these cases it may be advisable to use a
patient elicitation technique such as the Patient Specific Functional Scale (Stratford et al.,
1995) rather than a standardised set of items. However, the use of Rasch-converted scores
should improve the measurement of outcomes in clinical practice, particularly for those
subjects with mild conditions. Clinicians could use the conversion graphs in this thesis to
assist in score interpretation.
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The proliferation of new questionnaires and modified versions of existing questionnaires is
counterproductive in the endeavour to encourage the wide use of comparable outcome
measures. An alternative approach is to determine the limitations of existing
questionnaires and to add items so that the measurement properties of the questionnaire are
enhanced. In this way scores for the original scale can be extracted for the purpose of
comparison with other data sets, including population norms.
In the next Chapter, a set of items was identified to supplement the SF-36 Physical
Functioning scale.
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7 CHAPTER SEVEN: The Low-Back SF-36 Physical
Functioning18
7.1 Chapter Aims
The chapter aims to:
•

Develop a low-back version of the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.

•

Establish the internal consistency of the new scale.

•

Compare the reliability and responsiveness of the low-back version with the original
version.

7.2 Introduction
In the previous chapter, Rasch analysis of the Oswestry Disability Questionnaire, the Quebec
Low Back Disability Scale and SF-36 Physical Functioning scales showed that all three
questionnaires measure a single underlying construct, with a robust hierarchy of item
difficulty. The purpose of the next study was to construct a back-specific version of the SF36 Physical Functioning scale by supplementing the original 10 items with items from the
modified Oswestry and Quebec questionnaires. The SF-36 Physical Functioning scale was
chosen over the Oswestry or Quebec because it had the greatest logit range and the best
linear match of raw to Rasch total scores. It has been proposed that information from both a
back-specific questionnaire and a generic health status questionnaire is required to
adequately assess the impact of low back pain on function and to monitor patient progress
(Bombardier, 2000). The combination of a generic questionnaire such as the SF-36 Health
Survey and a back-specific questionnaire such as the Oswestry Disability Questionnaire is
complementary, but increases the time required for completion of the form and processing of
data. The use of two forms results in considerable redundancy as many activities covered by
the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale, such as walking, lifting, climbing stairs and bending,
are also represented in back-specific questionnaires.
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It was hypothesized that a supplemented version of the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale
would show a better fit to the Rasch model, have fewer floor and ceiling effects, and
comparable measurement properties to the 10-item Physical Functioning scale alone. A
back-specific SF-36 Physical Functioning scale would combine the advantages of both
generic and specific functional questionnaires into a single, parsimonious set of items from
which the original 10 item scale could still be extracted. This strategy would reduce the
data collection burden for clinical assessment without compromising measurement quality.
The data obtained using the modified SF-36 could be used either in its original form (for
comparison to normative data) or in its modified form (for comprehensive patient
assessment). The strategy of refining an existing scale also avoids the production of an
entirely new questionnaire to add to the already overwhelming number of low-back
disability questionnaires that have been reported in the literature. The new scale was named
the Low Back SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
The hypotheses to be tested in this chapter were:
Hypothesis 1.1
HA: The Low-Back SF-36 Physical Functioning scale better fits the Rasch model
than the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
H0: Data fit to the Rasch model is the same for the Low-Back SF-36 Physical
Functioning scale and the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
Hypothesis 1.2
HA: The Low-Back SF-36 Physical Functioning scale has better test-retest reliability
and the MDC90 than the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
H0: Test-retest reliability and the MDC90 are the same for the Low-Back SF-36
Physical Functioning scale and the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
Hypothesis 1.3
HA: The Low-Back SF-36 Physical Functioning scale has better scale width than the
SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
H0: Scale width is the same for the Low-Back SF-36 Physical Functioning scale and
the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
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Hypothesis 1.4
HA: The Low-Back SF-36 Physical Functioning scale has better responsiveness and
MCID as the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
H0: Responsiveness and the MCID are the same for the Low-Back SF-36 Physical
Functioning scale and the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.

7.3 Method and Analysis
All items from the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale, Oswestry and Quebec scales were
Rasch analysed together. Oswestry and Quebec items were discarded if:
•

INFIT and OUTFIT values exceeded the range .7 to 1.3

•

the item threshold imprint indicated redundancy

•

the correlation between item residuals was > .5, indicating one of the items was
redundant

•

there was clear content duplication (eg two items relating to sleeping)

The scoring directions for the three questionnaires were synchronised. All questionnaires
were scored such that a higher score indicated better function. SF-36 Physical Functioning
items were scored so that “yes, limited a lot” scored 0, “yes, limited a little” scored 1, and
“no, not limited at all” scored 2. For the Oswestry items the response option indicating the
worst function was scored 0, the next option 1, and so on up to 5 indicating no limitation.
For Quebec items the response option indicating the greatest difficulty scored 0, the next
option 1, and so on up to 5 indicating no difficulty.
For the Low Back SF-36 Physical Functioning scale the following comparisons were made
with the original scale:
•

INFIT and OUTFIT statistics

•

item threshold imprints

•

raw to Rasch total score conversion

•

person and item separation and reliability

Item and person separation is the number of meaningful groups that the items separate the
sample into, in other words, the extent to which the test identifies different levels of item-
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difficulty and person-ability. Separation is expressed as a “Separation Index”, which is the
sample standard deviation divided by the root mean square measurement error. The
Separation Index identifies the number of statistically distinct strata in the sample. The
reliability with which the items separate the persons is the ratio of error variance to total
variance (Wright & Masters, 1982, p.106).
The Low Back SF-36 Physical Functioning scale was then explored by item-item
correlation, item-total correlation and Cronbach’s Alpha. Test-retest reliability was
calculated using the ICC2,1. The MDC90 and scale width were calculated in the same
manner as in Chapter 5. Responsiveness was explored by calculating Effect Size, Guyatt’s
Responsiveness index and Reliable Change, as described in Chapter 5.

7.4 Results
Rasch analysis of the pooled SF-36 PF, Oswestry and Quebec data identified a set of items
to supplement the SF-36 PF scale so that there was adequate unidimensionality, local
independence and optimal matching of item difficulty with person ability. The first iteration
resulted in a 20-item set for which all OUTFIT values and all but one INFIT value (for
Quebec 3 Turn in bed) were within the criterion range of 0.7 to 1.3. Two items were
rejected from this model (Quebec item 5 Stand for 20-30 minutes, and Oswestry item 5
Sitting) as there was content redundancy and/or correlation with other items. The Oswestry
item 6 (Standing) was retained over the Quebec item 5 (Stand for 20-30 minutes) because
the former had fit statistics closer to 1.0 and resulted in less item threshold redundancy.
Quebec item 6 (Sit for hours) was retained over Oswestry item 6 (Sitting) because even
though the items had different average logit measures (-0.74 and 0.47 respectively), and
identical fit statistics, removal of the Oswestry item resulted in less threshold redundancy
and better item separation in the final item set than removal of the Quebec item. Removal
of these two items resulted in a slight reduction in the overall model fit (there were now 2
INFIT and 4 OUTFIT values marginally outside the criterion range, but a better fit of the
most ill-fitting SF-36 PF item, “vigorous activities”), however, on balance, this was
considered acceptable.
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The final set of items consisted of the 10 SF-36 PF items, four Oswestry items (1 Pain
intensity, 6 Standing, 7 Sleeping, 10 Travelling) and four Quebec items (3 Turning in bed, 4
Riding in a car, 6 Sit for several hours, 20 Lift and carry a heavy suitcase). The new scale
was named the Low Back SF-36 Physical Functioning18, abbreviated to Low Back SF-36
PF18.

Hypothesis 1.1
HA: The Low-Back SF-36 Physical Functioning scale better fits the Rasch model
than the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
H0: Data fit to the Rasch model is the same for the Low-Back SF-36 Physical
Functioning scale and the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
Table 7.1 shows the item difficulty calibrations (measures), INFIT and OUTFIT statistics of
the Low Back SF-36 PF18 compared with the SF-36 Physical Functioning 10-item scale
analysed alone. Items are ordered by level of difficulty with PF9 (Walk 100m) as the
easiest item (measure = 1.40) and PF1 (Vigorous activities) as the hardest item (measure = 2.82). For the original 10-item scale, two items were above the required range for OUTFIT
and three items were below the required range. For the Low Back SF-36 PF18, three items
were marginally above the required range for OUTFIT and one item was marginally below
the required range.
The null hypothesis was rejected because, for SF-36 PF items, the number of INFIT and
OUTFIT values outside the criterion range of .7 to 1.3 reduced from eight to one and the
remaining misfitting values were only slightly outside the criterion range. The worst fitting
item in the original scale (10 Bath/dress) had INFIT/OUTFIT values of 1.51 and 2.16. The
INFIT/OUTFIT values for this item in the new scale were .95 and 1.15 respectively. The
other badly misfitting item (1 Vigorous activities) INFIT/OUTFIT values changed from
1.40 and 2.17 to 1.09 and 1.31 in the new scale.
Person separation for the original scale was 2.75 and for the low-back specific version it
was 3.00. Reliability of person separation for the original was .88 and .90 for the new
version. Item separation for the original scale was 12.26 and for the Low Back SF-36 PF18
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it was 10.00. Reliability of item separation was .99 for both the original scale the Low Back
SF-36 PF18.

Table 7.1.
Infit and Outfit Statistics

PF9. Walk 100m
PF10. Bath dress self
Osw7. Sleeping
Queb4. Ride in a car
Osw1. Pain Intensity
PF5. One flight stairs
PF8. Walk half km
Queb3. Turn in bed
Osw10. Travelling
Osw6. Standing
PF7. Walk > 1 km
PF3. Lift/carry groceries
PF4. Several flights stairs
Queb6. Sit for several hrs
PF2. Moderate activities
Queb20. Lift /carry suitcase
PF6. Bend kneel stoop
PF1. Vigorous activities

Low Back SF-36 PF18
Measure
Infit
Outfit
(Logits)
1.40 (0.13)
0.90
0.78
1.07 (0.12)
0.95
1.15
0.90 (0.10)
1.06
1.05
0.83 (0.08)
1.32
1.34
0.72 (0.09)
1.18
1.23
0.71 (0.11)
0.83
0.75
0.67 (0.11)
0.78
0.69
0.65 (0.07)
1.38
1.31
0.60 (0.08)
0.98
0.88
0.49 (0.07)
1.21
1.23
-0.18 (0.10)
0.86
0.82
-0.57 (0.11)
0.78
0.75
-0.63 (0.10)
0.94
0.89
-0.71 (0.06)
1.19
1.24
-0.91 (0.11)
0.84
0.82
-1.03 (0.06)
1.02
1.03
-1.17 (0.12)
0.80
0.78
-2.82 (0.15)
1.09
1.31

SF-36 PF
Infit
Outfit
0.99
1.51

0.69
2.16

0.79
0.66

0.67
0.53

0.73
1.00
0.94

0.70
0.93
0.83

1.02

0.96

1.02
1.40

1.00
2.17

Note: Item alpha-numeric identifiers relate to items in their original scales.
Fit statistics outside the range .7 to 1.3 are shown in bold.
Osw = Oswestry, PF = Physical Functioning, Queb = Quebec

Figure 7.1 shows the map of person ability and item difficulty for the Low Back SF-36 PF18
on a common logit scale shown on the y axis. Person abilities are marked on the left of the
figure. The average item difficulty is mapped on the centre of the graph, while the lowest
and highest thresholds appear to the left and right of the average. Thus the 'not limited'
category of SF36-PF 'Vigorous activities' denotes the highest level of physical function on
the scale, and the 'most limited' category of OSW 7 'Sleep' the lowest level. All available
thresholds are displayed for the SF-36 Physical Functioning items, which have only three
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possible response options and two thresholds. However, the Oswestry and Quebec items
have six response options with five thresholds so three thresholds are not shown.
Complete threshold information is shown in Figure 7.2 where person abilities and all item
difficulty thresholds are shown on a common logit scale on the x-axis. Person abilities
appear in the top graph, the 10-item SF-36 PF item difficulty thresholds are shown in the
centre graph, and the Low Back SF-36 PF18 on the bottom graph. For the Low back SF-36
PF18 the item threshold between categories 0 and 1 (not limited, and limited a little) on item
PF1 (‘PF1: Vigorous activities’) marked the least disabled (highest ability) end of the
construct (-3.99), whilst the transition between categories 4 and 5 (worst imaginable, and
very severe) on item Osw7 (‘Sleeping’) marked the most disabled end (4.07). Person
abilities ranged from –6.35 to 2.51 (least disabled to most disabled). Items and persons
were generally well matched, with the exception of a small gap in the items at the least
disabled end of the construct. That is, there were six persons of high ability whose ability
level exceeded the item marking the highest level of ability. These subjects appear to the
left of the top graph in Figure 7.2, and no corresponding item thresholds appear at the same
range of the common scale to the left of the bottom graph.
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Figure 7.1 Low Back SF-36 PF18: map of persons and items
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Figure 7.2 Person measures against item thresholds for original and low-back versions of

the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
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The conversion of total raw scale scores to Rasch scores is shown on Table 7.2. The scores
are oriented such that a higher score indicates better function, as in the original SF-36 PF.
The Low Back SF-36 PF18 scale has a possible raw score range of 0 – 60 comprised of 20
from the ten original items, 20 from four Oswestry items, and 20 from four Quebec items.

Table 7.2
Low Back SF-36 PF18: Table of raw to Rasch conversion on complete test
Raw
Score
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Rasch
Score
1.00E
6.91
10.54
12.79
14.47
15.81
16.95
17.93
18.81
19.59
20.32
20.98
21.61
22.19
22.75
23.27
23.78
24.27
24.74
25.21

Standard
Error
8.62
4.86
3.55
2.97
2.63
2.39
2.21
2.07
1.96
1.87
1.79
1.73
1.67
1.63
1.59
1.55
1.52
1.5
1.47
1.46

Raw
Score
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Rasch
Score
25.66
26.10
26.54
26.97
27.39
27.82
28.24
28.66
29.08
29.49
29.91
30.33
30.74
31.16
31.58
32.01
32.44
32.88
33.33
33.79

Standard
Error
1.44
1.43
1.42
1.41
1.41
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.40
1.40
1.41
1.42
1.44
1.46
1.48

Raw
Score
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Rasch Standard
Score
Error
34.27
1.50
34.77
1.54
35.29
1.57
35.83
1.61
36.4
1.65
37.01
1.70
37.65
1.76
38.33
1.81
39.06
1.87
39.84
1.94
40.68
2.01
41.58
2.09
42.57
2.19
43.66
2.32
44.89
2.48
46.33
2.70
48.07
3.02
50.39
3.59
54.06
4.88
60.00E
8.63

Note: the lowest score is 1, and not zero, because no person scored the lowest possible
score.

Figure 7.3 shows the raw to Rasch conversion of the The Low Back SF-36 PF18 and the
original scale.
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Figure 7.3 Raw to Rasch scores for the Low Back SF-36 PF18 and SF-36 PF

The inter-item correlation matrix appears in Table 7.3, and Table 7.4 shows item-total
correlations and Cronbach’s alpha. Inter-item correlations were highest between like
activities: r = .79 between items relating to walking more than 1 kilometre and half a
kilometre and r = .71 between items relating to climbing one and several flights of stairs.
The lowest correlations were .04 between pain and walking more than 1 kilometre, and .11
between bath/dress and sit for several hours (Table 7.3). Item-total correlations ranged from
.46 for “turn over in bed” to .65 for travelling (Table 7.4). Cronbach’s alpha for the overall
scale was .885 and the removal of any item did not substantially change this value (Table
7.4).
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Table 7.3 Inter-item correlation matrix
1.
Vig.
Act.

2
Mod.
Act.

3
Lift
groc

4
Climb
sev.
flts

5
Climb
One
flight

6
Bend
kneel

7
Walk
>1km

8
Walk
.5km

9
Walk
100m

10
Bath
dress

11
Pain

12
Stand

13
Sleep

14
Travel

15
Turn
in
bed

16
Ride
in
car

17
Sit
for
hrs

1. Vig. activities

1.0

2. Mod.activities

.52

1.0

3. Lift groceries

.41

.67

1.0

4. Climb sev.flts

.48

.44

.46

1.0

5. Climb one flt

.32

.43

.44

.71

1.0

6. Bend/kneel

.42

.54

.53

.45

.45

1.0

7. Walk > 1 km

.40

.48

.47

.64

.54

.50

1.0

8. Walk .5 km

.33

.48

.42

.57

.66

.47

.79

1.0

9. Walk 100m

.16

.34

.39

.37

.58

.28

.47

.68

1.0

10. Bath/dress

.13

.36

.39

.28

.35

.46

.35

.38

.45

1.0

11. Pain

.19

.26

.22

.16

.24

.29

.04

.13

.18

.13

1.0

12. Standing

.29

.34

.38

.35

.28

.24

.32

.31

.18

.24

.26

1.0

13. Sleeping

.21

.20

.25

.15

.21

.25

.17

.23

.28

.33

.38

.33

1.0

14. Travelling

.25

.33

.33

.22

.23

.39

.28

.34

.34

.41

.40

.47

.52

1.0

15. Turn in bed

.19

.28

.27

.16

.30

.30

.18

.21

.17

.36

.34

.26

.48

.38

1.0

16. Ride in a car

.17

.17

.21

.22

.27

.38

.23

.25

.14

.28

.24

.27

.28

.50

.35

1.0

17. Sit for hours

.31

.30

.32

.23

.26

.35

.22

.21

.17

.11

.43

.36

.42

.50

.26

.52

1.0

18. Lift hvy case

.44

.48

.59

.29

.35

.46

.45

.43

.31

.26

.38

.42

.28

.46

.27

.34

.49

18
Lift
hvy
case

1.0

Correlations are Pearson Product Moment Coefficient. Values in bold are not significant (p > .05)
Items 1-10 are the SF-36 PF, items 11-14 are from the Oswestry, items 15-18 are from the Quebec questionnaire.
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Table 7.4
Item-Total Correlations and Cronbach Alpha
Item
1. Vigorous activities
2. Moderate activities
3. Lift/carry groceries
4. Climb several flights
5. Climb one flight
6. Bend, kneel or stoop
7. Walk > 1 km
8. Walk .5 km
9. Walk 100m
10. Bath or dress
11. Pain intensity
12. Standing
13. Sleeping
14. Travelling
15. Turn in bed
16. Ride in a car
17. Sit for hours
18. Lift heavy suitcase

Corrected item-total
correlation
.48
.60
.63
.53
.58
.63
.57
.61
.48
.47
.44
.52
.51
.65
.46
.50
.56
.64

Alpha if item
deleted
.881
.877
.877
.879
.878
.878
.878
.877
.881
.881
.881
.879
.879
.873
.882
.880
.880
.878

The pre-test score distribution of the SF-36 PF and Low Back SF-36 PF18 are shown in
Figure 7.4. KS-Lillifors statistic confirmed that score distribution was normal at both pre-test
and post-test.
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Figure 7.4 Initial score distribution
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The next aim of the chapter was to compare the test-retest reliability and responsiveness of
the Low Back SF-36 PF18 with the SF-36 PF. It was expected that the new scale would have
comparable or better measurement properties. Three hypotheses were tested and the null
hypothesis was retained in each case.
Hypothesis 1.2
HA: The Low-Back SF-36 PF18 has better test-retest reliability and MDC90 than the
SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
H0: Test-retest reliability and the MDC90 are the same for the Low-Back SF-36
PF18 and the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.
Hypothesis 1.3
HA: The Low-Back SF-36 PF18 has better scale width than the SF-36 Physical
Functioning scale.
H0: Scale width is the same for the Low-Back SF-36 PF18 and the SF-36 Physical
Functioning scale.
Hypothesis 1.4
HA: The Low-Back SF-36 PF18 has better responsiveness and MCID as the SF-36
Physical Functioning scale.
H0: Responsiveness and the MCID are the same for the Low-Back SF-36 PF18 and
the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale.

To allow a direct comparison between the new and old scales, the raw scores for the LowBack SF-36 PF18 was converted to a 0-100 scale by expressing the raw score as a percentage
of the maximum possible score. The scores for the first and second test for the SF-36 PF and
Low Back SF-36 PF18 for all subjects, for subjects categorized as improved and unchanged,
and by level of the global change scale are shown in Table 7.5. For calculation of Guyatt’s
responsiveness index subjects who rated themselves “completely better”, “much better” or
“better” were combined as the “improved” group and subjects who rated themselves as “a
little better”, “about the same” or “a little worse” were combined as the “unchanged” group.
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Table 7.5
Mean score change by Global Change Scale rating
Global Change Scale
All subjects

n
105

Time 1
mean (sd)
33.8 (10.1)

Time 2
mean (sd)
39.6 (10.9)

Change
mean (sd)
-5.77 (10.3)

Improved (1,2,3)

52

34 (16.6)

45 (9.5)

-10.9 (11.8)

Unchanged (4,5,6)

46

32.9 (8.8)

33.6 (8.7)

-0.68 (5)

Completely

6

34 (16.6)

56.7 (4.5)

-22.7 (16.6)

1.

gone
2.

Much better

26

36.2 (9.8)

46.9 (6.8)

-10.8 (10.4)

3.

Better

20

31.1 (10.6)

38.5 (9.1)

-7.4 (10)

4.

A little better

28

33.2 (9.4)

35.3 (8.5)

-2.0 (5.5)

5.

About the

15

32.1 (7.7)

31.1 (8.2)

1.0 (3.4)

same
6.

A little worse

3

33.7 (11.7)

30.3 (12.7)

3.3 (2.1)

7.

Much worse

2

24.5 (10.6)

21 (10)

3.5 (10.6)

Note: a negative value indicates improved health status and a positive value indicates
worsened health status. Five subjects did not complete the global change scale.

The measurement properties of the original and the Low-Back SF-36 PF18 scales are shown
in Table 7.6. Test-retest reliability was calculated on the data for subjects who reported at
re-test that their back problem remained “about the same”. For the SF-36 PF scale the ICC
was .91 (.76 - .97) and for Low Back SF-36 PF18 it was .91 (.74 - .97). The MDC90 was 16
points for the original scale and 12 for the new scale. This meant that 10% of the sample
had an initial SF-36 PF score the too low to detect deterioration (the floor effect) and 9%
had an initial score too high to detect improvement (ceiling effect). For the Low Back SF36 PF18 the floor effect was zero, and the ceiling effect less than 1%. The minimum
clinically important difference, taken as the average score for subjects who rated their
condition as “better”, was 15 points for the original scale, and 12 points for the Low Back
SF-36 PF18.
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Table 7.6
Comparison of measurement properties
Cronbach’s Alpha

Low Back SF-36 PF18
.88

SF-36 PF
.89

Reliability (ICC2,1)

.91 (.74 - .97)

.91 (.76 - .97)

MDC90

12 (7-20)

16 (9 - 27)

MCID

12

15

Effect size

.58 (.38 - .79)

.41 (.23 - .59)

Guyatt’s Resp. Index

2.2 (1.5 - 2.8)

1.4 (0.9 - 1.9)

Reliable Change

.31 (.22 - .40)

.27 (.18 - .36)

Note: Figures in parentheses are 95% confidence intervals.
Both scales are scored 0-100, so MDC90 and MCID are percentage points.
MDC90 = minimum detectable change at 90% confidence
MCID = minimum clinically important difference

Figure 7.5 graphically displays that while the Low Back SF-36 PF18 appeared to have
better responsiveness than the original scale the differences were not statistically
significant.
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Figure 7.5 Comparison of responsiveness

7.5 Discussion
The Low Back SF-36 PF18 consists of the 10-item SF-36 Physical Functioning scale, and
four items from each of the Oswestry and Quebec Disability Scales. The Low Back SF-36
PF18 had fewer misfitting items than the parent questionnaire and no extremely misfitting
items. Items that were outside the INFIT/OUTFIT criterion range of .7 to 1.3 in the
original questionnaire now had values within that range (Bathing or dressing, Walk 100m,
Climb 1 flight stairs) and Vigorous activities had a much improved fit (from 1.40 to 1.09
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for INFIT, and 2.17 to 1.31 for OUTFIT). In the Low Back SF-36 PF18 four items had
INFIT or OUTFIT statistics outside the criterion range, however these were only
marginally misfitting.
The reason the data showed a better fit to the Rasch model is that the introduction of
additional items into the model changes how the items are calibrated along the underlying
continuum. The fit changes because the different combination of items alters the “ruler”
along which the items are fitted. The fit to the model reflects the extent to which that
collection of items taps into a common underlying construct. The results demonstrate that a
set of items can be selected from a large item pool in a way that maximises data fit to the
Rasch model.
The addition of eight items to the SF-36 PF scale in the current study has improved the fit
of the poorer-fitting items to the Rasch model. However a “gap” remains between the most
difficult item PF1 Vigorous activities (Logit –2.82) and the next most difficult item PF6
Bend, kneel stoop (Logit –1.17). Unfortunately, none of the item-thresholds from the
Oswestry or Quebec scales fell in this part of the difficulty continuum.
The additional eight items increased the item threshold redundancy (multiple item
thresholds at the same logit calibration), however, it was essential to retain all the original
10 items so that a SF-36 PF score could be calculated. Person separation and reliability
values were slightly higher in the low-back version.
The test-retest reliability for the low-back SF-36 PF18 was the same as the original
version. This occurred despite smaller measurement error because a correspondingly
smaller score distribution for the low back version. The smaller error resulted in an
improvement in MDC90 from 16 to 12 points. The scale width also improved with the
smaller score distribution (fewer subjects were close to the scale ends at pre-test) and
floor and ceiling effects were eliminated. Effect Size and Guyatt’s Index both indicated
improved responsiveness, although this was not significant.
Two examples of augmenting the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale have been reported.
Vickrey, Hays, Genovese, Myers and Ellison (1997) produced the Multiple Sclerosis
Quality of Life scale (MSQOL-54) by adding items identified by literature review and
expert opinion to improve the perceived content validity of the SF-36. Hart and Wright
(Hart & Wright, 2002) recently reported the development of the 36-item Index of Physical
Functional Health Status (FHS) by Rasch analysis of a pool of items from the SF-36 PF,
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Oswestry Disability Questionnaire, Neck Disability Index and Lysholm Knee
Questionnaire. The FHS-36 is relevant to a range of musculoskeletal conditions and
therefore has the advantage of replacing multiple questionnaires. However, it is a
computer-based tool requiring a sophisticated appreciation of how to use a databank of
questions to construct and interpret an individual patient’s score. The sophistication of the
system limits its usefulness for widespread, routine clinical use.
A limitation of the current study is that the items making up the SF Low Back SF-36 PF18
were completed by subjects in situ in the parent questionnaires. It is possible that when
presented as a stand-alone scale there may be some differences in response due to question
order or perceived attribution to a particular health problem. Marx et al. (2001) reported
that patients reported significantly worse scores on five of six SF-36 items re-worded with
attribution to arm/hand problems compared to administration of the original wording within
the SF-36 Health Survey. The demonstration that responses to the ten SF-36 PF items are the
same whether administered within the original questionnaire or within

the SF-36 PF18 is required before any comparison with population norms can confidently be
made. Research is under way to test whether responses differ for the SF-36 PF items
whether they are administered in the original survey compared with the SF-36 PF18, and to
confirm the measurement properties of the SF Low Back SF-36 PF18 on an independent
sample.

7.6 Conclusion
The Low Back SF-36 PF18 comprises the 10 items of the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale,
the pain, standing, sleeping and travelling sections of the Oswestry Disability Questionnaire
and the turn in bed, ride in car, sit for hours and list/carry a suitcase items from the Quebec
Back Pain Disability Scale. The Low Back SF-36 PF18 yields total possible raw scores
between 0 and 60, which can be converted to a score between 0 and 100. A higher score
indicates better function. Preliminary tests of the items extracted from the parent
questionnaires suggest that a change in score of 12 percentage points or more indicates at
90% confidence that important change has occurred beyond measurement error. The
smallest amount of change that subjects typically judge as important is also 12 percentage
points. These values are yet to be confirmed when the instrument is administered in the
current form.
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The Low Back SF-36 PF18 has several advantages over current assessment tools for patients
with low back pain. It eliminates the need to administer a generic and a low-back specific
questionnaire. Clinicians currently using only the SF-36 to assess function in patients with
low-back problems can reduce floor and ceiling effects in the physical functioning scale by
adding 8 items. The added items represent activities relevant to low back pain (sleeping,
sitting, standing, travelling) that are currently missing from the SF-36 PF. In addition, it
allows for comparison with physical functioning norms by retaining
the original SF-36 PF scale.
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Low Back SF-36 Physical Functioning18
The following questions are about activities you might do during a typical day. Does your back problem
now limit you in these activities? If so, how much?

Section 1: Circle one number on each line
No, not limited
at all

Yes, limited
a little

Yes,
limited a lot

1.

Vigorous activities, such as running, lifting heavy
objects, participating in strenuous sports
2. Moderate activities, such as moving a table, pushing
a vacuum cleaner, bowling, or playing golf.
3. Lifting or carrying groceries
4. Climbing several flights of stairs
5. Climbing one flight of stairs
6. Bending, kneeling, or stooping
7. Walking more than one kilometre
8. Walking half a kilometre
9. Walking 100 metres
10. Bathing or dressing yourself

2

1

0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Section 2: Choose one box in each section for the statement that best applies to you.
Pain Intensity
Standing
5
4
3
2
1
0

I have no pain at the moment
The pain is very mild at the moment
The pain is moderate at the moment
The pain is fairly severe at the moment
The pain is very severe at the moment
The pain is the worst imaginable at the
moment

5
4
3
2
1
0

I can stand as long as I want without extra pain
I can stand as long as I want but it gives me extra pain
Pain prevents me from standing for more than 1 hour
Pain prevents me from standing for more than 30
minutes
Pain prevents me from standing for more than 10
minutes
Pain prevents me from standing at all

Sleeping

Travelling

5
4
3
2
1
0

5
4
3
2
1

My sleep is never disturbed by pain
My sleep is occasionally disturbed by pain
Because of pain I have less than 6 hours sleep
Because of pain I have less than 4 hours sleep
Because of pain I have less than 2 hours sleep
Pain prevents me from sleeping at all

0

I can travel anywhere without pain
I can travel anywhere but it gives me extra pain
Pain is bad but I manage journeys over two hours
Pain restricts me to journeys of less than one hour
Pain restricts me to short necessary journeys under 30
minutes
Pain prevents me from travelling except to receive
treatment

Section 3: Choose one response option for each activity.
Not difficult
at all
5

Minimally
difficult
4

Somewhat
difficult
3

Fairly
difficult
2

Very
difficult
1

Unable
to do
0

Ride in a car

5

4

3

2

1

0

Sit in a chair for several hours
Lift and carry a heavy suitcase

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

Turn over in bed

Scoring: Sum the individual item scores. Divide by 60. Multiply by 100
To extract the SF-36 Physical Functioning Scale:
Sum the scores in section 1 only. Divide by 20. Multiply by 100
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8 CHAPTER EIGHT: Summary and Future Directions
8.1 Introduction
In this final chapter the research reported in this thesis is summarised by chapter
content, main findings and findings by questionnaire. A brief summary of each chapter
is shown in Table 8.1. A statement for each questionnaire of what was already known,
and what has been added makes the contribution of this thesis clear. Finally the
strengths and limitations of the research are outlined, and recommendations made for
future research.
Thirty-two low back questionnaires and five generic questionnaires were located and
evaluated against criteria for clinical utility. Many of the questionnaires were designed
as outcome measures in clinical trials, or for specific diagnostic conditions, and
relatively few met the criteria for clinical utility in a general low back pain population.
The Oswestry, Quebec, Roland and Waddell scales were selected as fulfilling practical
criteria and being the most promising for application in a clinical setting. A general
health survey, the SF-36 was preferred over other generic questionnaires on practical
criteria. The selected questionnaires were then concurrently administered in a pre and
post-test research design to ambulatory patients seeking physiotherapy treatment for
low back pain.
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Table 8.1.
Summary of chapter contents
Chapter
One

•
•
•

Two

•
•

Content
Introduced the literature on health measurement scales.
Critiqued the issues of measuring functioning using self-report
questionnaires.
Proposed criteria for clinical utility of self-report
questionnaires.

Reported on search for all relevant questionnaires (low back
and generic).
Literature review for Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris,
Waddell and SF-36 questionnaires.

Three

•
•

Research design, methodological defence.
Sample characteristics.

Four

•

Data quality, completion difficulty, internal structure and
inter-relationships for Oswestry, Quebec, Roland-Morris,
Waddell questionnaires and SF-36 Physical Functioning,
Role-Physical and Bodily Pain scales.

Five

•

Head to head comparison of test-retest reliability,
responsiveness and scale width of the Oswestry, Quebec,
Roland-Morris, Waddell questionnaires and SF-36 Physical
Functioning, Role-Physical and Bodily Pain scales.
Tested a novel method of evaluating responsiveness (reliable
change method).
Established the validity of the responsiveness indices.
Minimum detectable change (MDC90)and minimum clinically
important difference (MCID) defined for each questionnaire.

•
•
•
Six

•

Applied Rasch modelling to data for the Oswestry, Quebec,
and SF-36 Physical Functioing scales.

Seven

•

Proposed a new scale, the Low Back SF-36 PF18 as a
combined generic/low back specific strategy for measuring
functional outcomes.
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8.2 Main Findings
Four back-specific questionnaires and one generic health survey were administered in a
head-to-head comparison in a clinical population of people with low back pain seeking
physiotherapy treatment in a variety of health care settings.
Three scales were identified as preferred tools for outcomes measurement in
physiotherapy clinical practice:
•

The Modified Oswestry Disability Questionnaire

•

The Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale

•

The SF-36 Physical Functioning Scale

Data quality was high for all questionnaires and subjects’ ratings indicated that all
questionnaires were fairly easy to complete. All scales were significantly intercorrelated. Association was strongest amongst the Oswestry, Quebec and Waddell
scales, and weakest between the SF-36 Role-Physical and other scales. This pattern
reflects similarities and differences in questionnaire content.
None of the responsiveness indices discriminated amongst the competing low back
questionnaires. However, other criteria, such as test-retest reliability and scale width,
were able to provide a basis on which to prefer some scales above others.
When reliability and scale width were considered, the questionnaires that provided the
best means of measuring functioning of individual patients in clinical practice were the
Oswestry Disability Questionnaire, the SF-36 Physical Functioning scale and the
Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale. Despite advances in scale development and
criticism of scales that do not include direct patient input into item development, two
older scales (Oswestry and Physical Functioning) performed as well or better than a
more recent tool that used more sophisticated methods of scale development (Quebec).
The current study has extended knowledge of the clinimetric issue of responsiveness in
three ways:
•

Methods of constructing confidence intervals around point estimates were
identified.

•

A method of testing differences between questionnaires was identified.

•

A method of testing the validity of responsiveness indices was applied.
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The method of constructing inferential confidence bands around point estimates was
applied using the method of Tryon (2001) and the validity of this method verified by
comparison with formal hypothesis tests where these were available (for the Correlation
and ROC methods).
The validity of the indices was tested in a design analogous to a “known groups” design
to determine whether the indices could discriminate between the low-back relevant
questionnaires and a reference scale, the SF-36 General Health scale that was known to
remain stable in patients with low back pain. The t-test, effect size and standardised
response mean – the distribution-based indices - discriminated between the General
Health and six of seven of the other scales. Of the criterion-based methods, only
Guyatt’s Responsiveness Index appeared to be a valid indicator of responsiveness. It
was also the index that appears the most sensible in terms of the rationale for the
numerator and denominator where the information of interest is the extent to which the
signal of real change stands out against background noise of random change in stable
subjects.
The Reliable Change index is based on the proportion of a sample that register a change
over time that is at least as great as the MDC90. This index does not appear to be a valid
indicator of responsiveness, however, it may nevertheless provide an additional
practical decision-making tool when selecting a questionnaire for clinical application.
Responsiveness indices may not provide a useful basis on which to select an outcome
measurement tool for application in clinical practice. The current study demonstrated
that while the responsiveness indices indicated no difference amongst the
questionnaires, some of the scales were significantly less reliable than others.
Reliability is therefore a more useful characteristic on which to base the selection of a
questionnaire for measuring the outcomes of treatment. Reliability, when expressed as
measurement error (the MDC90), provides a meaningful way to interpret change in
questionnaire scores over time. The responsiveness indices provide no practical
information for interpreting change scores.
For all questionnaires the MDC90 was generally larger than the MCID so that while
most patients who perceive they have not improved will change by less than the MDC90,
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many patients who perceive they have improved by a clinically important amount may
also have change scores less than the MDC90.
This study also provides a new benchmark criteria relating to floor and ceiling effects.
McHorney and Tarlov (1995) suggested that health surveys with more than 15% of
respondents scoring the lowest or highest possible score are not useful clinical tools.
However, because an observed change in scores must be at least equal to the MDC90 to
be 90% confident that the observed change is not simply due to measurement error, this
study proposes that questionnaires with more than 15% of respondents scoring within
the MDC90 at the upper or lower end of the available score range should be rejected.
Disease specific questionnaires have been thought to be more responsive than generic
questionnaires, but the few studies that have empirically tested this hypothesis have
made conclusions about relative responsiveness based on point estimates from various
responsiveness indices (Buchbinder et al., 1995; Fitzpatrick, Ziebland et al., 1992;
Patrick & Deyo, 1989; Stucki et al., 1995). The current study demonstrates that, at least
in a mixed low back pain population, there is no significant difference between lowback specific questionnaires and the physical functioning scale of a widely used generic
questionnaire.
Reports on the use of Rasch models to analyse health measurement scales have been
few and recent. In the current study data showed acceptable fit to a Rasch partial credit
model for the Oswestry, Quebec and SF-36 Physical function scales. The items in each
questionnaire form a continuum from easy to difficult activities that is robust across
time, and by age, gender and whether or not flexion is limited. There was, however, a
lack of representation of item-thresholds in the “easy” part of the continuum for all three
questionnaires and it was also demonstrated that change toward scale extremes will be
underestimated by raw scores. A transformation of raw to Rasch scores was provided
that may be useful in interpretation of change scores for subjects with initial scores
indicating very mild limitations. This could, to a large extent, ameliorate the problem of
patients reporting they feel better, but having raw change scores that do not exceed the
MDC90.
An important contribution of the current study to the field of measuring disability in low
back pain is the proposal of a low-back version of SF-36 Physical Functioning scale
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The Low-Back SF-36 PF18 was constructed using Rasch analysis of the pooled items of
SF-36 PF, Oswestry and Quebec scales to identify an optimal set of 18 items. The SF36 PF18 eliminates the need to administer both a generic and a low-back specific
questionnaire by requiring only the addition of 8 items to the existing physical
functioning scale to transform it from a generic to a low-back specific measurement
tool.
In addition, the clinimetric properties and clinical utility of several established
questionnaires were established in the clinical population of interest.

8.2.1 Oswestry Disability Questionnaire
Most reported research on the psychometric properties of the Oswestry used the original
questionnaire or versions other than the selected MRC version. The differences
between versions are relatively small and it is likely that the results are generalisable to
the MRC version to some extent. Of greater importance is the absence of any prior
reports of any version of the Oswestry when completed by patients receiving
physiotherapy treatment for low back problems in an Australian setting. In the current
study the MRC version of the Oswestry with one further modification (the conversion
of imperial to metric distances in the Walking section) was tested in such a population.
Table 8.2 presents a comparison of findings from the current study with what was
previously known.
In the target population the best estimate of the MDC90 is 10.5 points, and the MCID is
between 5 and 9 points. This means that some patients will perceive they have changed
by a clinically important amount, but their scores will not reach the minimum required
to be 90% confident that change beyond measurement error has occurred. For these
patients, other outcomes measures (such as impairment measures) will provide a more
comprehensive picture of change in the patient’s status. Other outcome measures will
also be required to monitor improvement, for the 3% of patients who will have an initial
Oswestry score less than 10.5 points.
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Table 8.2
Oswestry Disability Questionnaire
What was known before

What this study adds

Data quality

Inconsistent reports from 2 studies of
physio patients in Canada. One
found 7%-11% missing and 7%
incorrect completion rates, the other
1%-4% missing data (Beurskens et
al., 1996; Stratford et al., 1994).

Data quality is high.
Excluding the optional “Sex
Life” section, the highest rate
for any section was 1.4%.
There were no incorrect
completions.

Internal
consistency

Two studies found significant itemtotal correlations, one found some
non-significant item-item
correlations (Fisher & Johnston,
1997; Tibbles et al., 1998).
Most reports of Cronbach’s alpha
between .70-.90, one report of .59
(Strong et al., 1990).

Strong evidence of internal
consistency - all item-item
and item-total correlations
were significant, Cronbach’s
Alpha was .84.

Dimensionality

One report of 2-factor structure
explaining 45% of variance with
dominant first factor (Fisher &
Johnston, 1997).

Confirmed unidimensional.
2-factor structure explaining
57% of variance with
dominant first factor.

Test-retest
reliability

Only one report using similar re-test
period (4 weeks) but in acute workrelated back pain, ICC = .90 (Fritz &
Irrgang, 2001)

ICC .84 and .92 establishes
reproducibility in target
population.

MDC90

13-20 points (Fairbank et al., 1980;
Fritz & Irrgang, 2001)

10.5 points

MCID

4-15 points (Fritz & Irrgang, 2001;
Roland & Fairbank, 2000)

5-9 points

Scale width

Scores > 80 rare
6-10% score ≤ 10 points at baseline
(Greenough, 1993; Kopec et al.,
1995)

3% scored less than 10.5 and
none scored more than 89.5
at baseline.

Responsiveness

Large body of literature.

Confirmed responsive in
target population.
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8.2.2 Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale
As a fairly recently developed questionnaire there are few previous reports of this
questionnaire and the current study is the first to test the Quebec questionnaire on a
diverse patient sample from physiotherapy clinical settings. The current study shows
that the Quebec scale could be used to measure function of ambulatory low back pain
patients receiving physiotherapy treatment. The MDC90 is 15 points, and the MCID
between 7 and 11 points. Some patients will therefore perceive improvement before
improvement can be confirmed by Quebec change scores. Fourteen percent of subjects
will score less than 15 points at baseline. This is only just below the criterion limit of
15%, and the Oswestry or SF-36 Physical Functioning scales are recommended ahead
of the Quebec on this basis. Table 8.3 compares the findings of past studies with the
current study.
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Table 8.3
Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale
What was known before

What this study adds

Data quality

Up to 2% missing data

Confirmed high data quality.
Maximum missing data for any
item 1.4%.

Internal
consistency

Two studies report significant
item-item and item-total
correlations and Chronbach’s
Alpha .95 (Kopec et al., 1996;
Schoppink et al., 1996).

Strong evidence of internal
consistency can be concluded as
all item-item and item-total
correlations were significant.
Chronbach’s Alpha was .94.
and suggests some redundancy.

Dimensionality

Items selected from 7 factors
(Kopec et al., 1996).

Four factors explaining 68.4%
of variance, first factor
predominant.

Test-retest
reliability

Two studies report ICC ≥ .90 over
short timeframe (Kopec et al.,
1995; Schoppink et al., 1996), but
one reports ICC .55 over 4 weeks
in acute work-related low back
pain. (Fritz & Irrgang, 2001)

ICC .84 and .89 establishes
reproducibility in target
population over 6 week re-test
period..

MDC90

13.6 – 30.5 derived from reported
studies

15

MCID

15 (Fritz & Irrgang, 2001)

7-11

Scale width

8.3% score 0-10, 3.7% score 90100 (Kopec, 2000)

14% scored less than 15 and 1%
scored more than 85 at baseline.

Responsiveness

Four studies provide evidence
(Fritz & Irrgang, 2001; Kopec et
al., 1995; Mens et al., 2002;
Rossignol et al., 2000)

Confirmed responsive in target
population.
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8.2.3 Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire
Despite its widespread use and a large body of literature on this questionnaire the
current study concludes it is not an appropriate tool to use as a measure of outcome in
the Australian physiotherapy clinical setting. Factor analysis demonstrated that the
questionnaire was not unidimensional. More important, the scores show great
variability in stable subjects and the large measurement error renders the scale of
limited value for application to individual patients. There is also a substantial floor
effect that means a large proportion of patients will score an initial score too low for
improvement to be reliably detected. The Roland-Morris is not recommended for use in
clinical settings. Table 8.4 summarises current knowledge of the Roland-Morris
Disability Questionnaire.

Table 8.4
Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire
What was known before

Internal
consistency

Dimensionality

One study reports some
insignificant item-item and itemtotalcorrelations (Williams &
Myers, 2001). Multiple reports of
Cronbach’s alpha .70-.90
4 factors explaining 55% of
variance (Williams & Myers,
2001)

What this study adds

Confirms many item-item
correlations NS, but all itemtotal correlations are significant.
Cronbach’s alpha .88.
7 factors explaining 63% of
variance, uninterpretable factor
structure

Test-retest
reliability

High coefficients over short retest
periods. ICC .86 over 3-6 weeks
(Stratford, Finch et al., 1996) in
physio setting.

ICC .53 and .42 indicates
unacceptable reliability in target
population.

MDC90

4-5 points

8.6 – 9.5 points

MCID

2-3 (Patrick et al., 1995; Roland &
Fairbank, 2000).

3 points

Scale width

2 studies of physio patients: 3%
scored <4 and 8% >20 (Stratford,
Finch et al., 1996).

51% of sample had insufficient
initial score to detect
improvement.

Responsiveness

Large body of literature.

Confirmed responsive in target
population.
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8.2.4 Waddell Disability Index
Despite being the briefest of all the scales the Waddell scale has been least widely used.
Results for the Waddell Disability Index indicate that it is has too much measurement
error to make it a useful outcome measurement tool for clinical practice. Although it
was not significantly less reliable than the other scales, the MDC90 of 2.5 points
represents close to a third of the available score range and the scale width is therefore
outside the 15% criterion limit. Table 8.5 outlines the contribution of the current study
to what is known about this scale.

Table 8.5
Waddell Disability Index
What was known before

What this study adds

Data quality

Unknown

Missing data up to 18% for sex
item, but overall 2%.

Internal
consistency

Unknown

Some item-item correlations not
significant, all item-total
correlations significant.

Dimensionality

One factor (Waddell & Main,
1984)

2 factors explaining 46.6% of
variance, factors significantly
correlated.

Test-retest
reliability

73%-90% inter-rater
agreement, Kappa > .60 when
administered by interview
(Waddell & Main, 1984)

ICC .74 and .79

MDC90

Unknown

2.5 – 2.8 points

MCID

Unknown

1 point

Scale width

Unknown

Would be unable to detect
improvement in 21% or
deterioration in 20% of subjects.

Responsiveness

Some evidence (2 studies)

Confirmed responsive in target
population.
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8.2.5 SF-36 Physical Functioning Scale
Despite being a widely used measure of the health status of populations and in clinical
trials, there is limited information available on its measurement properties that can be
used to inform clinical practice. The current study demonstrates that the SF-36 Physical
Functioning scale is sufficiently reliable and practical for use as a measure of function
in ambulatory patients with low back pain. The MDC90 was 16 points, and the MCID
10-15 points. Scale width was within the 15% criterion limit. Although not quite as
good as the Oswestry in terms of scale width, the SF-36 would be the preferred
instrument if clinicians wished to gain a more comprehensive profile of health status,
avoid need for patients to fill in two separate questionnaires. The current study has
added valuable information to what is known on the measurement properties of the SF36 Physical Functioning scale (Table 8.6).

Table 8.6
SF-36 Physical Functioning Scale
What was known before

What this study adds

Data quality

For entire SF-36 .5% to 5.4%.

Missing data 0-5% for individual
items, 2% overall.

Internal
consistency

No reports of item-item and
item-total correlations.
Cronbach’s alpha often around
.90

All item-item and item-total
correlations significant. Cronbach’s
alpha .89.

Dimensionality

Strongly related to SF-36
Physical domain.

Two factors explained 63.5% of
variance, first factor predominant.

Test-retest
reliability

One study of physio patients 1- .83 and .91
14 days re-test ICC = .73

MDC90

21 points (Patrick et al., 1995)

16 points

MCID

7 – 17.7 points (Patrick et al.,
1995)

10-15 points

Scale width

5.8% scored ≤ 10, 2.9% scored
≥ 90 in ambulatory low back
pain (Kopec et al., 1995).

Unable to detect improvement in
9% or deterioration in 10% of
subjects.

Responsiveness

Some evidence (3 studies) for
subjects with low back pain

Confirmed responsive in target
population.
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8.2.6 SF-36 Role-Physical Scale
Despite previous reports of test-retest reliability as high as .80 (and a summary estimate
of .89 by the test developer), the current study indicates that this scale is not sufficiently
reliable to enable the scores of individual patients to be meaningfully interpreted. Due
to the construction of the scale as four dichotomous items the scale has large floor and
ceiling effects, and patients who were classified as improved and unchanged both
showed improvement and deterioration across the entire scale range. However, the
scale has some utility for comparison of individual and group health profiles with
population norms. For a summary of current knowledge on the characteristics of the
SF-36 Role-Physical scale, see Table 8.7.

Table 8.7
SF-36 Role-Physical
What was known before

What this study adds

Data quality

For entire SF-36 .5% to 5.4%.

Missing data 0-5% for individual
items, 2% overall.

Internal
consistency

No reports of item-item and item- All item-item and item-total
correlations significant.
total correlations. Cronbach’s
Cronbach’s alpha .85.
alpha often around .90

Dimensionality

Strongly related to SF-36
Physical domain.

Single factor explaining 70% of
variance.

Test-retest
reliability

ICC .80 in subjects with sciatica
at 3 month re-test (Patrick et al.,
1995).

.39 and .47

MDC90

27 points (Patrick et al., 1995)

62 points

MCID

7 points (Patrick et al., 1995)

25 points

Scale width

38% and 30% scored worst and
best scores in mixed orthopaedic
sample (Martin et al., 1997)

Would be unable to detect
improvement in 21% or
deterioration in 86% of subjects.

Responsiveness

1 study indicates responsive in
subjects with low back pain
(Patrick et al., 1995)

Confirmed responsive in target
population.
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8.2.7 SF-36 Bodily Pain Scale
This brief 2-item scale measuring pain is not sufficiently reliable for the interpretation
of individual patient scores in clinical practice. It is recommended that a supplementary
method of measuring pain be used when pain reduction is a treatment goal. However,
the bodily pain items should not be discarded from the SF-36 so as to allow comparison
with population norms. Current knowledge of this scale is summarised in Table 8.8.

Table 8.8
SF-36 Bodily Pain
What was known before

What this study adds

Data quality

For entire SF-36 .5% to 5.4%.

Missing data 0-5% for
individual items, 2% overall.

Internal
consistency

No reports of item-item and itemtotal correlations. Cronbach’s alpha
range from .77 - .90

Items correlated r = .68

Dimensionality

Strongly related to SF-36 Physical
domain.

Test-retest
reliability

ICC .67 in subjects with sciatica at
3 month re-test (Patrick et al.,
1995).

.37 and .59

MDC90

28 points (Patrick et al., 1995)

33 points

MCID

21.5 points (Patrick et al., 1995)

11-14 points

Scale width

1.6% and 9% scored worst and best
scores in mixed orthopaedic sample
(Martin et al., 1997)

Unable to detect improvement
in 6% or deterioration in 54%
of subjects.

Responsiveness

Confirmed responsive in target
1 study indicates responsive in
subjects with low back pain (Patrick population.
et al., 1995)
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8.2.8 Low Back SF-36 Physical Functioning18 Scale
The Low Back SF-36 PF18 was developed to improve the currently available options
available to clinicians for measuring function in patients with low back pain. For
comprehensive assessment it is recommended that the SF-36 Health Survey be
administered along with a low-back specific questionnaire. The development of the
Low Back SF-36 PF18 provides a parsimonious method of collecting back-specific
activity limitations in the same form that performs a broader health status evaluation.
Development of the 18-item Low Back SF-36 PF18 retained the 10-item SF-36 Physical
Functioning scale and identified 8 items from the Oswestry and Quebec questionnaires
by Rasch analysis that best complemented the existing scale. The new scale had
measurement properties comparable to the parent scale, and floor and ceiling effects
were virtually eliminated.

8.3 Study Strengths and Limitations
The strength of this study is that a head to head comparison of questionnaires enables
valid conclusions to be drawn about comparative measurement properties and clinical
utility. Such conclusions cannot be drawn from studies using different samples because
sample differences will confound questionnaire comparison. The testing of the validity
of responsiveness indices, and the use of inferential confidence intervals for testing for
differences amongst questionnaires also represent significant advances in the field.
Another improvement on previous reports of head to head comparisons was the
sampling from multiple sites representing a range of clinical settings and community
socio-economic status. This allows greater generalisability to a range of clinical
settings.
The use of a typical clinical re-test period for test-retest reliability calculations also
provides a better estimate of score variability in stable subjects than very short retest
periods used in most reliability studies.
Finally, the proposal of an improved version of an existing scale, rather than proposing
an entirely new questionnaire, refines the existing measurement options without adding
yet another example to the large number of tools already in existence.
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A limitation of this study is that the success of the sampling strategy could not be tested.
The extent to which the subjects who entered the study, but failed to return the first set
of questionnaires were similar to those who completed the study could not be tested.
The results of the study may not be generalisable to patients under the age of 18, or to
patients who cannot read and write English. In a linguistically diverse community the
absence of multiple-language forms of questionnaires is an impediment to the routine
assessment of function by questionnaire. The development of validated translations of
clinically useful questionnaires into the major community languages should be a priority
for the future.
The use of a patient rating of global change as the criterion of change is defensible in
the absence of an independent “gold standard”, but is nevertheless a limitation common
to such studies. Patient rating was selected over averages of patient and therapist rating
as the patient’s perspective was the most relevant.

8.4 Future Directions
The routine use of patient self-report questionnaires in clinical practice has the potential
to improve the measurement of outcomes for patients undergoing physiotherapy
treatment for low back pain. The capture of reliable and valid data in the
activity/participation domains can provide a comprehensive and patient-focussed
assessment of the outcomes of treatment.
Although the present study has contributed toward improved methods for discriminating
amongst competing questionnaires and by proposing an improved questionnaire, much
research remains to be done. In particular the measurement properties of the Low Back
SF-36 PF18 scale should be confirmed on an independent sample. Two recent scales,
the Back Pain Functional Scale (Stratford et al., 2000) and the Functional Rating Index
(Feise & Menke, 2001) appear promising and these should be tested in a head-to-head
comparison with the Oswestry the SF-36 PF18 in physiotherapy clinical settings in
Australia.
Further research is needed to develop better methods for classifying patients as
improved or unchanged. This might involve developing multi-item patient-rated change
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questionnaires to replace the current single-item global rating. Methods that can be
shown to be independent of both patient and therapist could also be developed.
Finally, more work needs to be done to allow the accurate interpretation of change
scores. In particular, raw-to-Rasch conversion tables should be developed from large
samples to ensure these provide stable estimates. Raw to Rasch score conversion tables
will assist clinicians to interpret questionnaire score-changes, and will facilitate the
building of an accurate picture of the outcomes of physiotherapy treatment for people
with low back pain.
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APPENDIX A:

Comparison of Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire

(RMDQ) items and Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) item wordings
RMDQ item
1. I stay at home most of the time because of my back.
2. I change position frequently to try and get my back
comfortable.
3. I walk more slowly than usual because of my back.
4. Because of my back I am not doing any of the jobs
that I usually do around the house.
5. Because of my back, I use a handrail to get upstairs.
6. Because of my back, I lie down to rest more often.
7. Because of my back, I have to hold on to something
to get out of an easy chair.
8. Because of my back, I try to get other people to do
things for me.
9. I get dressed more slowly than usual because of my
back.
10. I only stand up for short periods of time because of
my back.
11. Because of my back, I try not to bend or kneel
down.
12. I find it difficult to get out of a chair because of my
back.
13. My back is painful almost all the time.
14. I find it difficult to turn over in bed because of my
back.
15. My appetite is not very good because of my back
pain.
16. I have trouble putting on my socks (or stockings)
because of the pain in my back.
17. I only walk short distances because of my back
pain.
18. I sleep less well because of my back.
19. Because of my back pain, I get dressed with help
from someone else.
20. I sit down for most of the day because of my back.
21. I avoid heavy jobs around the house because of my
back.
22. Because of my back pain, I am more irritable and
bad tempered with people than usual.

SIP item
M 6. I stay home most of the time
BCM 12. I change position frequently.
A 12. I walk more slowly.
HM 3. I am not doing any of the regular daily work
around the house that I would usually do.
A 3. I use stairs only with mechanical support, for
example, handrail, cane, crutches.
SR 4. I lie down more often during the day in order to
rest
BCM 10. I get in and out of bed or chairs by grasping
something for support or using a cane or walker
SI 12. I make many demands, for example, insist that
people do things for me, tell them how to do things.
BCM 22. I dress myself, but do so very slowly.
BCM 3. I stand only for short periods of time.
BCM 7. I kneel, stoop, or bend down only by holding
on to something.
BCM 6. I stand up only with someone’s help

BCM 13. I hold on to something to move myself
around in bed.
E 1. I am eating much less than usual.
BCM 17. I have trouble getting shoes, socks, or
stockings on.
A 1. I walk shorter distances or stop to rest often.
SR 6. I sleep less at night, for example, wake up too
early, don’t fall asleep for a long time, awaken
frequently.
BCM 23. I get dressed only with someone’s help.
SR 2. I sit during much of the day.
HM 9. I am not doing heavy work around the house.

SI 4. I often act irritable toward those around me, for
example, snap at people, give sharp answers, criticize
easily.
23. Because of my back, I go upstairs more slowly
A 9. I go up and down stairs more slowly, for
than usual.
example, one step at a time, stop often.
24. I stay in bed most of the time because of my back.
M 3. I am staying in bed most of the time
Note. A = Ambulation, M = Mobility, BCM = Mody Care and Movement, SI = Social Interaction, SR =
Sleep and Rest, E = Eating, HM = Home Management
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